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EARLIER MESOLITHIC SITES AT NAB WATER,

OXENHOPE MOOR, WEST YORKSHIRE

by J. A. GILKS

NAB WATER is a small stream which flows along the eastern edge of Oxenhope
Moor, which lies 1 1 km. north-west of Halifax in West Yorkshire (fig. 1). At its source,

at an altitude of 406 m., the rocks, here Rough Rock (Edwards and Trotter 1954, 3, 32-

41), are capped with a thin layer of yellowish-brown to grey clay, possibly boulder clay,

which supports an acid hill peat, derived mainly from Sphagnum moss and tufted

cotton-grass (.Eriophorum vaginatum) (Carroll et. ah, 1979, 6-9, 1 1-14, 16-17). The sites to

be described were located on the crest of a short spur at the head of the stream (Nat.

Grid Ref. SE 03033249), 44 m. below the Nab Hill escarpment, which lies 0.3 km. to

the east, and were bounded on the north, east and west by tributary streams of the Nab
Water and areas of peat bog and marsh. The spur is covered with peat which, in places,

has been eroded away, thus exposing the underlying clay. The present flora is

dominated by common cotton-grass
(
Eriophornum angustifolium )

and tufted cotton-grass

(E. vaginatum )

.

DISCOVERY AND EXCAVATION

It is thought that the area first attracted archaeological interest in the early 1930s

when the owner of Nab Water Farm collected from two small erosion patches (Sites 1

and 3) on the crest of the spur pieces of flint waste and tools. These he later showed to

several members of the Bradford Antiquarian Society who, independent of the Society,

undertook an examination of the sites. This involved the random trenching of the

erosion patches, and covered an area approximately 7 by 5 m., the spoil being heaped
around the edges of the cuttings. Some of the finds from these excavations were
deposited in the Cliffe Castle Museum, Keighley, but most passed into private hands

and cannot now be traced. No further work was undertaken at Nab Water until about

1960, indeed the exact location of the sites was forgotten until two amateur Halifax

archaeologists identified them by the grass covered spoil heaps on the crest of the spur.

Between 1960 and 1965 they amassed a collection of flint waste and tools, almost all of

which they had found on the surface of the two, now very much overgrown, erosion

patches.

In 1965 the writer visited Nab Water and between 1967 and 1974 he, and the late

Gilbert Chambers of Halifax, systematically sieved the spoil heaps which surrounded
sites 1 and 3, all of which produced large amounts of flint industrial waste and tools. A
limited excavation was also carried out, which resulted in the discovery of further

material in the clay and peat fill of the earlier excavators’ trenches, whilst nearly five

hundred pieces of flint were found in situ in the narrow strips of unexcavated clay

which separated the cuttings (Gilks 1971; 1972a; 1972b; 1973; 1974; 1975; 1976; 1980;

1981).

The results obtained through the present series of excavations have demonstrated
that sites 1 and 3, which were less than 3 m. apart, were not, as previously thought,

separate sites, but the remains of one large site (hereafter called the site) which had
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been divided, from north-east to south-west, into two areas of roughly equal size by the

trenches dug in the early 1930s. The flintwork from these two locations has, therefore,

been grouped together for both description and comment. A small number of Hints
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were also found on an erosion patch (Site 2) to the west of the main site, and these are

briefly described below.

THE INDUSTRY

Sites 1 and 3

The lithic material recovered through fieldwork and excavation at Nab Water
between 1965 and 1974 comprises of 2,044 pieces of industrial waste and tools. All of

the pieces recovered from the thin layer of clay capping the spur, and the great

majority found on the surface of the erosion patches, are in sharp condition. However,

several pieces, which had clearly lain on the surface for a considerable period of time,

are frost-pitted, whilst others, notably two tertiary flakes, exhibit thermal fractures,

the surface of the break being angular, and of dull, almost crystalline, appearance.

There are also 37 pieces which are burnt and fire-crackled.

Raw materials

Three types of raw material have been identified, flint: chert, and volcanic

pitchstone. Flint, of which there are five main varieties, accounts for more than 97.5%
of the raw material. The bulk of it (1,701 pieces) is dense white (10YR 8/1) with white

(2.5Y 8/2 and 10YR 6/1) to grey (2.5Y 5/) mottling. Many of the larger pieces, for

example the cores, rejuvenation, primary, secondary and tertiary flakes, have light grey

(10YR 7/2) cherty inclusions, whilst three cores and a high proportion of the primary

flakes, retain a smooth, white (10YR 8/1) to very pale brown (10YR 7/3) cortex. There
are also a number of primary flakes with a pinkish grey (7.5YR 7/2) to light grey (10YR

7/1), highly porous, almost chalky, outer skin. The smooth cortexed flint originated as

large pebbles on probably the coast of East Yorkshire, the porous as nodules in the

beded flint in the chalk of the Yorkshire Wolds (Manby 1966, 213). Both the pebble

flint and, according to Manby, the Wold flint, posses better flaking qualities than other

types of flint found in the area, which are frequently too brittle for working (Manby
1966, 213; Switsur andjacobi 1975, 32-33).

The second most numerous type of flint (140 pieces) is light grey (10YR 7/1) to grey

(5YR 5/1), with white (10YR 8/1), light grey (7.5YR N6/), grey (7.5YR 5/) and very

dark grey (7.5YR N3/) mottling. The cores, primary and secondary flakes, have either

an exceptionally smooth, pinkish grey (5YR 7/2) cortex or a highly porous, often pitted,

pinkish grey (5YR 7/2 and 5YR 6/2) nodular skin. Like the white flint, it also probably

originates from East Yorkshire. There is also a small quantity (6 pieces) of a dense

light grey (10YR 7/1) to grey (10YR 6/1) flint, with grey (10YR N5/) to dark grey

(10YR N4/) bands, whilst a retouched primary flake and a similarly worked secondary

flake, retain a hard, porous, pinkish grey (5YR 6/2) nodular skin. This flint probably

derives from Lincolnshire.

There is a small amount (17 pieces) of good quality translucent dark grey (10YR
4/1) flint, with very dark grey (2.5Y N3/) to light grey (10YR 7/1) mottling, whilst some
pieces retain a smooth, very pale brown (10YR 7/3) cortex. It almost certainly

originated as small to medium sized pebbles in the glacial deposits along the coast of

Yorkshire and in Holderness (Pierpoint 1981, 1-3, 31). Of comparable quality are 87

pieces of translucent light brownish grey (10YR 6/2) to dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2)

flint, with light grey (10YR 7/1) bands and spots; several pieces posses a smooth, or

slightly porous, chalky, pale brown (10YR 6/3) cortex. This flint also probably
originated as pebbles in the glacial deposits of Holderness (Manby 1966, 213).
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The last variety of flint (6 pieces) is a beautiful reddish-brown (2.5YR 4/4), red

(2.5YR 4/6) to grey (10YR 5/1) flint, with a smooth pinkish grey (7.5YR 6/2) cortex. It

was almost certainly brought to the site in the form of small pebbles, again derived

from the glacial clays of East Yorkshire.

Collectively these translucent flints are superior to the white and opaque grey flints

and were used extensively in the later mesolithic, neolithic and bronze age. The
reddish brown flint was, however, the most highly prized and was used in the last two

mentioned periods for the manufacture of, for example, arrowheads, scrapers and
knives, many of which were deposited as grave goods with the dead (Green 1980, 58-66;

Manby 1974, 83; Pierpoint 1980, 134, 182-92; 1981, 1-3, 33, 37-43; Wickham-Jones
1985, '164-75).

The remaining types of raw material comprise a variety of cherts and a small amount
of volcanic pitchstone. The cherts are of variable quality and colour. Four types have

been recognised. First, there is a good quality, shiny to dull, very dark grey (7.5YR

N/3) chert, one piece with light grey (10YR 6/1) bands, whilst a small core has a pitted

to exceptionally smooth light brownish grey (10YR 6/2) outer skin. Second, there is a

smooth to slightly porous, dark grey (10YR 4/1) chert with greyish brown (10YR 5/2)

bands. Third, there is a highly porous, poor quality, greyish brown (10YR 5/2) to grey

( 10YR 5/1) chert. Fourth, there is a piece of highly vesicular very dark grey ( 10YR 3/1)

chert, and fifth, there is a dense, poor quality, light grey (10YR 6/1) to dark grey (2.5Y

N4/) chert, the pieces almost certainly deriving from a single core which has traces of

a rough greyish brown (10YR 5/2) outer skin.

These cherts are of mixed origin, the good quality very dark grey (often referred to

in the literature as ‘black’) variety, which is found on both earlier and later, though

more frequently on later, mesolithic sites in the Pennines (Radley et. al., 1974, 2-5;

Poole 1986, 17; Stonehouse 1986, 2; 1987-88, 5), probably originates from the limestone

in the Wye Valley, Derbyshire (Radley 1968, 32), though pebbles of similar chert can

be found in the glacial boulder clays of the Pennines (Poole 1986, 17). The dark

grey/greyish brown banded chert is probably either from the Yorkshire Dales, for

example Nidderdale, or the Peak District, as is the poor quality greyish brown to grey

variety and the highly vesicular chert. The light grey chert (often called ‘white’ chert),

which is of very poor quality, is found in most limestone areas, though a Derbyshire,

rather than a Yorkshire, origin seems likely (Radley 1968, 32).

Finally, there is a small amount of smooth to porous grey (10YR 6/1) to very dark

grey (10YR 3/1) volcanic pitchstone, possibly from Arran on the west coast of Scotland

(Pierpoint 1981, 1; Wickham-Jones 1985, 164, 166), though again, a more local origin is

possible.

Cores

Twenty-two cores were recovered and they range in weight from 6.09 gm. (Class Al)

to 79.71 gm. (also Class Al), the average weight being 29.38 gm. Many are heavily

worked and some exhibit hinge and/or stepped flake scars, whilst one has been used as

a hammer stone (fig. 2, 8). J. G. D. Clark classified cores according to shape and

number of striking-platforms (Clark 1934, 52-77), but these are residual features, a

core probably having passed through a number of different stages before being

discarded, each capable of a different classification (Poole 1986, 17).

1 platform

1. Flakes removed part way round (fig. 2, 1,2)

2. Flakes removed all way round (fig. 2, 3)

Class A
7

4
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Class B 2 platforms

1. Parallel platforms (fig. 2, 4) 1

2. One platform at oblique angle (fig. 2, 5) 4

3. Platforms at right-angles (fig. 2, 6) 2

Class C 3 or more platforms

1. Three platforms (fig. 2, 7) 1

Class E Unclassifiable 3

Total 22

TABLE

COMBINED TOTALS OF MAGLEMOSIAN
ARTEFACTS FROM NAB WATER, SITES 1 AND 3
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1

- 2 — 22

Rejuvenation flakes 101 3 - 3 7 — — — - 114

Primary flakes 58 7 - — 14 - — — - 79

Secondary flakes 111 12 - 2 22 — — - - 147

Tertiary flakes 1,089 88 2 5 20 4 5 33 36 1,282

Blades 195 8 1 4 11 - — 6 1 226

Notched blades 2 1
— — — — — — — 3

Micro-burins 7 3 - — 1 - — 3 — 14

Graver spalls 3 — - - - — - — — 3

Microliths 46 7 — - 2 - -
1

— 56

Scrapers 17 — — — - — — - - 17

Flakes with
scraper-like edges 5 — — - — — — — — 5

Plane 1
- — - - — — - —

1

Graver — — — 1 — — — —
1

Retouched flakes
and blades 51 4 3 6 1 65

Serrated-edge flakes 2 4 — - 3 — - — - 9

Total 1,701 140 6 17 87 6 5 45 37 2,044
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Lig. 2. Nab Water. Cores, 1-7; hammer stone, 8; rejuvenation flakes, 9-14;

notched blades, 15-16, and micro-burins, 17-19.

Rejuvenationflakes

Many of the rejuvenation flakes are of large size; the longest is 68 mm., whilst

another has a maximum width of 32 mm. These large flakes provide some indication of

the size of the cores prior to the removal of the flakes, and it is interesting to note that

the largest surviving example is only 54 mm. long. About 8% of the flakes (Classes B,

D and E) have been retouched along part of one edge.

Class A
Class B
Class C

Struck from same plane as platform (fig. 2, 9-11)

Struck at right-angles to platform (fig. 2, 12)

Struck obliquely to platform

5

56

27
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Class D Struck from base to remove apex (fig. 2, 13) 12

Class E Ridge flake with battered keel (fig. 2, 14) 10

Class F Unclassifiable 4

Total 114

Flakes

The bulk of the industrial waste consists of flakes (1,508), of which there are three

types: primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary flakes (79), which retain large patches

of cortex, are the product of the conversion of pebbles or nodules into cores. Secondary

flakes (147) retain less cortex, tertiary flakes (1,282) none at all. The last mentioned

also vary considerably in shape and size, the largest example is 66 mm. long. Those of

irregular outline, which form the bulk, were discarded, those of more uniform shape

were made into tools.

Blades

Flakes with roughly parallel sides and a length to breadth ratio of 3:1 have been
classified as blades (226). The complete examples vary in length from 12 mm. to

54 mm. and in width from 3 mm. to 18 mm. Medium size blades were made into

microliths using the micro-burin technique (see below).

Notched blades

Three blades have a notch worked into one edge (Fig. 2, 15, 16). This was the first

stage in the production of a microlith, the notch allowing the bulbar or tip end of the

blade to be snapped off. However, it is interesting to note that out of the three notched

blades recovered, only one has a bulb of percussion.

Micro-burins

Fourteen micro-burins were recovered, 1 1 of flint and three of chert. Of these 1 1 are

bulbar micro-burins, 10 notched on the left-hand side (fig. 2, 17) and one on the right

(fig. 2, 18), whilst two are tip micro-burins, one with a left-hand, the other with a right-

hand, notch. Fastly, there is a large micro-burin, the bulbar or tip end of the blade

having been snapped off prior to the working of the notch (Fig. 2, 19).

Microliths

Fifty-six microliths were found, but very few of these are complete. Fifty-five are of

flint and one is of chert. All have been manufactured from blades, the majority by the

micro-burin process.

Obliquely blunted, left-hand side (Fig. 3, 1-5) 7

Obliquely blunted, left-hand side, with opposed retouch (fig. 3, 6-9) 4

Obliquely blunted, left-hand side and retouched on edge of butt (fig. 3, 10) 1

Obliquely blunted, right-hand side (fig. 3, 1 1-13) 5

Obliquely blunted, right-hand side, with opposed retouch (fig. 3, 14-17) 4

Backed, whole of length, left-hand side (Fig. 3, 18-20) 6

Backed, whole of length, left-hand side with basal retouch (fig. 3, 21) 1
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Backed, part of length, left-hand side (fig. 3, 22-6)

Backed, whole of length, right-hand side (fig. 3, 27-9)

Backed, whole of length, right-hand side with opposed retouch (fig. 3, 30-2)

Backed, part of length, right-hand side (fig. 3, 33-5)

Truncated (fig. 3, 36-8)

Large rhomboid (fig. 3, 39)

Isosceles triangles (fig. 3, 40-1)

Crescent (fig. 3, 42)

Rod
Hooked (fig. 3, 43)

Unclassifiable

7

3

3

3

3

1

2

1

1

1

3

Total 56

In addition, twenty-nine later mesolithic geometric microliths (not illustrated) were

found on the site, prior to the excavations of 1967-74. Of these 22 are of white and

light grey flints, the remainder of translucent brownish grey (1), translucent dark

grey (1) and pale brown (1), whilst one is of chert and three are burnt and fire-
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Fig. 4. Nab Water. End scrapers, 1-7; broad scrapers, 8-12; side scraper, 13; disc scraper, 14; flakes with

scraper-like edges, 15-17; plane, 18; graver, 19; retouched flakes, 20-22; awls, 23-4, and serrated-edge

flake, 25.

crackled. These microliths undoubtedley represent a later occupation of the spur, the

inhabitants taking full advantage of the abundance of discarded raw material, much of

which was of large size and ideally suited to the manufacture of small microliths and
other tools, implement types which dominate later mesolithic Pennine industries.

Scrapers

There are 17 flint scrapers, 14 made on the ends of stout tertiary flakes, two on
secondary flakes and one on a primary flake. There are also five flakes with scraper-

like edges.
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End scrapers (fig. 4, 1-7) 7

Broad scrapers (fig. 4, 8-12) 8

Side scraper (fig. 4, 13) 1

Disc scraper (fig. 4, 14) 1

Heavy flakes with scraper-like edges (fig. 4, 15-17) 5

Total 22

Plane

There is a probably Glass A2 core of white flint which has been converted, by the

working of the edges of the apex, into a plane (fig. 4, 18).

Graver

Only one graver, of translucent brownish grey flint and of medial type (fig. 4, 19),

and three spalls were found on the site.

Retouched[flakes and blades

Fifty-four flakes and nine blades are retouched along at least one edge (see also

rejuvination flakes above). The majority are clearly cutting tools (fig. 4, 20-22), the

remainder, probably crude scrapers. There are also two awls, one made on the end of a

thin blade (fig. 4, 23), the other on a short, stout, tertiary flake (fig. 4, 24).

Serrated-edgeflakes

Eight flakes are serrated on the leading edge and one on opposing edges and the tip

(fig. 4, 25).

Site 2

Nab Water site 2 was also probably excavated in the early 1930s and some of the

material preserved in the Gliffe Castle Museum, Keighley, might well be from these

excavations. In the early 1960s it yielded a small amount of flint and chert waste and a

number of tools, mainly microliths of both earlier and later mesolithic date. Between

1967 and 1970 the writer, in the company of the late Gilbert Chambers, carried out a

surface examination of the site and recovered the following material: 1 core, 2 blocks,

1 1 flakes, and 3 blades of chert, and 1 secondary flake, 5 tertiary flakes, 1 blade, and

two later mesolithic geometric microliths of white/pale grey flint.

DISCUSSION

The industry recovered through the recent programme of fieldwork and excavation

at Nab Water is characterized by a dense white to pale grey flint of East Yorkshire

origin. From this raw material was manufactured a range of tools, including diagnostic

types, such as obliquely blunted and backed microliths, isosceles triangles and end and

broad scrapers.

The remaining tool types include a plane, a graver, two awls, and a series of

retouched and serrated-edge flakes and blades which, with the microliths and scrapers,

probably represent the full range of tools manufactured and used on the site. However,
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a large proportion of these tools, for example, over half of the microliths and a quarter

of the scrapers, were broken either during manufacture or subsequent use and were

discarded, ultimately being trampled, along with other flint waste and implements,

into the surface of the clay which caps the spur.

The ratio of tools (154) to waste (1,890) is quite high for such a small industry,

though it must be remembered that an unknown quantity of material was obtained in

the early 1930s, whilst further flintwork was recovered through subsequent surface

collection. Thus the Hint industry found between 1967 and 1974 probably represents

only a small proportion of the original content of the site and in view of this a

statistical study will not be attempted.

Amongst the industrial waste are three graver spalls of white flint, though no gravers

in this material were found on the site. There are also fourteen micro-burins, 1 1 of

flint and three of chert, the majority of which are the bulbar and tip-ends of much
narrower and/or thinner blades than those used for the manufacture of especially the

obliquely blunted and backed microliths. Also of interest is a single large micro-burin

made on the end of a thick, stout, tertiary flake (fig. 2, 19), which is clearly the by-

product of the manufacture of an exceptionally large microlith, again of probably

obliquely blunted or backed type, which is not represented amongst the recovered

examples.

There are possibly three explanations as to why both the narrower and/or thinner

and extremely large microliths were not found during recent work undertaken on the

site: firstly, and most likely, is that they were used, as intended, in hunting, secondly,

they were taken away by those who made them when they left the spur, and thirdly,

they might well have been found during the earlier excavations or later surface

examinations of the site. Unfortunately the first and second possibilities are incapable

of demonstration archaeologically, whilst the last cannot be tested as only a small

percentage of earlier discoveries are available for study.

However, of the industry as a whole it can be said that, though much of value has,

through ignorance, been lost, sufficient material has been recovered in recent years to

allow comparisons to be made with industries of related type excavated in the central

Pennines and elsewhere.

In the early 1920s Francis Buckley, F.S.A. (1881-1949), of Greenfield, a pioneer of

mesolithic upland archaeology, excavated three sites to the south-west of Marsden, in

West Yorkshire, all of which produced material which is closely comparable to that

found at Nab Water. To distinguish these industries from those dominated by smaller

microlithic forms, Buckley christened them ‘broad blade’ (Buckley 1924, 1; Petch 1924,

20-21), a term which, though sometimes still used today, has now been superseded by

descriptions such as non-geometric, Maglemosian, or quite simply, earlier mesolithic.

The last mentioned term is used throughout this paper.

Earlier Mesolithic sites in the central Pennine

Roger Jacobi, in his essay on the earlier mesolithic settlement of northern England,

divided the flint industries into two groups, of which there are, firstly, those of Deepcar
type, which are dominated by opaque white and pale grey flints and, secondly, those of

Star Carr type, which mainly consist of translucent speckled-grey and transparent

honey, yellow and brown flints (Jacobi 1978, 305).

Both types of industry have been found in the central Pennine uplands. Those of

Deepcar type are the most numerous and are represented by a number of important
sites excavated on the Millstone Grit and Coal Measures, including the type site, which
was located on the end of a short spur, 0.4 km. to the east of Deepcar in South
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Yorkshire, and overlooked the confluence of the rivers Porter and Don. Excavations by

the late Jeffrey Radley in 1962 produced over 23,000 pieces of industrial waste and
tools, the bulk deriving from the interior of a semi-circular stone-built structure

(Radley and Marshall 1963, 89; Radley and Mellars 1964, 1-24), whilst more than 2,000

pieces were found during observations and excavation carried out between 1964 and

1965 (Radley and Marshall 1965, 399-400).

The principal tool types found in this industry comprise a series of 75 complete and
fragmentary microliths of predominantly obliquely blunted and backed types, though a

single large isosceles triangle was also recovered; 41 large end and broad scrapers,

eight gravers, a possible broken core axe, and a large number of edge-retouched flakes

and blades (Radley and Mellars 1964, 9, 12, figs. 5 and 6; Radley and Marshall 1965,

399-400).

Comparable material has also been found on a number of smaller sites to the west of

Deepcar, including Pike Lowe site 1, which also produced a possible axe sharpening

Hake (Radley and Mellars 1964, 20, fig. 10). Pike Lowe site 2, Broomhead site 1, and

Mickleden Edge sites 1 to 5 (Radley and Marshall 1963; 1965).

Lurther to the north, and to the west of Marsden, Deepcar type industries were

excavated by Erancis Buckley on Windy Hill (site 3; c. 5,600 pieces), in 1922, Warcock
Hill (North site; c. 9,000 pieces), in 1923-4 (Buckley 1924, 5, pi. Ill), and Lominot (sites

2 and 3; c. 3,400 pieces), also in 1924 (Radley and Mellars 1964, 14-15). Again the bulk

of the raw material (between 92 and 96.5%) found on these sites is opaque white and

pale grey flints, though quantities of translucent coloured flints (2.5 to 7%) and a small

amount of chert (1%), was also recovered. Collectively these industries are identical to

those excavated at Deepcar and Nab Water, each possessing fair numbers of obliquely

blunted and backed microliths, whilst large isosceles triangles are recorded from the

Warcock Hill North site and Lominot sites 2-3, and end, broad, side (Warcock Hill

North only) and disc scrapers and gravers (Radley and Mellars 1964, 13-24, figs. 8

and 9).

One other site deserves mention. It was discovered by Dr. P. Stonehouse of

Greenfield, at the base of Pule Hill, Marsden, in 1976. The site lay within a large

eroded area, from the surface of which he collected c. 2,000 pieces of industrial waste

and worked flint, whilst a further 7,500 were found during the excavation of the site,

which was undertaken between 1976 and 1987. The bulk of the industry consists of

waste, including cores, rejuvenation flakes, flakes, blades and a large number of

microburins, though a limited range of tools, such as microliths, again of obliquely

blunted, many with opposed retouch, and backed types, and end and broad scrapers,

were also recovered (P. Stonehouse pers. comm.).

In marked contrast to these industries is that of Star Carr type excavated by Francis

Buckley on Warcock Hill (South site) between 1923 and 1924 (Buckley 1924, 3-4,

pi. II). The excavations, which covered an area of approximately 80 square yards

(66.89m. 2
), produced 619 pieces of industrial waste and tools which were concentrated

in an area of 4 square yards (3.34 m. 2
), whilst a series of smaller concentrations were

found nearby. A shallow Tire pit’, 3 feet in diameter and 5 inches deep (0.9 m. by

127 mm.), was found 5 yards (4.57 m.) from the concentrations, with flints and ‘ruddle’

around the perimeter, whilst reddened shale indicated burning at two further points.

Buckley also records the discovery of oak and birch charcoal, which was identified by

Dr. T. W. Woodhead of the Department of Biology, in the Technical College,

Huddersfield, on the site (Radley and Mellars 1964, 15).

The most striking feature of this small industry is the types of raw materials used, of

which 85% is semi-translucent speckled grey and transparent honey coloured flints;

10% is opaque white to pale grey flint and 5% is chert, though Buckley is quite
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emphatic that no chert was found on the site (Buckley 1924, 3), so this element

probably represents post excavation contamination of the industry. According to Jacobi

the ratio of one type of raw material to another is very similar to that of Star Carr and

Flixton (Jacobi 1978, 304-5).

The microlithic part of the industry is composed almost entirely of broad obliquely

blunted microliths, which are never retouched on the leading edge. Those of backed

type are completely absent, whilst two microliths, a large isosceles triangle and a

trapeze, have not previously been found in association on an upland site. End and

broad scrapers are also a major feature of this industry, whilst two awls, one of double

ended type, are identical to those found at Star Carr (Radley and Mellars 1964, 20-1,

figs. 8 and 9).

A second Star Carr type industry, comprising of 1,700 pieces of waste and worked

flint, has recently been excavated by Dr. P. Stonehouse, only a few metres from
Buckley’s South site. Designated Warcock Hill Turnpike, it also produced a series of

microliths of obliquely blunted type, none of which have opposed retouch. Clearly this

site might well be an extension to that excavated by Buckley, though the excavator is

of the opinion that the two are not connected (P. Stonehouse pers. comm.).

Collectively these earlier mesolithic sites are the most important yet excavated in

the central Pennines. They are augmented by a series of smaller, ill-recorded, sites,

flint scatters and by numerous casual finds, very few of which have been documented or

published in detail. Much of this material is in local or distant museums or in private

collections, of which there are many. Unfortunately flint collecting is still a common
pastime of a small number of individuals who are desirous of acquiring evidence of our

prehistoric past, but who have little or no regard for the accurate recording of finds or

sites, their publication, or even the long term preservation of what they have found.

Be this as it may, sufficient evidence has been obtained this century to suggest a

reasonable earlier mesolithic presence in the uplands, even though the majority of

sites are widely separated. The exception to this distribution is the Marsden group of

sites, of which that discovered by Stonehouse at the foot of Pule Hill is the most
recently excavated example. In all probability intensive fieldwork, coupled with a re-

examination of existing collections, will lead to the discovery of new sites and/or the

rediscovery of old ones, the precise location of which is presently unknown.
Finally, something must be said about the large number of casual finds, the bulk of

which consist of microliths of mainly obliquely blunted and backed types, which have

been found on the surface of eroded areas on the hilltops and slopes. On closer

inspection it is clear that many of these microliths have been manufactured from the

same types of flint found on the sites and in view of this it is tempting to see them as

the products of these industries, but of course they might equally have been
manufactured on sites yet to be discovered.

Dating

Grahame Clark in his The Mesolithic Age in Britain (1932) convincingly argued that the

non-geometric, Maglemosian, industries of Britain were earlier than those containing

microliths of geometric types, but by how much they preceded them in actual time he

could not say. In part this was due to the very limited range of dating techniques

available to him, such as stratigraphy and pollen analysis, none of which was
particularly reliable as they only provided relative and not absolute dates. This

situation changed little until the advent of radiocarbon dating and its subsequent

application to the study of the mesolithic period in Britain. Many sites have now been

dated and these have allowed an acceptable chronology for the whole period to be
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established, though it is worth remembering that no dates were produced for central

Pennine earlier mesolithic sites until the early-mid 1970s (Switsur and Jacobi 1975,

32-3; Jacobi 1978, 302-4). Interestingly these dates were obtained from charcoal

excavated by Francis Buckley on Lominot site 3 and Warcock Hill South, and which
had been stored with the respective flint industries in the Tolson Memorial Museum,
Huddersfield, for over fifty years.

Of these two dates that obtained for Lominot site 3, of 7615 ± 470 be (Q-l 187), is

the earliest so far produced for a central Pennine mesolithic site which, as I have noted

above, is of Deepcar type. It is also in accord with determinations obtained for similar

industries, for example, Money Howe site 1, 7480 ± 390 be (Q-1560) on the North
York Moors and Waystone Edge, 7446 ± 210 be (Q-1300), in West Yorkshire. Possibly

slightly later, though the standard deviations for the Buckley sites do overlap, is the

Star Carr type industry from Warcock Hill South which has been dated to 7260 ±
340 be (Q-l 185), a date which, within one standard deviation, corresponds quite well

with two determinations obtained for the type site of 7607 ± 210 be (Q-l 4) and 7538 ±
350 be (C-353).

Also probably relevant to this discussion are a series of dates obtained from
Thatcham in Berkshire (Wymer and Churchill 1962). Site III produced a typical earlier

mesolithic flint industry, which has been dated to 8415 ± 170 be (Q-659)/8080 ± 170

be (Q-658), whilst the industry from site V, which is identical, has four determinations

which bracket the period 7890 ± 160 be (Q-651) to 7530 ± 160 be (Q-652) (Mellars

1974, 81, 94-5). As Jacobi rightly notes the artefacts, for example the obliquely blunted

microliths and end scrapers, found on site III are identical to those found on the earlier

mesolithic sites of northern England, but even allowing for a minus error of two

standard deviations, the occupation of site III must be earlier by 500-700 years than the

earliest dated earlier mesolithic sites of the central Pennines, North York Moors or the

adjacent lowlands (Jacobi, 1978, 298).

The relevance of the dates produced for site III at Thatcham lies in the fact that out

of the 230-40 earlier mesolithic sites recorded from Britain, of which the great majority

are in the northern half of England, very few have been radiocarbon dated. This

undoubtedly raises the question of, how old are these undated industries? Clearly some
of them might be earlier than the earliest dated examples, a view perhaps supported

by a backed blade and a broken shouldered point from Sheldon in Derbyshire, both of

which were thought by the excavator to be either late Creswellian or very early

mesolithic (Radley 1968, 29, fig. 2, 6-7). Other sites might equally be later, though it

must be said that at present there is little evidence to support such a view.

Thus, all that can safely be said is that the dates produced so far for northern earlier

mesolithic sites focus, without exception, on the eighth millennium be, and until

further dates are obtained for newly discovered and excavated sites there is little

reason to doubt that the main settlement of the northern lowlands and the subsequent

exploitation of the central Pennine uplands took place during the earlier part of that

millennium.

Vegetation

The vegetation of the central Pennines during the mesolithic
(
c . 8,300-3,500 be) has

been the subject of two recent studies, the first by the late Bernard Barnes (1982,

28-9), the other by Christine Williams (1985). Barnes reviewed the evidence obtained

up to the end of the nineteen-seventies and his summary of the postglacial vegetation

sequence for the area held good until Williams carried out, and subsequently
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published, her detailed survey of Soyland Moor, which lies 15 km. southwest of Nab
Water.

The importance of the Soyland Moor survey cannot be overestimated in the study

and interpretation of the site at Nab Water, for which no analysis of the peat deposits

was undertaken. Of probably some importance is the geographical location of these

two areas, both of which are at comparable altitudes, Nab Water at 406 m. and Soyland

Moor at between 390 and 395 m., whilst both are on rocks of the Millstone Grit Series.

However, there are major differences in topography, Nab Water is a short spur, with

little peat cover, well drained on the north, east and west and very much protected

from the prevailing winds by the Nab Hill escarpment further to the east, the lower

slopes of Stake Hill to the north-west and Bentley Allotment to the west, whereas the

greater part of Soyland Moor is dominated by a sheltered, shallow, infilled mire, which

had started to form in the early postglacial.

In all probability the composition of the vegetation on and around the mire at

Soyland was marginally different to that of neighbouring areas and probably, in part at

least, to that at Nab Water itself. However, what can be said is that many of the plant

and tree species identified at Soyland Moor are in accord with those recognized

elsewhere, for example, at the sites of Warcock Hill South (Brown 1982, 86-8; Barnes

1982, 28-9; Yarwood 1981, 47-8, 50-2) and, to a lesser degree, Warcock Hill North

(Woodhead and Erdtman 1926, 245-53; Woodhead 1929, 14-16), and possibly at Nab
Hill (Deans 1933, 226-7). Collectively the data suggests that during the closing stages

of Zone IV (Pre-boreal, c. 8,300-7,600 be) the spur at Nab Water and the surrounding

hill slopes supported a cover of grasses, herbs and heath species with small copses in

more sheltered areas of birch and a little pine which, in the earlier part of Zone V
(Boreal, c. 7,600-6,200 be), colonized previousley uninhabited areas. Towards the

middle of this Zone, hazel scrub became the dominant species with birch, pine and, if

the pollen record for Nab Hill is accepted (Deans 1933, 226-7), alder, oak, lime and

elm, interspersed through the scrub.

Economy and interpretation

The economy of upland earlier mesolithic communities was based on hunting and
gathering (Clark 1972, 241-4) and both the food plant and animal resources of the

heathlands and woodlands surrounding the sites would have been exploited. However,
of the plants which they actually collected for food we know very little (Simmons 1975,

61), other than that hazelnuts (Williams 1985, 128; Mellars 1986, 23), which have been
found on both earlier and later mesolithic sites in the central Pennines, must have

formed an important part of their diet.

Though the collecting of food plants was clearly important, hunting undoubtedly
played an equal, if not greater, role in the economy of these communities and a range

of woodland-living ungulates would have been taken, including red deer, roe deer, pig,

elk and aurochs, whilst fur bearing animals, such as beaver, pine martin, fox, wild cat

and badger, the last three of which are nocturnal or burrow dwelling carnivores, might
well, according to Jacobi, have been caught by self-acting traps, or with the aid of dogs,

which appear only in our early mesolithic (Jacobi 1978, 295; Mellars 1975, 49-56).

Though we can clearly say something about the economic activities of these upland
earlier mesolithic communities, it is often difficult to square this evidence with the

artefactual material found on the sites. Thirty years ago the great majority of

fieldworkers were quite happy just to excavate sites and amass large flint collections

but, fortunately for us, a few did publish their findings in the literature. Some of these

reports contain detailed descriptions and illustrations of the Hint industries and
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comparative and/or statistical analyses of especially diagnostic implement types, whilst

occasionally an attempt was made to explain the role of the sites in relation to the

landscape.

Thankfully this situation has been redressed through a series of important regional

surveys and syntheses of both surviving and new evidence (Barnes 1982, 21-38; Clark

1972; Keighley 1981, 75-89; Jacobi 1978, 295-332; Mellars 1974, 77-87; 1975, 49-56;

1976, 375-99), and it is now thought that the occupation of these sites took place in the

late summer and autumn months and was probably connected with the seasonal

migration from lower lying areas of animal populations, such as red deer (Clark 1972;

Mellars 1986, 23). However, this model probably does not apply to all upland sites,

indeed Mellars has expressed the view that any assessment of the specific economic
activities undertaken from these sites, or the precise season of their occupation, must
remain largely speculative (Mellars 1986, 23).

Also hotly debated is the question of whether mesolithic communities managed
upland areas through a policy of systematic burning of the heath and hazel scrub at

regular intervals, evidence for which comes partly from the pollen record and partly

from the occurence of concentrations of charcoal particles in the same horizon as the

pollen sequence (Mellars 1986, 23). Unfortunately no such activity has been recognized

at or around the earlier mesolithic sites of the central Pennines, though evidence for

the limited clearance of plant communities is possibly attested at Soyland Moor in the

later mesolithic (Williams 1985, 90-101).

Of course clearances might have been effected with a core axe, of the type well

represented at Star Carr (Clark 1954), but apart from a series of casual finds, such as

that from Ringstone Edge Moor, West Yorkshire (Petch 1924, 49, fig. 20a; Davies and

Rankine 1960, 209-14, fig. 1), a doubtful reworked axe from Deepcar and a possible axe

sharpening flake from Pike Lowe (Radley and Mellars 1964, 12, 20, fig. 6, 26 and fig.

10), no definitely recognizable examples have been recorded from the sites, nor has

any real evidence for their manufacture, though it is possible that axes broken during

flaking or subsequent use would have been, because of their relatively large size,

worked into smaller tools.

Also absent from these sites is the unicerial barbed antler or bone point of the type

found in great numbers at Star Carr (Clark 1954) and in Holderness (Armstrong 1923;

Clark and Godwin 1956; Radley 1969). An exception to this predominantly North and

East Yorkshire distribution are the two bone points found in association with a late

glacial elk at High Furlong, near Blackpool (Hallam et. al . ,
1973). Whether such points

were ever used by upland communities is open to question, certainly there is at present

no evidence to suggest that they were ever manufactured on the sites.

Finally, it is worth noting that, with the exception of Deepcar, very little evidence of

contemporary structures has been found on these upland sites, though it must be

remembered that at the beginning of the present century, when the great majority of

these sites were dug, neither the techniques of excavation, nor the methods of artefact

recovery or recording were of a particularly high standard. Clearly much valuable

archaeological evidence was destroyed during this period, as it almost certainly was at

Nab Water, where the excavations of the early 1930s removed much of the mesolithic

occupation surface and a resonable depth of the underlying clay, in which was possibly

preserved the stake holes of impermanent structures, such as wind-breaks or shelters,

erected on the site. Also probably destroyed at this time were a series of hearths, their

former existance being demonstrated by the fragments of burnt flint recovered from

different locations during the 1967-74 excavation campaign.
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Conclusion

It is clear that there are major differences in the artefactual content of upland and

lowland earlier mesolithic sites, the latter often producing a variety of implements in

antler, bone and wood, none of which have been recorded from sites on the Millstone

Grit and Coal Measures of the central Pennines. There are, however, marked
similarities in the flint industries, notably the almost universal use, especially in the

Pennines, of opaque white and pale grey flints and in the types of implements
manufactured, for example, large obliquely blunted and backed microliths, isosceles

triangles, end and broad scrapers, gravers, retouched flakes and blades and rare forms

such as planes and awls. That such a wide range of tool types were produced on these

sites suggests that a variety of domestic activities, such as butchery and the working of

skins, wood and, possibly, bone, were undertaken.

The period of occupation was probably seasonal, taking place in the summer and

autumn months and was closely associated with the migration from the lowlands of

animal populations, such as red deer. There is some evidence to suggest that these

small upland communities wintered in the lowlands, probably at sites on the Coal

Measure terraces and/or the Magnesian Limestone belt which form the eastern edge of

the Pennines.

SUMMARY

Fieldwork and excavation at Nab Water, from the early 1930s to 1974, has demonstrated the

existence of a small, but regionally important, earlier mesolithic site on the eastern edge of the

Pennine uplands of West Yorkshire. It was probably occupied during the summer and autumn
months and served as a base/hunting camp fora small community whose economy was based on

the exploitation of the food plants and animal resources of the heathlands and woodlands of the

region. Its associated flint industry is comparable to those excavated on other sites in the central

Pennines and North Yorkshire, a number of which have been radiocarbon dated to the eighth

millennium be.
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THE EXCAVATION OF TWO BRONZE AGE ROUND BARROWS

ON IRTON MOOR, YORKS. 1973.

by David Coombs, with a note on the pottery by T. G. Manby.

Summary

The two barrows were excavated in advance of agricultural activity. Both of the barrows had

been partially excavated previously. Barrow IV was an oval shaped cairn with two kerb circles.

There were two graves, one a cist, both of which had originally contained Food Vessels and

cremations. Flints and sherds were found during the excavation.

Barrow V had a central turf stack mound and a triple kerb. The central grave had been

robbed. A quantity of sherds and flints were found during the excavation.

Excavations were carried out on behalf of the Department of the Environment on

two round barrows on Irton Moor, York. N.R. (NGR Barrow IV TA 0052/8765,

Barrow V TA 0069/8755) during July and August 1973. Threatened destruction by

agricultural activity necessitated the excavation.
1

The area covered by Ayton Moor, Irton Moor and Seamer Moor forms a plateau some
two miles (3.22 kms.) south-west of Scarborough at an elevation of 500-600ft. (152-

182.9 metres). In the immediate area of Barrows IV and V are some 16 barrows

(Fig. 1). Two of these barrows (I and II) were excavated by T. C. M. Brewster in 1 97

1

2

and a third (Barrow III) by D. D. A. Simpson in 1972.
3

Brewster excavated a second barrow (II) on Irton Moor in 1971 and the report was in

its earliest stages of preparation at the time of his death in 1984.

4

Some confusion

seems to have arisen as the site has been described as “Irton Moor II: a Round Barrow
Site at Hagworm Hill, North Yorkshire”. In the excavation report of barrow I

Brewster 3 wrote “Immediately westwards from the barrow (I) is Hagworm Hill, a

natural hill capped by a damaged cairn and Irton Moor II barrow, excavated late in

1. I would like to thank the following; the Department of the Environment, the landowners, Messrs

Bramley for giving permission to excavate and who helped practically in many ways, the Assistant

Director, Mr Simon Goodman and the Site Assistant, Mr Paul Middleton, and all of the volunteers who
made the excavation possible, the Director and Trustees of the British Museum for allowing the

publication of the two Food Vessels from Hagworm Hill and Jenny Coombs for drawing the finds. My
thanks also go to T. G. Manby for the pottery report and for reading through the text and Mrs G.

Varndell of the British Museum who helped with the flint report. The finds from Barrow IV are

deposited in the British Museum (PI 983 11-1 1-23) and are published in I. Kinnes and I. H. Longworth

Catalogue of the Excavated Prehistoric and Romano-British Material in the Greenwell Collection, (London, 1985),

and those from Barrow V in Scarborough Museum.

2. Brewster, T. G. M., Archaeological Excavations, 1971. Department of the Environment 1972 p. 16. Brewster,

T. C. M., Two Bronze Age Barrows in the North Riding of Yorkshire, Yorkshire ArchaeologicalJournal, 45,

1973, pp. 55-95.

3. Simpson, D. D. A. Archaeological Excavations 1973. Department of the Environment 1974, p. 32.

4. Finney, A. E. Irton Moor II: A Round Barrow Site at Hagworm Hill, North Yorkshire, n. d.

5. Brewster 1973, ref. 2.
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197 1 This impli es that Hagworm Hill cairn and Irton Moor II barrow are separate

entities. Barrow II is perhaps best identified to the east of Hagworm Hill as indicated

on Fig. 1 The topography of the area has already been described by Brewster6 and there

is no need to repeat it here.

Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill)

Before Excavation

Hagworm Hill is a prominent natural feature in the area rising to a height of

c. 550 ft. (167.64m.) O.D. and some 200 metres south-west of Barrow II. The hill which

takes its name from the dialect name for an adder, is oval in shape c. 45 x 60 metres.

The cairn was placed on top of the hill towards its eastern end. The natural covering

was of long grass and scrubby gorse bushes with the cairn stones showing through in

places.

It was obvious from surface indications that the cairn had been considerably

disturbed at some time in the past. Glass ‘alley’ bottles found in the top soil indicated

that the hill top had been a favourite picnic spot and there was also evidence of

military activity shown by blank cartridge shells of the period 1914-18. Burrowing
animals (especially rabbits) which were once so plentiful that the locals called it

“Rabbit Hill” had greatly disturbed the subsoil on the site.

Earlier excavation on the cairn had taken place prior to 1849 by a person unknown,
and in that year by Lord Albert Conyngham (later 1st Baron Londesborough). He
described the opening of a very large tumulus, lying 360 yards west of the Beacon. This

site can positively be identified as Hagworm Hill.
7

The Excavation

The cairn was totally excavated.

The Cairn (Fig. 2, Plate I, 1)

The best preserved part of the cairn was in the north-west quadrant; however even

here there was evidence of Conyngham’s trench extending from the outer edge of the

cairn. The disturbance was very extensive and after locating the two graves he made
other cuttings in various directions “following the natural soil”.

In plan, the cairn was oval, composed of large and small lumps of sandstone with a

tendency for the larger pieces to be placed near the outer edge. The present maximum
height of the cairn was c. 70cms above the natural.

Outer Kerb

An outer kerb of irregularly placed large boulders was uncovered surrounding the
cairn. The largest of the stones was 1.60 metres long, 1 metre wide and 1 metre deep.
These stones showed signs of weathering and in composition were hard grained
sandstone with no evidence of dressing. Only a rough estimate could be made of the
diameter of the kerb due to its incomplete nature - c. 13.5 metres.

6. ref. 2.

7. Conyngham, A. D. Lord, Accounts of Discoveries made in Barrows near Scarborough, Journal of the

British Archaeological Association, IV
, 1849, pp. 101-107.
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2

Plate I

1. Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill) cist from the East.

2. Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill) after the removal of the cairn, from the North-west.
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Fig. 2. Plan of Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill) cairn and burials.
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Inner Kerb

The inner kerb was placed 1.70 metres inside the outer kerb. It is best preserved in

the south and south-east areas of the cairn where it was extant for a length of

9.8 metres. In parts extensive burrowing by rabbits had caused the kerb to slump and

fall outwards. The inner kerb has an estimated diameter of 10.8 metres. It was
constructed of single stones placed end to end, c. 42-43 cms wide and where best

preserved was three courses high and formed a low wall c. 50 cms high (Fig. 4).

A layer of grey earth with charcoal flecks (29) lay directly underneath the inner and

outer kerbs and extended in part under the cairn. This layer, which can be interpreted

as the remains of the old ground surface, produced the possible Beaker sherds (Fig. 5.

3, 4,). Again the inner kerb is more oval than circular in shape.

Burials

None of the burials would have been central to either the inner or outer kerbs.

Burial 1 - the cist (Figs. 2 and 3, Plates I, 2 & II)

On removal of the overlying turf and topsoil the southern edge of a capstone was
exposed, whose surface sloped down towards the north. Upon complete exposure the

capstone appeared as a trapezoidal shaped smooth grained sandstone slab, well dressed

and with vertical sides and of dimensions 1.90 x 1.70 metres and 40 cms thick. The slab

was undecorated. The initials MR pecked onto the southern edge indicated that the

capstone had been exposed at some time in the recent past.

The grave was a ruined cist, consisting of a circular pit 1.50 metres in diameter and

50-60cms deep which had its sides lined with upright rectangular slabs. Five of the

original slabs were found in position along the western edge, and others, presumably

pushed in from the eastern edge were found in the centre of the grave. The cist had

been opened prior to 1849 and at some time the capstone had probably been disturbed

as it did not entirely cover the grave.

The cist had originally contained a decorated Food Vessel (Fig. 6. 1) a few ashes, some
teeth and a piece of flint.

8 The Food Vessel is now in the British Museum (79 12-9.

1942), the other Finds have been lost.

Grave II (Figs. 2 and 4)

To the east of the cist was a large pit cut into the natural, 1.80 x 2.30 metres and

1.30 metres deep, full of cairn stones, black earth and lumps of decayed turf. It was

quite clear that this feature and the area around it had been disturbed, and it can be

related to the activities of Lord Conyngham. Set just slightly in from the eastern face

of the pit was a large irregularly shaped stone set on its edge 1.25 x 1.0 metres and

44 cms thick, leaning against the eastern face of the pit. From the pit and the area

around it came a quantity of fragmented burnt bone. This feature can be identified

with the burial described by Lord Conyngham. 9

“In the southern cutting, at a distance of nine feet from the principal chamber, I

came to a large stone, measuring in length four feet, in depth 1'8", the upper surface

which was irregular, was two feet three inches across. This stone was embedded in the

natural soil of clay and sand mixed, and was at the following depth from the surface,

8. ref. 7, fig. 2.

9. ref. 7, p. 103.
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DC

Fig. 3. Cist - Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill).

viz. turf one foot, cairn of stones four feet, sand one foot eight inches. At the northern

end of this stone, partly buried by it, and partially by a small stone leaning over it was
the rude urn containing a mixture of sand and the fine ashes of some animal or human
being; on the natural surface and close to the urn, was a layer, two feet in length, by

one in breadth of human bones calcined, mixed with a small quantity of charcoal.
1 ’

The vertical edge in the natural at the eastern side seems to have been the only

original edge extant. The exact nature of the burial is not very clear, from the present

excavations one assumes that the large stone was placed upright embedded in the

natural. The urn referred to by Lord Conyngham is a Food Vessel, now in the British

Museum (79 12-9. 1946), (Fig. 6. 2).
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Plate II 2
1. Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill) cist cover from the East.

2. Barrow IV (Hagw/orm Hill) cist from the South.
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Irton Moor

Barrow IV For key see p. 34.

I I Disturbed 1849

HH Modern disturbance

Inner kerb Outer kerb

Grave II

Fig. 4. Section - Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill).
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Fig. 9. Section - Barrow V.

Key to Fig. 9 - Irton Moor Barrow V, sections

2. Layer of decayed roots and twigs below the turf and topsoil.

2a. Brown (7.5 YR 4/3) sandy soil with decayed vegetation.

5. Brown (7.5 YR 4/6) sandy soil with small stones.

7. Greyish-brown sandy soil (7.5 YR 4/2).

9. Stony rubble between outer and middle kerbs.

14. Turf stack between the middle and inner kerbs.

24. Old ground surface.

32. Brown (7.5 YR 4/4) sandy layer with pebbles above the old ground surface.
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Possible Grave III (Fig. 2)

An irregular shaped pit 1.70 by 1.40 metres and 80 cms deep could possibly have

been a robbed out grave, its fill being black disturbed peaty earth. Although nothing

was found in this pit, a barbed and tanged flint arrowhead (Fig. 7, 8) and a large part

of an undecorated Food Vessel (Fig. 5, 1) were found close to it on the old ground

surface.

Depression on the north-east side (Figs. 2 and 4)

On the northern side of the cairn a bowl shaped pit of maximum dimensions
7.30 metres by 4.50 metres and 1.20 metres deep was uncovered. There is the

possibility that this was a natural depression on the site prior to the building of the

cairn with layers J — O representing natural build-up.

Food vessel sherds were found in the upper filling of the natural silting (Fig. 5. 2, 5,

6) and more sherds, compared with Staple Howe type pots
10

(Fig. 5. 7) were found in

the upper layers (E and F) associated with a charcoal spread. A problem is presented

by the projected stone in the section (Fig. 4). It appears to have been one of the outer

kerb stones, but animal burrows and a modern (pre-1920) pit at the side suggests that

the stone has been displaced.

The Finds

Besides the two Food Vessels that were recovered by Lord Albert Conyngham, the

cairn also produced a small flint sphere, a possible leaf shaped arrowhead and an
unfinished barbed and tanged arrowhead. These flints are only known from the

published illustrations.
11

Potteryfrom Hagworm Hill (T. G. Manby)

Pottery excavated in the 19th century (Barrow IV)

Fig. 6

1. A Food Vessel of Abercromby’s Type lb,
12

11.6 cms high, 14.7 cms diameter rim, 5.9 cms
diameter base. Brown to buff fabric. Eight, alternately spaced lugs, unperforated, in the

pair of shoulder grooves. Upper portion of the exterior decorated with fine triangular

incisions arranged in herring-bone pattern; cord line impressions on the rim bevel. British

Museum (BM 79 12-9. 1942)

2. A Food Vessel of Abercromby’s Type 2,
13

13 cms high, 15.3 cms diameter rim, 8.7 cms
diameter base. Coarse buff fabric. Decorated with squarish imprints on the rim bevel and
bold incised strokes on the ridges of the exterior. British Museum (BM 12-9. 1946)

IRTON MOOR BARROW IV
,
pottery excavated in 1973

Fig-

5

I. Food Vessel of Abercromby’s Type 3,
14

14 cms high, 16 cms diameter at rim, 6 cms diameter

10.

Brewster, T. C. M., The Excavation of Staple Howe, (Winteringham, 1963)

II. ref. 7, fig. 2.

12. Abercromby, J., Bronze Age Pottery of Great Britain and Ireland. (Oxford, 1912).

13. ref. 12.

14. ref. 12.
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Lig. 5. Pottery from Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill).

at base. Plain brown fabric with dark grey core, gritty with particles of sandstone grit up to

0.4 cms in length. Slightly marked internal rim bevel and a bold pedestal foot. From the old

ground surface under the cairn.

2. Sherds and crumbs from the neck and shoulder of a Collared Urn. The sherds show that the

vessel was ring built and has been broken at the joins. Buff to reddish fabric, grey core and
small stone gritting. The concave neck portion of the urn was decorated with horizontal

cord line impressions. From the primary silting of depression (27) Layer L.

3. Sherd with horizontal rows of cuneiform impressions. From under the inner kerb and cairn.

4. Base angle in plain fabric. From under the inner kerb and cairn. Both 3 and 4 are in hard

sandy fabric with grey core and interior, probably beaker.
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5, 6. Sherds including the rim of an enlarged Food Vessel. Coarse fabric, smoothed brown-toned

exterior and dark grey interior. Decorated with horizontal cord impressed lines on the

exterior; imprinted with the broken end of a stick or bone on the interior between single

horizontal cord lines. From the lower levels of depression (27) Layer L.

7. A large group of small sherds of Later Bronze Age character, three fabrics can be

distinguished.

a) Brown fabric with dark grey core, dissolution of the grit has left a corky texture. The grit

could have been chalk; a large piece of Wold flint remains that indicates the vessel was
probably made on the southern side of the Vale of Pickering. All sherds in this fabric may
belong to one vessel with a sharply out-bent rim, flat on top. This rim form occurs on broad

globular storage vessels at Castle Hill, Scarborough. 1 ’ There is a second rim in this fabric,

small out-bent with rounded lip.

b) A plain brown fabric, corky texture, some sherds show a smoothed or brushed surface.

c) A heavy compact ware with profuse sand grit and large particles of dolerite. Reddish
surface, dark grey core. From depression (27) Layer E.

Barrow IV — Flints

Fig. 7

1. Disc scraper of grey flint, no cortex. From disturbed context.

2. Broken end-scraper with slightly less than a quarter of the upper surface covered by cortex,

grey flint. From the turf and topsoil.

3. End-scraper on flake of green/grey flint. From depression (27) Layer C.

4. Flake with retouch on both edges. White/dark grey mottled flint. From disturbance over

grave II.

5. Flake end-scraper, grey mottled flint. From disturbed context.

6. Distal end of broken flake end-scraper. Grey mottled flint. From disturbed context.

Fig. 6. Food Vessels found in Graves I and II, Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill) before 1849.

15. Smith, R., Pre-Roman Remains at Scarborough, Archaeologia 77, 1928, pp. 179-200.
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7. Petit tranchet derivative reject (broken). Black to dark grey flint with edges worked on both

faces showing deep and wide flake scars. From disturbance over grave II.

8. Barbed and tanged arrowhead with broken tang and barb. Black flint. Flake scars are flat

and extend nearly all over both faces. Sides are slightly convex giving a heart shape (Healey

in Brewster 1 9 7 3 )

.

1 b From the old ground surface.

9. Awl on flake of grey flint with patches of white and black, no cortex. The tool is worked on

one face only and shows broad, shallow flake scars. From disturbance over grave II.

10.

Broken blade, grey flint from turf and topsoil.

1 1. Irregular micro blade, black flint. Scraper retouch on distal end. From turf and topsoil.

12. Large blade, grey flint. Found close to grave II on the natural surface. No cortex, prominent

bulb of percussion and flake scars. The only traces of retouch are two areas along one edge

on the flat surface, this is small, shallow blunting retouch.

13. Irregular flake with only slight traces of cortex. Grey mottled flint. Traces of working along

one edge and face only with shallow flake scars and parallel retouch which extends the

whole length of one side. Probably a knife? From a disturbed context.

14. Broken blade with flat retouch on both edges. Amber coloured flint with white and brown
spots. In places has a slight serrated edge. From disturbance above grave II.

15. Worked fragment of mottled grey flint with invasive retouch on on end, cortex remnant.

From the cairn.

Not illustrated

Microblade from southern edge of cairn.

Jet like material

a) Three small fragments from the turf and topsoil.

b) Lump from the disturbed cairn material.

c) Lump from area of disturbed grave II.

d) Fragment of flat plate with possible traces of a perforation. From just below turf and topsoil.

(Fig. 7. 16).

Barrow IV (Fig. 4)

i ~i

Key to sections (Colours according to Japanese Soil Colour Chart).

7. Old ground surface.

29. Brown (7.5YR 4/3) sandy deposit either side and under inner kerbs.

Two possible beaker sherds from this layer (Fig. 5. 3, 4).

19. Brown (7.5YR 4/4) hard sandy deposit on old ground surface.

27. Depression at north-eastern edge with layers:-

A. Brown (7.5YR 5/6) sandy soil.

B. Brownish-black (5YR 3/1) coarse sandy soil.

C. Turfy material.

D. Brownish-black (5YH 2/1) coarse sandy soil with pebbles.

E. Brownish-black (5YR 2/1) coarse sandy soil, pebble free and with charcoal flecks.

F. Brownish-grey (10YR 4/1) coarse sandy soil.

G. Brownish-black (5YR 2/1) clayey sandy soil.

H. Brownish-black (5YR3/1) loamy soil.

K. Turfy material.

L. Brownish-grey (10YR 4/1) sandy silt.

16. Brewster 1973, ref. 2.

1 7. Japanese Revised Standard Soil Colour Charts.
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15

Fig. 7. Barrow IV (Hagworm Hill), 1-15 Flint; 16. Jet like material.
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APPENDIX: I TYPE 1 FOOD VESSELS

T. Alanby

The three Yorkshire Vase types of Food Vessel from Irton Moor Barrow IV are forms

that were in use at the same time; the rare association of two or more vessels with the

same burial demonstrate that various types of Food Vessel have a parallel development
sequence. 10 The bold pedestal foot of the Type 2 and 3 Food Vessels from Barrow IV is

an indication of a close relationship, and all three vessels could be contemporary in

manufacture and deposition. The Type lb Food Vessel is of special interest; the pair of

shoulder grooves spanned by lugs is a unique feature. The majority of lugged Food
Vessels, Abercromby’s Type la, have a single shoulder groove spanned by four lugs

19

although instances of six or more lugs are known. Food Vessels with two rows of lugs,

Abercromby’s Type lb, are rare. So too are Food Vessels with a second shoulder groove

below the groove with lugs, classified as Type lc in a regional adaption of Abercromby’s

scheme by the present writer.
20

Our Irton Moor vessel (Fig. 6, 1) stands apart from the Type lb vessels (Appendix 1)

which have alternately spaced lugs spanning the neck and single shoulder groove.

Typologically the earliest examples are fine quality vessels from Folkton Barrow 243

(Fig. 12. 3) and Cropton (Fig. 12. 2) that have a narrow shoulder groove and a single

large perforated lug across the neck. In size, fabric and decorative treatment these

vessels could be the work of the same potter. The other vessels of this series are

typologically more advanced with a shoulder groove of equal depth in relation to the

neck (Fig. 12).

Vessels of Type lc are closer to the Irton Moor vessel in having a pair of shoulder

grooves (Appendix 2). Apart from the typologically advanced Aldro example
(Fig. 13. 1) all the Type lb and lc vessels have intensive and elaborate decoration

including instances of the use of false relief impressions or chip imprinting with a

triangular stamp. The majority of Type lb and lc Food Vessels have been found at

sites around the Vale of Pickering; Fleslerton and Irton Moor, Cropton and
Ampleforth, all sites on the calcareous grit hills around the northern side of the Vale.

The Welham find comes from the Howardian Hills, west of the chalk wolds where the

majority of the other finds occur. A distant outlier of this distribution is a Type lc Food

Vessel accompanying the primary inhumation burial in a barrow at Tallington in

southern Lincolnshire.
21 The excavator, Gavin Simpson, has drawn attention to the

closeness in shape and decorative techniques of the Tallington and Garrowby Food

Vessels (Fig. 13. 2), advocating that both could be the work of the same potter.

The Type lb and lc varieties of Food Vessel are absent in the regional Food Vessel

assemblages of the Peak District, Wales, Southern England, and South-western

Scotland, although the Type lb form does occur amongst the Encrusted Urn series in

18. Manby, T. G., Lood Vessels of the Peak District, Derbyshire, ArchaeologicalJournal , 77, 1957, pp. 4-5.

19. ref. 12.

20. ref. 18.

21. Simpson, W. G., A Barrow Cemetery of the Second Millennium B.C. at Tallington, Lincolnshire,

Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society, 42, 1976, p. 223.

22. ref. 18.

23. Savory, H. N., A Corpus of Welsh Bronze Age Pottery, Part II: Lood Vessels and Enlarged Pood Vessels,

Bulletin of the Board of Celtic Studies
, 17, 1957, pp. 196-233.

24. Ashbee, P., The Great Barrow at Bishop’s Waltham, Hampshire, Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society, 33,

1957, pp. 158-9.

25. Simpson, D. D. A., Lood Vessels in South West Scotland, Transactions of the Dumfries and Galloway Natural

History and Antiquarian Society., 3rd series, 42, 1965, pp. 25-50.
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Wales and Northumberland. 26 This limited distribution centred in Eastern Yorkshire

and extending into Lincolnshire can be seen again in the other exotic Food Vessel

variants of the Footed, 27 Handled and Lidded forms. 28 All these forms are

distinguished by elaborate and intense decoration from the majority of Food Vessels of

the common Types la, 2, 3 and 4. To these may be added the multi-lugged vessels of

Type la like those from Heslerton Barrow^ and Garton Slack Barrow C51, these

also have intensive decoration and are in a fine hard fabric, distinctions that place

them apart from common types of Food Vessel. All these scarce exotic Vessels are

characteristic enough to be the productions of one or two highly skilled potters moving

about or trading within the Eastern Yorkshire and East Midland regions of Food Vessel

distribution.

The general dating range of the Yorkshire Food Vessel series based on their

associations, stratigraphy, and radiocarbon dating, is to the Early Bronze Age. 31 During

the Fargo Phase c. 2000 - 1800 BG. of Burgess’s revised terminology32
,
they are a

characteristic burial ceramic essentially accompanying grave or cist inhumation
practises and concentrated in eastern Yorkshire and northern England. During the

succeeding Bush Barrow Phase c. 1800 - 1650 BC. the cremation rite became dominant
and Food Vessels decline in frequency with the regional spread of the collared urn

tradition. The developed characteristics of the exotic Food Vessel sub-types, including

multi-lugged versions such as Types lb and lc, would indicate they were produced

during a mature stage of series evolution. An attribution of such finely decorated

multi-lugged forms to the Fargo Phase is supported by the radiocarbon date of

(UB-450) 1460 ± 165 b.c. for the Tallington burial and (HAR-1236 1600 ± 70 b.c. for
• # Q Q

a multi-lugged Type la vessel from Garton Slack Site 7. Many more dates are

urgently needed to provide a wider date range for the Yorkshire Vessel series to

validate any schemes of typological and stylistic development. This is particularly the

case if we are correct in attributing the exotic forms and certain instances of rich

embellishment to specific regional sources.

APPENDIX 1: TYPE lb FOOD VESSELS

Fig. 12

1. AMPLEFORTH, Comber Moor?, N.R. Yorkshire area SE 58/79

Publication: —
Association: Unknown
Description: 19 eras high. Buff fabric. Eight alternately placed lugs, unperforated.

Triangular chip impressions on the upper portion and the rim bevel.

Collection: Yorkshire Museum 1011.47

26. Brynford, Flintshire; ref. 21, p. 227, fig. 6 No. C5. High Busten, Northumberland, Archaeologia Aeliana,

4th series, 35, 1957, pp. 269-73.

27. Manby, T. G., Bronze Age Pottery from Pule Hill, Marsden, W. R. Yorkshire and Footed Vessels of the

Early Bronze Age from England, Yorkshire ArchaeologicalJournal
, 42, 1969, pp. 275-282.

28. Kitson-Clark, M., The Yorkshire Food Vessel
,
ArchaeologicalJournal

, 94, 1937, pp. 43-63.

29. Greenwell, W., British Barrows, (Oxford, 1877), p. 142, fig. 70.

30. Mortimer, J. R., Forty Years Researches in British and Saxon Burial Mounds of East Yorkshire, (Hull, 1905),

p. 216, fig. 547.

31. Manby, T. G. in Powlesland, D. Excavations at Heslerton, North Yorkshire 1978-82 .ArchaeologicalJournal

143. 1986, pp. 120-123.

32. Burgess, G. B., The Age ofStonehenge (Dent 1980) pp. 79-1 15; and Urnes of no small variety Proceedings of

the Prehistoric Society 52, 1986, p. 350.

33. Brewster, T. G. M., The Excavation of Garton and Wetwang Slacks.
(
R . C. H. M. 1980 - Microfiche

publications) pp. 218-220.
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2. CROPTON, Fall Rigg, N.R. Yorkshire area SE 90/76

Publication: —
Association: Unknown. Excavated Thomas Kendall c. 1850.

Description: 10.7 cms high. Fine, thin, buff fabric with a grey core. Four unperforated lugs

in the shoulder groove and a large perforated lug across the neck. Decorated

with fine incised lines and chip impressions.

Collection: Yorkshire Museum 1184.47

3. FOLKTON, Barrow 243, E.R. Yorkshire TA 05 1/77
1 34

Publication: Greenwell, Archaeologia 62 (1890), 12, fig. 4 Abercromby 1912, Vol. 1.,

fig. 1 52 35

Association: Accompanying an inhumation burial laid on wood in a central hollow in the

pre-barrow surface. With a plano-convex flint knife.

Description: 12 cms high. Liard buff fabric with dark grey core. Four unperforated lugs in

the shoulder groove and a large perforated lug across the neck. Decorated

with Fine incised lines and chip impressions creating a zone of false relief on

the exterior of the rim.

Collection: British Museum 89. 2-2. 41

GARTON SLACK, Barrow C37, Garton parish, E.R. Yorkshire SE 957/59

Publication: Mortimer 1905, 210, fig. 5 1

5

5

6

Abercromby 1912, Vol. 1, fig. 9937

Association: Accompanying Burial 7, one of a number of inhumations in the central portion

of a round barrow.

Description: 14 cms high. Hard buff to orange brown fabric. Eight alternately spaced lugs,

perforated. Decorated all over lines of plaited cord impressions inside and

outside the rim and on the lugs, also cord maggot impressions in herringbone

patterns, imprints of a notch ended bone on the body.

Collection: Hull Museum

5.

RIGGS, Barrow 41, Thixendale parish, E.R. Yorkshire SE 855/582

Publication: Mortimer 1905, 181 fig. 45638

Association: Accompanying an inhumation burial in a central grave beneath a round

barrow. With a piano convex flint knife.

Description: 16 cms high. Hard buff fabric with grey patches, black core. Ten alternately

spaced lugs, perforated. Decorated with cord line impressions.

Collection: Hull Museum.

6. THORPE, Rudston parish TA 10/67 area.

Publication: Abercromby 1912, Vol. 1, fig. 13539

Association: Unknown, 19th Century find.

Description: 9.5 cms high. Hard buff fabric with reddish patches, dark grey core, gritty.

Eight alternately spaced lugs, four remaining perforated. Decorated all over

with cord maggot impressions.

Collection: Yorkshire Museum.

7. IRTON MOOR (SEAMER MOOR) Barrow IV Present Report.

Fig. 6.1

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

Greenwell, W., Recent Researches in Barrows in Yorkshire, Wiltshire and Berkshire, Archaeologia, LII,

1890, pp. 1-72.

ref. 12.

ref. 30, fig. 515.

ref. 12, fig. 99.

ref. 30, fig. 456.

ref. 12, fig. 135.
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8. HESLERTON, Barrow 2C42, Heslerton Parish, N.R. York. SE 91657625

Publication: Powlesland, 1986, 124, fig. 4640

Association: In a single grave orientated East to West, under a barrow. No bone survived

but tooth enamel indicated that the head was to the west. Two Food
Vessels,Types lb and 2, a plano-convex flint knife and a copper awl

accompanied the body.

Description: —
Collection: Mahon Museum

APPENDIX 2: TYPE lc FOOD VESSELS

Fig. 13

1. ALDRO, Birdsall parish, E.R. Yorkshire SE 81/63 area

Publication: Mortimer 1905, 53, fig. 93
41

Association: Two feet below the surface of a round barrow, no burial mentioned. Excavated

by Yorkshire Antiquarian Club 1853.

Description: 15.2 cms high. Smooth light brown fabric, dark grey core. Four strip like lugs.

Decorated with small finger like imprints on the ridges.

Collection: Yorkshire Museum 1011.47

2. GARROWBY, Barrow C97, E.R. Yorkshire SE 804/568

Publication: Mortimer 1905, 143, fig. 38044

Association: Accompanying an inhumation burial in a central grave beneath a round
barrow. With a flint plano-convex knife.

Description: 10.4 cms high. Soft brown to dark grey fabric, black core. Four perforated lugs,

only two remain. Decorated all over with cord line impressions and triangular

chip imprints.

Collection: Hull Museum

3. GARTON SLACK, Kirkburn parish, E.R. Yorkshire SE 991/558

Publication: Mortimer 1905, 260 fig. 72644

Association: Unknown, believed to have been found during the partial levelling of

Mortimer’s Barrow C 35 and utilised as a cottage pot.

Description: 1 1.3 cms high. Hard orange fabric with dark grey patches all over with stab

impressions between horizontal cord lines. (19th century perforation through

the base).

Collection: Hull Museum

4. TOWTHORPE, Barrow 1, Fimber parish, E.R. Yorkshire SE 880/637

Publication: Mortimer 1905, 2, fig. 2
44

Association: Found with a Globular Food Vessel at the base of a bed of ashes. Decayed
bones near, beneath a round barrow.

Description: 10.7 cms high. Thin hard reddish brown fabric. Four perforated lugs, three

remaining. Decorated with fine cord maggot impressions arranged in a

herringbone pattern.

Collection: Hull Museum.

40. Powlesland, D., Excavations at Heslerton, North Yorkshire 1978-82, Archaeological Journal
, 143, 1986,

pp. 53-1 73.

41. ref. 30, fig. 93.

42. ref. 30, fig. 380.

43. ref. 30, fig. 726.

44. ref. 30, fig. 2.
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5. WELHAM, Norton parish, E.R. Yorkshire SE 78/69 area

Publication: Abercromby 1912, Vol. 1 ,
fig. 128

10

Association: Cist, accompanied by a stone battle axe (lost).

Description: 8.2 cms high. Hard smooth brown fabric. Four perforated lugs. Decorated all

over with fine cord line impressions.

Collection: Yorkshire Museum 1008.47

6. TALLINGTON, Lincolnshire TA 097/087

Publication: Simpson 1976, 223 & 231, fig. 7.2
4<)

Association: Accompanying an inhumation in a central grave beneath a round barrow.

Description: 12 cms high. Purplish-brown fabric. Four perforated lugs. Decorated with cord

line impression, chip impressions forming false relief and bird bone
indentations.

Collection: Birmingham Museum 666.66A.

BARROW V (Fig. 1 . Plate III, 1)

Before excavation the barrow appeared as a regular circular mound with two trees

planted on it. Hollows in the eastern half indicated disturbances. The barrow
(TA 0069/8755) was at a distance of c. 200 metres south-east of Hagworm Hill, on sand

and clay. The barrow was totally excavated.

Outer Kerb (Figs. 8, 9)

The outer kerb was intact on the west side only where it could be traced for a

distance of eight metres. Before excavation one or two stones projected through the

modern turf line. The kerb was constructed of single, flat stones of average width

40 cms., laid end to end, originally forming a circle ofc. 16 metres in diameter. In some
places the kerb had two courses surviving, to a height of c. 32 cms above the natural.

The stones had been placed directly on the old ground surface and were not

particularly weathered.

Middle Kerb (Figs. 8, 9)

The middle kerb, of estimated diameter 9.60 metres was placed at a distance of

2.90 metres from the outer kerb. More of this kerb was intact and it could be traced for

13.4 metres. It was of a different construction from the outer and inner kerbs, being

formed of rather large boulders, more than one stone thick, often with smaller stones

placed on top. The effect was a dry stone wall of width 80-85 cms and standing to a

height of 40 cms above the natural. Like the inner kerb the stones had been placed

directly on the old ground surface.

Entrance (Figs. 8, 9)

The possibility of a blocked entrance can be seen in this kerb indicated by a change

in the line of stones. Two stones have been placed upright and across the main line of

the kerb perhaps forming the side stones of an entrance. The resulting gap of 63 cms
had been blocked with stones. This gap would have been almost in line with the

suspected entrance in the inner kerb. The rubble layer (see below) came up to and

45. ref. 12, fig. 128.

46. ref. 21, fig. 7.2.
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partly over the blocking. A blocked entrance can also be seen in the Brenig 45
Tumulus, Denbighshire. 47

Inner Kerb (Figs. 8, 9)

Two metres from the middle kerb is the inner one which originally surrounded the

central burial. The construction is the same as the outer kerb with single stones set

end to end, giving a width of 20-30 cms and estimated diameter 4.20 metres. In some

Fig. 8. Plan of Barrow V.

47. Lynch, F., Waddell, J., Allan, D., and Grealey, S., Brenig Valley Excavations 1973; Interim Report,
Transactions of the Denbighshire Historical Society 23, 1974, pp. 1-56.
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places it is three courses high with a height of 30 cms above the natural. Again the

stones have been placed directly on the old ground surface. Inside the kerb the ground
level had been made up equal to the top of the kerb by stacking up turves which
presumably had filled the grave as well. On top of these turves was a scatter of stone

rubble. The area was disturbed but this rubble could possibly have formed a capping

over the central area. More turves were then placed over the rubble.

The line of the curve of the inner kerb is broken on the western side by a straight

line of three large flat stones which project outwards. These are nearly opposite the

suspected entrance in the middle kerb.

Burial (Figs. 8, 9)

There was no evidence of any secondary or satellite burials in the barrow and the

central grave had been robbed in the past by persons unknown. The central grave was
an irregular shaped hole 1.30 metres x 1.30 metres at the top and 80 cms deep. The
grave showed clear enlargement by the previous excavators. At the bottom were a

number of carbonised twigs and a few bone fragments. The sides of the pit had not

been burned indicating that burning had not taken place in situ. The fill of the pit

produced a whetstone (Fig. 1 1, 25) and a flint flake.

TurfStack (Figs. 8, 9)

The entire area enclosed by the middle kerb had been filled with turves reaching a

maximum surviving height of 55 cms and laid directly on the old ground surface. The
old turf line could be clearly seen under the turf stack and ended at the middle kerb.

The old turf line was a horizontal band of dark grey to black compacted sandy/clay

with charcoal flecks. The turf divisions could be clearly seen in section as black lines,

and the turf material itself was greyish-yellow brown (10 YR 5/2) or a dull brown sandy

soil (7.5 YR 5/4). The preliminary analysis of the soils of the barrow by Dr. Susan

Limbrey suggests that “the absence of this post barrow iron panning in the buried soil

and turf stack of Barrow V is consistent with its better drained situation, and the

nature of its turves clearly indicates that the soils of the area were quite strongly

podsolised but not markedly iron panned when the barrow was built”. On top of the

turves was a layer of grey brown (7.5 YR 4/2) sandy soil which in part extended past the

middle kerb but not to the outer one.

Turf and turf-like material also occurred in isolated places outside the middle kerb

but the section clearly indicated that only the inner portions of the mound had a turf

stack.

Rubble Spread (Figs. 8, 9)

Between the outer and middle kerbs was a patchy rubble spread, though the evidence

suggests that originally the rubble had spread from the outer to middle kerbs. In

places, especially around the cup marked stone and the entrance in the middle kerb,

the rubble went over the middle kerb but not into the turf stack area.

Near to the middle kerb the rubble rested on a layer of greyish, yellow-brown soil

(10 YR 5/2) hardly distinguishable from that immediately on top of the turf stack and

probably derived from it. Originally the effect would possibly have been that of a cairn

48. Lox, Sir Cyril., Life and Death in the Bronze Age, (London, 1959).
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Cup-marked stone (Figs. 8, 9 Plate III, 2)

A cup-marked stone of contrasting geological origin was built into the outer edge of

the northern side of the middle kerb. The stone, triangular in shape had been placed

upright and projecting above the line of the kerb. On its outward facing surface were

five rough cup marks.

Pit (Fig. 8)

At the southern end of the middle kerb was a pit with a large boulder in it resting on

the bottom. The stone was packed around with turves, the same material that filled

the central area. The stones of the middle kerb went partly over the filling of this pit.

Thus the pit pre-dates the construction of the barrow but its function is unknown. A
similar pit was also found under the kerb in Barrow I on Irton Moor. 49

Gully

A length of shallow gully, 80 cms outside the middle kerb and roughly concentric

with it, was discovered on the northern side. In part it was covered by the rubble

spread. Its exact purpose is not known but one is reminded of the concentric gully

found under cairn III on Irton Moor. 50

Disturbances

The eastern half of the barrow had been completely disturbed with the kerbs totally

removed. The slit trenches on this side are probably connected with military activity in

the area.

Pottery (T. G. Manby)

Fig. 10

1. The sloping neck and shoulder of a Collared Urn.Buff fabric, one row of incised herringbone

pattern on the neck and a row of lunate bone-end impressions on the shoulder. From the

turf stack.

2. Small rim sherd, internal bevel. Dark grey buff surface on bevel, interior missing. Short

diagonal lines on the outside. Probably beaker. From a disturbed context.

3. Sherd of All Over Cord Beaker. Weathered orange buff fabric, dark grey core. On the

exterior, a single, impressed horizontal cord line. From the top of the natural.

4. Rim sherd of All Over Cord Beaker. Orange buff fabric, dark grey core. Outcurving and
rounded lip, a horizontal cord line on the exterior 23mm below the lip. A Beaker with a

plain zone immediately below the rim invites comparison with pottery from Antoft’s

Windypit, near Helmsley, associated with a radiocarbon date (BM-62) 1800 ± 150bcT From
the top of the natural.

Not illustrated:

a) Bronze Age sherd, possibly Food Vessel. Buff surface, dark grey core and interior. A
probable grain impression on the surface. From upper level of mound.

49. ref. 2.

50. ref. 3.

5E Clarke, D. L ., Beaker Pottery in Great Britain and Ireland, (Cambridge, 1970), Vol. 2, No. 1223, fig. 32.
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Plate III

1. Barrow V after the removal of the mound, from the East.

2. Barrow V, cup marked stone.
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Fig. 10. Barrow V, 1-4 Pottery, 5. Jet like material.

b) A weathered sherd in Beaker fabric. Buff to pinkish surface, dark grey core, small grit. From
top of the natural.

c) Sherd of Early Bronze Age fabric. Brown, gritty, paste with a dark grey core. Part of the

exterior surface has scaled off. From the old ground surface.

d) Large sherd of Bronze Age fabric. Buff to pinkish surface with dark grey core. From the turf

stack.

Barrow V Flints (Fig. 11)

1. Flake endscraper made from butt end of flake, ventral retouch on right edge, use/wear on

left. Light grey/dark flint, about a quarter of the surface has cortex. Working around one

edge on one face only. From the top of the mound.

2. Endscraper on flake, black/grey flint with small area of cortex. Bulb of percussion large and
flaking rather rough. From the top of the mound.

3. Round scraper. Black flint with small area of cortex. Parallel flakes taken around the

edge.Bulb of percussion and flake scars prominent. From the inner stone kerb.

4. Disc scraper. Grey/brown flint, no cortex. From the top of the natural under the barrow.

5. Flake endscraper, black/grey flint, worked along two edges on one face only. From the top of

the mound.
6. Endscraper on flake, retouch continuous along one edge. Black flint with cortex over nearly

one quarter of the surface. Roughly worked with large flakes removed. From disturbed

context.



Fig. 11. Barrow V, 1-27 Flint, 28-31 Stone.
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7. Broken flake with edge retouch/use wear. Grey/black flint with small area of cortex. Very

flat section with rough working around two of its edges on one face only. From the top of the

mound.

8. Irregular flake, retouch on distal edge. Black/grey flint, from the top of the natural.

9. ? atypical petit tranchet derivative arrowhead, grey/black/white mottled flint. Shallow working

on one edge only. From the top of the mound.
10. Flake with edge retouch, possibly a scraper. Grey/black/white mottled flint. From a

disturbed context.

1 1. Endscraper on core trimming flake. Flat retouch on left edge. Black/grey mottled flint, no

cortex. Flaking rough. From the top of the mound.

12. Flake (core fragment) utilised on one edge perhaps as a knife. Black/grey mottled flint.

Cortex on more than half the surface. Minute flakes taken off on both faces along one edge.

From the top of mound.
13. Broken blade, retouched/use wear. Black/grey flint. From the top of the mound.
14. Broken flake on blade, butt with flat ventral retouch, also right edge. Left edge with

use/wear. Light brown/grey mottled flint, no cortex. From the top of the natural.

15. Flake with traces of working on left edge. Mottled light grey/dark grey flint. Working rather

crude. From pit, feature 28 under middle kerb.

16. Awl? Grey mottled flint. Signs of use/wear. From the old ground surface under the barrow.

17. Atypical tranchet triangular arrowhead, pressure flaked. Grey mottled flint, wide, shallow

long flakes taken off both sides to flatten the section. From the turf and topsoil.

18. Flake scraper. Grey flint with small area of cortex. Small flake scars showing parallel

retouch. From the edge of the mound.
19. Butt end of microblade. Rough flaking over most of one side. Cortex about one quarter of

the surface. From the top of the natural.

20. Irregular flake. Shallow bi-polar retouch on one edge. Black flint with large flakes removed.

From turf and topsoil.

21. Flake endscraper with retouch on both edges. Amber/dark brown flint with most of the

surface having cortex. Parallel flakes removed along one edge and from one side only. From
disturbed context .

22. Microblade. Grey flint with use/wear on butt end. From the top of the natural.

23. Blade with ?use traces. Grey flint, from the top of the mound.
24. Flake with denticulations down both edges, suggesting a fresh flake used as a saw.

Grey/brown flint with no cortex. From the top of the natural.

25. Flake with distal end broken. Retouch on left edge, traces of use on right edge. Grey/brown
flint with rough working. From the turf and topsoil.

26. Blade/flake fragment. Grey/black flint with no cortex. Small area of working to produce

serrated edge. From the turf mound.
27. Blade with invasive retouch; end scraper on one end and one edge blunted. Grey mottled

flint. From the top of the mound.

Not illustrated:

31. Broken blade thinned by two blows, black flint. From the turf and topsoil.

32. Microblade, grey/black flint, from above the turf stack.

Stone

28. Fragment of limestone rod of oval section. From old ground surface.

29. Larger fragment of similar object with rounded end. Oval section but more pointed along

one edge. From old ground surface.

30. End fragment of similar type of object but of semi-circular cross section. Lrom the top of the

natural. The objects are all very similar with one edge showing traces of wear and all from
just above or on the old ground surface. In general shape they resemble the “Sponge-finger

stones” discussed by Smith and Simpson. 02

31. Rectangular hone broken at both ends, of schist-like material. Lound in the disturbed

central grave pit.

52. Smith, I. F., and Simpson, D. D. A., Excavation of a Barrow on Overton Hill, North Wiltshire, Proceedings

ofthe Prehistoric Society
,
XXXII, 1966, pp. 140-141.
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0 5 Cms

Fig. 12. Type lb Food Vessels (after drawings supplied by T. G. Manby)

1 . Ampleforth., 2. Cropton., 3. Folkton, Barrow 243., 4. Garton Slack,

Barrow C37., 5. Riggs, Barrow 41., 6. Thorpe. (All Yorkshire).
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Fig. 13. Type lc Food Vessels (after drawings suplied by T. G. Manby)

1. Aldro., 2. Garrowby, Barrow C97., 3. Garton Slack., 4. Towthorpe, Barrow 1.,

Welham. (All Yorkshire).

Jet like material

(Fig. 10, 5). Small fragment of worked jet like material. Two smooth faces; one flat, the othe

convex. From robber pit for central grave.
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Yorkshire Vase

Food Vessels

• Type lb

A Type 1c

Lig. 14. Distribution of Type lb and lc Lood Vessels.

1 . Ampleforth., 2. Cropton., 3. Lolkton., 4. Garton Slack., 5. Riggs., 6. Thorpe.,

7. Irton Moor., 8. Heslerton., 9. Aldro., 10. Garrowby., 1 1 . Garton Slack.,

12. Towthorpe.,13. Welham., 14. Tallington. (1-13 Yorkshire., 14. Lincolnshire).

Conclusions

The barrows excavated so far on Irton Moor form a small but interesting group.

Although the majority were all dug into at some time in the past, nevertheless

significant structural and artefactual evidence was obtained from the recent

excavations. A number of the barrows share common characteristics, covering cairns

and multiple kerbs are seen in four, there are traces of human cremations and the use

of turf mounds in three, and Food Vessels were found in two.
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FURTHER SAXON FINDS FROM THE YORKSHIRE WOLDS.

by David Haldenby

Introduction

Discoveries on this important Anglian site are still being made as, unlike excavation,

metal detecting tends to be a continuous process. Only new or important finds are

described here in detail with forms already encountered, particularly the simple pins

and knives, receiving only passing attention. No further deductions based on find

distribution are to be offered and nearly all further finds fall within the two main
concentrations already mentioned in previous articles. Of the finds described

below, strap ends, pins, the ring, gold beads (described as a rolled gold sheet) and one

of the clothes fasteners were briefly mentioned in the 1992 article.

Nature ofSettlement

o

Excavation might in the future shed light on the type of settlement that we are

dealing with here but in the meantime the finds themselves may offer some assistance.

For instance, the occurrence of further non ferrous finds of some quality might
increase the possibility that this was a high status settlement. Furthermore, the

possibility that some of the occupants were perhaps artisans is hinted at by the large

number of iron tools, particularly knives. Now with the important discovery of an

Anglo-Saxon scythe (plate 1) comes the first suggestion that cereal farming may have

played an important part in the life of this community.

THE FINDS

SIMPLE PINS

Biconical Form (Fig. 1. No. 1), 7.0 cm. long

A similar example has been published from the site, also having a flattened head and
circumference. 4 However, the present pin is complete and shows the characteristic

swelling of the shaft which seems to have been a common functional addition, designed

to improve grip.

1. Haldenby, D. N., ‘An Anglian Site on the Yorkshire Wolds’, Yorkshire Archaeological Journal 62 (1990),

pp. 51-63.

2. Haldenby, D. N., ‘An Anglian Site on the Yorkshire Wolds - continued, Yorkshire ArchaeologicalJournal 64

(1992) pp. 25-40.

3 See the summary of the 1993 excavations by Dr. J. D. Richards.

4. Haldenby, Op. Cit. in n. 1, p. 55, fig. 3.
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Lig. 1. Anglo-Saxon pins from the Yorkshire Wolds. 1:1.

Disc-Headed Forms (Fig. 1. Nos. 2, 3 & 4) 6.6, 2.8 & 3.3 cm. resp.

Interestingly the number of ringed dots on these, being 13, 9 and 8 respectively, is

greater than has previously been reported on pin heads of comparable size from the

site. As with the others only one side of each disc head is decorated.

Globular Forms (Fig. 1. Nos. 5 & 6) 3.1 & 2.0 cm. resp.

The first pin head has densely packed and raised ring dot decoration. The other has

a flattened top and is decorated with spiral grooves, similar to an example from
Royston. 0

Facetted Form (Fig. 1. No. 7) 3.5 cm.

Similar pins with three or four ring dots on two main faces have been reported from

the site but this pin head is not flattened, being almost square in section.

STRAP-ENDS

Copper alloy 3.6 cms long (Fig. 2. No. 1)

With well formed animal head terminal and degraded leaf motif at the double

riveted butt end. A well formed backward looking Trewhiddle style animal with classic

double nicked contours occupies the central field, its form delineated by a greyish

inlay, probably enamel. A growing number of similar strap-ends exists, thought, as

with the following examples, to date to the ninth-century. Close parallels have already

been recorded from the site.
6

5. Webster, L., ‘A Middle Saxon Site at Royston’, in M. A. S. Blackburn and D. M Metcalf (eds), Anglo-

Saxon Productive Site s, BAR Oxford, (forthcoming).

6. Haldenby, op. cit. in n. 1, p. 57, fig. 4, nos 2, 3 and 17.



Fig. 2. Strap-ends from the Wolds. 1:1.

Copper Alloy 4.6 cms long (Fig. 2. No. 2)

Closely related to the latter, differences including the well formed leaf decoration at

the butt end; the comma-shaped ears at the terminal and beading along the sides of

the central panel which, albeit damaged, can be seen to contain a speckled animal, an

alternative middle Saxon decorative fashion to the use of the double nicked animal

contour.

Copper Alloy 2.4 cms long (Fig. 2. No. 3)

Fragmentary, being the missing part of a strap-end already reported from the site .

7

When the first portion came to light it had been supposed that this contained most of

the central panel, the whole of which probably consisted of animal decoration. However
the latest find contains as much again of the central panel, unexpectedly decorated by

interlaced and speckled inlay.

Copper Alloy 5.0 cms long (Fig. 2. No. 4)

With rather degraded leaf motif and animal modelling at butt and terminal

respectively. The central panel contains recurring leaf decoration similar to other

unrecorded examples known to the author .

8

Copper Alloy 4.2 cms long (Fig. 2. No. 5)

Of crude manufacture. One leaf of the split butt end is broken away entirely with

that remaining showing only a portion of one of the rivet holes. The terminal shows a

simply modelled animal head with pointed snout and bored eyes, slightly offset. Twin
bored holes at the butt end were no doubt intended to also represent an animal mask
although even less successfully. An almost identical example is known from the

Yorkshire Wolds .

9 The main body of the present example is crudely banded and quite

7. Ibid, - do - no 1

.

8. Haldenby, D. N., ‘A Study of Ninth Century Strap-Ends’, forthcoming.

9. Leahy, K., Middle-Saxon Metalwork from South Newbald, North Humberside and the ‘Sancton’ Coins,

in M. A. S. Blackburn and D. M. Metcalf (eds) op. cit. in n. 5.
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narrow, necessitating, as with many similar examples found nationally, the broadening

out of the butt end to take the strap.

MISCELLANEOUS COPPER ALLOY ITEMS

Bell 3.2 cms high (Fig. 3. No. 1)

This six-sided pyramidal bell is closely paralleled by an example already published

from the site
10 even the number of ring dots being the same albeit those decorating

the present example are larger. Batey 11
attributes such bells to Scandinavian influence

but is uncertain as to their function. The discovery of a very similar bell in the richest

female grave from Viking age Iceland 14 would seem to suggest that they were used as

female adornments.

Tag Fasteners, Copper Alloy (Fig. 3 Nos. 2 & 3)

2.6 cm and 2.3 cm long respectively, each triangular with attachment holes, the first

plain and the second simply decorated with one ring dot and a ring around each

attachment hole. Many close parallels exist, examples coming locally from Whitby 13

and, from further afield, Porchester. 14 Although not as ubiquitous as the ninth-century

strap-end the tag fastener is quite common and forms of decoration are similarly

diverse, ranging from plain to elaborately inlaid forms. As with the strap-ends there is

as yet no clearly worked out chronology although it would appear likely that our plain

forms are later and possibly tenth-century as with two plain, albeit silver examples

found along with coins dated to c. 970 at Tetney, Lines.
13

Scutcheon, Copper Alloy 2.4 cms long (Fig. 3 No. 4)

Apparently from a small sheet metal hanging bowl with a fragment of the original

vessel remaining, attached by a rivet. Suspension was usually by means of a hole

created by the Scutcheon pressing against the bowl lip, several such examples coming
from Whitby 16 but in the case of the present example the hole is an integral part of the

Scutcheon.

Ring, Copper Alloy 2.3 cms diameter (Fig. 3 No. 5)

With snapped but complete hoop, and bezel with beading around the boarder and

along a median line running at right angles to the plane of the ring, dividing the bezel

into two. Each half has abstract linear decoration comprising intersecting lines of

niello inlay. The style is clearly Trewhiddle in origin albeit rather debased, as with

10. Haldenby, op. cit. in n. 1, p. 57, fig. 6.1.

1 1. Batey, C. B., A Viking-Age Beltfrom Freswick, Links, Caithness’, Medieval Archaeology 32 (1988), pp. 213-16.

12. Roesdahl, E and Wilson, D. M, From Viking to Crusader - Scandinavia and Europe 800-1200’, (Uddevalla

Sweden, 1992), p. 313, fig. 327c.

13. Peers, C. and Radford, C. A. R., ‘The Saxon Monastery at Whitby\ Archaeologia 89 (1943), p. 59, fig. 12,

no. 10.

14. Cunlifffe. B., Fxcavations at Porchester Castle II - Saxon’, Society ofAntiqu. (1916), P. 216, fig. 136, nos. 48 &
50.

15. Wilson, D. M., Anglo-Saxon Ornamental Metalwork 700-1100' in the British Museum, (London 1964),

p. 1 78, nos. 86 & 87.

16. Peers and Radford, op. cit. in n. 13, p. 49, nos. 1-4.
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Fig. 3. Bell and other metal objects fron the Wolds. 1:1.

other pieces from the site, one strap-end in particular having very similar decoration. 17

As to the overall form, a ring from Whitby Abbey with lentoid bezel containing a well

formed Trewhiddle style animal closely parallels our example. 11^

Scale Balance Beam Fragment, Copper Alloy 5.7 cms long (Fig. 3 No. 6)

Rod-shaped with turned decoration and broken loop at one end and slight bend and

break at the other. Four small round inlaid silver studs were originally spaced along its

length but only that at the decorated end remains, leaving three void holes. A close

parallel was found at Silchester, the Roman town of Calleva,
19 although the British

Museum authorities think that a 9th-century date is quite likely.

Gold Bead 1.6 cms long
,
0.5 cms diam. (Fig. 3 No. 7)

Consisting of a rolled gold sheet, 2.9 cms long, scored on one side by parallel grooves

and plain on the other. The British Museum has been unable to locate an obvious

parallel.

17. Haldenby, op. cit. in n. 1, p. 57, Fig. 4, nos. 4 & 5.

18. Wilson, op. cit. in n. 15, p. 200, no. 130.

19. Boon, G. C., ‘The Roman Town ofCalleva', (London 1974), p. 227, fig. 34, n. 1.
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Scythe 46.5 cms long (Plate 1)

Of classic Anglo Saxon form. Attachment was by means of binding the tang to the

haft with greater stability being afforded by hammering the upturned point of the tang

into the haft. Few others, if any, have been found in the region although a hoard of four

identical blades was found to the north at Hurbeck, County Durham earlier this

century.” They are now in the British Museum.

Plate 1. Scythe blade from the Wolds. 1:4.
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COTTAM EVALUATION

byjulian Richards

During 1993 an archaeological evaluation was conducted at the Anglian site at

Cottam, North Humberside, under the auspices of the York Environs Project,

Department of Archaeology, York University. Fieldwalking was carried out in January
and February, and Dr J. D. Richards and B. E. Vyner directed limited excavations

during July and August. The purpose of this note is to provide an interim summary, in

advance of the main publication which will appear in the Yorkshire ArchaeologicalJournal

in due course.

The site at Cottam provides an opportunity to fill some of the gaps in our knowledge

of activity in York’s hinterland during the 8th and 9th centuries. From the surface

finds it is apparent that it belongs to a new category of site in Humberside and
Yorkshire producing rich Middle Saxon and Viking Age metalwork, which has not so

far been excavated. The aim of the evaluation, therefore, was firstly, to establish the

extent and survival of archaeological deposits; secondly, to identify the sequence of 8th

and 9th-century activity; thirdly, to establish the relationship of the metalwork and
the crop-marks; and lastly, to determine the nature of the 8th and 9th-century activity.

Fieldwalking confirmed the picture derived from the distribution of metal-detector

finds of two concentrations of post-Roman activity, suggesting there was an Anglian

nucleus towards the centre of the field, and a subsequent shift to the north-east during

the Viking Age. Three trenches were planned, each c. 10 x 20m, but in the end only two

were excavated. Both were sited across the Anglian concentration, in order to minimise

damage to the standing crop, although the first (Trench 1) was in the centre of the

concentration of metal-detector finds, and the second (Trench 3) was on its periphery.

In both trenches weathered natural chalk, overlying bedded chalk, was encountered

beneath c. 0.2 to 0.35m of ploughsoil. Occupation deposits had been ploughed-out, but

truncated structural remains and the ditch fills of various ancient land boundary
features survived.

In Trench 1 a major north-south ditch ran the full length of the excavation,

representing one of the major linear features observable on aerial photographs of the

site. This ditch was predominantly devoid of finds, apart from its uppermost fill, which
yielded a number of Anglian artefacts, including a ceramic lamp base and a chalk

weight, indicative of domestic settlement. This fill is interpreted as an occupation

deposit which had slumped into the ditch, thereby giving it some protection from the

plough. However, the ditch was cut through the truncated remains of a rectangular

post-hole building, of presumed Anglian date, throwing doubt on the accepted dating

of the crop-mark features as exclusively representing late iron Age or Romano-British
field boundaries. To the east of the ditch there was a circular pit, c. 1.5m in diameter,

in the base of which an adult male skull had been placed. The pit also yielded a

valuable faunal assemblage, also of 8th-century date. In Trench 3 the corner of a

second post-hole building was encountered, as well as the base of a corn-drying oven,

and several other cut features.
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Final interpretation must await further examination of the finds and records from

the site, but in the interim we are able to conclude that, despite considerable plough

damage, it is still possible to define the extent and development of the Anglian

settlement at Cottam, and to reveal building plans. The principal source of the metal-

detector finds is revealed as the upper fills of the crop-mark features which have

largely been disturbed by ploughing. Consequently very few finds remain in situ. The
evaluation has also revealed that this occupation was of a domestic nature and
persisted for some considerable time, albeit with localised shifts. The nature of the

finds is suggestive of the high status of the occupants.
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THE ROMANESQUE DOORWAYS OF YORKSHIRE, WITH SPECIAL

REFERENCE TO THAT AT ST. MARY’S CHURCH, RICCALL.

by Rita Wood

Summary

Yorkshire parish churches have an unequalled series of twelfth-century doorways that have

been neglected by researchers. Close examination of some 30 doorways with figurative sculpture

provides evidence of the organisation of their making, which roughly speaking changed from

direction by religious designers in the first half of the century to composition by freelance

travelling craftsmen in the 1 160s. The subjects shown are basically those met with in French

Romanesque sculpture, with local additions.

Without coming across Faith Mann’s small book

1

,
I might not have gone much

further than climbing some steps and making a ‘hands on’ survey of the two figurative

orders on the doorway at Riccall (Fig. 6). Encouraged personally by Faith Mann, I

extended my fieldwork to churches in neighbouring villages. I have now visited and
recorded almost all the twelfth-century doorways in Yorkshire that have figurative

carvings. By ‘figurative’ is meant varied, individual motifs as distinct from repeating

patterns. This survey, detailing over 350 separate carvings, includes most of the

Romanesque sculpture that remains in the county.

John Romilly Allen and Charles Keyser were Victorian writers who cleared a path to

the Yorkshire doorways." George Zarnecki found a vigorous regional school active in

Yorkshire in the third quarter of the twelfth century.

4

Despite these explorations, little

advance has been made. The Adel church guide 4 and J. Bilson’s article on Newbald

6

describe doorways with an iconography that is still largely familiar today. There are

general articles on chevron and beakhead ornaments 6
,
but no detailed attention has

"7

been paid to the mass of figurative sculpture. As was Linda Seidel’s experience in

Aquitaine, such investigations in Yorkshire were ‘an intellectually lonely task’.
6

The publication of the FoE ‘acid rain’ report in October 1985 9
at last alerted the

1. F. Mann, Early Medieval Church Sculpture, A Study ofl2th century Fragments in East Yorkshire (Beverley 1985).

2. For example: J.R. Allen
,
Early Christian Symbolism (London 1887);‘The Norman Doorways of Yorkshire’,

Reliquary N.S. i (1887) Alne; iii (1889) Barton le Street; C. Keyser, A List ofNorman Tympana and Lintels

(London 1927); T. M. Fallow, ed., Memorials oj Old Yorkshire (London 1909) includes a chapter by Keyser

on ‘The Norman Doorways of Yorkshire’, 165-219.

3. G. Zarnecki, Later English Romanesque Sculpture, 1140-1210 (London 1953), 34-45.

4. Adel Parish Church, Leeds, Guide Book (after 1978), 8-12, 14.

5. J. Bilson, ‘Newbald Church’, Y.A.J. xxi (1910-11), 1-44.

6. A. Borg, ‘The Development of Chevron ornament’, J.B.A.A. xxx (1967), 122-140; J. Salmon, ‘Beakhead

ornament in Norman Architecture’, Y.A.J. xxxvi (1944-47), 349-57.

7. Notes, photographs and an unfinished Ph.D. thesis on Early Medieval Sculpture in the north-east by the late

K. J. Galbraith are deposited at the Society of Antiquaries of London.

8. L. Seidel, Songs of Glory, the Romanesquefacades ofAquitaine (Chicago 1981).

9. C. Rose and M. Neville, Final Report: Tree Dieback Survey (London 1985).
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nation to the widespread and previously unrecognised damage that was being
sustained by trees and buildings. The saddest loss due to urban and industrial pollution

must be at Adel (Fig. 8) where Christ Enthroned and other apocalyptic symbols fill the

gable. Until about 1840 this display was ‘encumbered’ by a porch. But ‘by the good

taste of the Rector it [was] cleared away’.
10 At that time, details could be seen such as

lead inserts in the eyes, and names to the beasts round the throne. 150 years of

exposure since then have left only a tantalising shadow of the former glory. It is

unfortunate also that the most frequented of the doorways, that now at St. Margaret’s,

Walmgate, York, combines fantasy with decay to such a degree that it must discourage

many visitors from taking any further interest in this subject. Other doorways can be

decoded, and are found to have coherent meanings and historical relevance, despite

their initial strangeness, but few of the creatures carved at St. Margaret’s have any

recorded meaning. 11 An old photograph of the Alne doorway shows two voussoirs that

have disintegrated since it was taken.

Care had to be taken to use appropriate methods to record the carvings. An
apparently hard surface, sometimes with a sooty crust, might conceal a powdery
interior. A full photographic survey was not attempted, but recording was done by

rubbings, tracings or drawings, depending on the condition of the stone or the ease of

access. In two cases a scaffold tower was borrowed, but usually a pair of steps had to

suffice. Manual recording has the advantage that a close all-over inspection has to be

made. The urgent need for an initial survey will, I hope, go some way towards excusing

the shortcomings of my subsequent researches into meanings and the historical

background at each site.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DOORWAYS AND THEIR MAKING

Distribution

There are over 600 ancient parish churches in Yorkshire, of which the great majority

would have been founded by 1200. About a quarter of these churches still have

entrance doorways that date from the twelfth century.
13 The distribution of these 150

doorways is fairly even over the county, but thins in modern urban areas, and excludes

the high ground of the Pennines and North York Moors. There are 30 doorways with

Figurative sculpture among this 150.

Dating the doorways surveyed

Romanesque architecture is dated relatively by the form of the capitals. These range

from plain cushion capitals at Danby Wiske to capitals with upright acanthus
ornament at Wighill. The period covered is usually interpreted as about 1 100-1 170.

Presumably building was interrupted by the disputes of 1 135-54. Shaping chiefly with

an axe at the beginning, carvers acquired Finer instruments as time passed. There were

numerous stylistic changes of form and content as post-Conquest England caught up

10. G. A. Poole, Churches oj Yorkshire (Leeds 1844).

1 1. R.C.H.M. photographs cover part of this doorway. See also n. 50.

12. Courtauld neg. D47/2 or N.B.R. neg. BB51/870(a) or (b). Used in G. Druce, ‘The Medieval Bestiaries

and their influence on ecclesiastical decorative art’, B.AA.J. (1919).

13. C. Keyser, Lallow, op. cit. in n.2 gives a list of almost all Norman doorways in the county, which has been

checked against the three volumes of N. Pevsner, ‘Buildings of England’ series, that is, Yorkshire: The

North Riding (Harmondsworth 1966) and op. cit. in n. 25 and n. 26.
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with artistic developments in France. Such cultural changes are notoriously difficult to

date. Dates given, and sequence of buildings, are therefore approximate.

List ofchurches with figurative doorways

TYMPANA
Austerfield

Braithwell

Danby Wiske
Emley
Hunmanby
Marton (re-used)

Seamer (defaced)

Thorp Arch (remnant)

Thwing
Wales
Wold Newton
Woolley (remnant)

CENTRALISED DISPLAY
Adel

Garton-on-the-Wolds

Kilham
Newbald
Shiptonthorpe

Sinnington

FIGURATIVE VOUSSURES: early

Foston

Kirkburn (also font)

FIGURATIVE VOUSSURES: late

Alne (also lintel to chancel door)

Barton-le-Street (two doorways)

Birkin

Bishop Wilton

Brayton

Fishlake

Healaugh
Riccall

Stillingfleet

Wighill

York, St.Margaret, Walmgate

FIGURED CAPITALS PREDOMINANT
York, St. Lawrence, Hull Road

(TOMB COVER)
Conisbrough

A voussure is a complete arc of voussoirs. This list includes relatively complete Romanesque
churches at Adel, Birkin, Kirkburn and Newbald.

Theforms ofdisplay (Fig. 1)

Doorways with tympana were the earliest, and have survived best on the periphery of

the distribution, remote from both medieval and modern centres of population.

Decoration is both geometric and figurative. They probably all date from before 1 135.

The doorways with figures centrally above the arch are varied, ranging from the

simplicity of a single sculpted block at Shiptonthorpe and Sinnington to the grandeur

of the gables at Kilham( 1 1 20s?), Newbald (c. 1140) and Adel (1150’s?). With the

accession of Henry II in 1154, expectations increased, and another style came into

fashion. It had figurative voussures, a form of display that had been used in south-west

France since the 1130s. Two of the doorways dating from 1130/40 (Foston and
Kirkburn) have figurative sculpture, but it is on the wide stones of the hoodmould.
The later style typically has most sculpture on the narrow voussoirs of the inner orders,

as in south-west France. The later voussure style of doorway is concentrated in its

distribution on the metropolitan axis culminating in York. These doorways will have

replaced earlier ones in some cases. For example, Riccall’s first Norman church was
enlarged during this time, and the voussure style doorway made about 1160, perhaps

replacing an earlier tympanum. At St. Lawrence, York, figurative carving was
concentrated on the capitals.

14 This form of display may never have been popular, or

may not have been considered sufficiently ornamental to be worth retaining in later

centuries. The doorways all seem to have been set in a plain wall, which at most had

14. Excellent plates byjohn Browne, Etchings ofSt Lawrence’s, York (1823) show work lost or eroded since.
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ADEL YORK, ST MARGARET
Ligure 1. Ligurative displays, showing also chevron and beakhead orders.
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only a string course as decoration.

The end of the decorated Romanesque doorways, about 1170, is marked by a

complete change of character. Round-headed arches persisted for a while, but were

given only unobtrusive detailing on the capitals, and simple mouldings with roll and

chamfered sections. There were no more figures. This might be something of a

reaction to the murder of Archbishop Thomas Becket in 1170, since the increasingly

ornate voussure style could have been seen as a worldly fashion that had been

propagated by the court. In this context, Cistercian severities, and the new Gothic

architecture from northern France, might have been preferred by church patrons.

The number offigurative doorways

Often, in the villages, figurative doorways have been kept when the church was

subsequently enlarged. Thus, they may have been relatively rarer in the countryside

than now appears to be the case. On the other hand, some will have been lost from

built-up areas. We know little of the decoration of churches of the period in the towns

since they were often entirely renewed, but would have expected to find expensive

work there. Doorways must have been lost from York, and from South Yorkshire,

where other remains are especially rich.
16 These two tendencies may roughly balance

out. The 30 Figurative doorways out of 150 remaining may represent something like the

original proportion. It can be assumed, therefore, that we have approximately 10-30%

of the figurative doorways that had survived to about 1180. This would be a good

sample statistically, and best of all for the later voussure style of doorway.

Evidencefor lost sculpture

We are largely ignorant of the Romanesque sculpture of the greater churches such as

the two successive York Minsters, and Holy Trinity Priory in York 16
,
but it is likely

that lesser churches would have owed something to their examples. There are three

village churches surveyed that had connections with Holy Trinity Priory, which was an

alien house of the Benedictine abbey of Marmoutier, near Tours. Adel and Barton-le-

Street were given to the York priory at its re-foundation in 1089. Healaugh was the

home of the benefactor of Gilbert, a monk who came from Marmoutier and made a

hermitage in the wood of Healaugh.

The four doorways at these three churches share several features, a few of which
only are mentioned here. Two display Christ enthroned (an Apocalypse at Adel, Fig. 8,

and ajudgment at Healaugh, Fig. 2). Barton (Fig. 3) has a seated Christ also, but he is

to one side, and points at the central seated Figure, St. Peter. These two doorways show
contemporary individuals taking part in the central action. The man with a money-
bag at Barton is perhaps paying his church dues or the papal tax, ‘Peter’s Pence’.

17 At

Healaugh a group of seven people, including a child, are seated and greeting Christ.

Either side of them other figures plunge down head First to Hell. All three displays use

a box-like frame to enclose a part of the Figures. Adel and Barton churches also have

elaborate corbel-tables in the French style. Perhaps some of these features reflect

15. Some voussoirs from two late doorways are in the Yorkshire Museum, York, and illustrated in English

Romanesque Art 1066-1200, Arts Council exhibition catalogue (London 1984), nos. 140, 141.

16. York Minster crypt and foundations have twelfth-century sculpture. Virtually nothing is visible of the

Priory of that time.

17. Compare P. Studer, Le Mystere d’Adam, an Anglo-Norman Drama of the twelfth century (Manchester 1918),

lines 599-606. This is a speech by Abel encouraging payment of all church dues, or else ‘we shall be lost

in hell without remission’.
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Ligure 2. Healaugh: the top of the arch. Lrom photographs. Width shown, about 95cm (38”).

Ligure 3. Barton-le-Street: the top voussoir on the former north doorway. Lrom drawing by J. R. Allen,

revised. Width shown, 47cm (181/2”)

details of what could once have been seen at Holy Trinity Priory. This indebtedness of

village sculpture is further discussed under section B7 below.

That such connections did exist is indicated by the remains at Garton-on-the-Wolds.

The much-decayed sculpture there shows St. Michael and the dragon between two

angels.
18 This relatively large group (1.25 m x 0.6 m?) is set in the west face of the

tower, just below a window and string-course, and high above the doorway. This is the

same disposition as that of the famous frieze along the west front of Lincoln

Cathedral. 19 The works are of about the same date, and Garton is the only church

18. Courtauld Institute neg. 39/47(16), undated.

19. G. Zarnecki, Romanesque Lincoln, the sculpture of the Cathedral (Lincoln 1988).
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surveyed to have a west, rather than a south, entrance emphasized. It is possible,

therefore, that Lincoln inspired the designers or patrons of Garton.

The Patrons

For the early doorways with a relatively simple tympanum, it is possible that local lay

patrons were quite active. Monastic connections are known for only a few of the twelve

churches with tympana. However, because of the greater complexity and higher

standards expected of voussure doorways, the lord of the manor, his priest and the

local stonemason would have been out of their depth later in the century. Work on

doorways other than those with a tympanum was most often commissioned by wealthy

ecclesiastical patrons. The probable feudal holders of these parish churches are listed

below:

ARCHBISHOP AND YORK MINSTER
Alne (Treasurer)

Bishop Wilton (Archbishop)

Kilham (Dean)

Newbald (Canons of St Peter)

Riccall (Archbishop / Canons / Prebend?)

MONASTIC HOUSES
Adel (Holy Trinity Priory, York)

Barton le Street (Holy Trinity Priory)

Brayton (Selby Abbey)

Conisbrough (Lewes Priory, Sussex)

Fishlake (Lewes Priory)

Foston (St. Mary’s Abbey, York)

Garton-on-the-Wolds (Kirkham Priory)

Kirkburn (Guisborough Priory)

LAY PATRONS
Birkin?

Healaugh

Stillingfleet

Wighill?

UNKNOWN PATRONS

York, St. Nicholas’ Hospital (now at St. Margaret’s, Walmgate)
York, St. Nicholas" parish church (now at St. Lawrence, Hull Road)

The tomb cover in Conisbrough church was probably a lay donation made with the

co-operation of Lewes Priory. The carvings are similar in area and content to those on
a doorway. The church was part of the endowment of the priory in the 1090s made by
William de Warenne, second earl of Surrey, and lord of Conisbrough.
The doorway at Birkin is often said to have been associated with the Knights

Templar, but this is unlikely. When the church at Birkin was being built in the 1 160s,

the Templars already had land at (Temple) Hirst, where foundations of a chapel have
been excavated. They had a chaplain at Hirst in 1 185. There is no special evidence for

the Templars in the doorway, but rather it has a strong similarity to that at Brayton,20

20. Orders of medallions, chevron, beakbeads and plain mouldings occur on both doorways. Diamond-set

stones fill the space over the paired tower windows at Brayton, the same filling is used for the

tympanum of the presbytery doorway at Birkin.
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and therefore probably some connection with Selby Abbey. The lords of the manor held

their land from the de Lacys. Hugh de Lacy had been abbot of Selby until 1123, and
some link may have been established in his day. There is a direct route on footpaths

joining Selby, Brayton and Birkin - a village that no major road now comes near.

Healaugh and Wighill churches, by the fourteenth century, belonged to Healaugh
Priory, the successor of the hermitage founded for the monk Gilbert. Already from the

mid-twelfth century there were active links with Benedictine houses."
1

It seems likely

that it is the Haget family, the local patrons, who are shown personally greeting their

Saviour on the doorway (Fig. 2). They may have believed themselves justified by the

gifts they made in this period.

Stillingfleet church belonged to the de Stutville family. 22 With eight various masks
and lions in the Figurative order, it gives a rather Fierce impression today. However, the

carvings seem to complement the Redemption theme of the ironwork of the door, since

their message is Resurrection and life after death.

The extravagant work at St. Margaret’s, York (Fig. 1) was formerly at the Hospital of

St Nicholas, outside the walls. The foundation was probably a Benedictine or

Augustinian charity. Royal benefactions are known for it, and the doorway may have

been the result of an individual gift. Such are its peculiar features that perhaps the gift

included the labour of craftsmen, or patterns from France.

The Designers

The ecclesiastical patrons seem to have been the designers or providers of design

material for most of these doorways. Content that shows theological depth or some
symmetry of positioning implies the active presence of the clerk or monk. This control

is seen at its best at Kirkburn church, which belonged to the Austin canons of

Guisborough. The doorway and font together display a rounded pastoral message that

uses texts from the Bible and the works of St. Augustine. 20 Bishop Wilton has an

elaborate theological construction uniting its apparently crude carvings and using texts

associated with St. Peter.
24 Later still, a unifying theme was not always imposed. Even

allowing for the taking-down and reassembly of doorways, some may never have had

much order or symmetry (e.g. Birkin, Brayton). Superficial order is provided by the

formal patterns - platforms at Stillingfleet, medallions at Birkin and Brayton. The
trend to disorganised meaning is partly due to the enticingly wide range of subjects

which the voussure style could accommodate, and also to the increasing initiative of

the workmen. These craftsmen re-used motifs, and sometimes did so without a guiding

purpose.

21. V.C.H. of Yorkshire, iii, (London 1913), 216.

22. P. V. Addyman, I. H. Goodall, etc, ‘The Norman Church and Door at Stillingfleet, North Yorkshire’,

Archaeologia cvi (1979), 75-107 has pictures of the doorway. Lor the theme of the ironwork, see

S. A. J. Bradley, Archaeological Papers from York presented to M. W. Barley (York 1984) ed. Addyman and

Black, 86.

23. This is rare evidence for the pastoral work of the Austin canons. See C. W. Bynum, ‘The Spirituality of

Regular Canons in the Twelfth Century’, Medievalia et Humanistica N.S. 4 (1973). 3-24. Lor the use of

Augustine’s writings, see for example the carving on the font of a child being baptized by Christ, and

Letter 187, On the Presence ofGod ch. 26 and On Baptism
,
iv 8.

24. Lor example, a bishop is central, with the Agnus Dei beside him, then symbols of Lebruary and Pisces

intrude among the Lour Living Creatures. Texts (Matt. 14. 66-72 and John 21. 3-17) would link the

calendar signs to Peter, the archetypal bishop.
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The workmen

The range of styles, methods and new tools encountered in this period of rapid

change is remarkable, especially when compared to the slow changes of preceding

centuries. For example, at Kirkburn, about 1 140, a carver made flat, disc-like faces to

the people, and the profde of a snapping dog with interlocking, triangular teeth. The

same forms can be seen in tenth-century carvings at Gosforth, Cumbria. At Wighill, by

about 1 170, technical proficiency, in choice of stone and improved tools, had generated

a freedom of modelling and invention close to Gothic. And yet imported fashions and

skills did not displace the ‘desperate barbarity’
25 of native work. The tomb cover at

Conisbrough exhibits new and old styles together. The older is given the front face of

the monument and the key theological message to depict, the victory of Life over

Death.

The later doorways: Organisation

There are twelve doorways of the voussure type that remain from the period roughly

1154 to 1175. These doorways can yield information on the organisation of the

craftsmen. Seven of the twelve have beakhead ornament. At Riccall, there are 24

beakheads on the first order, some one to a voussoir, others in pairs. Not only are the

heads wide or narrow due to this random spacing, but they vary in the treatment of

details, in the pattern on the crown of the head, and so on (Plate 14). It looks as if at

least two men carved the beakheads, though under a unifying schematic instruction.

While recording some doorways, details of handling were seen to recur, so that links

between otherwise unconnected doorways suggested themselves. There are similarities

of this sort between Riccall and Barton-le-Street: a cusped fringing decoration; a vine-

leaf pattern, the feathering of birds, and the ears on the heads of men. There are links

between these two doorways and carvings in York Minster crypt, see C30 and D8
below. At least five out of 15 figurative voussoirs at Stillingfleet show close links with

carvings at Barton. All this suggests that the later doorways were made by small but

mobile teams of craftsmen.

Treatment of detail was according to the workman’s style. However, there are whole

subjects shared by Barton’s two doorways and that at Riccall. These include John the

Baptist’s head, a Tree of Life, a head and a ‘two-heads’ motif on the former south

doorway at Barton. On the jambs of Barton’s south doorway are a very worn Cross-and-

Ring pattern and a head of Christ. There is also St. Michael and the dragon, and Adam
and Eve on the former north doorway. (Riccall voussoirs 14, 16, 7, 1, 26, 30, 17, 20 and

21, see Fig. 6) The repeats at Riccall could all be by the same hand, but at Barton are

by at least two distinct workers. Three of the repeated subjects are not copies so much
as re-interpretations in the style of the craftsman (1, 7 and 14). This implies that at

Riccall the subjects were introduced by the craftsman as part of his recently-acquired

‘stock in trade’.

At Birkin and Brayton a craftsman introduced variations into the beakheads. One at

each church is subtly changed into a harmless birdhead. At Wighill, in the figurative

order, a similar bird eats a fledgling. This is a play on the theme of beaks that

disregards the malevolent character of beakheads. Workmen used their own ideas in

these cases. Brayton and Birkin doorways have a close resemblance of design. It seems
that the team stayed much the same, just moving five or six miles further from Selby.

Even so, new and richer ideas were evolving, and development and change occurred. At

25. N. Pevsner, Yorkshire: York and the East Riding (Harmondsworth 1972), 17.
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Birkin several fantastic motifs, as at St. Margaret’s, York, were introduced, and minor
decoration became even more varied. The small medallions at Birkin are so high as to

be hard to read from the ground. It seems likely that ‘the designer’ was originally a

priest or monk, but that later the content and appearance of the doorways was in the

hands of the travelling craftsmen, with less control by the patron.

The later doorways: Working on the sculpture

Most economically, stone for sculpture would have been cut roughly to size at the

quarry, to reduce weight for transporting. However, a variety of mouldings were in use

as a ‘ground’ for the sculpture, and also each building-site is said to have had its own
modular scale which was the master-mason’s own yardstick. Finer shaping would
therefore have had to be left until the stone had arrived at a particular building-site.

Carving was probably done in temporary shelters erected near the building. Figurative

work was not done in situ
,
or some of the shaping and undercutting would not have

been possible. Mr. Littlewood, Superintendent of Works at York Minster, considered

that a team of some four men might have taken about a year to produce the Riccall

doorway, starting with the rough stone delivered to the site, measuring, blocking-out,

carving and constructing it.

At Wighill there is evidence of the progress of the sculptural work. This doorway
includes some of the crispest and most fluent work, but four voussoirs at the top of the

figurative order are exceptions. (Fig. 4). One is an unfinished block prepared to match
the lower voussoirs, but faulty. It still has some parts of the engraved setting-out lines,

showing where the upper and lower bevels would have met the central field. There is

only a broken, unfinished head in the centre, and a faint ‘X’ mark on the upper bevel.

This reject stone would not have been sent out by a quarry, it must have been damaged
in work at the site. Some urgent need caused the arch to be closed with this, and the

three re-used stones to the east of it. One of these was probably an old corbel, the

other two, voussoirs. These have been trimmed at the sides to remove traces of

upper bevel

figurativ
ground
reached

carving
begun

broken.
away

setting-out line * for junction of
lower bevel and figurative area

diagonally-tooled
rough surface

,
as

supplied to sculptor

Ligure 4. Wighill: the top of the figurative order, showing the reject stone, and the three ‘squeezed in’.

Lrom sketches. Width shown, about 45cm (18”).
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)26
mouldings of different cross-section. The three heads consequently look ‘squeezed in

because the usual spacing has been lost.

Charles Keyser remarked that ‘no such elaborate portals, with very few exceptions,

are found outside Yorkshire’. The complex later doorways were both labour-intensive

and beautiful, but the earlier ones, particularly the tympana, betray the effort required

at the beginning to produce a simple carving. There is nothing superfluous in these,

just the minimum of carving blended with the most refined symbolism. Because of the

lack of craft skills, the driving urge to teach comes over all the more strongly. Teaching

seems to have been the sober object of the majority of the Yorkshire doorways.

This twelfth-century sculpture has a bewildering and then discouraging effect on the

twentieth-century visitor - we now expect things to be so easily read. However, I think

it is right to say that ‘the sculptors’ intention was to show the conflict between good

and evil, and to emphasize that the dangers of earthly temptation by the Dragon who
should rule the world (Daniel 7; Revelation 13) could be vanquished at the church door

through the power of Christ’.
27 To do this, artists made full use of abstraction and

symbols. Realism, proportion and even proficiency were not useful to the purpose.

SYMBOLISM OF THE FIGURATIVE SCULPTURE

The doorway the chiefsitefor sculpture

The lost west fronts were probably the chief sites for figurative sculpture on the

greater churches, as at Lincoln. However, entrances of the period only survive at Selby

Abbey, where the decoration is non-figurative and late. The figures from the west front

of York Minster were units in a standard pattern of prophets, apostles, etc. The figures

from St. Mary’s Abbey, York are early Gothic rather than Romanesque. Inside the

greater churches, no arcades with figured capitals survive as at Autun. The capitals

in the east crypt of York Minster do not hint at lost sculpture of much complexity or

order. The nave capitals at Selby have little figurative work. Conisbrough church
belonged to Cluny, an order famous for its sculpture, and has one nave capital with

some powerful allegorical figures, but that is all that remains, except for the tomb-
cover. In the parish churches, decorated capitals seem to have been used as

opportunities for occasional virtuosity rather than systematic schemes, with the

exception of the chancel arch capitals at Adel. Fonts, except at Kirkburn, do not bear

a wide variety of teaching.

Doorways were the favourite site for sculpture at the parish churches. They have
large spaces, are well-lit and awe-inspiring. They ‘work’ seven days a week. Except at

Garton-on-the-Wolds, all doorways surveyed are on the south side, adding to their

suitability as meeting and teaching places. The carving was clarified (and preserved)

by painting with a simple range of earth colours (red at Brayton and yellow ochre at

Fishlake survive) over which finer details could have been added.

A doorway can support symbolic teaching as well as any part of a church, and was
particularly adaptable to the great themes of the period. Salvation, light and the King’s

feast are inside the church - spiritual darkness and the devil outside. This is probably

the meaning of the tympanum at Austerfield (Fig. 5), dominated by a leaping dragon.

He is shut out of heaven by an incised arc representing the firmament, and is going

26. N. Pevsner, Yorkshire: West Riding (Harmondsworth 1967), 553.

27. L. A. S. Butler in R. L. Thompson (ed.) A Medieval Miscellany in honour ofProfessorJohn le Patourel Leeds

Phil, and Lit. Soc. 18 (1982), 85.

28. D. Grivot and G. Zarnecki, Gislebertus, Sculptor ofAutun (London and New York 1961).
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Ligure 5. Austerfield: the tympanum. Lrom photographs and notes on site Width shown, 130cm (51 1/4”),

about doing evil in the world (Revelation 12.8, 9, 12). At the lower edge of the

tympanum, a recessed panel symbolises the interior of the church, with its lights (one

at each end) and its communal meal (using depictions found elsewhere of bread in

small round loaves and bunches of grapes). The significance of a doorway as a place of

decision and transition occurs again and again. The eternal significance of right choice

is shown as the wise and foolish servants stand before the Bridegroom (Matthew 25.

10-12) at Danby Wiske (Fig. 7). A more regular encounter is expected, as a twelfth

century man takes off his shoe (Riccall, voussoir A2, see below).

S. A. J. Bradley discusses the ceremonies proper to the threshold, but there are no

obvious references to these in the sculptures. There is some emphasis on baptism in

the East Riding and in the early period (Kirkburn, Kilham, Wold Newton), but not

elsewhere. No wedding symbolism is noted, unless Adam and Eve might be examples
(Barton-le-Street, Riccall). Since they also appear on the Conisbrough tomb cover,

wedding-symbolism is probably not their prime meaning. The church doorway as the

entrance to ‘the dwelling-place of God’ and ‘the door of heaven’ (so described in

dedication services which Bradley quotes) are both implicit in a later motif, a solemn,

bearded man’s head, see B7 below.

The symbolic language

No doubt the doorways owed some of their popularity to the depth and richness of

their symbolic language - or languages. Three of the early doorways (Braithwell,

Kilham and Wold Newton) include geometric displays of some complexity for

ecclesiastical patrons, and it would be rash to dismiss these as meaningless. 30 There

are Scandinavian or northern features, usually minor and introduced by the native

craftsman, and Garolingian ideas that had perhaps been preserved in monastic

libraries (for example, Riccall’s voussoir A12). The notorious figurative symbols that

came from Angevin France already had a long pedigree reaching back to Byzantium or

the Middle East, via the Midi or Spain. The sculpture uses metaphors taken from the

surrounding culture too. God as a King crowned by the Cross (Riccall and Stillingfleet

)

and God the Warrior (Barton and Conisbrough) were ideas from the Dark Ages but

29. S. A. J. Bradley, ‘Quern aspicientes viverent : symbolism in the early medieval church door and its

ironwork \ Antiquaries’Journal lxviii.2 (1988), 223-237.

30. Lor geometry as the essential framework of heavenly things, see M. H. Caviness, ‘Images of Divine

Order and the Third Mode of Seeing’, Gesta XXII/2 (1983), 99-120.
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still current.
Q 1

As French writers make clear, the Romanesque had a limited number of themes.

These have been discovered and described, notably by the French observer and art

historian Emile Male. 32, 33 The Judgment is not shown by a general cataclysm except at

Healaugh, but the doctrine is everywhere. Zoroastrian emphases on the conflicts of

Light and Darkness, Good and Evil, may have added to the drama that was already

present in the Judgment Day theme.

The otherness of the deity is almost always respected, by the use of symbol rather

than picture. Except at Adel and Wighill (capitals) there is no crucifixion scene, and

Jesus, as God Incarnate, is frequently shown as a lion out of the bestiary. There is no

Virgin-and-Child, though Mary is shown (Adel and Wighill again) at the cross. Merely

a lily (Brayton, and perhaps Conisbrough) hints at her positive role, a theme that

would be developed and popularised in Gothic art. The Salutation of Mary and
Elisabeth (Fishlake) is only a prologue to the Second Coming, which is shown at the

top of the doorway. These displays showed the perfection of Heaven and the eternal

worship at least as often as they warned of Hell and man’s need to choose between

good and evil.

The doorway at St. Mary’s church, Riccall (Figs. 1 and 6, Plates 1-14)

With the situation of continuous innovation as described, there is no one typical

doorway. Riccall’s dates from the peak of activity around 1160, and with about 30

distinct motifs, can be used to illustrate the general variety. It is not so late as to

include fantastic beasts other than those found in the bestiaries but keeps to orthodox

theological subjects. It seems to lack the dramatic unity present in some related

doorways. 34

The entrance is 132 cm (52”) wide and 196 cm (77”) high to the springing of the

arch. Overall, the doorway is 3.58 m high by 3.25 m (12ft high by 10ft 8ins). The arch

has a hoodmould with 15 rosettes, an order of 24 beakheads, and within this again, two

orders of figurative carvings. The Figures are superimposed on a roll moulding. The
outer edge of each of the three orders has a fringing pattern of small cusps, and the

soffit at the door has a series of plain balls. On the capitals are a few more figurative

and foliage carvings. Below the capitals the doorway is not carved.

The stone is probably Magnesian Limestone. The outer orders, which are a light

greyish-cream, seem to have been whitewashed. The two Figurative orders and perhaps

the doorway below them appear more orange in tint. This colour is in a thin smooth
layer, and where this has peeled off, the stone is the colour of the outer orders. The
tint may be due to staining from a coat of red ochre. Such pigment remains in the

tooling on the contemporary columns in the south arcade. The condition of the

sculpture is generally good, the original surface surviving in many places. Some figures

have lost arms or legs (6, 8, 12, 20 and 21). Only the four columns below the capitals

are actively flaking away, under the influence of ground-water rising.

31. de Champeaux and Sterckx, Introduction au monde des symboles (Sainte-Marie de la Pierre-qui-vire 1966).

32. Emile Male, L’Art religieux du Xlle siecle en France (Paris 1922, 1952). There is some variation in the

illustrations between this and the English edition, see n.33.

33. Emile Male, Religious Art in France: the Twelfth Century (Princeton 1978).

34. See L. Musset, Angleterre Romane 2 (Sainte-Marie de la Pierre-qui-vire 1988), 350-351, a passage ending:

‘Nous nous trouvons a Riccall devant un defoulement sculptural un peu gratuit, qui est rare en

Angleterre’. However the subjects range from the Fall to the Apocalypse, and may once have had a

plan.
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History oj the doorway at Riccall

There was a simple church built here in the early twelfth century. It had an aisleless

nave and an apse. Later, a tower was begun, and south and then north aisles were
added. The present doorway with scallop capitals (Plate 1) was built about 1 160 in the

new south wall. The tower was not finished till 1 175-80, it has windows with water-leaf

capitals.

The apse remained until the late thirteenth century. In the fifteenth, the walls of the

aisles were extended outwards, and the whole church was transformed by windows
being inserted in aisles and clerestory. During this work the doorway was dismantled

and re-erected. There was some disordering of the voussoirs, and perhaps it was now
that the semi-circular arch of the opening was made pointed by the crude means of

forcing a triangular space at the centre. A porch was probably added while the other

building was being done, and the doorway has been covered ever since. Though open to

the elements before this, it was protected because the sculpture was painted.
Q C

The Victorian restoration, by J. L. Pearson in 1864-5, was a careful work that

included the discovery of the apse foundations. The church had been closed for two

years previously, as unsafe. The doorway was shored up, and later gradually pushed

upright. The walls were taken down, and rebuilt stone by stone in order. Photographs

remain in the village of this work. Only one stone of the doorway was renewed, and

that is made obvious - a scallop capital next to the door. Pearson renewed the porch.

Plate 1 West face of scallop capital on right hand side of doorway.

Width of this face is 17cm / 63/4”

The meanings of the sculptures

The voussoirs will be discussed in something of the categories used by Emile Male.
The order of the sections is:

A Literal illustrations of biblical texts

Voussoirs 2, 6, 13, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22

35. E. James, Riccall Church Guide (York 1972).

36. A. Quiney
,
John Loughborough Pearson (Yale 1979), 129.
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B Possible biblical references

Voussoirs 7, 1

C Developed biblical imagery

Voussoirs 10, 26, 30

D Saints and the Church
(Voussoirs 14 and 17, see A) 28, 29, 8

E The World and Nature

(i) Travellers’ tales

(ii) Fables: Voussoir 24

(iii) Bestiary: Voussoirs 4, 5, 15, 23, 9, 22

(iv) Calendar: Voussoirs 25, 3, 1 1, 19

F Further categories, (i) to (iv) not present at Riccall

(i) Typological figures

(ii) Mounted knights

(iii) ‘Meaningless’ creatures

(iv) Monastic demonology
(v) Northern features

Section A Literal illustrations ofbiblical texts (voussoirs 2, 6, 13, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22)

A2 A man in twelfth-century dress is standing on one leg to take off a shoe. Except for the

saints on voussoirs 17, 28 and 29, all people wear contemporary dress. Moses is shown
in this posture in illuminated manuscripts (Exodus 3.2-6). Beside the man is a spirally-

decorated column, as at Durham cathedral, and at Foston church. In the open-air

Figure 6. Riccall: the two figurative orders, and right-hand capitals (diagrammatic). Diameter
approximately 230cm (90”). In the text a letter prefixed to a voussoir number refers to

Sections A-F.
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staging of the early play ‘Le Mystere cTAdam’,37
a church was used as the place to

which the figure of God retired between his speeches. Other characters had to sit on

one side of the ‘stage’, or hide themselves elsewhere. The church was seen literally as

‘God’s house’. It was holy ground, to be entered after proper preparation.

A6 and A13 Soldiers (Plate 2) are a common metaphor in the New Testament for the

Christian (e.g., Ephesians 6.1 1). These are both knights wearing badges that indicate

a spiritual warfare. The three circles of the Trinity make a breastplate for the man
attacking with a sword, and the Cross fronts the shield of the man with a mace.

A12 The parable of the wise andfoolish virgins (Plate 3) has a door as its back-drop. The
waiting servants are depicted on Yorkshire doorways throughout the period (Fig. 7).

The use of the story (Matthew 25.1-13) as a parable of Judgment Day goes back to

Alcuin, and to Carolingian and Byzantine sources. The expected bridegroom is

understood as Christ the Judge, coming at the end of time. The fullest illustration is on

the earliest doorway, at Danby Wiske. Neither girl there has a light, but the wise virgin

indicates her name is in the Book of Life which the Bridegroom carries (Revelation

20.12).

These early figures are reminiscent of contemporary Scandinavian forms, for

example, on the tapestry from Skog church, Sweden. The gown had a tight-fitting

bodice and sleeves, with a full skirt. The hanging cuff was an item of fashion. It

changed over the period from a simple strip, or triangular piece at Kirkburn, to a

longer, knotted extravaganza which was worn even by the virtuous. The prudent girls

usually seem to be wearing a modest veil. Brayton’s foolish virgin has an elaborate

high headress and an impractical over-long skirt. Like the increasingly ornamental

doorways on which they appear, the virgins’ dress shows a rise in affluence during the

twelfth century. There are similar wise virgins to Riccall’s, that is, holding torches, on

capitals preserved in a Toulouse museum. 38 A torch or candle is being carried, rather

than the biblical oil lamp, perhaps because that was in everyday use. It was also the

form of lighting in Eastern illustrations of the parable. In an Anglo-Saxon manuscript

the female personification of Philosophy - or Wisdom - carries a candle something like

this.
39 A different way to interpret flame in stone was chosen for the doorway at

Kirkburn, and at Kilham. In these two cases the flame was indicated by long straight

strands fanning out from the torch. This form also is seen in manuscripts. 40

On French doorways, all ten girls appear, carrying lamps, with or without oil. Emile

Male associates this subject in sculpture with a liturgical drama : three characters at

Brayton could also have been connected with early plays. The wise virgin has risen

from a stool, and is raising her torch; the over-dressed foolish virgin is empty-handed,

and on another voussoir, Adam, with his hands bound, kneels awaiting release from

Death. 41

The wise virgin at the top of the arch at Kirkburn is leading a procession of symbolic

animals. They are going to the Messianic banquet (Matthew 8.1 1-13) which takes place

after the Bridegroom has come and the Door is shut. This is a reference to the church’s

Eucharist, and to the after-life.

At Healaugh, a wise and a foolish virgin are horizontally-placed on the abaci. On the

Wighill doorway, which is about two miles from Healaugh’s, are two capitals with New

37. Studer, op. cit. in n.17, Introduction.

38. Male, op. cit. in n.32, fig. 138; op. cit. in n.33, fig. 154.

39. Trin. Coll. (Ms. 0.3.7) illustrated in The Golden Age ofAnglo-Saxon Art 966-1066, catalogue (1984), 56.

40. Illustrated in Terence Wise, The Wars of the Crusades. The figure carrying the torch at Kilham is a

layman.

41. Adam, bound by demons, waits for deliverance in The Harrowing ofHell, one of the York Mystery Plays.
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Plate 2 Soldier with mace and shield A13; John the Baptist A14.

Approximate height of figures: 18cm /
7”

Plate 3 Pruning Ell; Wise virgin A12

Testament scenes. On the left is the Deposition (Mark 16.45-47), and opposite is

Salome dancing before King Herod, (Mark 6.21-23). This pair of scenes includes

examples of wise and foolish virgins, that is, Mary and Salome. This particularity does

not involve the viewer as does the straightforward telling of the judgmental parable.

Rather, the ‘reader
1

of the sculpture is merely entertained, imagining others put to the

test instead of himself. The Judgment theme, characteristic of Romanesque, has been

downgraded in favour of the human interest typical of Gothic art.

It is a feature of doorways in the voussure style that they reduce lengthy narrative

matter, such as this parable, to a single telling motif. Other instances will be noticed as

description of the Riccall doorway proceeds. The benefit of such editing is that these
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DANBY WISKE
c.1 120

HEALAUGH
C.1 1 60

KIRKBURN
c.1l4o

THE PARABLE OF THE

WISE AND FOOLISH VIRGINS

Bar scale is 10cm

rfT.s: BRAYTON
c.1 l60

RICCALL
cl 160

WIGHILL

Figure 7. The Parable of the Wise and Foolish Virgins, as found in Yorkshire.
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doorways can cover a wider range of topics than those with a tympanum. Rather than

over-awing the parishioners with one extensive subject, they provided the priest with a

library of teaching material.

A14John the Baptist’s head on a dish (Plate 2) is the climax of his story (Mark 6.17-28).

It is a well-chosen motif, representing the importance of the saint in a memorable way.

Salome is shown dancing with swords at both Foston and Wighill. The story was
similarly illustrated in manuscripts. The peculiar detailing of his ears is seen on heads

at Barton. The head ofJohn the Baptist (without a dish) is carved there too, but with

the assured quality of a portrait by a practised sculptor - the beard and hair are

individualised, and without the usual stiff symmetry, his eyes are closed, and the whole

effect is peaceful and majestic. At Riccall the carving is cruder, the dish combined with

the head emphasizes the earthly terrors of martyrdom. The saint’s eyes are open, with

a distant gaze Fixed on heaven. This unabashed presentation celebrates the certainty of

after-life for those who have suffered on earth.

A16 The Tree ofLife (Plate 4) is a symbol of Paradise regained (Genesis 2.8,9 and Rev.

2.7b). In Yorkshire, this tree is only found late, at Fishlake, Barton-le-Street, Riccall

and Stillingfleet, but was used earlier on tympana in the south-west midlands
(Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire and Shropshire). Some of these have

details which are comparable in style to those of Yorkshire. The tree as a symbol of the

heavenly reward is attested by an inscription beneath the tympanum at Dinton
(Bucks). 42

At both Riccall and Barton a similar tree form is inverted, that is, the conventional

line of sight outward along the radius of the arch is reversed. One inverted motif is a

common feature of the voussure doorways, occurring in at least nine of the twelve,

from as early as Kirkburn to the latest. It is not the fault of ignorance - at Wighill a

masterly lion is inverted. Nor are the motifs always those whose ‘roots’ might well be

based heavenward. These voussoirs were deliberately carved upside-down, perhaps in

the manner of Islamic craftsmen who, even to this day, will make a conscious mistake

in the pattern of a carpet, in case their human work should be called perfect.

Plate 4 Tree of Life A16

42. Keyser, op. cit. in n.2, figs 29B, 29F and 40.
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Plate 5 A bird, the Holy Spirit A22; Lion E23

A17 St. Michael and the dragon symbolises the end of the heavenly struggle between
good and evil (Rev. 12.7-9). The subject also occurs at St. Michael’s, Garton-on-the

Wolds, and at St. Michael’s, Barton-le-Street, where it is quite like this carving at

Riccall. The robes of the archangel are full of lines. Many lines can still be faintly seen

across the body of Christ at the top of the Healaugh doorway. Perhaps they had a

similar model, an ivory or a manuscript in such a style.

A20, 2 1 and 18 Adam and Eve and the serpent will be easily recognised, though the story

is somewhat conflated (Genesis 3.1-19). The order of the voussoirs has been disturbed,

elsewhere the tree stands between the couple. Occasionally a subject will be divided

between two or even three voussoirs, as here, but one figure itself rarely extends onto

a second stone - the craftsmen cannot have been confident of achieving good joints,

even this late. Only at Fishlake do figures cross joints as a matter of course. Patterns

often do so, but then the eye passes more quickly over them, and poor joins will be

ignored.

A22 The bird (Plate 5) is probably a reference to the Holy Spirit, and perhaps to

Baptism (Luke 3.22). At Healaugh a pigeon-like bird and a damaged lion(?) together

wdth the apical Christ form a widely-spaced triangle of symbols for the Trinity. The
bird at Riccall could be a bestiary creature, see below, E22.

Section B Possible biblical references (voussoirs 7 and 1)

B7 The head (Plate 6) is a distinct type of man’s face. He has an elegantly cut and

arranged beard, and wears a close-fitting brimless hat with a beaded border. Unlike

the virgins, A12, this is a motif of relatively late introduction.

Brayton and Birkin each have three heads wearing beaded caps, in orders composed
chiefly of beakheads. At Healaugh, four heads are set among seven masks. There is a

single head at Wighill in the figurative order. Barton has heads with caps and some
with crowns that rise up to a finial. They are paired with hatless, beardless men. There

are a few masks and other subjects in this order. At St. Margaret’s, York, are two or

three voussoirs with heads, they wear crowns with foliated projections and they too are

in an order of masks. The worn order of paired heads at Fishlake includes crowned

heads and bearded men’s heads but few masks.
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Plate 6 The head B7

The human head was a motif used earlier in Romanesque sculpture in France.43 The
typical head in the Yorkshire series is elongated, with a serene, distant gaze and

symmetrical gravity. Such faces stand out in the medley of heads, both human and

bestial, that Henry and Zarnecki illustrate. Circles of angels, crowds of saints were

readily available in manuscript illuminations as patterns for architectural sculpture,

and it is no surprise that Professor Conant has suggested that a lost order of heads

over the main door of the third abbey church at Cluny could have shown the Elders of

the Apocalypse (Revelation 4.4, etc.).
44

Emile Male had found that a primary source for sculptural symbolism was Beatus’

commentary on the Book of Revelation, St John’s vision of heaven, or the Apocalypse.

The illuminations of Beatus’ manuscripts inspired the famous sculpture at Moissac

(Tarn-et-Garonne). The seminal tympanum at Moissac has a Christ Enthroned and

the four Beasts, as Adel has (Fig. 8). Beside and below this vision, at Moissac, are

seated the 24 elders worshipping with incense and musical instruments. As in versions

of the Beatus’ manuscript, the elders are crowned and bearded men. It has been shown
that the voussure doorways reduce whole stories and scenes to one significant motif. It

is suggested that at least some of the Yorkshire heads with crowns represent the

24 elders, and that they imply the imminence of the Apocalyptic vision as well.

At this period, the 24 elders were sometimes interpreted as being the heavenly

counterparts of 12 Old Testament prophets and the 12 apostles. At Healaugh, two of

the four heads have an equal-armed cross carved in the cap. At Barton, two have a

trefoil finial to the crown. These would indicate a New Testament connection. In one

example of French heads most like the Yorkshire ones, birds swooping down are carved

on adjacent voussoirs.
43 These birds are similar to the pigeon-like bird, part of the

‘Trinity’ at Healaugh, and to the bird (A22, Plate 5) at Riccall. The bird is usually

understood as the inspirational presence of the Holy Spirit. This would fit well with the

43. F. Henry and G. Zarnecki, ‘Romanesque arches decorated with human and animal heads’, J.B.A.A.

20-21 (1957-58), 1-34.

44. Cited by Henry and Zarnecki, op. cit. in n. 43, 6, note 1.

45. Henry and Zarnecki, op. cit. in n.43, plate V, nos. 2 and 3. The illustration is of the cloisters of Saint-

Aubin, Angers. The text, p.8, notes a bird in another order of heads, at Parcay-sur-Vienne (Indre-et-

Loire). This was a priory that belonged to Marmoutier, as did Holy Trinity, York.
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interpretation of the heads at Angers - and in Yorkshire - as prophets and apostles,

and by association, as Elders of the Apocalypse.

Plate 7 Head and mask with asymmetrical foliage B1

Ligure 8. Adel: the gable display, showing (top) the Agnus Dei between sun and moon; (centre) Christ

enthroned between symbols of the four evangelists, also intended as the four creatures of

Ezekiel’s vision; (spandrels) falling stars, portents of the End. Span shown, about 408cm (160”).

From photographs.
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Plate 8 Mask swallowing a man C 10

Professor Zarnecki has drawn attention to the similarity of the elaborate corbel-table

at Barton to that at Notre Dame la Grande at Poitiers.
46

Also, among the variety of

heads illustrated by Henry and Zarnecki, those most like the Yorkshire ones are found

around Angers, Poitiers and Tours. Political connections were made between England

and this region at the accession in 1154 of Henry II, who was Count of Tours and
Anjou, and lord of Aquitaine in right of his wife Eleanor. After the settlement of the

long-disputed succession, the abbey at Marmoutier (just outside Tours) could have

thought it safe to encourage expenditure on its priory in York, and perhaps to assist by

sending designs or workmen. This would have been especially welcome, as a fire in

York in 1137 had destroyed much of the church. At some time after the mid-century, a

new nave was built. It is possible that Holy Trinity Priory had a magnificent
‘Apocalypse’ portal built at the west end of the nave. This would have been grander, of

course, than the one erected at its own dependent property at Adel. If the postulated

display in York had been completed with Elders, these would have provided local

models for the Yorkshire heads.

Perhaps the doorways at both Barton and Fishlake derive directly from the

postulated entrance at Holy Trinity Priory. They contain work of unusually high

quality. The symbolism of the man’s head is actively developed at these and other

churches. The order of paired heads at Fishlake has eight crowned heads and ten

ordinary men’s heads. It also includes six pairs of winged heads, which probably

represent cherubim, see F (i)
,
and only four masks, of which one at least is muzzled, see

F(iii). This order has at its centre a voussoir with the Salutation, and it appears that

the men and angels are assembled to witness the proclamation of the First Coming,
which led to the defeat of sin and death (masks muzzled and outnumbered) and to the

redemption of the elect (the uncrowned men), enabling them to worship with the

heavenly host (crowned men and angels). The remaining voussoir in this order is

discussed in Section D28.

Where heads are outnumbered by masks or beakheads (Birkin, Brayton, St.

Margaret’s, Healaugh), it may be the cosmic battle that is depicted (Ephesians 6.12).

46. G. Zarnecki, op. cit. in n.3, 37.
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Plate 9 The crowned head (south face of capital) C30

At Birkin two heads have their mouths open, perhaps singing the praises of God
although surrounded by monstrous opponents (Psalm 27). At Bishop Wilton, the

second order has 14 voussoirs with masks. Interspersed with these, remaining voussoirs

have two battles of a symbolic nature (a knight and dragon; David and Goliath) and

five men’s heads. These uncrowned, bearded men have the distant gaze of the crowned
heads already described. These men represent the elect who look for the coming of the

End, which is carved in the first order, above them (1 Peter 1.3-6). Such extensions of

meaning preserve the head’s essential character as a witness fixed on the vision of

heaven. They also allow some insight into the meaning which can be given to masks,

and that ‘special case’ of masks, the beakhead.

B1 ‘Good, and Evil
3

(Plate 7)

At Barton some stones have two motifs, combining the heads in various ways with

masks (see F(iii) below) and symmetrical and malformed foliage. Voussoir 1 at Riccall

is of this kind. It has the head and a grotesque mask, bound together by foliage that

verges on the perfection of symmetry but remains imperfect. The voussoir could

therefore illustrate the Parable of the Tares (Weeds) (Matt. 13.24-30). At Barton-le-

Street one voussoir has a head and a mask with animals issuing from the mouths. This

follows the Byzantine tradition, as recorded in the Painter's Guide of Dionysios of

Fourna, for illustrating the Parable of the Good and Corrupt Trees (Matt. 7.15-20).

Section C Developed biblical imagery (voussoirs 10, 26 and 30)

CIO A mask swallowing a terrified man (Plate 8) This is one detail from the rich scenery

of the Fast Judgment. Such incidents are not strictly biblical, but came easily to a

society that was familiar with the demonic masks and beakheads, and the ‘satisfaction’

theology of Anselm.

C26 A ring and a cross in a freely-drawn pattern of beaded interlace. At Stillingfleet

and Birkin such forms are more perfectly drawn, and decorated. Birkin also has a

triangular version with sculptural foliated angles. At Kirkburn, on the font, is a plain
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Plate 10 St. Peter D28 (also west face of C30)

cross device, but there its origin was a manuscript decoration drawn with ruler and

compasses.

C30 The crowned head (Plate 9) on a corner of a capital is worn, but there is a similar

head well-preserved at Stillingflee t, centrally above the door. The crown with three

crosses shows this is Jesus triumphant, resurrected and reigning. The pendent criss-

crossed ball (not present at Stillingfleet) is a conventional representation of a bunch of

grapes. In the crypt of York Minster some six or seven capitals are preserved from

Archbishop Roger’s building of about 1160 and one capital has pendent bunches of

grapes with foliage which is symmetrical as at Riccall. The grapes symbolise the

sacrifical blood of the cross, and the Eucharist. Another crypt capital has a series of

men with raised arms that are reminiscent in style of two angels in adoration of the

Agnus Dei at Barton.

Some other foliage patterns used in the Minster crypt, though grander than those in

the parish churches, are familiar. Leaf fans edge to edge could, reduced, give one

pattern seen on Riccall’s voussoir 27. The foundations of the Minster contain a double

capital from the late eleventh-century building of Archbishop Thomas of Bayeux. This

carving provides an early example of the popular leaf pattern that was understood as a

vine leaf.

Section D The Saints and the Church (voussoirs A14, A17, 28, 29, 8)

In Emile Male’s study, this category included locally-venerated saints, and those who
were the inspiration for the great pilgrimages. These subjects do not occur in

Yorkshire. St. Michael (17) and John the Baptist (14) have been discussed in Section A.

D28 and D29 St. Peter and St. Paul on a capital (Plate 10) are here as apostles, since

they are barefoot (Matthew 10.10). St. Peter, with keys, is preaching; St. Paul, partially

bald, holds a book. St. Peter or a bishop occurs at seven of the the Yorkshire churches

surveyed. The monastic patrons at Barton-le-Street, and the Archbishop at Bishop
Wilton, both show the bishop as a figure of supreme power, merging him with the

apostle (Matt. 16.18,19). Fishlake shows its connection to Cluny by its several

illustrations of Peter: one (now lost) with his keys; a second of Peter as a fisherman,
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Plate 1 1 The (Arch)bishop D8

and the third, as a monk. 17 This tonsured and beardless head shares central position

with the voussoir of the Salutation. There are contemporary manuscripts which
similarly show Peter with the tonsure. 48 The intention at Fishlake is the same as at

Barton and Bishop Wilton, to show Peter (that is, the Papacy or the Church) as the

agent of God himself.

D8 The bishop (Plate 11) in old form of mitre, and wearing a chasuble, may be

intended for the Archbishop of York. In Domesday Book, the archbishop’s land in

Riccall was held by the canons of St. Peter. Riccall was a prebend of the Minster by

1217. One, perhaps both, of the mason’s marks at Riccall on contemporary columns of

the south arcade may also be present in York Minster crypt (a pentagram and a three-

stroke asterisk).

Section E The World and Nature (voussoirs 24, 4, 5, 15, 23, 9, 22, 25, 3, 11, 19)

Male found that church sculpture was used as a medium for themes we might

broadly describe as scientific, in that they purported to describe the natural world. The
information was mostly based on tradition rather then observation.

E(i) The travellers’’ tales of the races supposed to live at the edges ofthe world are

represented by the dog-headed people or Cynocephalim and by a centaur hunting

rabbits at St. Margaret’s, York. A centaur at war with the meek Wild Man is at Bishop

Wilton. See also F(iii).

E(ii) Fables used animal characters in stories to reveal human foibles and failings.

E24, the ‘Dog and Lyre’ (Plate 12) a fable of Phaedrus, is at Riccall. There are probably

another two fables or proverbs at Barton on the jambs of the former south doorway.

Wighill has a ‘Fox (a concealed devil) and Hen’. Foston has a centaur rescuing a Goose

from a Fox. These two instances extend the fable with a Christian application.

E(iii) The bestiary was the most widely-read source in twelfth-century science.
49 At

47. E. Male, op. cit. in n.33, 251-3, 426-7, ill. 194.

48. e.g., C. M. Kauffmann, Romanesque Manuscripts 1066-1190 (London 1975), ills. 209, 218.

49. Thomas Wright, Popular Treatises on Science written in the Middle Ages (1841) contains translations of

Anglo-Norman manuscripts of a Bestiary and a ‘Livre des Creatures’ by Philippe de Thaun, probably

composed by 1121.
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Plate 12 Dog and Lyre E24

Riccall there are five or six motifs which take their meaning from such descriptions of

animals. It was held that each creature embodied some likeness to its Creator. Their

forms thus provided the prompt for instruction. Alne church is the noted site for

bestiary animals because some there are named.
E4 A salamander may be the creature shown here. The variations of this beast are

numerous, but it is typically a reptile with a knotted tail. A salamander is also on the

font at Kirkburn. It signifies the Christian enduring the fires of temptation.

E5, 15 and 23 The lion had ten symbolic characteristics, according to the Bestiary of

Philippe de Thaun. The lion asleep (5), it was reported, never closes its eyes. ‘The Son

of Mary’, says de Thaun, ‘was awake in his death, when he bound the devil’. This is a

reference to the descent into Hell
,
the release of the righteous dead from Hades

(1 Peter 3.19). The rampant lion (23 and Plate 5) would be watchful at the door, and
parallels the watchfulness of God over his people. The lion (15), holding its huge tail

up to notice, is Riccall’s version of a very common motif. Another bestiary report told

how the lion’s tail tuft was used to wipe out its tracks, so that it eluded the huntsmen.

God moves secretly, say de Thaun and other writers, so the devil should not spot him.

E9 The mermaid or siren seduces men. The carving shows how she does it, with her long

hair, preened with the aid of the tiny mirror. According to de Thaun, sirens are like

‘the riches of the world’ which ‘effect great wonders, they talk and fly, take by the feet,

and drown’ the soul.

E22 The bird (Plate 5) could have a bestiary significance as an eagle. This creature is

the one that approaches nearest to heaven, with its strong flight. It is a symbol of

heavenward aspiration at Wighill, St illingfleet and Alne. Its youth is renewed (Psalm

103.5) by plunging into water, so it was a figure for the new life of the baptised also.

Without their attributes or typical actions, many of the creatures are hard to

distinguish.

E(iv) Calendar symbols (Plates 13 and 3) A feature of some voussure doorways of south-

west France are the successive orders each exclusively filled by a single subject. The
outermost of these subjects is usually the Zodiac and Labours of the Months. Only one

of the surviving doorways had a comparable display, and that was at St. Margaret’s,
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Plate 13 Janus E3

r A
York. It is now almost illegible. At least six of the late voussure style doorways had
one or more calendar symbols. Once again, a reduction has been made that represents

the whole. At some churches these single examples may have been placed in their

appropriate sector of arc. For example, Cancer the Crab is almost at the top of the

arch at Birkin, and Capricorn is in the lowest right-hand place at Alne. At Riccall there

is a Zodiac symbol of Capricorn (25), and illustrations for the months of January
(Janus, 3), April (Pruning, 11) and August (Cereal harvest, 19).

Section F Further Categories

There are four categories of symbol distinguished by Emile Male that are

represented at other churches, but not at Riccall.

F(i) Typologicalfigures This manner of interpreting the Old Testament was known to

Bede, and was popular in Carolingian times. The most frequent ‘type’ is Samson killing

the lion (Judges 14.6) which foreshadows Jesus forcing open the doors of Hades and

releasing the dead. This is found at Alne, Brayton, Sinnington and on the Conisbrough

tomb cover. Bishop Wilton has David and Goliath, another rescue from death. The
cherubim at Fishlake are types of the Salutation (Exodus 37.7-9).

F(ii) Mounted knights There are only three scenes of mounted combat between men, at

Brayton, Conisbrough and Fishlake. The Brayton combat extends over three

medallions and shows two knights engaged with lances, and a third following. The
subject is uncertain, but might be an exhortation to keep the ‘Truce of God’, which was

an attempt to control warfare between Christians. Combats are shown, but they are

prevented or harmless, and often one of the armed men looks out from the

confrontation as if hearing a call - this is the case at Brayton. Chansons de geste are

the other main source for depictions of mounted combats. The remaining two carvings,

which seem to be identical, may derive from this literary source.'^
1

50. Lor a fairly accurate indication of the original content of the doorway (since rebuilt), see Carter, Ancient

Sculpture and Painting (London 1791) vol ii, plate civ. The Conisbrough tomb cover is on plate cxi.

51. Lor both themes, see R. Lejeune andj. Steinnion, The Legend ofRoland in the Middle Ages (Oxford 1971).
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Plate 14 Rosettes and beakheads on hoodmould and first order.

F(iii) ‘Meaningless' creatures There are two kinds - the whole animal, and the mask
only. The whole beasts

,
half-human, half-animal, that proliferated in twelfth-century

France, annoyed St. Bernard of Clairvaux partly because they were figures invented by

man, rather than derived from God’s word or his creation. Some of the designs had

been handed on for thousands of years in sculpture or textiles. They had long lost their

first meanings, but it seems likely there were anecdotal meanings applied to them.

The amount of care and labour expended on giving meaning elsewhere in the

figurative orders, and the use of each creature singly and not as a pattern, both imply

a purpose greater than decoration. Their creation by contemporary illuminators is

described in an article by T. A. Heslop. 52 They are found here mostly on late doorways
- at Brayton, Birkin and St. Margaret’s, and probably at Wighill on a damaged
voussoir.

In the case of the man-horse, the centaur, several meanings have survived. According

to classical tradition, it would have been a picture of the uncontrolled and passionate

man. One twelfth-century meaning interprets the Zodiac sign Sagittarius as God
incarnate (the centaur) operating through the Cross and descent into Hell (the bow
and arrow) to rescue mankind from Death (its target, shown in various forms).

03 Both
types of centaur are found in Yorkshire, see Fig. 9. A third type, that believed to be a

real animal existing somewhere on the edge of the world, is at Bishop Wilton and at St.

Margaret’s,York. That church also has a variation on the centaur as a figure for God -

a centaur fights a serpent (the standard figure for the devil) with a sword. It is likely

that the two medallions containing mirror-image centaurs at Conisbrough should

rather have been one centaur confronting a mask or dragon, since the classical

interpretation is out of place, but the release-from-death is an understandably
frequent message of symbols elsewhere on the tomb cover.

The mask is the face of an imagined monster. The word conveys the lurking danger
and uncertainty that is recognisable behind the pin-prick pupils and in the scowling

52. T. A. Heslop, ‘Brief in words but heavy in the weight of its mysteries’, Art History 9, no.l (March 1986),

2, 3, and plate 4.

53. Wright, op. cit. in n.49, also in M. D. Anderson, The Medieval Carver (Cambridge 1935), 100-101.
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Ligure 9. Centaurs: the classical creature at Brayton, diameter 18cm (7”); the Christian allegory' at Boston,

width 24cm (91/2”). Lrom rubbings.

gape (Fig. 4 and Plate 7). These varied heads are found at most of the sites that have

much sculpture at all, and are a widespread barbarian inheritance north of the Alps.

The doorways with most masks are at Healaugh, Stillingfleet, Bishop Wilton and
St. Margaret’s, York. Adel’s chancel arch has many more. They have been defined as

the memory of heathen deities,
54 and in Yorkshire they are used to represent

(probably) chaos and temptation, and certainly death. ‘Death’ has pricked cat’s ears

and a fringe between them. At Birkin this type has been developed further. It is given

dazed slits for eyes, a lolling tongue, and half its teeth have been drawn, leaving deep
sockets in the upper jaw. This voussoir says ‘Death is dead’. French authors draw
attention to the combination of the mask with symmetrical foliage Bowing from a

toothless mouth. j5 Such an image is, for example, on the Conisbrough tomb cover, and

symbolises life coming from death. On the font at Alne, a vine-scroll issues from a

similar mask and encircles the rim. Here the new life of the baptised flows from the

death of the old life of sin. At Barton and Bishop Wilton, masks acquire a range of

meanings by association with foliage, mens’ heads, etc.

F(iv) Monastic demonology The well-known work of demons, forking sinners into the

fires of hell, is seen on the Doomstone in York Minster crypt, and at Fishlake. At

Foston, a monster grabs a man with one hooked end of a yoke he bears. At the other

end of the yoke hangs a basket with a head in it. Here the grotesque figure represents

Death, rather than a demon. At Wighill, on a broken voussoir, a winged demon seems

to confront a griffin, which here is probably symbolic of ‘good’.

F(v) North European features Emile Male does not describe barbarian or Viking

elements. Large sections of the decoration in Yorkshire, such as the masks (Fiii) and

beakheads are Northern features. The interlacing tails of dragons (Conisbrough,

Barton) are said to be derived from the later Viking art styles. Interlacing is never so

virile in stone as it is in metal or wood, but excellent examples in a voussure doorway

are seen at Bradbourne (Derbyshire). The subjects there include two similar to Alne,

and some like Barton’s.

The combat of the foot-soldier confronting the dragon (Conisbrough) is found on

Scandinavian fonts.
56

In this case a parallel mythology enabled Christ’s battle to be

illustrated by the pagan confrontation of hero and monster. The Northern iconography

gives the clue to the otherwise obscure link that developed in this period or shortly

after, of St. George combined with a dragon. In the Holy Land, where he originated,

and appeared on behalf of the Crusaders at Antioch in 1098, he has never had any

54. R. Sheridan and Ann Ross, Grotesques and Gargoyles (Newton Abbot 1975); aiso illustrates Adel and

Healaugh.

55. de Champeaux and Sterckx, op. cit. in n.31, 276 ff, many illustrations. Lig. 137 is an example from

St. Peter’s, Northampton.

56. Three fonts are illustrated in de Champeaux and Sterckx, op. cit. in n.31, fig. 73 etc. Beowulf is an

accessible example of the pagan battle christianised.
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connection with a dragon.

The dre ss of the virgins at Danby Wiske (Fig. 7) has already been compared to a

Scandinavian pattern. The Warrior-Christs on the tomb cover wear divided skirt-like

trousers, and this is also seen on the Skog tapestry. At Healaugh (Fig. 2) one of the

elect wears a Belt of Strength. This is a belt with a disc at the centre back, and was

originally an attribute of Odin. By this period it merely indicated the wearer was

strong. At Bishop Wilton a man, waving a mace and wearing a belt of strength over a

mail tunic, is being eaten head-first by a mask — for trusting his own strength rather

than God’s, presumably. At Alne, a worn but singular lintel over the priest’s (chancel)

door centres on (one or two?) entwined serpents, flanked by two birds that have beaks

with a rolled-round tip. These look back to the Dark Ages for their models. Other

symbols on the lintel seem to have been Christian ones in the usual manner.

The Northern artists had expressed their beliefs in strongly emotive forms which

were adopted successfully into twelfth-century church art. They were thought-forms

that Danelaw English and Viking Normans had in common. Indeed it seems that a full

cross-section of society contributed to the imagery on the doorways. This would
indicate a widespread recognition that symbols were able to speak of spiritual realities

in a way that no other medium could match.

Fishlake A study of this doorway and its relationship to other work shows that it

represents the arrival of new men and ideas, which were a considerable influence on

the majority of the later voussure doorways.

York Minster With regard to the ‘standard pattern of prophets, apostles, etc’ probably

to be associated with the facade, the central subject has recently been reconstructed as

Christ in Majesty. The period now mooted for the ensemble is within the

archiepiscopate of Roger of Pont l’Eveque (died 1 1 8
1
)

.

5

7

These suggestions would
bring the work close in both time and content to sculpture noted by this survey.

Elements of the same iconography occur at the two Cluniac sites. At Fishlake is a

worn order of medallions with (20?) seated figures with scrolls and books, and having

Christ centrally. At Conisbrough, in a round-headed niche, is a seated figure who may
have held a book. He turns to one side, and is probably therefore the remnant of a

larger scheme. At two churches deriving some of their decoration from the ‘Fishlake

corpus’ are more figures: at Riccall, on a capital, there are two standing figures under

arches (Plate 10), and four at Brayton, very similar.
58

The likeness of the Yorkshire School to Western French sculpture and architecture is

frequently remarked upon.59Singular features at Fishlake and on voussoirs in the

Yorkshire Museum are found at Chalais (dep. Charente). 60 There are facades with

arcades, standing figures with books and an enthroned Christ centrally in Poitou,

Saintonge and Angoumois, and at buildings of the Order in France, which predate the

Yorkshire examples.

Archbishop Roger consecrated Cluniac buildings at Pontefract Priory in 1159. The
schemes at Conisbrough and Fishlake could have been the next works of the same

57. S. Oosterwijk and G. Norton, ‘Figure Sculpture from the Twelfth Century Minster’, Friends of York

Minster Annual Report (York 1990). Compare R. Halsey, ‘The Galilee Chapel’, Brit. Archeol. Assoc. Conf,

1977, Durham (1980) 61-62.

58 . Compare a capital from Winchester, linked by Zarnecki to Cluny, op. cit. in n.15, no.l 19.

59 . Joan Evans, Cluniac Art of the Romanesque Period, (Cambridge 1950) and Romanesque Architecture oj the Order

ofCluny, (Farnborough 1972).

60. op. cit. in n.3, fig. 83; op. cit. in n.15, no. 141; op. cit. in n.59, Cluniac Art, fig. 52.
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designer. After that, at Bishop Wilton, a doorway with strong Petrine content and
other links to Fishlake was composed for the Archbishop (D28 and n.24). It is

reasonable to associate this doorway with the Cluniac designer and then wonder if he

and Roger also discussed subjects and architectural forms for the Minster.
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THE BOUNDARY OF BURTON-IN-LONSDALE CHASE

by Mary Higham

At an Inquest held at Boroughbridge in 1307, two of the King’s Commissioners sat

with a jury of 12 men, six of whom appear from their surnames to be local to the

Burton-in-Lonsdale area, to consider ‘by what metes and bounds’ the ancestor of Sir

John de Moubray held the free chases of Burton-in-Lonsdale and Nidderdale. 1 The
Burton bounds are set out first and follow a predictable pattern (Fig. 1). The boundary

points are taken in a clockwise sequence, beginning (and ending) at the caput of Burton

in Lonsdale, with the linear distance covered by the boundary in excess of 100km.

Because of the length of the boundary, it cannot be said that the most arduous section

is done first, as often happens with township boundary perambulations, as any ‘beating

of the bounds’ of Burton Chase would have taken considerably longer than one day.

2

What is surprising, is the relative brevity of the description. There are only 25

separate points mentioned, which, considering the distances involved, seems quite low.

They do, however, seem almost excessive when compared with the four mentioned in

the Quo Warranto proceedings of 1293 which enquired by what right John’s father,

Roger, held the Chase. 0 That much of the area was upland, which Kapelle sees as ‘an

area that was normally beyond the control of local forces of law and order. . . the refuge

for... the wolf... and the outlaw’ 1 might be thought to explain the relative lack of

boundary markers - there might seem to be little point in defining boundaries if the

people living in the area would not, and could not be compelled to respect them. There
could, however, be another explanation - that the boundary was so well known in 1307

(and even in 1293) that there was little need to define it more precisely - the points

mentioned being sufficient to set the parameters within which the complete detailed

boundary might be placed.

The Honor of Burton had been designated comparatively recently, in the early post-

Conquest period 5 and, as might be expected, the boundary of the Chase begins at

Burton, the caput of the Flonor. The location of the first point is clearly given from the

site of the motte at Burton, as the Metes and Bounds are said to begin:

At Langehreg towards the west, between the county ofLoncaster and the county of York;’

Langber (SD644728) is a low drumlinoid hill which lies towards the west of the

motte. When viewed from the motte it has a much ‘longer’ profile than other hills in

1. W. Brown (ed), Yorkshire Inquests, Vol. IV, (Yorkshire Archaeological Society, Record Series, Vol. XXXVII,

1906), 148/9.

2. The walking of this boundary, excluding repeat visits, took at least two full weeks in total. A medieval

perambulation would probably have been carried out on horse-back, in the same way as the bounds of

Selkirk are done to this day.

3. W. Illingworth (ed ), Placito de Quo Warranto, (Record Commission, 1818), 218/9.

4. W. E . Kapelle, The Norman Conquest ofthe North, (1979), 7.

5. D. E. Greenway (ed.), The Charters of the Honour ofMowbray, 1107-1191, (Oxford, 1972), xxii.
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The metes and bounds of the chaces of Burton in Lonnesdale begin

at Langbreg' towards the west, between the county of Loncaster and

the county of York; and so from Langbreg’ to Douuegil’, and so from

the head of Douuegill’ to !e Pyk’ of Gragret’, and so through

Ulfstokwald and the boundaries ( divisas ) of Dent between the land of

the said John [de Moubray] and the land of Henry son of Hugh to

Cirkestanes, and from Cirkestanes to Gemmesyke, and from

Gemmesyke to Caldekelde above Camb, and so from Caldekelde above
Camb to the top of the hill { cacumen montis) of Penegent, between the

fees of the said John de Moubray and Henry de Percy, and from

Penegent to Durlaykhege, and so by the boundaries between the fees

of the said John and Henry de Percy to Youcrosse, and from

Youcrosse to Whettyngstan', and from Whettyngstan’ to a place called

Langemangrave, and so by Knote ... to Caldestan’, between the fees of

the said John and the earl of Lincoln, and from Caldestan’ by a place

called Harlaw to le Tong of Brounmore between the county of

Lancaster and the county of York; and so by Fourstanes to Kirkebek',

and from Kirkebek’ to the water called Whenyg’ and to Littlewath, and

from Littlewath below Ravencros, to Aid Weryngton and Grythawe and

from Grythawe to Langbrig’.

Fig. 1. Translation of the Burton Chase boundary definition, as found by the Inquest of 1307.

the vicinity, hence its name.
From Langber a hollow-way, with a very high number of species in the hedgebanks

alongside it
5

,
provides easy access to the county boundary, which is crossed by the

hollow-way which continues through to Scaleber in Lancashire. The boundary itself is

marked by a small stream which follows a rather indeterminate course through the

low-lying ground between the hills in this area of glacial deposition.

‘And sofrom Langbreg ’ to Douuegil, ’

This implies that the boundary continues upstream to Douugill. This poses problems,

not least that there is no stream of this name on modern maps. The next section of the

bounds, however, give some clue as to the likely location:

‘and sofrom the head ofDouugill to Le Pyk ’

of Gragret
1

Gragret must be Gragareth, so the ‘head of Douugill
1

might well be on the western

slopes of the hill. When I discussed the problem with Dr Gelling, she made a not

altogether serious suggestion that ‘douugill
1

might be a ‘diving stream
1

,
(that is, one

which disappears underground, which would not be completely unexpected in an area

with limestone outcrops, where streams disappear down swallow holes).
7 The existence

of Low Douk Cave at SD677768, not far from the modern county boundary, suggested

a possible Douugill
,
which perhaps ‘dived

1

into Douk Cave, and issued further down the

6. There were at least 12 species in a 30m. stretch of hedge. This probably indicates a hedge of great

antiquity, as there appears to be a climatically-controlled optimum number of species in hedges in the

North West. The hedge alongside the Roman road (Margary 7c) near Gasterton has a similar number
of species.

7. Dr. M. Gelling; personal communication.
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hill to become the beck which was the boundary of Burton Chase. A stream does dive

into Douk Cave, and there is evidence for a former stream course, now dry, which

continues down the hill towards Ireby. This dry stream course joins one fed from an

underground source lower down the slopes, which is used in parts of its course 8
as the

eastern boundary of the township of Ireby, eventually becoming the county boundary

beck close to Burton.

This might be thought to militate against the identification of this stream with

Douugill, as it leaves the Burton boundary for part of its course. However, there is

evidence to suggest that this might not always have been so. Ireby has been regarded

as part of Lancashire from the early medieval period. At Domesday, it was part of the

estate which had its centre at Whittington on the Lune. When the lands were re-

allocated in post-Conquest times, it went with Tatham, and was never part of the

Honor of Burton, and yet ecclesiastically it has always been in the parish of Thornton-

in-Lonsdale, within the Honor. That it went neither to Tatham (with a pre-Conquest

church) nor to Whittington (with an early post-Conquest foundation) would seem to

imply that the ecclesiastical connection might well be an ancient one.
9 There is a farm

name in Ireby, Anems (af-nam ON ‘land detached from an estate)
10 which might

indicate that the area may originally have been part of Thornton, being detached from

there, possibly in the 10th century, to create a separate administrative unit known as

Ireby 11 which still retained its former ecclesiastical links.

Further investigation has suggested that, even though the identification of Douugill

with the stream which disappears underground at Low Douk Pot is highly likely, the

fact that it is a ‘diving stream’ may just be co-incidental. Dr Gelling noted that several

instances of the river name ‘Dove’, contain the British river name *dubo meaning
‘black’. When told that the head of the stream was above Marble Pot, where an outcrop

of black limestone was quarried for decorative purposes, she suggested that in this

instance, too,
‘

DouugilV might well contain the British river name.
The ‘PyD of Gragareth would probably be close to the summit, which is now marked

by a triangulation pillar. Immediately to the east of this are the eroded remains of a

burial cist of Bronze Age type. It is possible to speculate that the ‘Pyk’ of the boundary
was the tumulus which probably originally covered this cist, and which would have been

clearly visible over a wide area - it is certainly possible to see the triangulation pillar

from some distance away. The modern boundary wall follows the watershed along the

long ridge of Gragareth, until it turns east (SD701813) to cross Kingsdale (Kenesdale in

1293) north of the Wold (SD7 13807) to the top of Whernside, one of the three other

boundary points of 1293, and there is no reason to believe the 14th century boundary
deviated far from this as the next boundary point states:

‘and so through Ulfstocwold and the boundaries ofDent between the lands of the saidJohn and the

land ofHenry son ofHugh to Cirkestanes'

8. It is extremely difficult to trace feeder streams because there is a massive and complex sub-surface

drainage system through the limestone strata.

9. W. Farrer and J. Brownbill (eds), Victoria County History ofLancashire,Vol. 8, (1906), 253.

10. A. H. Smith, English Place-Name Elements, Part 1, (Eng. Place-Name Sco. XXV, Cambridge, 1956), 7.

11. G. Fellows-Jensen, Scandinavian Settlement Names in the North-West, (Copenhagen, 1985), 337, comments
that there ‘are very few historical events in the North-West whose dating can contribute to the dating

of the Scandinavian settlement names in the area’. On p. 17 she notes ‘That the Norwegian settlers in

the North-West were accompanied by Irishmen or by Vikings who has spent some time in Ireland is

shown by the presence of... Irebys in Lancashire and Cumberland’.

12. Dr. M. Gelling, personal communication, 2/8190.
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The early 14th century ‘Nomina Villarum’ records that ‘Henricus filius Hugonis’

held Dent and Sedburgh
,
and it is probable that the boundaries here were quite well

known. They can, however, be identified with a little more certainty, at least from the

top of Whernside, by an early 13th. century grant to Furness Abbey of an estate called

Souterscales 1

*, the bounds of which include a section ‘et per supercilium de Quernsyde... ad

Kirkestanes’, which would appear to be co-terminus with the Burton boundary, but which
includes the definition of an intermediate point as well. The relevant clauses state:

et sic per supercilium de Quernside usque ad Pikedhow de Cravenshalsewath et inde per directum

usque ad Kirkstanes

That is, along the summit ridge of Whernside, to its highest point, (where the

Burton boundary and the Souterscales boundary first coincide,) and then eastwards,

possibly to cross the ‘wath
1

or ford
15

close to the the ancient route, Craven Way, which

linked the valley of the Ribble (and hence Craven) with Dentdale. The modern route of

the Craven Way uses a crossing provided by the Settle-Carlisle railway at SD761816
but it seems probable that Cravenshalswath - a ford in the path to Craven - is the one

marked clearly as ‘Wath or Ford’ on the 1st. Series 1:25,000 sheet SD78 across Little

Dale Beck below Force Gill Ridge (SD763826). Even today, if the railway crossing was
not available, this would appear to be the best spot to cross the valley. Upstream of the

wath is what appears to be a former lake bed, partly drained, but still extremely boggy,

which effectively prevents access from one side of the valley to the other.

The identification of the Pikedhow at the wath poses some problems. There is no cairn

or hillock immediately adjacent to the ford. However, some twenty metres upstream,

on the western bank of the beck, there is a scatter of large stones, and what appears to

be the remains of a burial cist of Bronze Age type. From the somewhat circumstantial

evidence of a length of ‘tramway rail’ stuck into the centre, it is possible the cist was
disturbed by workers constructing the tunnel under Blea Moor during the 19th

century, when the Settle-Carlisle Railway was being built. They possibly recognized it

as a burial cairn and investigated its interior. In consequence, any cairn which had

been raised over the cist in antiquity (the Piked How ?) would have been largely

destroved.
J

That a sheep fold (‘old sheep fold’ on the 1st. edn.6
11

map) was located very close to

the ford is another pointer to the line of the boundary, because, on an unfenced

intercommoned moor, stock would need to be divided and returned to their respective

owners at certain times of the year, and a fold for this purpose, on a boundary between

territories (as here, in the 14th century, between the Chase ofJohn de Moubray and

the lands of his tenant, Henry son of Hugh), close to a routeway such as the Craven

way, would have been essential.

Cirkstanes is not a place-name on modern maps, but there are three names marked
on the 1st. edn. 6” O.S. map 16 which it is tempting to suggest might have some
connection — Christain [sic] Way Foot (actually at the ford), Christain Way, and

Christain Way Top, just below the ‘Crag of Blea Moor 1

to which the term ‘Cirkstanes
1

would appear to have been applied.
17 This is a distinctive outcrop, particularly when

13. Surtees Society, Vol. XLIX, 1867 p. 362.

14. J. Brownbill (ed.), The Coucher Book of Furness Abbey, Vol. II, Part II, (Chetham Society, Vol. 74, 1916),

325/7.

15. A. H. Smith, The Place-Names of the West Riding of Yorkshire, Part VI, (Eng. Place-Name Soc. XXXV,
Cambridge, 1961), 248.

16. 1st. Edn. O.S. 6” to One Mile, Sheet 80.

17. A. H. Smith, West Riding Part VI, 243/4.
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viewed from the west (as it would have been in both the Burton and Souterscales

boundary perambulations). Limestone outcrops here above a largely gritstone moor
(the Blemor of 1293), giving white rocks and good quality green grass which contrast

vividly with the darker rocks, and the distinctive vegetation, largely Nardus andJuncus
of the gritstone. This would make Cirkstanes a very visible point to make for, even

without the modern triangulation pillar, which is set on a mound close to the western

edge of the crag (SD7.73826), and which may well sit on or close to the remains of a

prehistoric cairn, to which Smith 18
suggests the term ‘Cirkstanes’ might possibly refer.

The next entry in the Burton boundary states:

‘andfrom Cirkestanes to Gemme Syke’.

To illuminate the rather sparse details given for this section of the early 14th century

Burton boundary, it is necessary to interpolate both the bounds stated in the 13th.

century grant of land at Souterscales to the Abbey of Furness, 19 and the bounds of an

earlier grant of land made to the same House in Selside.
20 The three boundaries,

together with the Percy bounds discussed later, are summarized in Fig. 2.

It can be seen that, as Kirkstones and Caldkeld are common to both the Burton

bounds and the abbey grants, Rarun, Mosdalebech and Gemme Syke must lie between.

Again, the 1st. edn. 6” O.S. map provides evidence for the location of Rarun .

21 Raram
Ridge is shown on this map alongside the boundary of the enclosure ‘Newby Head Field’

(SD791838), and occurs in the correct section of the boundary. Mosdalebech is rather

more elusive. There are several ‘moss’ names just south of Raram Ridge shown on

modern maps - Blea Moor Moss, Stoops Moss and Newby Head Moss - and it is

possible that Mosdalebech refers to this area. In any case the ancient boundaries in

this section of the perambulation might well be difficult to locate precisely, because

new ones were defined in 1592, following a Commission held to sort out the boundaries

following a dispute over the bounds of Dent and Newby. 22

The identification of Gemme Syke is much more straightforward. It still appears on

modern maps, but with a much more prosaic name -Jam Syke (SD808836). It is in fact

the source of the Ribble, rising as it does at a much greater height
( c . 570m) than the

usually accepted spot near Ribblehead. A bridle path follows close to what would have

been the line of the ancient boundary via Little Wold and High Wold to Gavel Gap - a

very obvious ‘nick-point’ on the skyline for most of the way up Jam Syke. From Gavel

Gap there is a series of boundary cairns, across the limestone pavement above Cam
West End, which marks the line of the boundary to Cold Keld Gate (SD826833), the

Caldekeld above Cam of the Burton and Selside bounds. It should be noted that, rather
no

surprisingly, the boundary ignores the Roman road from Ingleton to Bainbridge

which crosses Cam Fell on an almost parallel alignment less than 150m. away from the

line of cairns. It is only at Cold Keld Gate, just above the spring which gives the place

its name, that the Roman road and the Burton boundary coincide. This would seem to

suggest that the line of cairns (and by implication, this part of the boundary) pre-dates

the construction of the Roman road, for, in other areas, a Roman road is often used for

18. A. H. Smith, ibid., 244.

19. J. Brownbill, op. cit., 325/7.

20. Ibid., 334.

21. Dr. M. Gelling has suggested this might be ‘at the cairns’, from dat. pi. of O.N. hreyrr.

22. A. H. Smith, West Riding ,
Part VI, 260, and Part VII, 97, references this to ‘Special Commissions in

PRO (E 178).

23. E D.Margary, Roman Roads in Britain, (1973), 383.
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BURTON SOUTERSCALES SELSIDE PERCY
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Lig. 2. Boundary points of Burton Chase compared with those in two grants to Lurness Abbey and in the

Percy Pee.

boundaries of post-Roman date.
24

Caldekelde is a point specifically mentioned in an Indenture between the Abbot and

Convent ofJervaulx and John de Pudesay. 25
It was agreed that the Abbey would find

‘sufficient wood for the buildings in the said manor [of Horton] with the

appurtenances’, and that they would cart the said wood at their own cost to Caldekelde

de Cambe ’ - but no further than this point, where the road from Wensleydale crosses

into the Chase. This must have been done to avoid the toll of cheminage (for wayfarage

through a forest)
26 which the Quo Warranto proceedings indicate was certainly collected

within Burton Chase. This toll in some forests was collected only during the Fence

Month, that is 15 days before Midsummer to 15 days after, when the deer were
fawning, and it might be thought that the Abbey could have avoided this period and

carted the wood all the way to where it was needed. That such an item was included in

a twelve-year agreement suggests that cheminage was being levied throughout the

year, possibly even being increased during the Fence month, 27 which would have meant
that there was a permanent need to avoid carrying such goods over the chase

boundary. Another significant feature of this boundary point, like that of

Cravenhalswath, is the presence of a large complex of sheep folds to facilitate the sorting

out of stock.

The next point on the Burton boundary, the top ofthe hill ofPenyghent ,
is clearly visible

24. A. J. L.Winchester, Discovering Parish Boundaries

,

(Princes Risborough, 1990), 32/33, discusses the

alternative interpretations which might be applied here.

25. Col. R. Pudsay Littledale (ed.), The Pudsay Deeds, (Yorkshire Archaeological Society, Record Series,

Vol. LVI, 1916).

26. J. Charles Cox, The Royal Forests ofEngland (1905), 59/60.

27. Placito de Quo Warranto, 219.
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from Cold Keld, and it could be thought that, because of the poor quality, badly

drained land of the ‘drumlin swarm’ at the head of Oughtershaw Moss, there had been

little need to define this part of the boundary as early as 1307. This assumption is not,

however, -supported by a comparison of the Burton boundary both with a further

section of the Selside bounds, and with a ‘fragment of a very curious and ancient

Perambulation of the Percy Fee, which’ Whitaker says ‘from the wild and romantic

district it traverses and the singular as well as obsolete names by which the several

boundaries are described, cannot but be gratifying to an antiquarian ear’. As stated

earlier, Fig. 2 summarizes this information, with the relevant points in the

Perambulation of the Percy Fee quoted in ‘reverse order’ so that the bounds can be

compared more easily.

Because of the difficult nature of the terrain, the boundary appears to take a ‘line of

sight’ across Oughtershaw to a prominent hill at SD838808 marked by a triangulation

pillar), where it turns westwards to Round Hill (SD824800). This name is significant,

for it can be demonstrated that, certainly in the North West, hills with the name
‘Round Hill’ are those which have been man-made or man-adapted - often tumuli .

29

Even though this part of the boundary was checked on foot, because of forestry

plantations, it was not possible to ascertain the nature of this particular ‘Round Hill’.

From Round Hill the boundary is marked by a massive earthen bank on the edge of the

forestry plantations, until it turns sharply back on itself at SD8 16789, where a right of

way from Langstrothdale to Lingill crosses the boundary. Although the crossing point

is now marked by a stile, the gateposts for a cart-gate are still in position. As some of

the previous boundary points had been located where an early route bisects the

boundary, it is not unreasonable to suggest this point is probably where Stanepapane was
located. Smith 30

notes that ‘Professor Janzen interprets the name as “the stone priest”

in allusion to some standing stone’.

From this point, the boundary bank cuts through the forestry plantations, and
continues to the middle of Greenfield, where a bridle path from Langstrothdale to

Birkwith and Horton crosses the boundary. 31
Just off the bridle path (now a forestry

road) the modern map shows a small area of deciduous woodland, this in an area of

large-scale coniferous plantings. When checked out, the area was obviously planted

quite recently. However, on the western bank of Mere Syke, very close to the road,

there is a tiny area with a few ancient stunted trees surviving within a small earth-

banked enclosure. Situated as they are at the correct place on the boundary it is

tempting to speculate that these are the direct descendants of those trees which made
up Toghwoodshaw.

Mere Syke rises at the western end of High Greenfield Knott, and the boundary
follows it upstream to its source and then takes what must have been a ‘watershed’

boundary (now somewhat straightened) between those streams which flow into Cosh
and Foxup Becks to the east, and those which drain into the Ribble on the west.

Swarthgill (now Swarth Gill Gate) is located where a bridle path crosses the boundary
(SD838757). This path, too, is probably of some antiquity, linking as it does the

Fountains Abbey lands in Foxup with Fountains holdings in Horton. From Swarth Gill

Gate the boundary snakes up the side of Plover Hill to its summit, and then along the

ridge of Penyghent to cacumen montis - the head of the mountain, ‘by the boundaries

28. T. D. Whitaker, The History and Antiquities of the Deanery of Craven, 1812, 506.

29. M. C. Higham, ‘Worth Checking? - ‘Round Hill’ Place-names in North West England’, Archaeology North-

West, No. 3, Spring/Summer 1992, (forthcoming).

30. A. H. Smith, West Riding, Part VI, xii.

31. G. N. Wright, Roads and Trackways of the Yorkshire Dales, 1985, 48/50.
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between the fees of the saidJohn [de Moubray] and Henry de Percy’32
all the way from

Caldekeld to the summit of Penyghent. This boundary point is significant, not only

because it refers to an extremely prominent hill which dominates the area, but also

because the name Penegent is made up of two British place-name elements which
together mean ‘the top of the boundary’. 33 This would seem to suggest that, as at

Caldkelde above Camb, this 1307 boundary point was in existence several centuries

earlier, when British was the language of the local people.

From the top of Penyghent, the boundary is said to go:

to Durlaykege, and so by the boundaries between the fees of the saidJohn and Henry de Percy to

Youcrosse

The boundary is now marked by a dry-stone wall which clings on to the steep face of

the hill and then continues southwards along the ridge between Fawcett Moor in

Stainforth and Gavel Rigg in Horton. The boundary wall continues along the ridge,

turning more to the south-west to SD824693, where the boundary is bisected by a track

from Sannat Hall. This track, which is a continuation of Henside Road, was used by the

monks of Fountains Abbey to reach their properties on Malham Moor, in Ribblesdale,

and indeed their Lake District holds, and appears to be ‘the road into Lonsdale’

mentioned in the records of a dispute between Fountains and the monks of Sawley. 34

This being so, it seems likely that Youcrosse would have been located at the point on the

boundary where an important routeway crosses from one territorial area to another. 33

andfrom Youcrosse to Whettyngstan ’

From this suggested location for Youcrosse
,
which gave its name to Ewcross

Wapentake, the boundary follows a stream which flows almost due west to join the

Ribble at SD812691. Just downstream of the suggested line there is Sherwood (the

wood belonging to the ‘shire’ or territory - often at its boundary ). There has been

large-scale exploitation of the local fine gritstones in this area, chiefly for roadstone,

and there is a large quarry on the West bank of the Ribble at the point where the

boundary probably crossed. There are no extant field names to help identify

Whettynstan’

,

but Smith 37
suggests that Whetstone Bank, a lost name mentioned in the

late 1 7th century was probably identical with Whettyngstan’ - ‘for it [Whetstone Bank]

was in the south of the parish [of Horton], and possibly in or near the River Ribble,

where at one place good whetstones could even lately be found’.

From Whettygstan to a place called Langemangrave’,

Once the quarry area has been left behind, the boundary follows a ‘wiggly’ dry-stone

32. That it has been possible to use the boundary of the Percy Lee to confirm the Burton bounds indicates

that the suggested line of the boundary is a reasonable one.

33. Professor Gwynnedd Pierce, Cardiff; personal communication. It should be noted that another British

word, Crummack, was mentioned as a boundary point in the continuation of the Selside bounds already

mentioned Q. Brownbill. op. cit., 335).

34. W. T. Lancaster, Abstractsfrom the Chartulary of the Cistercian Abbey ofFountains, (Leeds 1915), 321.

35. A. Dornier, in a lecture to the Lancashire Archaeological Society, (November 1986), noted that, in the

pre-Conquest period, stone crosses sometimes marked the confines of estates, giving the crosses on the

boundary of Macclesfield Hundred as one of her examples.

36. A. H. Smith, West Riding, Part VI, 154, defines ‘Sherwood’ as ‘the bright wood’. The early forms, however,

appear to parallel those of Sherwood forest (Notts), which is the ‘Shire Wood’.

37. Ibid., 220.
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wall to a coll to the west of the summit of Smearsett Scar (SD803678). From this point

it follows a wall to the floor of the valley - where the boundary ‘bends’ to ensure that a

water supply was available for stock on both sides of the boundary. There is also a

sheep fold at this point. The boundary runs between Feizor Thwaite and Little

Stainforth, with the modern boundary marked by a dry-stone wall, and an earlier
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boundary possibly marked by a widely-spaced series of large Silurian erratic boulders,

which are placed in a roughly parallel line to that of the modern boundary, but

generally several metres to the east of it. At SD801674 what is referred to locally as the

'Celtic Wall’ lies quite close to the early boundary line. Wainwright 30
describes it as ‘a

strong limestone wall approximately 65ft. in length, 5ft. in height and 5ft. wide at the

base’ and notes that ‘60 yds east is a smaller fragment of the wall with adjacent

foundations from which the stones have been removed’. He suggests that this might

have been ‘a defensive shield for an ancient encampment in the valley’ (which still

survives as earthworks). Wainwright goes on to note that ‘excavation of the sites of

similar walls... has revealed them to be places of burial’, but unfortunately gives no

further information in support of this statement. 39
It has to be accepted that the idea

of the ‘Celtic Wall’ as a burial site may well have been a tradition over many centuries

and this may have led to its inclusion in the Burton bounds as Langemangrave even

though, archaeologically, the identification of the ‘Celtic Wall’ as a burial site does not

seem to be entirely convincing.

Although it is located much closer to the line of the modern boundary, Smith’s

suggestion of Dead Man’s Cave 40 (SD801671) is also rather unsatisfactory. This is a

small cave in a low limestone scar, of no great length or depth, and would not fit the

description of a Langemangrave . There is, however, a large tumulus a little closer to the

boundary immediate
contender. 41

From here, the 1307 Burton boundary is said to go
‘

between thefees ofJohn de Mowbray

and Henry de Percy, and so by Knote... to Caldestan \ This is a distance of some 10 km. ‘as the

crow flies’. Using the modern boundary as a starting-point, however, it is possible to

attempt to define the earlier boundary more precisely. From Langemangrave the

boundary takes a south-westerly alignment to Giggleswick Scar on the edge of the Mid-

Craven Fault - with this line ‘collecting’ yet another tumulus (SD796662). At

Giggleswick Scar the old boundary probably took a line much closer to the watershed

than does the modern one, taking a convenient route through the scar at SD797658
(opposite what is now Scar Top Garage).

From Langmangrave, between thefees ofJohn de Mowbray and Henry de Percy, and so by Knote

From Giggleswick Scar, the modern boundary separates the township of Lawkland

(which was in Burton Chase) from the township of Giggleswick, a Percy hold, which

was in Craven. It is unlikely that the alignment it takes from the Scar as far as

Routster Green (SD768633) is identical with that of 1307, for it lies some distance to

the north of names like Craven Bank Lane (SD795645), and Craven Ridge Syke

(SD787641), with a farm called Craven Ridge, and Craven Ridge Lane Ends also in the

same area. It would seem probable that these names commemorate the ancient

division between Craven and the area which was part of Lonsdale in the pre-Conquest

period.
42 This would mean that High Paley Green, and Armistead for example, lying as

38. A. Wainwright, Walks in Limestone Country, (Kendal, n.d.), 18(3).

39. The writer has checked with other archaeologists working in the North-West, and elsewhere, and has

been unable to find anyone who knows of such burials.

40. A. H. Smith, West Riding, 155.

41. When looking back along the boundary from the next tumulus (SD796662), the skyline has all the

appearance of a ‘long man’ lying flat on his back, with the tumulus by Dead Man’s Cave acting as his

head!

42. It is likely that the early boundary was a ‘watershed’ one, areas with drainage into the Wenning being

included with Lonsdale.

ly to the west of Dead Man’s Cave, which is a much stronger
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they do on the ‘Moubray’ side of the area with the concentration of ‘Craven' names,

were originally in Lawkland rather than, as now, in Giggleswick.

There is little doubt, however, that Restyngstanes, mentioned in a Sawley charter of

1205-1 1,
43,

is on the ancient boundary. Here five townships meet - Lawkland (part of

the Moubray fee), Rathmell, Giggleswick, Gisburn Forest (all part of the Percy Fee)

and Easington (part of the Lacy hold in Bowland). Restyngstanes is a prominent group of

sandstone tors which is visible over a wide area (even from Giggleswick Scar on a clear

day). One of the rocks has a large ‘chair-shaped’ cleft in it - the original Restyngstanes

From Restyngstanes
,
(SD757615) the boundary follows the watershed westwards

towards Bowland Knotts (the Knote of the bounds). The present line is marked by a dry-

stone wall, which in places also acts as the boundary of coniferous plantations. It is

only in the area of White Swan (SD749614) that the boundary deviates from this line.

This is presumably because the head of Ash Clough Swamp (a glacial meltwater

channel) would have been impossible to cross in earlier times. In the White Swan area,

the boundary is marked by what appears to be a series of small cairns. As the boundary

wall continues in a westerly direction it links a series of enormous sandstone boulders,

such as Rock Cat Knott, which are presumably the original boundary markers.

Knotteranum (SD735608), although not in the 1307 bounds, is the Rowencumcnothes

mentioned in an early 13th. century Lacy grant of lands in Bowland to Kirkstall

Abbey. 44 Smith suggests that this name should be interpreted as ‘knotts [rocky hill-

tops] near a place called Raunum [mountain ashes].
45 When checked out, as might have

been anticipated, the area of Knotteranum was certainly rocky. What was quite

unexpected was one solitary rowan tree, of some considerable age, growing at a height

of c. 400m., quite close to a prominent rock pillar.

From Knotteranum the wall continues to link enormous boulders such as Hanging
Stone until it comes to the point at which the road from Bowland (part of the fee of

Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln) crosses the watershed at Bowland Knotts, the Knote of

the boundary, into Keasden (part of the Moubray fee). On checking the top of a very

large sandstone boulder overlooking the road on the western side it was noticed that a

quite deep square hole had been cut into the top. This would indicate that here too, as

at other points on the Burton boundary, where routeways crossed from one territory

into another there was often some form of marker - possibly a stone cross.
46 From

Bowland Knotts, the watershed boundary is still marked by a dry-stone wall, which
continues to link a series of large sandstone boulders, of which Caldestan ’ (SD71 1608) is

just one.

from Caldestan’ by a place called Harlaw to le Tong ’ ofBrounmore between the county ofLancaster

and the county of York

Harlaw (SD697613), is a tumulus some 75m. to the north of the line of the modern
boundary, and clearly visible from it. It shows up very clearly because the vegetation

cover on top of the mound is much lighter in colour than that of the surrounding area,

this possibly accounting for the use of the element har to describe it. This element is

commonly used in boundary names, and, although its strict meaning is grey or light-

43. J. McNulty (ed), The Chartulary of the Cistercian Abbey of St. Mary of Satlay in Craven, Vol. 1, (Yorkshire

Archaeological Society, Record Series, EXXXVII, 1933), 31.

44. W. T. Lancaster & W. Paley Baildon (eds), The Coucher Book of Kirkstall Abbey
,
(Thoresby Society, VIII,

1904), 203. The reference to Furness Abbey given by A. H. Smith, op.cit., 229, is incorrect.

45. A. H. Smith, West Riding Part VI, 230.

46. There is a similar hole for a square shaft in a large stone at Cross of Greet (SD683618), where the road

between Slaidburn and Bentham crosses the old county boundary between Yorkshire and Lancashire.
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coloured or textured, it often has a transferred meaning of ‘boundary’, Dodgson47

commenting that ‘boundary marks and territory would tend to be left undisturbed for

fear of trespass, and an unbroken wood or an untouched boundary stone would grow
mossy, venerable and “hoary” with age’. The Burton boundary turns almost due north

at ‘Raven’s Castle’ or ‘Crowd Stones’ (SD694612) where there are cairns and at least

one dolmen identifiable. From this point, the boundary follows the watershed
northwards through the middle of Burn Moor, its line being marked by a series of large

stones, which are named in a late 16th. century perambulation of the bounds of

Tatham (in Lancashire). 48 At Round Hill (SD677661), which is also known as ‘Queen
of the Fairies Chair’, still on the boundary between Tatham and Clapham (part of the

medieval Burton Chase), there is yet another tumulus .

49

From this point, the boundary turns westwards and passes an enormous gritstone

block - the Great Stone of Fourstones - a major landmark at SD670663. Quite close to

this, and still on the boundary line is the Clap Stone - a much smaller marker. The
1307 boundary continues by Fourstanes to Kirkbek', andfrom Kirkbek ’ to the water called

Whenyg ’ [the river Wenning]. Kirkbek ’ is the same stream as the modern County Beck,

which is still the boundary between Lancashire and Yorkshire. It passes to the west of

Kirkbeck Farm, from where it is known as Eskew Beck and joins the Wenning by the

church in Low Bentham - the original foundation here being pre-Conquest in date.
50

The boundary does not cross the Wenning at this point, but continues downstream.

and to Littelwath, andfrom Littelwath below Ravencros, to Aid Weryngton and Grythawe, andfrom

Grythawe to Langbrig

The crossing point of the Wenning appears to have been where the Roman road

(Margary 7c)
5T

crosses the river below Robert Hall, (SD636696) the ramp of a Roman
bridge identified by Margary still being visible in the south bank of the river. After

crossing the river the 1307 boundary seems to have followed the line of the Roman
road over the top of Bull Common and to the east of Raven Close Wood, where it

crosses the road from Ingleton to Wennington. This point would appear to be the

Ravencros

'

mentioned both in the Burton boundary and in Robert De Holand’s Inquest

of 1323,
52 where Edmund de Dacre was said to hold the manor of Heysham by the

service of sounding his horn at Ravenscrosse when the King came into Lancashire. 53

Presumably this was the survival of the service owed by Vivian Gernet some 1 10 years

earlier. He held two carucates of land in Heysham by ‘the service of meeting the King

47. J. McN. Dodgson, The Place-Names of Cheshire,
Part 4, (Eng. Place-Name Soc., XLVII, Cambridge, 1972),

228 and Addenda, xv.

48. W. H. Chippendall, A Sixteenth-Century Survey and Year's Account of the Estates ofHornby Castle, Lancashire,

(Chetham Society, 102, N.S., 1939), 59-60.

49. This tumulus certainly exhibits the ‘grey’ colour possibly indicated-by the ‘Har’ name discussed on p. 18

(footnote 47 refers). The heather which had been growing on the drier top of the tumulus had died off,

and the dead stalks show up as a very distinctive grey colour, which contrasts with the dark brown of the

moor. The texture of this vegetation is also quite different from that of the surrounding area.

50. M. L. Eaull & M. Stinson, Domesday Book, 30, Yorkshire, Part 1, (Chichester, 1986), 30 1 d.

51. I. D. Margary, op. cit., 380.

52. W. Earrer (ed), Lancashire Inquests, Extents and Feudal Aids, Part II, (Lancashire & Cheshire Record

Society, LIV, 1907), 120.

53. J. McN. Dodgson, The Place-Names of Cheshire, Part /, (English Place-name Society, Vol. XLIV, Cambridge,

1970), 128, notes that, in Macclesfield Forest, ‘The Downes family held lands... by service of holding

their lord’s... stirrup and blowing a horn at Midsummer’s Day at the greene gate head .. . Greneway would be

the route from Macclesfield to Buxton’. The point referred to is close to the boundary of Macclesfield

Forest.
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at the bounds of the county with his horn and a white rod, and of leading him into the

county and to be with him and conduct him back again’.
54 The route the king would

travel to Ravencrosse from Yorkshire would probably be the regia via mentioned in the

Quo Warranto Proceedings of 1293,
55 which states that this highway goes through the

middle ofIngleborough Chase. This surely implies that the Roman road from Bainbridge to

Ineleton which entered the Chase at Caldekelde above Cam must have continued in aO
#

r /2

south-westerly direction from Ingleton towards Wennington and the Lune valley. If

this was indeed the case, Ravencros ’ was placed on the boundary between two major

territories at the junction of two major Roman roads, one of which was named both as

regia via and regia strata in 1293.

The Roman road northwards would seem to have been used as the 1307 boundary

through Old Wennington (SD632714) where the earthworks of a settlement (possibly

removed in the 12th. century when grants of land were made to both Hornby Priory

and Cockersands Abbey (daughter houses of Croxton Priory in Leicestershire)
57

are

still clearly visible. From Old Wennington the road negotiates the very steep slopes

down to the river Greta by means of a series of slanting terraces which can still be

identified, as can the bridge abutment on the south bank of the river. It would seem
likely that the Burton boundary left the Roman road once it had negotiated the

difficult river crossing and made its way back through the drumlms to Langber.

This perambulation (Map 1) indicates just how large some of the ‘private forests’

were in the medieval period. Within the Chase there is a complex geological pattern -

with limestone, gritstone and glacial drift giving a variety of scenery, soils and land-

use, and there is surviving archaeological evidence to show that settlement had been
long-established, the agricultural potential of the relatively fertile lowlands having

been exploited from a very early date, and even the uplands, which Kapelle implies

were both lawless and worthless, were crossed by major routeways and had well-known

and clearly marked boundaries. These uplands evidently played (and still play) a vital

role in the predominantly pastoral economy of the area. Even in the medieval period

there was little scope for ‘assarting’ for any woodland cover had obviously been
removed from the fells long before the Conquest. This is clearly demonstrated by the

descriptor ‘Brounmore’ which not only precisely fits the modern landscape but also

indicates that similar conditions must have appertained for some seven centuries, and
even in the early fourteenth century was most unlikely to have been a ‘new’ landscape.

When the Burton bounds are examined, it is apparent that, although recorded in

the Inquest of 1307, they encompass an area most of which had been a separate and
distinct territory at a considerably earlier date. The townships which constitute the

unit were all Domesday vills, some, like Ingleton, having quite high assessments when
compared with other vills in the north-west 58

,
and it seems likely that these township

boundaries were already in existence and were incorporated when the Honor of Burton
was created in the post-Conquest period. This is only to be expected, for, as Stenton
notes, the Normans were encouraged to take over their new lands as the direct

successors of those who had held them at the time of King Edward59
,
this including

taking over the rights and responsibilities which were already attached to those lands.

I hat one of the points on the boundary, Ravencros’, is linked with ‘the service of

54. W. Farrer (ed), Lancashire Inquests
,
Extents and Feudal Aids

,
Part /, A.D. 1205 - A.D. 1307, (Lancashire &

Cheshire Record Society, XLVIII, 1903), 123.

55. Placito de Quo Warranto
,
218-9.

56. E D. Margary, op. cit., 384.

57. V. C. H. Lancs, ii, 160.

58. Ingleton was assesed at 6 carucates, the same as Whittington - the caput of the same group in 1086.

59. F. M. Stenton, ‘English Families and the Norman Conquest’, Essays in Medieval History
,
1961 , 97.
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coming to meet the King at the bounds of the county with his horn and a white rod and

leading him into the county and to be with him and conduct him back again’ would
seem to suggest the survival of pre-Conquest customs 60 - with a pre-Norman
territorial boundary point at Ravencros ’ continuing in use as the boundary of the new
county of Lancashire in the post-Conquest period. Ewcross Wapentake, only recorded

for the first time in 1219 b *would also seem to have been created using already

established boundaries. It appears to have been the amalgamation of two major
territorial units - the area which made up the Chase of Burton in the post-Conquest

period, and the area of Dent, Sedbergh and Garsdale, a sub-infeudated ‘geographical

unit which before the development of [modern] communications must have been
C Ci

relatively isolated’. Indeed one can speculate that the bounds of the estate which was
granted to Bishop Wilfrid between 671-8 ‘in regione Dunutinga^ 3

[in the region of Dent]

were very similar to those of Dent, Garsdale and Sedbergh today.
64

That this idea of taking over in toto was certainly not a new concept and had probably

been going on for centuries is demonstrated by the way in which the boundary uses

tumuli and cairns as markers along its perimeter. This would seem to indicate that, at

least in those parts of the boundary where they occur, they mark the limits of large

territories which were probably discrete units in the pre-historic period.
66 As discussed

earlier, that the boundary ignores the obvious line of the Roman road near Cold Keld

above Cam, preferring to follow a line of cairns, could be thought to add credence to

this theory.

The central place for such a large territorial unit would obviously have been
Ingleborough, and it is significant that, as mentioned earlier, Burton Chase was
known as Ingleborough Chase in the Quo Warranto proceedings of 1294. The
Souterscales boundary perambulation begins at the summit of Ingleborough, with the

second point just below the summit (where the boundary turns sharply to the west) at

Spechscajlad - a post at which speeches were made, near to a watercourse [Merebek’] ,

67

It seems that tumuli were also deliberately placed within the perimeter of the

‘farmstead lands’ located inside the larger ‘vill’ areas. For example, in Masongill, a

sub-division of Thornton township, there is a tumulus clearly visible in the parkland in

front of the Hall, while research in the area of Mewith (Bentham township, south of

the Wenning) has shown that each of the three major units there, Gruskham, Mewith
and Kirkbeck, has its ‘Round Hill’ - a tumulus - located just inside the moor wall which

60. J- E. A. Jolliffe, Northumbrian Institutions, (English Historical Review, CLXI, 1926), has noted the

survival of pre-Conquest customs in this area. There is a Welsh custom akin to this carrying of a white

rod before the king, and there would seem to be faint echoes of King Edwin of Northumbria, who,

‘whether in battle or on a peaceful progress through city, town and countryside in the company of his

thanes, the royal standard was always carried before him. Even when he passed through the streets on

foot, the standard known to the Romans as a Tufa ,
and to the English as a Tuf was carried in front of

him’. (L. S. Price, [trans], revised by R. E. Latham, Bede -A History of the English Church and People, 1968,

132.)

61. A. H. Smith, West Riding, Part VI, 217.

62. Bertil Hedevind, The Dialect ofDentdale, (Uppsala, 1967), 2.

63. B. Cox, The Place-Names of the Earliest English Records, (Eng. Place-Name Soc. Journal 8, 1976), 12-66,

discusses this district name, suggesting that the first element might well be a British word.

64. A. H. Smith, op. cit., 248.

65. G. R.J. Jones, Early Territorial Organization in Gwynedd and Elmet, (Northern History, X, 1975), 3-27.

66. The evidence given in this paper to support the suggestion that there was an early territorial unit based

on Ingleborough is quite a small part of that which is available. See M. C. Higham, The 'Regione

Dunutinga 7 a Pre-Conquest Lordship? (Regional Bulletin New Series No. 6, Lancaster 1992), pp43-48.

67. J- Brownbill, op. cit., 326.
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separates the improved land from the moorland grazings.lt would seem possible that

here, as in other parts of the British Isles, there is evidence to suggest that the

concept of ‘whoever holds his ancestor’s bones holds his ancestor’s lands’ held sway for

a very long time indeed.

68. P .H. Sawyer (ed.), Medieval Settlement, (1976), Introduction, and Part I - Territorial Organization:

Resources and Boundaries, 2-87 gives several examples of both the ‘capacity [of boundaries] for survival

over immensely long periods of time’, and the use of burial sites as boundary markers.
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EXCAVATIONS AT SHERBURN, EAST YORKSHIRE

by T.C.M. Brewster and Colin Hayfield

a: INTRODUCTION

Tony Brewster excavated a number of medieval sites in East Yorkshire during his

career, but unfortunately, at the time of this death in 1984, several remained
unpublished. Amongst these sites was Sherburn in the Vale of Pickering where he had
undertaken four summer seasons of excavations in 1958/9 and 1968/9 on what appears

to be a large medieval building complex which he termed ‘Sherburn Manor’. The
present writer was commissioned by English Heritage to produce a report on the site.

b: TOPOGRAPHYAND GEOLOGY

Sherburn in Hartford Lyth straddles the northernmost escarpment of the East

Yorkshire Wolds and the lower lands of the Vale of Pickering (Fig. 1), providing the

parish with three basic land types; chalk upland, light sandy arable soils, and carr

lands.

Sherburn’s southern boundary lies on top of the scarp of the chalk and from there

the land falls away sharply until the declivity becomes more gentle as the ground
continues to slope northwards towards the old course of the river Derwent on the

parish’s northern boundary. These lower lands of late Devensian sands and blown
sands have soils which are light, sandy and acidic and towards the north of Sherburn

there were, until recently, waterlogged carr lands, suitable only for rough grazing.

Between these carr lands and the Wold scarp lies a considerable tract of well drained

arable land whose sandy soils are easily cultivatable. Like the Wold tops, these soils are

poor and prone to exhaustion and wind erosion: the buildings at Sherburn were
excavated from under a thick accumulation of windblown sand.

The present A64, which crosses the parish at the foot of the scarp linking Malton in

the West with the Scarborough coast in the East, is reputedly of Roman origin (Maule

Cole 1899, Kitson Clark 1935, Margery 1967). Many of the nucleated settlements

along the foot of the Chalk are situated up to half a kilometre away from the road.

Several, such as Scagglethorpe, West Heslerton or Ganton, lie to the south of the road,

whilst others, such as Scampston, Knapton or Sherburn, lie to its north. What would

appear to have been the ancient core of Sherburn, centred on St Hilda’s church, is

situated over half a kilometre to the north of the road (Fig. 2). The village developed

southwards to eventually link up with the A64 leaving the church in a relatively

isolated position to the North. The somewhat regular appearance of many of these

more southerly house plots suggests deliberate periods of accretion.

c: HISTORICAL SOURCES

The available historical data for Sherburn suggests that although there were a
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Lig. 1. Location map.

number of landed interests within the township during the medieval period, the

lordship and the bulk of the land was centred on one principal manor. The descent of

that manor is not yet fully established, but for most of the earlier medieval period it

would seem to have been vested in minor gentry families who were probably resident at

Sherburn. Later in the medieval period the manor passed to other families with larger

estates whose centres lay beyond the parish.

Described in the Domesday Survey as Scirebur’ or Schiresburne, from Scandinavian

meaning ‘bright clear stream’ (Smith 1937, 120-121), probably a reference to the

Hartford, the manor of Sherburn formed part of the fee of Hugh son of Baldric whose

holdings in Yorkshire later passed to the family of Suterville (Farrer 1914, 1, 272). In

1 166 Peter de Cordanville was recorded as holding a knight’s fee in Sherburn of Robert

de Suterville (Lawrance 1985, 46). In 1150 x 80, Peter de Cordanville gave, with the

consent of his lord Robert de Stuteville, the church of Sherburn, and a half carucate of

land to the Priory of Guisborough (ibid., 46). The Cordanville holdings in Sherburn

then passed to the Everinghams (ibid 1985, 48) and in June 1279 Adam de Everingham

quitclaimed to the Priory of Guisborough the advowson of the church of Sherburn and

his rights to the half carucate of land (Guisborough Chart, ii. p.211-12; Clay 1952, IX,

171).

Although it would appear that the Cordanvilles and later the Everinghams, were the
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Fig. 2. Sherburn Village - taken from the 1860 Ordinance Survey 6" map.

principal land holders in the village, a number of references attest to other minor
holdings, including that of Bridlington Priory who developed a modest but growing

interest within the vill (Farrer 1914, 1, 35-6); in 1 145 x 53 there was a papal approval of

a grant of one carucate (ibid., II, 44708) and confirmation in 1 155x57 of a grant of

another (ibid., II, 443).

The suggestion that these were all subsidiary interests to those of the Cordanvilles

and, later, the Everinghams is confirmed in 1329 when Adam of Everyngham and
Margaret, his wife granted to Michael of Skaulton the manor of ‘Shireburn in

Harforlith’ with appurtenances (Feet of Fines, Hilary, 2 Edward II, File 104, No. 68).
The next reference to the manor of Sherburn was in 1483 when it was recorded that

William Tunstall held the Manor or Lordship of Sherburn (Patent Rolls, 1 Richard III,

pt.2, Memb.21). In 1579, William Constable and others were recorded as having been
seized of the site and capital messuage of the Manor of Sherburn (Patent Rolls, 21

Elizabeth, pt .II)

.

d: THE 1957/8 EXCAVATIONS

Both the 1957/8 and 1968/9 excavations were undertaken in advance of housing
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Plate 1. The 1957 excavations in progress.

development. The 1850 1st edition Ordnance Survey map shows that the areas of

Sherburn along St. Hilda’s Street between St. Hilda’s Church to the north and the

village nucleus to the south then contained few structures. To the west of the road, the

area bounded by West Beck to the west, the vicarage to the north, and the parish

school to the south, lay as agricultural land (Fig. 2). By 1957, however, moves to expand
the village had led to the cutting of a roadway, ‘West Garth’, with some associated

housing development within this area, and plans had been laid before Norton Rural

District Council for a more ambitious scheme of residential infilling.

The fields under threat were old pasture, part of St. Hilda’s Farm, containing a

number of prominent earthworks including ‘Sherburn Mound’, site of the 1968/9

excavations. The impending destruction of these earthworks prompted the Ministry of

Public Buildings and Works to invite Brewster to excavate a number of these

earthwork features during a five week season in August 1957. The excavations

covered some 2,100 sq m organised within a notional ten foot grid separated by

lft (0.305m) wide baulks which were gradually removed as excavation neared
completion. The original trench plans are retained amongst the site archive.

The 1958 season began on the 28th ofJuly and lasted four weeks. A series of minor

trenches were opened up to explore continuations of walls discovered during 1957, and

more extensive excavations were made across a large, shallow rectilinear earthwork

(Building 8) to the west of the previous years excavations. Dividing baulks were

removed as excavation progressed, linking the trenches into larger ‘area’ excavations.

Similar techniques had been successfully employed by Hurst in excavating House Area

6 at Wharram Percy (Andrews and Milne 1979).

Apart from topsoil, the archive for the 1957/8 excavations allowed no formal

recognition of layers, instead, the finds books noted general locations, ‘below floor’, ‘at

base of wa 11 fall’, etc. Walls uncovered during excavations were left in place,

occasionally becoming isolated on pedestals of soil as the general level of excavation
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passed beneath their foundation levels. Because of these difficulties, stratification has

been reduced to three basic phases across the whole site:

3) Pre-stone building layers

2) Layers associated with the stone buildings

1) Layers associated with the abandonment of the stone buildings.

Nine buildings, attributable to Phase 2, were identified.

Buildings 8 and 1 (Fig. 4).

Building 8 was a large rectilinear structure, 15.24m long and 4.88m wide, built of

roughly shaped chalk blocks bonded with sand and gravel (Plate 2), surviving for some
seven to eight courses to heights of between 0.7m and 0.85m, with walls averaging

about 0.7m thick. There were two entrances, a smaller one in the north-east corner,

about 1.04m wide, which had later been blocked off during the buildings life, leaving a

sole, or later, doorway in the north-west corner, represented by an untidy break in the

northern wall alignment.

The south-western corner of building 8 had been deliberately rounded using shaped

blocks of stone (Plate 3), similar to the corners of 19th century farm buildings. Parts of

the eastern wall seem to have been thickened (Plate 2), although the reason for this is

unclear. What is clear, however, is that this was not the first structure on this site, for

an earlier building (1) was represented by wall A to the north. Elsewhere, the walls of

building 8 would appear to have built on a series of wider footing courses; these could

also form part of wall A, suggesting a rebuild of this building on its original alignment.

Only to the north was the original course of wall A ignored, and here the photographic

evidence (Plate 4), shows that the wall had slumped northwards. By rebuilding inside

wall A, the new north wall of 8 was able to use its predecessor as a buttress and thereby

reducing the risk of sharing a similar fate.

Plate 2. 1958 Building 8 centre, and in foreground, yard 1 with walls C to right.
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Plate 3. 1958 Rounded south-west corner of building 8, showing footings.

Two layers of floor make-up survived, the earlier (Phase 3) group associated with

building 1, and the later (Phase 2) group with building 8, but there were no traces of

hearths or other indications of domestic occupation. The phase 3 (building 1) material

comprised nine early medieval sherds, and forty sherds of Staxton ware whose rim

forms were consistent with a date in the latter part of the twelfth century, representing

the earliest pottery found associated with any of the stone buildings. Of these 49

sherds from building 1, all were cooking pots save for six jug sherds. Single examples of

bowls, cisterns and drinking mugs were found amongst the upper floor levels

associated with building 8, but again cooking pot and jug sherds predominated.

Fig 5, Building 1, Phase 3

1-6. Staxton-type cooking-pots, Nos 1-3 and 5-6 were burnt and sooted.

7. Staxton-type bowl, burnt and sooted.

8. Scarborough-type whiteware jug, bright yellow-ochre splashed glaze with sparse green

mottling.

Fig 5, Building 8
,
Phase 2

9-14. Staxton-type cooking-pots, Nos 9-12 and 14-15 were burnt and sooted.

15. Staxton-type bowl, heavily burnt and sooted. 16. Staxton-type jug.

17. Hambledon-type jug, bright olive-green glaze. Upper handle attachment smoothed on.

18. Smooth Humberware-type jug, mottled, light, copper-green glaze.

Buildings 9 and 2.

Only the southern end of building 9 was found within the 1958 excavations, but both

northern returns were detected indicating that it was about 6m wide. At the south-west

corner of building 9, there were some protruding footings on a slightly differing

alignment and it is possible that, like building 8, this may represent an earlier

structure (building 2). It seems likely that both buildings 8 and 9 were rebuilt at the
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Building 8 Phase 2

Fig. 5. Pottery Drawings from the 1958/9 Excavations (drawn 1/4).
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Plate 4. 1958 Wall A of building 1 (right) and wall B of building 1 (left), viewed from the east.

same time and linked together by wall G. Like wall B, walls C and D survived six or

seven courses to a height of about 0.75m. The south east corner of building 9 was
robbed out, and there was no indication whether the B, C, D1 wall alignment
continued any further to the east.

The north-south wall E was sealed by wall G, but it shows a similar alignment to

buildings 1-2 and 8-9 and may therefore be part of the same structural sequence. The
remaining buildings within the 1957/8 trenches were on a different, WSW/ENE,
alignment, similar to that of the structures from the 1968/9 trenches. Only a single

course of stone remained of wall E and it was not identified in the northern part of

trench 3 during the 1957 excavations. With such a small portion of this wall surviving,

it was impossible to demonstrate whether it was part of a yard wall, or whether it was
part of another building. It is interesting to observe that a northern projection of wall

E would roughly correspond to the south-east corner of building 2/9. Wall E was
demolished to make way for building 3.

Building 3 (Fig.4).

This was represented by north-south wall F and by its north-eastern return, wall G,

suggesting a rectilinear building approximately 12m long and 5m wide. It had at least

one entrance which was located in its north wall between walls F and G. Wall F

continued northwards beyond the building, terminating about 0.75m from the south

wall of building 2/9, probably acting as a yard wall to link both buildings. Wall F

survived four courses high along its outer face, but had collapsed along large parts of

its inner. This appears to be a recurring feature on buildings on this site, reflecting the

use of larger, better shaped, stone on the outer faces. The lowest course of the wall was

a little wider than its upper courses, again raising the possibility of an earlier structure,

or perhaps merely a wider contemporary foundation course.

Built against the western inner wall of building 3 was a hearth made from a
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millstone (Fig 4, HI) (Plate 5) surrounded by a low chalk kerbing surviving in one

place to four courses, about 0.25m high. Brewster noted that the floor area within this

building contained quantities of domestic debris and ash with possible traces of other

hearths (Fig. 4, H2), suggesting that this was a kitchen area. There was a considerable

quantity of pottery associated with this floor even though some 40% of its area

remained unexcavated. The great bulk of these sherds belonged to four near complete

vessels, including two cooking pots and a jug (Fig. 7, Nos 38, 39 and 42). Their

completeness suggests that they were associated with the Final use of this building.

Building 3 was constructed on a slightly different alignment to buildings 8 and 9,

but the continuation of wall F northwards towards the latter suggests that they were

still standing, and together formed the northern and eastern sides of a large open
space or yard (Yard 1). The pottery found in this yard probably represents the throw-

out from several buildings. It comprised an equal proportion of cooking pots to bowls

and two curfew fragments, the bulk coming from the eastern part of the yard close to

the northern entrance to building 3. The proximity between these two curfews and the

entrance to the only building to contain hearths is surely significant. It would suggest

too that the bowls, the highest proportion from anywhere on the site, should also be

associated with the use of building 3; most were fire blackened. In support of this

ceramic evidence, the rim of a bronze bowl (Fig. 10, no. 9) was recovered from this part

of yard 1

.

Fig. 6, Yard 1, Phase 2, Nos. 19-36.

19-25. Staxton-type cooking-pots, Nos 24-25 were burnt and sooted.

26-33. Staxton-type bowls, No 26 was burnt and sooted on its outer surface, but No. 30 was burnt

and sooted on its inner surface suggesting that it had been used as a curfew.

33. Staxton-type curfew, burnt and sooted on inner surface.

34. Orangeware jug, olive-green glaze with red brown margins.

35. Whiteware jug handle, pale yellow-green glaze with copper-green mottling.

36. Whiteware jug, hard, handy fabric with a clear, light, copper-green glaze.

Plate 5. 1957 Building 3, showing hearth 1.
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Fig. 7, Building 3, Phase 2.

37. Staxton-type cooking-pot.

38. Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted. Seventy-seven sherds.

39. Staxton-type cooking-pot, heavily burnt and sooted. Fifty-eight sherds.

40. Staxton-type jug.

41. Whiteware jug, dark, olive-green glaze, with purple surface iridescence. Overfired.

42. Humberware harvest jug, flecked olive-green glaze. Upper handle attachment plugged.

Relief moulded decoration. Twenty-six sherds.

Fig. 7, Building 3, Phase F
43. Hambledon-type cistern, bright, brownish-green glaze.

Building 4 (Fig. 4)

This building comprised walls H, I, J and K, forming an east-west rectilinear building

approximately 12m long and 5m wide, similar in size to building 3 and only slightly

wider than building 5. The walls were also slightly wider (0.8m) than building 5, and

survived only two or three courses high (0.1 5-0.3m). There was probably no doorway in

the northern wall, however, a gap in the surviving masonry suggests an entrance along

the southern part of the west wall. Only one vessel, a cooking pot, was associated with

the floor of this building, but perhaps the very paucity of pottery is itself significant?

Was it deliberately kept clean, or did its function not involve the use of pottery?

Fig. 7, Building 4, Phase L
44. Humberware jug, olive-green developed splashed glaze. Upper handle attachment

plugged.

45. Humberware jug, olive-green glaze. Overfired. Handle attachment smoothed on.

Building 5 (Fig. 4).

Building 5 was on a broadly similar alignment to building 4 and was represented by

walls L, M, N and O, giving a second rectilinear eastwest building 15m long and 4.5m
wide, which apparently had two entrances, one in the north wall about lm wide, and a

larger one about 2m wide in the south-west corner. Three courses of walls N and O,

were uncovered, two courses of wall M, and only one course of wall L, all were of

roughly coursed chalk construction and varied between 0.6m and 0.8m wide. In the

south-west corner, the walls had been robbed away and revealed underneath an area of

burning with quantities of charcoal which may represent a pre-building hearth area

(Fig. 4, Hearth 3). Building 5 had ten sherds on its floor including the only dish form
from this part of the site.

Fig. 8, Building 5, Phase 3.

46-52. Staxton-type cooking-pots, Nos 47, 49 and 51 were burnt and sooted. No 47 had an off-

white salts deposit on its inner surface.

53. Scarborough II orangeware.jug, soft, smooth, cream-pink fabric with applied vertical ribs

of self clay. Bright copper-green glaze.

54. Whiteware jug, hard, slightly sand tempered off-white fabric with pale yellowish outer

surface.

Fig. 8, Building 5, Phase 2.

55-59. Staxton-type cooking-pots, all burnt and sooted.

60. Staxton-type bowl rim, burnt and sooted.

61. Staxton-type bowl rim, heavily burnt on outside.
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Building 3 Phase 1

Building 4 Phase 1

Lig. 7. Pottery Drawings from the 1958/9 Excavations (drawn 1/4).

62. Staxton-type basting dish, burnt and sooted.

63. Scarborough II orangeware jug, bright, copper-green glaze. This is the upper attachment
on the neck of the jug of an applied, decorative, arm or loop.

Fine sandy jug, light olive-green glaze. Hard, thin walled, well made vessel.64.
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Fig. 8. Pottery Drawings from the 1958/9 Excavations (drawn 1/4).
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Yard 2 (Fig. 4).

This was an open area at least 15m east-west by 5m north-south, flanked by building

5 to the north, building 3 to the east and building 4 to the south.

Fig. 9, Yard 2, Phase 3.

65. Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted inner surface. Internal rim edge worn; ten

sherds.

Fig. 9, Yard 2, Phase 2.

66-70. Staxton-type cooking-pots, Nos 69-70 were burnt and sooted.

71. Staxton-type jug.

72. Scarborough I, orangeware jug, bright, glossy copper-grey glaze.

Building 6 (Fig. 4).

This was built against, and therefore postdates, the western wall of building 3. It

comprised a narrow north wall (P) and a more substantial south wall (Q), with its

western wall probably lying underneath the baulk (Fig. 4). It was unclear whether or

not wall Q continued westwards to link up with the eastern wall of building 5. If so it

would imply that building 5 as well as building 3 were still standing when this structure

was constructed, leaving it walled off to the west, south and east, and therefore only

approachable from the north. Building 6 was about 1.5m square with a ‘floor’ lining of

rough chalk blocks. Brewster interpreted it as the base of a gardrobe shaft, although its

position on the opposite side of the wall to Hearth 1 seemed ill advised, and another,

unidentified, function seems more likely.

Fig. 9, Building 6, Phase 2.

73. Scarborough I, orangeware jug, bright copper-green glaze. Lower handle attachment

smoothed down with upper wrap of clay.

Building 7 (Fig. 4).

This structure, some 2.5m square, was built onto the foundations of the presumably

already demolished north-west corner of building 4. Beneath the layer of post-

abandonment wall fall, the floor of this building contained a layer of dark, stained soil

over a layer of roughly laid chalk blocks. This makes for a more convincing

interpretation as a gardrobe, and although built into the ruins of building 4, its

existence surely implies other, contemporary buildings in the vicinity.

Fig. 9, Building 7, Phase 2.

74. Hambledon-type jug handle, dark, brownish-green glaze.

Wall S, to the north-west of the 1957 trenches, clearly overlies wall M of building 5

(Fig. 4). However, what was less clear was its relationship to the south-west corner of

building 8 from which it appears to emanate. If projected southwards, wall S would

coincide with the north-west corner of building 6, and, assuming that building 8 was

still in use at the same time as building 6, it could therefore have acted as a south-

western boundary for yard 1.

Smallfindsfrom 1957/8, Fig. 10.

No. 1, Building B3, Phase 2

Bronze-age flint arrow head.
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Yard 2 Phase 2

Building B6 Phase 2 Building B7 Phase 2

Fig. 9. Pottery Drawings from the 1958/9 Excavations (drawn 1/4).
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No. 2, Building B5, Phase 3

A thin, rather crudely finished ring, presumably having acted as a ferrule.

No. 3, Yard 2, Phase 1

A lace end formed from a small piece of copper alloy sheet which had been tightly

wrapped around the end of the lace. A small copper alloy rivet was then driven through at

the end closest to the lace for additional security.

No. 4, Yard 2, Phase 1

A pin, the pin head formed from a twist of copper alloy wire. A very similar pin was
recovered from Site V at Cowlam village (Hayfield 1988).

No. 5, Yard 2, Phase 1

A cast decorative, copper alloy object whose flattened underside and remains of three

rivet holes, one at each end of the fragment, indicate that it was originally fastened onto

something flat; perhaps a book decoration?

No. 6, Yard 2, Phase 2

A ribbed early Roman ‘melon’ bead. The surface of this glass bead had completely
corroded giving it a rough textured surface finish. It survives as a turquoise colour, but it

is difficult to tell if that was the original colour.

No. 7, Yard 2, Phase 1

A small piece of copper alloy sheet used as a capping to some form of cylindrical object

and presumably fastened into place by a small nail or pin which left the small hole visible

in the top.

No. 8, Yard 2, Phase 1

A carefully finished, cast, copper alloy object with a small boss of similar metal riveted

into its base. Function unknown.

1958

No. 9, Yard 1, Phase 1

Rim from a cast copper alloy bowl with carefully polished inner surface. The outer face of

this vessel was heavily burnt and sooted.

Interpretation and dating of the 1957/8 excavated structures, (Fig. 11).

The structural evidence provided few clues as to the age or function of these

buildings. Instead the pottery provided the only available dating evidence. Most sherds

came from the post-desertion layers and as such may have been dumped in from

elsewhere on the site after the building had already been abandoned.

The various local pottery types have been allocated in Table 1 to several basic time-

phases: early-medieval (11-1 2th cent.), high-medieval (13-1 4th cent.), late-medieval

(15-mid 16th cent.), post-medieval (mid 1 6- 17th cent.). Several of these pottery types

failed to fit conveniently into one or another division. Staxton wares, for example,

began in the 12th century, but they were at their most common during the 13th and

14th centuries and thus the fabric has been allocated here to the high medieval phase.

Humberwares first appeared during the 13th century and lasted until the 16th. When
Flumberwares were found only with other pottery of high-medieval date, they have

been allotted to that time phase, but when occurring with other, later fabrics they have

been ascribed to the late-medieval. Except perhaps during the 14th century,

Humberwares never dominated Yorkshire pottery.



Fig. 10. Smallfinds Drawings from the 1958/9 Excavations (drawn 1/1).
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Buildings 1-9 belong to three general construction periods:

Construction Period Building

A 1 primary structures

2

B 4

5

C 3

6

7

8 rebuilt structures

9

Approx, date of floor deposits

late 12th century

late 12th century

13th century

13th century

1 4- 15th century

1 4- 15th century

1 4- 15th century

1 4- 15th century

14-1 5th century

Late-medieval pottery was only found associated with buildings 1, 3 and 7 (Table 1).

Closest in date to the building 1 material were the deposits associated with the floors

of buildings 4 and 5, but in both cases, the number of component sherds was small. The
occupation material of building 3 was later in date and more closely comparable with

the floor material from building 8. It is difficult to tell whether the occupation or use of

buildings 1 and 2 had ceased before buildings 4 and 5 were constructed. The
occupation deposits from the yards were more extensive, although the problems of

residuality and intrusion were inevitably far greater. Nevertheless, the pottery

associated with yard 2 was broadly consistent with a high medieval date, perhaps no

later than the end of the 14th century.

The latest occupation material associated with these buildings was probably of 15th-

century date; there was no Cistercian ware nor any other pottery which would suggest

continuing use into the 16th century. There was, however, some later pottery from
Phase 1 amongst the postabandonment wall falls and amongst the accumulation of

wind-blown sands, but as table 1 shows, it was not extensive, only 14 sherds, all of 16th

century date, and in sharp contrast to the several hundred late-medieval sherds. This

suggests that the occupation and use of the buildings in this part of this manor
complex had ceased by the late-medieval period.

1968 Excavations, (Fig. 12).

It was a decade later in August and September 1968 that further housing
development prompted exploration of an earthwork mound to the north of the 1957/87

dig. Three trenches were cut through the mound which was found to comprise a

natural accumulation of sand. Each trench was excavated to a different depth,

accounting for the widely different features on the plans of trenches I and II. Although
these excavations were poorly recorded, the same basic phases have been used as in

1957/8:

3) pre-medieval building phases

2) material associated with the use of the stone buildings

1) material associated with the abandonment of the stone buildings

Phase 3

The natural surface comprised a fluvioglacial sand and fine flint gravel, sloping

gently from east to west, which lay between 1.0 and 1.5m below the present ground
surface. The earliest features were a series of Five, roughly parallel ditches from trench

II (Fig. 12, D4-D8). Photographs suggest that they were about 0.15-0.2m deep with
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irregular rounded profiles; they contained no finds. Trench I was not excavated deep

enough to encounter any of these ditches.

In the north-west corner of trench I was edge of a pit (Fig. 12, PI) which reached a

depth of about 0.6m, although its base lay outside the excavated area. This pit

contained a fill of charcoal flecked, dark brown sand and a pottery group of the pre-

Roman Iron Age. Trench I also contained a second, smaller pit (P2), but its section was
not recorded and it produced no finds.

Fig. 13, Trench I, Phase 3, Pit 1: all pre-Roman Iron Age.

75 Calcite gritted cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

76 Calcite gritted bowl, burnt and sooted on inner surface.

Fig. 13, Phase 3from general area ofPit 1.

77-79 Calcite gritted pots, all hand-made; no. 77 was burnt and sooted.

80 Calcite gritted jar, 4th century Huntcliffe-type.

Phase 2

Ditches 4-8 were sealed by a charcoal flecked dark brown sand with flint chips

associated with the east-west chalk wall found in trench III (Fig. 12). As the base of this

0 5 10ft

Lig. 12. 1968 Plan of trenches I-III.
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Fig. 13. Pottery Drawings from the 1968 trenches.

wall was not excavated its precise relationship to the brown sand could not be assessed.

The wall itself was of chalk rubble construction with a coursed face on its northern

side, its southern face having collapsed. Brewster noted that under this wall there was
the debris from an earlier wall and that there was no trace of a foundation trench for

either.

In trench I were two ditches (Dl-2), each of a similar north-south alignment, which

had both been cut into the brown sand. Records indicate that both ditches had been
encountered in trench II, but excavation had been taken to a lower level before the

plan was drawn (Fig. 12). Section drawings indicate that these ditches were fairly

small, ditch 1 about 0.6m wide and 0.25m deep, and ditch 2 about 0.4m wide and 0.2m
deep.

On the surface of the brown sand were two hearths (Fig. 12, H1-H2). Hearth 1

consisted of an area of reddened sand and peat ash with some burnt sandstone hearth

stones bonded with a reddened clay. Hearth 2 was an undisturbed deposit of hard,

burnt, red clay.

Phase 1

Ditches 1-2 were sealed by a 0.75m deposit of a light yellow-brown wind-blown sand
which contained no finds and sealed Wall B in Trench 3. Ditch 3 was cut into the

surface of this layer, and was about 0.7m wide and 0.45m deep with a regular ‘U’

shaped profile. Sealing this windblown sand and the top of ditch 3 was a layer of
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charcoal flecked, dark, purple brown sand which contained a large, but heavily

residual, quantity of pottery: none merited illustration.

Fig. 14, 1968 Smallfinds

No. 10, Trench I, Phase 1.

Decorated buckle made from cast metal, carefully polished finish.

No. 1 1, Trench II, Phase 1

Part of a turned, polished and decorated bone handle that had been stained black,

possibly in imitation of jet.

1969 Excavations

The 1969 excavations took place between May 7th and June 30th, and because the

area was to be used for house construction, Brewster agreed not to dig deeper than

4ft (1.4m) across any part of the site. In some parts of the dig only the topsoil was

removed. As the 1969 excavations failed to reach the depth of the 1968 trenches, it is

not surprising that they failed to encounter the same range of pre-building features.

The same three basic phases have again been used.

Phase 3

Only small amounts of pottery from the yards could be reliably associated with any

pre-stone building phases.

Phase 2

A series of three chalk walled buildings make up the bulk of the features associated

with this phase. No wall elevations were drawn, nor were specific plans and sections

made to illustrate the relationships between these walls. Thus their phasing has had to

be based on the details shown in Fig. 15 in conjunction with a series of colour slides of

views of the site (for example, Plate 6).

Plate 6. 1958 Building 7 shown resting on top of wall J from building 4.



Fig. 14. Smallfinds Drawings from the 1968/9 trenches (drawn 1/1).
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Building 10 (Fig. 15)

This seems to have been the earliest structure in this phase, with surviving remains

of an east (]), north (G), and west (F) wall. The north wall G was the more substantial,

F and J were narrower, about 0.5m thick and had been largely robbed away with only

one or two courses remaining. Wall G survived over 5 courses to a height of about

0.75m. The outer faces of all these walls comprised larger, better coursed chalk blocks

than their inner faces. It is possible that wall D formed a small ‘annex’ to the north-

western corner of building 10; its linking, western wall having been robbed away when
building 12 was constructed. If wall D was built as a deliberate part of, or addition to,

building 10, its function is difficult to guess, especially with the apparent lack of a

doorway through wall G. The function of this and other ‘annexes’ from this site are

discussed further below.

It is possible that building 11 could have been built while building 10 was still

standing, however wall K of building 1 1 would then have been uncomfortably close to

the north-east corner of building 10 (Fig. 15). On this basis only, it is suggested that

building 10 was abandoned before building 1 1 was constructed.

Fig. 16, Building 10 Annex, Phase 2.

81 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

82 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

83 Staxton-type storage jar.

Building 11 (Fig. 15)

The walls of building 1 1 were of roughly coursed chalk blocks, surviving to nine

courses on its southern side at a height of over 0.9m. At the western side of the

building there was a blocked doorway some 1.5m wide. It had been blocked off in two

stages, being narrowed to a width of 1.0m, and then blocked off altogether. The
northernmost section of the east wall had a hammerhead end which would appear to

be a deliberate thickening rather the corner of a western return wall. Brewster

interpreted this thickening as the southern arm of a north doorway. Flowever, if

building 1 1 had extend further north, no trace survived. Instead it is perhaps possible

that this was an open ended building with no northern wall, the thickened end to the

east wall being required to support the roof load. Wall B was a continuation of the wall

encountered in trench III of the 1968 excavations (Fig. 12). It approached building 1

1

obliquely and appeared to have abutted onto it. Down at the southern end of building

1 1 there was another three sided ‘annex’ wall. In this case it is clear that there was no

ground floor access from the annex into the building as these walls survived to a height

of over 0.9m.

Fig. 16, Building 11 Annex, Phase 2.

84 Whiteware jug, yellow splashed-glaze with occasional copper-green mottles.

Beverley/Vale of York?

Building 11, Phase 2.

85 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

86 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

87 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

88 Staxton-type cooking-pot, worn.

89 Scarborough II, Orangeware jug, mottled copper-green glaze.

90 Whiteware, hard, sand tempered, yellow-green glaze. Applied serrated, vertical strips,

coated with an iron-wash.
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L. I

From the photographs and Fig. 15, a number of wall relationships emerge; that walls

E and FI postdate walls J and G; that wall E overlay wall F, and that wall C was later

than wall D and abbuted against wall E. It is therefore suggested that walls E and H
represent the contemporary north and east walls of a building that postdated and was
built into the remains of building 10. It is curious that the remains of building 10 were
not more fully cleared away, although wall G may have provided a useful strengthening

to the new north wall. The north-west corner of wall E was detected against the

southern edge of the trench, giving building 12 an east-west dimension of about 1 lm.

Caught inside the north-east corner of this building were traces of a cobbled floor set

at the same height as the surviving top of wall F which had been taken down to the

level of the new floor foundations. The walls of building 12 survived five to six courses

to heights of about 0.7m; again all had better coursed outer faces. Annex wall C
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abbuted wall E and postdated wall D making it likely that the original annex to

building 10 (wall D) was incorporated into the new one for building 12 (wall C). There
was an apparent thickening to the northern part of annex wall C.

Fig. 16, Building 12 Annex, Phase 2.

91 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

Building 12, Phase 2.

92 Late-Saxon greyware cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

93 Scarborough II, orangeware jug, copper-green glaze.

94 Orangeware, pipkin, lightly mottled olive-green glaze, burnt and sooted on lower parts of

handle.

Fig. 17, Yard 3, Phase 2.

95 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted. Found complete and shown on plan in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17, Yard 4, Phase 2.

96 Calcite-gritted cooking-pot, pre-Roman Iron Age?

97 Calcite-gritted cooking-pot, Roman, 4th century?

98 Gritty ware bowl, burnt and sooted.

99 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

100 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted.

101 Staxton-type bowl, burnt and sooted.

Fig. 17, Yard 5, Phase 2.

102 Whiteware jug, cream fabric. Greenish-yellow glaze with iron washed applied spots.

Beverley/Vale of York.

Phase 1

This phase essentially comprised the layers of wind-blown sand that had infilled

around, and accumulated over, the stone structures outlined above, eventually

producing the mound-like earthwork. There would appear to have been some post-

abandonment robbing of the stone walls, although much survived. The large quantities

of pottery from this phase (Table 1) suggests that after these buildings were abandoned
this area may have been deliberately used for refuse dumping, either from elsewhere in

this manorial complex, or from other sources within the village.

Fig. 17, 1969, Phase 1.

103 Saxon gritty, cooking-pot, black fabric, burnt and sooted, Yard 4.

104 Gritty ware bowl, burnt and sooted, Yard 4.

105 Staxton-type cooking-pot, burnt and sooted, Mound general.

106 Staxton type peat-pot, burnt and sooted, Building B12.

1 07 Staxton-type jug rim, Building B 1 1

.

108 Fine sandy ware jug, corroded olive-green glaze with orange margins, Mound general.

109 Whiteware jug, hard sand-tempered pale orange fabric, burnt and sooted, Yard 3.

1 10 Whiteware jug, Fine, smooth-textured, cream surfaces and coppergreen glaze, thinning to

yellow-green with darker mottling, Yard 5.

1 1 1 Whiteware jug, apple-green glaze with yellowish margins. Scarborough?, Mound general.

1 12 Whiteware, apple-green glaze with yellowish margins, Mound general.

1 13 Humberware jug, yellow olive-green glaze, Mound general.

1 14 Humberware jug, olive green glaze with purplish highlights: Holme-upon-Spalding-

Moor?, B12.

1 15 Humberware jug, Mound general.
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Fig. 16. Pottery Drawings from the 1969 trenches (drawn 1/4).
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101

99

Yard 4 Phase 2

109

General Phase 1
1 1 1 113 116

Lig. 17. Pottery Drawings from the 1969 trenches (drawn 1/4).
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1 16 Hambledon type jug, copper-green glaze. Applied pads with stamped decoration, Mound
general.

Fig 14,
1969 Smallfinds.

No. 12, Building 12, Phase 1.

A copper alloy vessel made of thin sheet metal that has been torn and crudely patched with an

equally thin sheet of the same metal. The rivets themselves were made of pieces of thin copper

alloy sheet, folded to form a nail shape with flattened head. These were inserted through slits

made in the two sheets, than the two arms of the rivets were opened out to hold it in place.

Whatever the original vessel, this repair was unlikely to have proved watertight.

No. 13, Building 11, Phase 2.

A cast, decorated piece of copper alloy with one, of what were presumably four, rivets surviving

in its top right hand corner. The decoration shows a rather crude depiction of a lion with its head

reversed towards its tail. There were considerable traces of guilding surviving on the decorated

surface of this artefact. Perhaps a book plate depicting the lion of St. Mark.

No. 14, Mound, Phase 1.

A cast and polished buckle end.

No. 15, Mound, Phase 2.

A cast copper alloy needle with rounded central and lower profile, but whose upper profile was

flattened to take the eye.

No. 16, Mound, Phase 1.

Cast copper alloy buckle.

Interpretation and Dating of the 1969 Structures, (Fig. 18).

Although the 1969 excavations did not progress below the level of these stone

structures, their lowest stone course and remaining floor deposits were observed and it

is therefore significant that only two sherds of early medieval date were recovered from

these buildings. Early-medieval pottery was encountered in slightly greater numbers
amongst the yard deposits and residually in Phase 1 suggesting earlier activity on the

site. The latest pottery from Phase 2 and much of Phase 1 were Humberwares,
suggesting that all these buildings had fallen out of use at some time before the end of

the 14th century. The implication is therefore that buildings 10, 11 and 12 were
constructed, occupied and abandoned within the two hundred years of the high-

medieval period.

Structurally it can be suggested that building 10 was the earliest of the three on this

site (Fig. 18). Building 11 followed, and probably whilst it was still in use, building 12

was built over the earlier walls of building 10. Ceramically it was difficult to confirm

this phasing. There was no pottery from the surviving occupation deposits of building

10 (cooking-pot No. 82 being associated with the occupation of building 12). The
occupation deposits from buildings 11 and 12 were ceramically indistinguishable and
merely suggest that both buildings were at one time in contemporary use.

There was little evidence for the function of these buildings. Building 1 1 may have

had an open north end (Fig. 15) in which case an agricultural rather than domestic

function would be implied. All three buildings had an ‘annex’-like structure attached to

it. In some respects they were similar to building 6 in the 1957/8 trenches. Three
possible functions could be suggested: gardrobes, external stairways, or sheds. They
were an appropriate size for gardrobes but it seems unlikely to have three in such close

proximity. If they were external stairways, an upper storey to these buildings would be

implied and not all the walls of these buildings looked substantial enough to support a
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second floor. If they were sheds they seem too well constructed and again, as all three

buildings have them, it implies a more specific, integrated function. The annexes of

buildings 10 and 12 each contained a near complete cooking-pot (Nos. 82 and 91). As
both pots were found under the wallfall deposits resting on the old floor surface, they

should probably be associated with the final uses of these annexes. Surrounding these

buildings were three yard areas.Building 1 1 once had a western opening onto yard 5

but there was no indication that buildings 10 or 12 had any direct access onto it. East-

west wall B divided off yard 3 from yard 4 to the north. Again building 1 1 had no

obvious means of access into yard 3, unless of course these annexes represented

external stairways.

e: THE FINDS ASSEMBLAGE

The illustrated pottery and smallfinds have been integrated into the excavation

report above.

Iron

Only a little iron was recovered, mostly from Phase 1, the bulk comprising iron nails

which were all flat headed and came in three sizes; 40-50mm, 80-90mm and 1 20-

Building Interpretation of

1968/9 Stone Structures

Lig. 18. Interpretation of 1 969 stone structures.
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130mm. The few identifiable iron objects included a fragment of a horseshoe, two knife

blades and part of a pair of candle snuffers.

Glass

Only one identifiable glass object was found, a Roman ‘melon’ bead from 1957

(Fig. 10, No. 6). There were only four fragments of window glass from across the entire

site, a paucity that may be significant in terms of the function of these buildings.

Pottery

Despite a comparatively large assemblage (Table 1), there were few sealed groups

and most sherds were sorted into broadly based phase groups containing both residual

and the occasional intrusive sherds. Pottery dating therefore rests on comparisons with

similar fabrics and forms from other sites within the region (Hayfield 1985).

Table 1: Pottery

a: Vessel Chronology (numbers of identified vessels)

1957/8 Excavations

Phase Roman Saxon Late-Saxon Early-Med High-Med Late-Med Post-Med

3 3 0 1 9 208

2 2 0 0 1 197 57 1

1 10 0 1 8 783 207 11

1969 Excavations

3 3 2 5

2 35 7 0 18 177

1 16 3 0 25 1759 42 4

b: Vessel Form (numbers of identified vessels)

1957/8 Excavations (Ph ases 3 and 2)

Building Cook-Pot Bowl Other Dish Jug Cistern Mug Misc.

B1 50 1 13 1 1

B3 84 1 45

B4 3

B5 145 2 9

B6 1

B7 1

B8 44 6

Yard 1 11 2 6

Yard 2 30 6 1

Phase 1

Total 635 29 5 6 307 13 5 5

1969 Excavations (Phases 3 and 2)

BIO Annex 25

Bll 37 1 2 6

B12 37 2 2

Yard 3 33 1 5

Yard 4 55

Yard 5 2 1

Phase 1

Total 1401 39 89 1 292 8
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Fabric-types

Iron Age and Roman Pottery

Pit 1 from trench 1, 1968, contained fifteen calcite-gritted sherds of the 2nd-lst

century BC, implying contemporary settlement activity on or near this part of the site.

The ceramic evidence for Roman activity was fairly plentiful, eighteen sherds from the

1957/8 trenches, fortyeight from the 1969 trenches and fifty-five from 1968 trenches I

and II. These sherds included 2nd, 3rd and 4th century forms.

Calcite Gritted

A rather coarse reduced fabric heavily tempered with sand and crushed fragments of

calcite producing rough textured surfaces. Most sherds were oxidised to pale orange,

buff, or pale grey, although some were fully reduced to grey-black. All vessels were
coil-built. Later vessels of the Roman period began to appear in the 2nd century but

did not become widespread until the 3rd or 4th centuries and were usually reduced to

grey and black, coil-built and wheel-finished.

Greywares

The typical Roman factory product of the 3rd and 4th centuries; there were local

factories at Norton, near Malton, and later at Throlam and Crambeck (Hayes and
Whitley 1950).

Early-Middle Saxon Pottery (5th-8th centuries)

Only one sherd was recovered from the 1957/8 trenches, but some ten residual

sherds were found amongst the yards deposits of the 1969 excavations (Table 1)

suggesting some form of occupation in the vicinity. Four basic varieties of Saxon
pottery are found on the Wolds, distinguished by their principal tempering agents;

organic, sand, grit and calcite. All were coil-built and hand-finished.

Late-Saxon Greywares (9th- 11th centuries)

No late-Saxon sherds were recovered from the 1969 excavations, and only two

residual sherds from the 1957/8 trenches (Table 1). The 1968 trenches produced

sixteen sherds; all were residual with the possible exception of two Torksey cooking-pot

sherds from Ditch 3. As the 1968 trenches had gone deeper than the others they were

more likely to have encountered earlier features. Torksey wares were hard, reduced,

sandtempered, and wheel-made. Similar wares were almost certainly in production in

Yorkshire, but their kilns still await discovery.

Medieval Pottery

Coarse Sandy - Staxton-type (12th- 14th centuries)

These were heavily sand-tempered coarsewares, usually oxidised to produce orange

to buff coloured surfaces, and often with reduced bluegrey cores. All vessels were coil-

built and finished on a wheel. The two known manufactories for this type of fabric were

the villages of Staxton and Potter Brompton which lay immediately east of Sherburn.

Not surprisingly their wares dominated this assemblage from Sherburn.

Gritty Wares

A hard, grit-tempered Whiteware fabric usually producing cream to yellow coloured
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coarseware vessels. Although having a wider currency elsewhere, in this part of

Yorkshire vessels in this fabric type were generally restricted to an early-medieval

date. Their sources of manufacture are uncertain but most likely originated from the

Vale of York. The earliest vessels were in a heavily gritted fabric; later vessels from the

12th century was markedly less coarse.

Orangewares (mostly 12th- 13th centuries)

The Scarborough orangeware kilns provided the nearest source of high quality

fineware products to Sherburn. Their comparatively small numbers amongst this

assemblage demonstrates the near monopoly that the Staxton/Potter Brompton kilns

had on the village. Scarborough products were all oxidised; Scarborough I to oranges

and pinks, whilst Scarborough II was often a little harder fired with paler colours,

turning to yellow and creams. Most Scarborough glazes were rich and bright in colour,

copper green being a favourite, but occasionally clear glazes are found painted over a

white slip to produce bright yellow colours (Farmer 1979).

Fine Sandy Fabrics (12th- 14th centuries)

These were generally hard, well made, sand-tempered fabrics oxidising to oranges

and reds, with occasional reduction of cores and internal surfaces to blue-greys. The
earliest splashed glazes of the 12th century were usually bright orange or olive-green,

and these glazes developed into more consistently coloured olive-green suspension

glazes, occasionally oranges and browns. Fine sandy fabrics were never a dominant
fabric type on the Wolds or the Vale of Pickering, and the production sources for these

examples from Sherburn are not known.

Whitewares (11 th- 1 4th centuries)

This category again represents a widespread potting tradition in Yorkshire and one

which so far has received comparatively little study. A number of different fineware

forms in Whiteware fabrics were recognised from the Sherburn assemblage but they

have not been differentiated here except for the occasional vessel that could be

provenanced to the recently discovered 11th- 12th century splashed-glazed whiteware

kilns at Scarborough (P. Farmer pers. comm.).

Humberwares (13th- 16th centuries)

Humberwares were hard, orange sand tempered fabrics, frequently reducing to blue

grey in their cores and inner surfaces. Olive green glazes were the most common. Early

vessels in this tradition were often well made, but later products were cruder, less

carefully Finished and more strictly utilitarian. First apparent in the second half of the

13th century, Flumberwares were at their most prolific during the 14th and 15th

centuries, surviving in more limited numbers into the 16th.

Hambleton types (15th- 16th centuries)

These vessels were a late-medieval continuation of the Yorkshire Whiteware
tradition. They were hard, rather lumpy surfaced vessels tempered with sand and some
sub-rounded grit; surfaces varied from yellow to pale grey, whilst glazes were
commonly rather watery looking copper green. Vessel products, usually jugs and
cisterns, were crude and ungainly in appearance (Le Patourel 1969).

Late-Medieval Smooth Wares (15th- 16th centuries)

These were a series of hard to very hard, lightly sand-tempered fabrics that had a

slight micaceous content. Vessels had hard, smooth textured surfaces, usually reduced
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internally to black or grey black. Glazes were generally a light, but evenly coloured

olive-green.

Pottery Discussion

The principal feature of this assemblage was the overwhelming dominance of the

coarse sand-tempered Staxton and Potter Brompton products whose kilns lay within

three miles of Sherburn. Staxton wares were common in the Vale of Pickering, the

Vale of York, and the Wolds, and several more, as yet unlocated, kiln sites can be

presumed. One of the advantages of rural medieval pottery industries, such as Staxton

and Potter Brompton, was that they could exploit more than one market or market
town. Within a ten mile radius of these two kilns lay the medieval markets at

Malton/Norton, Pickering, Scarborough, Filey, Kilham and Sledmere (McKutchon
1939). Their products were strictly functional, a few glazed jugs have been recognised,

but there was little pleasing about either their form or their Finish.

Scarborough, at about eight miles distance, was the closest market to Sherburn, and
a wide range of Scarborough products have been recognized amongst these excavations

from 12th-century splashed glazed whitewares to the 14th-century Scarborough II

products. Little is known of the medieval pottery of Malton and whether or not there

were pottery kilns operating there. It is likely that the bulk of the whiteware products

from Sherburn came either from the Malton area or the Vale of York, and it was
noticeable that there was significantly less of these than there was of Scarborough

products.

Roof Tile

Roof tile fragments were few and almost all restricted to Phase 1 layers from the

1957/8 excavations, and cannot be directly related to any of the buildings. It is possible

that the tile fragments were not kept or recorded during the excavations, certainly the

bulk of the surviving fragments were small, and in their unwashed state might eas iiy

have been confused with pottery.

Stone

Chalk was the main building stone used in all the excavated structures, and
presumably derived from local quarries in the Chalk escarpment to the south of the

village. The finds assemblage contained a number of other types of stone, not all of

which were fully provenanced. Of this additional material, two types predominated,

both sandstones, the one an Estuarine Jurassic sandstone, the other a flaggy calcareous

sandstone, both of which probably derived from fairly local sources within the Vale of

Pickering. With the exception of two pivot stones, none of this other stone appeared to

have been used for structural purposes. The 1957/8 trenches produced two examples of

pivot stones, presumably from doorways; one example in the Estuarine Jurassic

Sandstone (Plate 7 )
came from wall N of building 5. Unfortunately, the second pivot

stone, a limestone, was unmarked, but came associated with finds of the 1957/8

trenches. Both showed considerable signs of ware. Amongst the other stone was a

Pennine Millstone Grit saddle quern from building 12. Phase 1 of the 1969 trenches

also included two whetstones in Norwegian quartz granulites from the Oslo Kijord

area. *Dr. P.C. Buckland F.G.S. kindly identified the stone types.

Worked Bone Artifacts

Only two examples of worked bone were identified; one was a crudely shaped ‘point’

from 1968 Trench I, Phase 1. It was 7cms long and 10 x 15mm thick at the base, and is
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Plate 7. Sandstone door pivot from 1957, Tr I, ‘B’, Wall N of Building 5.

unillustrated. The second also came from the 1968 trenches, this time from Trench II,

Phase 1 and was part of a turned, polished and decorated bone handle (Fig. 14, No.l 1).

Fish Bones

A number of cod vertebrae and other fish bones were identified amongst the bone

groups, but have yet to be studied in detail.

The Animal Bone by C. M. Rushe, H. Smith and P. Halstead

There were some 1300 ‘identifiable’ fragments (see below) from Sherburn. It must
be stressed, however, that the assemblage was small, and was poorly recovered and
only tentative interpretation is possible. The difficulties of the stratigraphic

information makes it appropriate that the assemblage be treated as one unit.

Methods

For the purpose of study, each bag of bone was assigned a number (001-371) and all

bone was marked accordingly to permit sorting, first by anatomical part, and then by

species. The archive report contains more detailed information than space permits
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here. The representation of different mammalian species (Table 2) has been
calculated both from the minimum number of certain body parts and from the

minimum number of individuals represented. This latter was calculated by counting

the most frequently occurring (left-right) diagnostic zones for each species. The age of

death of animals is estimated from the stage of eruption and wear of mandibular cheek

teeth and from the state of epiphyseal fusion of postcranial bones. It must be

emphasised that these two methods can only give approximate age groups and that

they are comparable only in general terms. The stage of dental development (Table 3)

is based on Payne (1973) for sheep, on Halstead (1985) for cow, and on Silver (1969)

for pig. Table 4 presents the number of fused and unfused specimens, together with

the implied Y survivorship, at each of three fusion stages for the four main ‘farmyard’

animals -sheep(goat), cow, horse and pig. The fusion stages have been assigned

approximate absolute ages after Silver (1969). In addition, a separate category of

‘newborn’ (say less than 6 weeks old) postcranial specimens has been distinguished.

Species Representation

The following mammalian species are represented at Sherburn: horse, cow, pig,

sheep, red deer, dog and cat. Table 2 shows the relative proportions of the mammalian
species. The results of the two methods of estimating species abundance differ in two

principal respects. Because of poor standards of retrieval, finds of small bones are rare,

so enhancing the importance of cow and horse relative to smaller species in counts of

diagnostic zones. Conversely, because of small sample size, the importance of the rarer

species is inflated in the minimum number of individuals.

Table 2: Representation of Mammalian Species at Sherburn.

a. Minimum numbers of anatomical parts.

horse cow sheep sh/gt Pig cat dog deer total

total 160 406 58 436 84 24 108 2 1,278

% 14.7 31.0 4.4 33.3 6.4 1.8 8.2 0.2

b. Minimum numbers of individuals.

horse cow sheep(g<3at) P Jg cat dog deer

no. 7 15 31 11 5 8 1

% 9.0 19.2 39.7 14.1 6.4 10.3 1.3

An analysis of the bird bones by S. Sutherland revealed ten chicken bones (at least 3

female and one male), four geese bones, one from a raven, and more interestingly,

from the 1968 excavations, several bones from a red kite.

Mortality Patterns

Small samples of ageable mandibles (Table 3) suggest a sharp contrast in mortality

between sheep and cattle, most of which apparently survived until at least early

adulthood, and pigs, most of which died at or before one year of age. The epiphyseal

fusion evidence (Table 4) is negligible for pig. The epiphyseal evidence for sheep and

cattle again indicates a substantial proportion of adult deaths, but suggests rather

heavier juvenile mortality. This contrast may simply be a product of small sample size.

The epiphyseal evidence for horse is sparse, but differs clearly from that for the other

farmyard animals and implies that most horses survived until adulthood. In addition,
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there is postcranial evidence for neonatal deaths among lambs, calves and piglets,

which may reflect natural infant mortality rather than deliberate culling.

Table 3: Age at death — dental evidence.

a. Sheep b. Cow c. Pig

Yrs Min No. % Surv Yrs Min No % Surv Yrs Min No. % Surv.

0-2 4 87.9 0-2 2 87.5 <1 5 58.3

2-3 0 87.9 2-3 1 81.3 ca. 1 5 16.7

3-4 7 66.7 3-4+ 13 0.0 ca.2 2 0.0

4-8 18 12.1

8-10 4 0.0

total 33 16 12

Table 4: Age at Death - postcranial evidence.

a. Sheep

age stage minimum numbers of anatomical parts & survivorship

neonatal older unfused 1

fused

infancy2 2 428 — — 99.5

6-10 mths 3 — — 0 30 100.0

18-28 mths4 — — 20 31 60.8

30-42 mths 5 — — 9 9 50.0

b. Cow
age stage minimum numbers of anatomical parts & survivorship

neonatal older unfused 1

fused

infancy2 11 354 — — 97.0

7-10 mths 3 — — 2 33 94.3

24-36 mths 4 — — 13 22 62.9

36-48 mths 5 — — 17 12 41.4

c. Horse

age stage minimum numbers of anatomical parts & survivorship

neonatal older unfused 1

fused

infancy2
0 136 — — 100.0

15-24 mths 6 — —
1 29 96.7

36-42 mths 0 — —
1 18 94.7

d. Pig

age stage minimum numbers of anatomical parts & survivorship

neonatal older unfused 1 fused

infancy2
1 61 — — 98.4

ca. 12 mths 3 — — 4 4 [50.0]

24-30 mths 7 — —
1 1 [50.0]

36-42 mths 8 — — 4 0 [0.0]

excluding neonatal specimens
2 based on all ‘identified’ postcranial elements
3 based on scapula, dist. humerus, prox. radius, pelvis (acetabulum)
4 based on dist. metacarpal, dist. tibia, dist. metatarsal
0 based on prox. humerus, dist. radius, prox. ulna, prox. femur, dist. femur, prox. tibia,

calcaneum
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b based on scapula, dist. humerus, prox. radius, dist. metacarpal, pelvis (acetabulum), dist.

tibia, dist. metatarsal
7 based on dist. metacarpal, dist. tibia, dist. metatarsal, calcaneum
b based on prox. humerus, dist. radius, prox. ulna, prox. femur, dist. femur, prox. tibia

A few sexable pelves of sheep and cattle suggest a bias in favour of females among animals

surviving into adulthood:

male female

sheep 1 6

cattle 0 8

Discussion

The modest size and quality of the faunal assemblage from Sherburn places severe

limitations on its interpretation, and the tentative nature of the conclusions which

follow cannot be over emphasised.

As regards the manner of utilisation of the various species, pigs display the heavy

immature death rate characteristic of animals raised primarily for their meat, while

for horse the predominance of adult specimens (and an advanced case of high ring

bone pathology) suggests use as mounts, pack or traction animals. The evidence for

sheep and cattle is more ambiguous, but the epiphyseal data in particular suggest

significant immature/young adult mortality and so management for meat. The slight

evidence for sexual selection suggests that most adult cattle and sheep were breeding

females rather than working oxen or wethers kept for their wool. Cattle, sheep, pig and

also horse all bear cut marks characteristic of filleting, implying consumption by man.

Infant mortality is represented by a few neonatal remains of lambs, calves and piglets,

but intact burials of newborn livestock, as at Cowlam village site (Rushe, Smith and

Halstead 1986) were not found. Cat and dog were also kept, as were chickens and

geese.

Sherburn differs from the Wold settlements of Wharram Percy (Ryder 1974) and

Cowlam (Rushe, Smith and Halstead 1986) in having a larger proportion of horses and

fewer sheep. The greater emphasis on sheep in wold villages is not surprising, but Le

Patourel (1974) suggests that horses would be better suited to ploughing on the light

Wold soils. The considerable cost of feeding horses, however, would perhaps have been

met more easily in the Vale of Pickering - and at a manor site than on a Wold farm.

The age data from Wharram Percy and Cowlam are broadly compatible with Sherburn,

suggesting an emphasis on meat production in pigs and probably also in sheep and

cattle. Apart perhaps from the frequency of horse remains, the faunal assemblage from

Sherburn ‘manor’ does not suggest a settlement of high status. On the contrary, the

modest status of Sherburn, Wharram Percy and Cowlam is reflected in the rarity of

deer bone (cf. Grant 1984; Griffith et al 1983).

f: SUMMARY

Medieval manor sites were frequently both extensive and structurally complex, and

those at Sherburn proved no exception. Brewster’s excavations revealed only a small

part, perhaps 20%, of the whole complex. Fig. 3 showed that the 1957/58 and 1968/69

excavations were 50m apart, and yet the similar construction and similar alignments of

the structures from each area argues that they were part of a far larger whole. An
assertion substantiated by the similarity of the pottery from these two areas. There are

obvious dangers of interpretation when only a small part of a large complex has been
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excavated. The wide range of premedieval pottery would suggest that there had been
domestic activity on this site from at least the Iron Age. However, the earliest deposits

associated with the stone buildings were late 12th century. By the end of the 14th

century the majority of these buildings had been abandoned, although there was
evidence for more restricted activity continuing into the 15th century.

The limited historical data suggested that the Cordanville family held the manor of

Sherburn in the second half of the 12th century, and by 1279, or earlier, it had passed

to the Everinghams who still held it in 1329 when they granted it to ‘Michael of

Skaulton’. The indications are that both the Cordanvilles and the Everinghams were
minor gentry, likely to have been in residence at Sherburn. Little is known of Michael

of Skaulton. Certainly both William of Tunstall, who held the manor in 1483, and
William Constable, who, with others, held it in 1579, were larger landowners and less

likely to have spent much time at Sherburn.

Linking the historical and archaeological evidence, and casting caution to the wind,

it could be speculated that the bulk of the buildings excavated by Brewster were part of

a manorial complex built and lived in by the Cordanvilles. The Everingham takeover

could then be broadly contemporary with the abandonment of buildings 4, 5 and 10

and the rebuilding of 8, 9 and 12, whilst the general period of abandonment in the end

of the 14th century, could be related to the ownership of the manor passing out of the

hands of the residential local gentry to form part of larger estates whose estate centre

lay elsewhere. However, convenient though this explanation would be, it must be

stressed that the historical evidence was limited and the archaeological evidence was
only definable in the broadest chronological terms.

It was only the large size of the site that provided any real indication that it was one

of high status. All the excavated buildings were of roughly coursed chalk blocks, and

although small fragments of limestone and sandstone from the local Jurassic deposits

were found, they had not been used for building construction. Good quality stone was
readily available from local deposits and was widely used in churches and other

manorial buildings such as the Chamberlain manor house at Wharram Percy (Andrews

and Milne 1979). The Mowbray manor site at Epworth used local mudstones for the

bulk of the building construction, but even here better quality ashlar had been used for

doorways, windows and corners (Hayfield 1980). At Epworth, the ancillary buildings

provided an ordinary, local pottery assemblage, whereas that from the principal

manorial buildings was sparser, but of markedly higher quality. However, the

Mowbrays of Axholme were nationally important landowners and Epworth was one of

their principal residences. The Cordanvilles and Everinghams of Sherburn were hardly

in the same socioeconomic league, although their minor gentry status was probably

more typical of the owners of medieval manor sites as a whole. With the possible

exception of the bronze bowl rim and the gilded bronze book stud, there was nothing

amongst the artifact assemblage to indicate an existence much above peasent level.

However, it is quite possible that the excavated structures were all ancillary buildings

of the manor, unlikely to have contained finds of any quality.

Housing development now precludes further excavation, and although additional

work on the documentary sources may reveal more detail about the descent of the

manor, it is unlikely to alter the basic outline given. The information contained here

will thus remain the sole body of data on Sherburn Manor for the foreseeable future. It

is therefore considerably to his credit that Brewster took the opportunity to excavate

this site when it was available.
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THOMAS SURBEY’S 1699 SURVEY

OF THE RIVERS OUSE & HUMBER.

by Paul Hughes.

WHY THE SURVEY WAS DONE

The Humber estuary was first developed during Roman times.
1 Cutting the Fossdyke

is attributed to this period 2 and similarly the Don’s northern outflow into the Aire may
be also.

3 River development stepped ahead with both imbanking and conservancy

during the middle ages.
4 The creation of the pound lock, at that time, is considered as

important as the harnessing of steam to the industrial revolution.

5

By the seventeenth

century Yorkshire’s woollen manufactures had become in need of better access to its

markets. Increasingly, schemes were put forward for the growing towns high up the

Trent, afoot the Peak district and below the Yorkshire Dales to improve and enhance

their cheapest route - water.

The wealth and status of Yorkshire towns and cities underwent relative changes.

York was now no longer the second city of England 11 and it was rapidly losing its port

status in favour of Hull. The woollen wealth of Leeds and Wakefield was growing

apace. Despite the civil wars people of the West Riding towns made a number of

parliamentary manoeuvres to improve their navigations via the Aire and Calder rivers.

At first York and other allied interests were successful in resisting change.

Money was paid out by the City of York in 1612 which was to cover the expenses

incurred in a survey of the River Ouse. 9
In 1626 it was proposed to survey the West

Riding rivers.
10 This begun to be accomplished when John Hadley surveyed the Aire in

1697.
1 Separate surveys were made of the Aire and of the Calder. 12 Samuel Shelton

1. Salway P., Roman Britain, 1981, p 564.

2. Winton M., Lincolnshire 1872 History & Directory

,

1988, p 4.; Priestley J., Historical Account of the Navigable

Rivers & Canals, 1831, p 294-296.

3. Gaunt G. D. The Artificial Nature of the River Don North of Thorne, p 15 IN The Yorkshire Archeological

Journal, Volume 47, 1975; Kendall P. F. & Wroot H. E., The Geology of Yorkshire, 1924. p 623.

4. Dugdale W., The History ofImbanking & Drayning, 1772, p 115-129.

5. Willan T. S., River Navigation in England, 1936, p 88-89 & 94.

6. Priestley J., Historical Account of the Navigable Rivers & Canals, 1831, p 10-1
1

Journals of the House of

Commons, xii 42.; Davis R., The Trade & Shipping ofHull, 1964, p 1-7.

7. Willan T. S., Yorkshire River Navigation, p 189-190 IN Geography Volume XXII, 1937 /, Journals of the

House ofCommons, Xii 395, 424, 479-486, 524, 584, 606.

8. Evelyn J., “Diary” Editor W. Bray, p 286.; Camden W., Britannia, 1586 edition, p 407.

9. York City Archives, Chamberlains Accounts 161 1-1613, CC14 f51a r+v.

10. Walker J., Wakefield: Its History and People. 1934, p 452

1 1. Unwin R. W., The Aire & Calder Navigation Part 1 The Beginning of the Navigation, p 55 IN Bradford

Antiquary, XLII 1964.

12. Unwin R.W., The Aire & Calder Navigation Part 1 The Beginning of the Navigation, p 60 IN Bradford

Antiquary, XLII 1964.
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1 Q

received £5 lCh. for surveying and making a map of the Calder. Ralph Thoresby
describes how he accompanied the Mayor, Mr. Hadley and Mr. Kirk to view the Aire.

14

This was during December 1697 and they measured it with a surveying wheel. Other
parts of the county were surveyed also. Sir Godfrey Copley, a local landowner, was a

Fellow of the Royal Society and in the summer of 1694 he undertook an hydrographic

look at the Don. l j He was assisted by Thomas Kirk of Cookridge who had designed the

surveying wheel.

On February 1st 1698 a Bill was presented in Parliament for making the Aire &
Calder navigable. Abraham de la Pryme remarked that there was much pulling to and
fro as this Bill passed its way through each House. 15 York pulled out all the stops to

oppose it. Even a year earlier during preliminary skirmishes the York House Book
records on 11th February 1697, “Ordered that what money is disburst upon Account of

petitioning that the Rivers Aire and Calder be not made navigable may be reimbursed

att the Citys Charge”. 17 Again, on the 25th May 1698, “Ordered that a bill of Fifty

pounds be sent to Alderman Thompson which was for his disbursement for soliciting

about Aire & Calder”. 18

The upshot of such vigorous opposition was that the House of Lords sought
independent advice from London Trinity House. 19 Whilst this was not done with other

rivers
20 they had nevertheless surveyed the Humber before in 1675, and thus

represents the quality of both sides’ arguments. John Clements a Warden of Trinity

House, together with John Bromwell, sailed to Hull in three days to survey each of the

Ouse, Aire and Calder. 21 The day they left London, 8th June 1698, the York House
Book again records, “Ordered that Mr John Porkott Mr John Etty and Thomas Hall

doo goe to Hull to meete the Gentlemen coming from the Corporation of Trinity

House contained for and against the making the Rivers Aire and Calder Navigable

And that Mr Porkott heare and complement the said persons as he shall thinke Fitt and

the city to supply him with money for the charge thereof’. 22

The survey made by Clements and Bromwell was completed by 9th July 1698. It

survives as two documents: one is a written report on the fourteen instructions that

they were given to undertake; the other is a an outline chart of the rivers/ Because

this survey was to include the Ouse as well as the two rivers under consideration for

improvement it shows with what seriousness the two conflicting sides were treated.

The report details how local opinion at Hull, on the Wharfe and Derwent was sought

on any changes to the tidal regime. The report indicates that the soundings given in it

and on the chart are reduced to Low Water. Various dimensions of the breadth of the

rivers are given and how far the tides flow both in 1698 and in times previous as 1616

with considerations of both Springs and Neaps. “We were very Curious & exact in our

Survey & observation upon Gowle sluce & ye Dike thereof’.

York continued pouring money out: £10 to Porkott for “when the Capts came upp the

13. Public Record Office @ Kew, Rail 800/1 6B “Wakefield Undertakers Cash Book” f2r.

14. Thoresby R., “Diary” Editor J. Hunter, 1830, p 441-442.

15. British Library @ London, Sloane 4036 fl88r & 177v.

16. Surtees Society LIV, Diary ofAbraham De La Pryme, 1870, p 184.

17. York City Archives, House Book 1688-1 700, B39 fl 12r.

18. York City Archives, House Book 1688-1700, B39 fl 12r.

19. House of Lords Record Office, House of Lords Papers 2nd May 1698 - 10 May 1698, f 1 2 72p.

20. Unwin R. W., The Aire & Calder Navigation Part 1 The Beginning of the Navigation, p 68 IN The

Bradford Antiquary ,
XLII 1964; Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS Rawlinson A 180 f8.

21. West Yorkshire Archives, Leeds, Newby Hall 2446.

22. York City Archives, House Book 1688-1700, B39 fl 13r.

23. British Library, London, Lansdowne 895 f236v f238 f239r4-v.
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River”; 24 £10 to Alderman Shackleton “for treating the Officers of Trinity House”; 25

£3 155. 3d. to Jubb a wine merchant for “treating the Captaines that view’d Aire &
c\r

Calder”. However the Bill’s promoters countered with: “Spent when went to meet
the Gentlemen of Trinity house at Turnbridge 45. 3d., Howden Is., Ermin £1-0-6

Rowcliffe 85. -6t/. haylews 45. ferrybridge £2-3-6”. The amounts spent by the Wakefield

men were not a tenth of that spent by York and perhaps they regretted this lack when
the Bill fell before being passed because Parliament was prorogued. Despite all that,

the people pushing for the Aire & Calder Act must have had a sufficiently good case

because another Bill was immediately presented in the next Parliament. This statute

received Royal Assent on May 4th 1699.
28

The City of York however had other irons in the fire. The Domesday survey notes

that “The King had three roads by land and a fourth by water”29
,
in York. Conservancy

had been established here by charters of 1285 and 1396.
39 The jurisdiction over which

particular rivers was defined by a charter of Edward IV as Ouse, Humber, Wharfe,

Derwent, Aire and Don. Clearly the Aire & Calder Act relocated jurisdiction over the

Aire. Notwithstanding that, York’s simple interest lay in its own direct access to the

sea via the Ouse and Humber. In 1478 they furnished a barge “forto search the

ryvers”.
31 23rd August 1538 found York strengthening the Ouse riverbank32 and by

5th April 1540 dredging in the Ouse appears to be underway. 33

By the time that the Aire & Calder Bill which was to prove successful was
reintroduced, York had decided upon a course of action more positive than mere
opposition. The City Council, 13th February 1699 “Ordered that Sir William Robinson

& Mr Jenkins members of Parliament for this City be writt to to desire them to send an

Ingineer as soone as possibly they can to view the River of Ouze in order to make it

more navigable”. 34 The result was, on April 12th 1699, “Ordered that Mr Thomas
Surdby the first person named to come downe to view the cutting of the River Ouze as

an Ingineer be sent downe accordingly”.

THE SURVEY

That single reference to Mr Thomas Surdby is the only one to emerge from the

records, both of that time and about the City. In York City Archives there is a

manuscript listed in ‘Brief Guide to the Archives’ on page 17 under PLANS as Acc. 65.

The Catalogue title is ‘Survey of River Ouse 1699’. The bound volume is of 33 folios

which fall into five parts. First is a survey journal, second a set of instructions, third a

map, fourth a report and fifth a number of engineering diagrams followed by some
memoirs of places visited en route from York.

The parts are best considered in a different order. The original instructions given by

the Lord Mayor to Thomas Surbey do not survive but here in this second part of the

manuscript we have a copy in Surbey’s own hand. “Instructions to Survey the River of

24. York City Archives, Chamberlains’ Accounts 1697-1702, C29 p 41.

25. York City Archives, House Book 1688-1700, B39 fll9r.

26. York City Archives, Chamberlains’ Accounts 1 697- 1 702, C29 p 43.

27. Public Record Office, Kew, Rail 800/168 “Wakefield Undertakers Cash Book” f2r.

28. 10 & 11, William III, Cap. 19.
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Ouze: viz; May the 5th 1699, By the Rt. Honorble The Lord Mayer of The Ancient

Citie of York; Instructions to Tho. Surbeyjohn Atty & Benedict Horsley, now Imployed

to Survey the River of Ouze; from the Citie of york to Saltmarsh, in order to its Being
made more navigable viz; Initially: To take a vew of the whole River & Consider the

proper place or places for making one or more Cutts with Respect to the Situation &
other Circumstances. 2ndly: To Compute the length Depth & Breadth & also the

charge of Such Cut or Cuts. 3 rdly: what increas of tyde may be expected at york by

such Cutt or cutts and how much longer the tyde may be Expected to flow here by

Reason thereof. 4thly: To Consider what shallows are in the River and the Best means
to prevent the inconveniences arising there with Respect to the Improvement of our

navigation and trade by Locks or otherwise and where the most Convenient places for

Such Locks and what the Charge thereof may Amount too to Bring upp a vessell

drawing eight foot water. W Thompson. Major”.

The first manuscript part, the survey journal, is for next chronological consideration.

The journal together with the chart display a remarkably high degree of accuracy. It is

this paper’s purpose to expose that element. The report picks out some of his

observations made in the journal and he uses these to answer each of the Lord Mayor’s

instructions. The end memoirs are unremarkable for this paper saving the ink sketch

of a two-man dredger - which at a guess is an early depiction of such a craft and how it

was then accomplished. 33 There is also a small plan drawing of the Sheldonian Theatre

in Oxford, together with a roof truss.

Surbey begun his journal on Mayday as he set out from London and here the first

oddness is found. Instead of writing the word for the day of the week - he made a

planetary symbol. It is a logical system; sun for Sunday, moon Monday and Saturn

Saturday. To this day a mariner taking an azimuth to check his compass may employ
this notation, otherwise it is unusual. Another use of it is found in the contemporary

Journal of Greenville Collins.
36

Sunday O signifying Sun Thursday 4 signifying Jupiter

Monday 2) signifying Moon Friday 9 signifying Venus

Tuesday cf signifying Mars Saturday 4 signifying Saturn

Wednesday
-4-

Q signifying Mercury

He set out from the Black Swan in Holborn by coach, dined at Welwyn and lodged

that night at Biggleswade. He dined at Huntingdon on Tuesday 2nd and found time to

draw the pound lock there. That night he lodged at Stamford and executed a similar

detailed sketch of its lock. On the 3rd he proceeded to Carleton where he dined and

then lodged at Barnby Moor. He dined at Ferrybridge on the 4th and passing through

Tadcaster remarked that the Stone Bridge had “9 arches all turned & Keyd and halfe

the Brest walling finished”.

He got into York that Thursday night by seven, “Inn’d at the Black Swan in Coney
Street”. The following day he was up very early, “The key viewed and finding the flods

to Swell about 16 feet perpindicular after great Rains But the influx from sea Rises not

above 2 feet and 1/2 and that only upon Spring tyds for in the nep there is no tyde

percieved”.

Later that morning, at eight o’clock, he attended the Lord Mayor. The mayor fixed

35. Palliser D. M., Tudor York
, 1979, p 188.

36. Byer L. E., The Journal of Greenville Collins, p 198 IN Mariners Mirror, XIV, 1928.
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some equipment to be used: a station level and sighting staves, they also ordered some
beacons. When they dined together Surbey was given his instructions, they parted after

two p.m. “At 3 whent with Mr. John Atty and Mr. Benedict Horsley onboard a boat By
them provided to Carrie us to view the River of Ouze we had two watermen to Row a

Master of a ship to sound the water and so informe us of the shoalls or shalow ground

and a boy to atend and having a Draught of the River we proceded to observe and note

ye Depths of water”. This boat may have been a successor to the conservancy launch

built in 1478. The provision of it was an example of the lavishness of these

undertakings (three days had been lost in Hull the previous summer trying to secure a

suitable boat). In view of the number in the party - seven - it was likely to have been
bigger than the dredger shown in folio 27.

That night they lodged at Cawood and the following morning, Saturday 6th, were

sounding round Selby. “Here the tyde Rises about 9 foot according to ye best account of

ye ablest Masters of Ships & others that we could talk with”. The question begs to be

asked: who were the ‘others’? He noted that high water Selby was “about 1 1 a Clock”,

which if there has not been any significant astronomical shift in the intervening three

hundred years would indicate a Spring tide.
37

He proceeded noting each shoal and its sounding below low-water. They have mostly

been given in feet but occasionally in fathoms. He remarked on the presence of an

island off Howdendyke and that it was not on the chart which he had with him. This

has a significance as providing some sort of date for the formation of Swan Island. The
chart made the previous summer indicated a shoaling in this area but not an actual

island. That Ouse water should be divided by island genesis at this time is a prime

reason for initiating a survey. Previously the Derwent had flowed by Howden Minster 38

and the Ouse itself had shifted from flowing close by Hemingbrough church,39 perhaps

natural variations. As contemporary as 1626 Vermuyden had stopped one of the Don’s

outlets, and its northern outlet into the Aire (above Howdendyke) was thrust out

eventually by Goole (Gould Sluice). One hundred and fifty year later Reads Island

emerged and Pierrepoint Island submerged, on the Humber and Trent respectively.

This continual reversal of land/water attrition/accretion is a measure or how the

estuary above Humber Bridge is at the same time both geologically stable and
hydrographically unstable.

Jolly Jack and his crew went off for a night out in Howden. Like the Conqueror40

before and Caesar41 before him and highly reminiscent of modern mariners, each

making their excuses, he noted that they had indeed tied their boat up. After a full

Sabbath’s rest they return to the river on Monday morning and find their boat had
broken loose from its mooring. The mooring had been an anchor. For this to have

happened tends to confirm that these were indeed Spring tides and could easily have

been caused by the eagre.

They set off downriver to do their work. Beacons were pitched on shore to obtain

levels and observe rise and fall. In Goole Bight they met the flood and because there

was a fresh southerly gale were able to sail against it to Saltmarshe. There were three

methods of overcoming an opposing tide: sailing, rowing and being drawn from shore,

but Spring floods are of the order of 6 knots and so it must have been a very strong

wind. By the time they got to Saltmarshe it was too late to observe the rise of tide,

37. Admiralty Manual of Tides Vol 1 Europe N. P. 200.

38. Camden W., Brittania, 1695 edition, p 741

.

39. Ordnance Survey One Inch Map, Sheet 98, 1962.

40. La Tapisserie de Bayeux.

41. Caesar, J.; The Conquest of Gaul ;
Translated by Handford, S. A.; 1982 p 99. Tacitus; The Agricola',

translated by Mattingley, H.; 1970 p 61.
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which confirmed they had had flood.

They took to land and continued measuring back from where they had come. Waiting
until low-water a level was set for full rise and fall observation and this was delegated

to a Waterman. Howdendyke had been left at six that morning and so then they left

Saltmarshe at “7 a Clock” sounding to Blacktoft - which they reached at 9 p.m.

The day was spent at Blacktoft while Surbey wrote his “Reflections upon ye River”, in

which he drew a conclusion. He said that the rivers’ cross section below Goole was the

same as that of the two combined cross sections of the Dutch river and that at

Howdendyke; therefore the Dutch river was not drawing water (flood) away from the

Ouse. Surbey was not to be duped by the York interests and gave them their own words
back, that it was the Bishop of Durham’s works at Howdendyke which were an
encroachment upon the river.

42 The sluice on the Don (or Dutch River) at Goole had
been broached sometime before 1698 and although there is no mention of that worry
in his instructions Surbey spent much time considering, and rejecting, that premise. In

the report, “In persuance of Your Lord Mayors Commands... having in our way advised

with... who have long known ye River, they generally Complain against ye Broach...

taking of the waters”.

By that time his measurements indicated that neither a cut across the ness at

Asselby nor truncating the river from Skelton to Saltmarshe will be worthwhile.

Thomas Surbey then gave some consideration to the eagre. This is the earliest note of

the Ouse phenomenon to have come to light yet. He considered the eagre may have

had some influence upon broaching the sluice. He noted that the eagre is highest in

the Howdendyke area but that was hardly an observation that could be validly made by

himself and must have come from the locals.

The people of York had hired Surbey to survey the river to Saltmarsh. He had
practically done that but was sufficiently on the mark to realise that the wider Humber
would have its own difficulties (to this day it is the Whittons which is a barrier to the

Ouse). They left Blacktoft between 1 1 and 12 and surveying as they went arrived at

Hull by about 3 p.m.

The following day was Wednesday 10th. Overnight he had been both a tourist of the

unfinished Citadel and “The remarques of the 8th instant (which were Considered at

Blacktoft) Conveyed & Delivered to Mr John Atty to bee Considered by him and

Mr Benedict Horsley”.

“About 7 a Clock & near halfe flod we left Hull came up with the tyde to Saltmarsh

where we arrived before eleven and also a little before hoigh water here we went a

Shoar but ordered our boat to save ye tyde to Houldon Dyke”. The York officials

Messrs Atty & Horsley expressed their concern about Surbey’s observations so far. For

the second time Mr Horsley took an active part in the survey at Saltmarsh. Another

official was then named as Mr John Lambert who made an observation at Skelton;

either he was one of the original complement or had been supplemented to the survey

in the interim (which, as he was referred to as a Gentleman, is the more likely). This

possible supplementation of manpower may have resulted from Surbey’s letter to the

Mayor from Howden on the downriver journey. They made more measurements and

built stable platforms from which to work. Their “Reflections upon this Experiment”

“which was Done with great Care and Exactness” enabled observation of the final flood

tide falling a foot from high water before ebb develops — a particular Ouse
characteristic.

The following day, the 1 1th, saw them back at Selby. Now the survey was done and

each of the instructions given to Surbey by the Mayor could be answered. Yet now the

42. An Act for Pulling Down Piles Sett in Ye Rivers Ouse & Humbre 23 Henry VIII c. 18 (1531-2).

43. Associated British Ports; River Humber - Barton Haven to Burton Stather; published annually.
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crew were so tired that they could not continue rowing to Cawood. In fact Surbey was

such a hard driver that on his homeward journey on Saturday 27th he had to stop

prematurely in the day at Bawtry because “my hors was hobled with ye grippes”. But

that did not stop Surbey being out and about remarking upon the shipping and exports

of lead, millstones and timber.

During this day he leaves York at eight in the morning and lunches at Ferrybridge

where he wrote to the Surveyor of the Navy. Fie had also written to the Surveyor from

Howden on the downriver journey and to Edmund Dammer Esq from the same place

on return.

Between completing the survey and presenting his report Thomas Surbey spends

time at Naburn estimating Lock requirements. On Sunday 21st he dined with Sir

William Robinson who was one of the City’s two M.P.’s. The following day he dated the

chart. “A Report fixed and showed to the Ld Mayor who ordered a Court of the

Aldermen four & twenty Commerciall to meet the next morning about 10 a clock.

Tuesday 23rd: The Court met I attended & Delivered the Report Draught and an

Estimate all were Read and the objections answered which were but few the Ld Mayor
and greatest part of the aldermen Expressed a sense of the Services they considered

from this Survey and ordered my payment Dined at My Lord Mayors with Sir William

Robynson & alderman shackleton after Diner attended Sir William to weight upon
Esq. Aslaby agreed to attend him & his estate the next morning the whent to see Mr.

Horsley and with him to weight upon alderman parot in Micklegate and gave him
Reasons which satisfied his objections being almost the only objector against the

Report Draughts and Estimate. Returned & went to ye Red lyon near ye minster where
the town Clarke Stayed to pay Me for ye foresaid Survey which I Recieved thus a Bill of

my Ld Mayor payable by Thos Stantor Esq In Grayes Inn Lonon and £13 10w in

cash...
”

THE HOMEWARDJOURNEY

Altogether Surbey was paid £28 l(h. for his effort “that is £24 wages £4 Coach hire

from London to York and back again and lCb. for Carriage and Recoverage of

Instructions”. In addition, Aislablie gave him two guineas for two days service.

But Surbey did not rush and take a coach back to London; instead he became a

tourist. On Sunday 28th May he was prepared to wait until the Minister would teach in

the afternoon. The Bawtry Minister did not and so Surbey departed for Mansfield

about 2 p.m.

It took him about five hours to get to Mansfield which he left at five o’clock on
Monday morning. “For Notingham arrived 1/2 an hour past eight Find it a noble large

and well Built town Situate upon good Soyle near ye River trent which is navigable

their houses are Chiefly Brick and Stone they trade much upon Malt also having Saw
them Make fine glass ware for Drinking and Earthen Mugs Beacons and Teapotts here

are but few marks of antiquity as to Robing Hood but Sume protest to Call a well

(about a mile northward) after his name... about 4 I Departed for Derby arrived about

14 past 7”.

Tuesday morning he chiefly spent viewing the town and noting that the Derwent was
not yet made navigable. He considered that All Saints church steeple to be the finest

he ever saw. “Note the following accounts I was tould by a good Sort of people in this

town namely that Mr Wm Turner an Etorny planted one peck of Barley which
produced 10 quarters”. This was achieved by sowing seeds singly with a five inch

separation. He also related that George Scorocold had built the water works and had
had a remarkable escape from drowning in it.
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He left about ten and dined at Ashby de la Zouche. “Lodged at Nuneaton where I

arrived about 9 at night here is ye Remains of a large nunerie”.

“Wednesday 31st. Departed about 5 for Coventry arrived at 1/2 an hour past 7 this

Citie is Situate upon good Land But no River to Accomodate it. It was walled all about

but King Charles ye 2nd caused them to be Destroyed for Rebellion against his father

only ye gates Remain as a marke of what has been the Streets are but narrow their

Buildings Chiefly timber here is one Church Called St Michaels very large and noble

with a spire steeple at ye End which they Say is 300 feet hoigh and I think it is very

little if anything Inferior to Salisbury also here is a most magnificent Cross in ye Chief
place of ye Citie.

The Chief trade of this place is making Staffs Dressing of leather and Making of

parchment etc, I Departed about 10 and arrived about between 12 and one att

Warwick Dined here and observed ye greatest part of yr Ruins By fire are Rebuilt also

their Church is now in hand...

Surbey then gives a long account of the then surviving artefacts of Guy of Warwick.
He saw armour and stirrups and was shown massive bones which he discounted as

being of human origin. He departed at four and arrived at Banbury by half past eight

to lodge the night. On the morning of ThursdayJune 1st he departed and then arrived

in Oxford by half past ten.

“Oxforde Makes But a mean prospect as one Comes from Banbury... where ye Chief

Streets meet or Cross Each other is a fountain Erected with the Statue of figure of an

Ox in it Standing over where ye water Rises but it Does not pass through his Body and

In ye Carved or Cut wake in Place of Battlements to that part below ye Oxes foot is

this word ON Inscribed twice in Each of ye 4 sides.

This being a university and place of great fame I stayed to See ye Raraitys the first

was Queens Colidge Library which has been New Built of late and is very fine & the

theator also whos truss Roof fails being Improperly Braced... just by ye theatar is the

Labouritory where is kept varietys of art and nature as ye Shells and Sailes & of

Mosterous fish and animalls also Rich Stones of Divers Kinds Strang garments and

weapons of warr & and an Indian Counoa for one man only to go in also many
preserved Bodys of Strange Creatures and two Large Chayns of gould? the Anatomist

Schoole has abundance of ye like Rareitys of Shells and Bodys with two Human Skins

and ye Bones from one of them Curiously put togoather also the bones of an Osteridge

and another as they say Human or Pigmes Bones which are about 18 inches from head

to foot But when I asked to See ye Heel Boan ye Man that Shows it Confessed it was a

small monkey and near this is a Large Publique Schoole where they have abundance of

fine Picturs and Modulls and spunglass etc and to this joyns a noble Library which has

ye Books or Librarys of Many Eminent Men as Cardinal Wolsea Bishop Laud and

Sheldon and many others.

Then I went to Christ Church Colidge to see ye Cathedrall and finde it to be one of

the meanest that I have seen But in ye Same Colidge Remot from ye Sd. Church hang

a bell in a Tower beeing 6 feet 10 inches Diameter at ye Brim by 6 foot 8 inches Deep
to ye top of ye Canons and I Supose above 5 ton weight not hearing of its weight its

Cauld by name great Tom of oxforde, & warns ye students night and morning.

Then I went to See ye Physick garden which Layes upon ye Right hand without ye

Citiwall as one Comes towards London this Contayns variety of Trees and Plants all

which are well kept and its walled about with a Strong Stonewall which has Loopholes

to Discharge muskets through Beeing as ye ancients Report a garrison in ye Late Sivill

warr I also Saw Trinity Coledge Chappell which is new Built and very well performed;

also I was Informed here are (in the Citie and adjacent parts Caulled Suburbs) 18

Colidges but Little or nothing Remarkable in them more than what I had Seen as
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aforesaid Then I repaired to My Lodging & Chanced to Meet Mr. Wm Addis gregory

Barker & Allen all of Plym. and My very good friends haveing been to London and wer

now upon their Return home by way of Bath and Bristoll”.

The following day Surbey set off at six in the morning. He lunched at High Wickham
and was in Uxbridge between five and six. “Arrived at ye Angell Inn Behinde St.

Clements Church about 9 here I sat up My Horse and went to Lodge at Mr. Pagets in

Shor Lane Temple barr it beeing My former Lodging when I Departed from London for

the foresaid Service”.

THE SURVEYORS &ETYMOLOGY

Interestingly the three people most concerned with the survey: Surbey, Atty and

Horsley each had a son of the same Christian name. Of Surbey nothing absolutely

definite is known, he returns to and comes from obscurity. Chroniclers of English

mapping remark upon the dearth of biographic information. 44 A grant of

administration was made to his next of kin, a half brother on his mother’s side, one

William Thistlton. This was dated 31 December 1703 and describes Thomas Surbey as

late of Plymouth and a bachelor. The York House Book first refers to our man as being

a Sudaby. Should this be so then the possibilities become more open ended for the

identification of him.

Printsellers with the surname Sudbury were active in London at the time and had

been associated with Speed’s “Theatre”. 45

The Mormon microfiche reveals a number of interesting entries for Berkshire,

Nottinghamshire and London. A Thomas Sudbury was born in North Moreton.
Berkshire 19th August 1645. The original parish records in London Guildhall give:

Thomas Surby son of Thomas Surby christened 3rd June 1681 at St Katherines by the

Tower. St Katherines was the parish in which the famous John Sellar
46

practised his

trade. Various writers have indicated that most surveyors of the time were self taught.

A possible reference is a receipt “Received the 22nd day ofJune 1687 of Mr Surrdy

inhabitant of the Ward of Limehouse the Summe of one shilling tow pence being so

much charged upon him for his Landlord for one Moneths Assessment for defraying

the Arrears and other Incipient Expenses of the Militia for one year”. 47 The two
references to Thomas Surbey being an engineer are early ones. The similarity

between his Surname and his profession name (of surveyor) causes one to wonder
which came first.

49

The different surname spellings are reflected in the spelling of the next man’s. The
curious substitution of the E of Etty’s name with A can be found in Darwent. Derwent
as a river name is widely enough used to achieve consistent spelling.

50

Village spellings on the chart increase in accuracy the closer to York, but even
Howden remains misspelt. Airmyn remains a name still receiving different spellings

into the present century. Most interestingly is a use of the word hope at Asselby

meaning bight or deep part of the river. This is neither used by Eilert Ekwall nor the

44. Woodward D.A ., English Cartography 1650-1750, p 193. P.R.O. PROB 6/78, f.234v(p. 147).

45. Skelton R. A., County Atlases of the British Isles

,

p 233 & p 242.

46. Verner C., John Sellar & the Chart Trader, p 133 IN Editor N. J. Thrower, The Compleat Plattmaker, 1978.

47. City of London Record Office, Miscellaneous MSS 371.1(g).

48. Skempton A. W., The Engineers of the English River Navigations, p 43n IN Transactions of the Newcomen

Society, XXIX 53-55.

49. Personal communication from Doctor Thornton of The Oxford English Dictionary concerning

gubernator indicates normal change from v to b; 1991.

50. Ekwall E English River Names, 1928, p 121-123.
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Oxford English Dictionary. The recording of names of parts of a river remain
incomplete. The usage of hope occurs later in Broomfleet Hope and popular pub
names such as “Hope & Anchor” at Blacktoft.

John Atty was very likely John Etty, a city freeman. December 26th 1699 “ordered

that Mr. John Etty the elder be the Citys Husband”. 51 At the time of the survey he was
sixty five, living for a further ten years; his epitaph reads: “By the strength of his own
genius and application had acquired great knowledge of Mathematicks, especially

Geometry and Architecture in all its parts, far beyond any of his Contemporaries in

this City”.
59 Amongst his other accomplishments was teaching Grinling Gibbons. 53

Benedict Horsley was also of note. He was appointed to the committee set up by the

City, to meet and discuss with John Hadley about building a lock after Surbeys survey,

on July 7th 1699.
54 An excellent printed map survives which is much in keeping with

Surbey’s. It was made by Horsley in 1694 and is called “Survey of City of York”. 55 He
sought permission of the City to survey and make a map in 1691 and ten years later

was paid £15 for having done so.
56

Of the helper named at Skelton it is known: February 20th 1699 “to Jo. Lambert
Marriner when he went to Selby about Hall for going to London about Aire & Calder

paid by order of the Comittee £1”. 57

The three letters which got posted, other than the one to the Lord Mayor, were to

the same man. Edmund Dummer was the Secretary (or Surveyor) of the Navy - at

least until the Summer of 1699. Edmund Dummer was responsible for many maps and

plans. In July and August of 1698 he delineated a chart of the South Coast of

England. 58 There are a number of copies of this work which is of 39 folios.
59 The

writing and style is identical with Surbey’s work. The pages are the same size with

similar watermarks. In each work, each page with writing on is formatted with a border

and two margins, the dimensions of which are the same. A search of both the State

Papers and the Navy ADM papers in the PRO have failed to produce the letters.
60

Clearly there is some relationship between Dummer and Surbey which is greater than

that of mere correspondents.

In the Spring of 1698 Edmund Dummer had had working with him Captains

Clements and Bromwell on a survey at Dover. 61

THE CHART

The chart is folio 1 1 of York City Archives Accession 65. It is folded into seven paper

fans which when spread out measures 132cm x 37cm. The chart itself measures
1 19.3cm x 35.8cm. There is a scale of four miles, one of which is divided into quarters.

These scale miles measure 0.8 inch. The area shown is of the Humber from Spurn to

its confluence with the Trent and Ouse, and then a continuation up the Ouse to York.

51. York City Archives, House Book 1688-1700, B39 fl21v.

52. All Saints, North Street, York.

53. Hunter J., The Diary ofRalph Thoresby, 1830, p 366.

54. York City Archives, House Book 1688-1700, B39 fl 19v.

55. York City Library.

56. York City Archives, House Book 1688-1700 B39 f33 & 1692-1706 B40 fl23.

57. York City Archives. Chamberlains’ Accounts 1697-1 702, Vol 29 f48.

58. British Library, Sloane 3233 fl.

59. British Library, Additional 31324 & Map Library, Kings Maritime III. 67.

60. Calendar ofState Papers Domestic 1699-1700, editor E. Bateson, 1937, p 60 71. PRO Kew, ADM/12/1 7-20.

61. Naish G. P. B., Hydrographic Surveys by Officers of the Navy under the later Stuarts, p 53 INJournal of

the Institute ofNavigation, IX 1956.
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Every habitation next to the river is shown each having a number rather than a name.
Similarly other features are coded into various keys.

The few words on the chart are “Parts of Lincoln Shire”, “Parts of York Shire”.

“Humber Mouth”, “PIull River” & at the confluence “Humber Trent Ouse the Rivers

meet”. The five tables are set out in the appendix, they list (i) sands and shoals of the

Humber, (ii) sands and shoals of the Trent & Ouse, (iii) towns along the Humber
(iv) the names of rivers running into the Ouse, and (v) towns along the Ouse. Above
(iv) is a title cartouche.

Two earlier cartographic pieces, depicting at least parts of the area, are of their

generation lacking Surbey’s essentially scientific approach. The 1407 Inclesmoor map
shows a lighthouse at Airmyn and a quay at Swinefleet.62 The 1698 sketch map draws

the river outline down to Trent Falls, yet despite its simplicity soundings are included

(it also shows a windmill outside Goole Bight which may be the one still standing at the

Barracks). 63 This also traces the diminution of the Derwent through Howden. 64 An
even earlier map sometimes referred to as the ‘Burghley Humber Map 1

or ‘The

Earliest English Chart With Soundings’ 6
^relates to the Humber below Hessle and is

not of the same usable quality as this. Surbey’s survey was because of York’s attempt to

keep the navigation going. His result is the first reliable chart of the whole estuary.

We come to the second eccentricity, which is that the chart is upside down. The
Inclesmoor map was made so as to be viewed from all four sides. Robert Mitchell also

followed the curious upside down orientation in his Humber map, and this also has

soundings above Hull.
66 Jacob Colom produced a Humber map in Amsterdam in 1660

with a west up orientation.

Grenville Collins had surveyed the Humber up to Hessle in 1693 and it would appear

that Surbey may have copied his work for the area between Hull and Spurn. They are

similar and Surbey went no further than Hull. It has to be emphasised that it is the

Collins and Surbey charts which are alike, (as opposed to the Dummer and Surbey

manuscripts as described above). In fact the speed with which Surbey worked allowed

only for a sounding survey and not any topographical measurements other than those

which he specifically undertook for the Cuts. Surbey refers to having had a draught of

the river and so it must be this which he improved upon. The Surbey chart is ascribed

to himself alone but in effect it is really a culmination of others efforts. It appears to

have been used very shortly after by Philip Lea in 1700.
67

Below Hessle, whilst the chart is identical to Collins’ there is also a curious addition.

The Lincolnshire coast of Collins stops at Marshchapel whereas Surbey goes further

south to East Saltfleet which is some ten more miles. The Humber above Hull remains

in the same style as below but with the soundings beginning to be concentrated along

a line of passage between sandbanks. The banks, shoals and nesses are named certainly

for the first time in such a co-ordinated way.68 Here we have an early topography of the

upper Humber and its style of showing a village with a few trees and the navigationally

significant church is the same as Collins. As Surbey did not take the time to make this

wealth of detail, together with his own statements and the above curiosity, then his

working draught is likely to have been that of Atty and Horsley. Hence it does not take

62. Public Record Office (Chancery Lane) MPC 56. Beresford, M. W.; Inclesmoor, West Riding of Yorkshire

IN:- Editors: Skelton, R. A. & Harvey, P. D.; Local Maps & Plansfrom Medieval England
; 1986 pp 147-161.

63. British Library MSS Lansdowne 895 f239.

64. Porteous, J. D., Planned To Death
, 1989 p 14.

65. British Library MSS Royal 18. I). Ill, ff. 62v-63.

66. Heather, W.; The Marine Atlas', 1830 f34.

67. Lea, P.; Hydrographia Universalis', 1 700 f6.

68. Ekwall, E.; English River Names', 1928 p xxxv.
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too much to suggest that Atty or Horsley helped Collins draw his survey which was
printed and has the wider fame.

This continual copying of each predecessor’s work stems directly from John Sellar

copying the Dutch Waggoners. 69 This lead to the King hiring Collins to make a more
original survey.

70 Collins himself acknowledges that he copied off others for a limited

amount of his work. 71 This may have had some influence upon his reward of ten

pounds from Hull Trinity House being paid only after a vigorous dispute and a final

vote upon it.
72 He asked for and got the help of two Trinity House men. It can be fairly

said that no matter to who ever the Surbey chart is finally ascribed it is nevertheless

the total product of the English.

As the chart enters the Ouse it becomes readily recognisable to the modern mariner.

Again are to be found the naming of parts and an accuracy not achieved in even later

drainage maps. 73 A note is entered to the difficulty of the Trent and of which parts of

the Ouse vary between winter and summer. Numerous Staiths or proto-ports are

shown, up as far as Booth Ferry. By Drax, off Derwent Mouth, the river has become too

constricted to allow full size soundings to be drawn. Surbey produces such outstanding

work that the soundings from here to York remain perfectly legible but only under a

magnifying glass. The conclusion is that he drew the entire upper Ouse, the villages,

churches, Hull and York completely under the loom of such an aid.

Were there no chart the abundant detail shown in the survey notes and report would

suffice to indicate Thomas Surbey as a surveyor of high degree. The quality of Surbey’s

chart remained unsurpassed for the best part of two hundred years. In the January of

1828 John Hall surveyed the river from Hull to Goole for Trinity House at the behest

of the Aire & Calder Navigation Company. 74 Saxton, Surbey and Hall each give undue
emphasis to Goole Bight. The Ordnance Survey of 1850 produced a true perspective.

Goole Bight was ‘straightened’ in 1886-89. 7j By the time a Conservator had been
appointed in 1908 76

a true perspective was matched to a decent survey and only then

was Thomas Surbey’s chart superseded in quality for this particular area.

END PIECE

By 1699 York Corporation had, for a long period, been deliberating how to improve

the river to secure a better navigation.
77 On the one hand ships had got bigger and

bigger throughout the middle ages 70
to the extent that a typical seagoing ship was now

too big for York. 79 Not disassociated with that the nefarious transhipment practices

69. Naish C. P. B., Hydrographic Surveys by Officers of the Navy under the later Stuarts, p 51 INJournal of

the Institute ofNavigation, IX 1956.

70. Calendar ofState Papers, Domestic, 1681

,

p 328.

71. Collins G., Great Britain’s Coasting Pilot, 1693, p 1.

72. Trinity House Hull, Vote Book 1682-1699, no foliation, September 27th 1683. Order Book 1665-1703,

fl40v.

73. West Yorkshire Archives, Sheepscar MSS TN/HC/D 8; Plan Prom An Actual Survey by Cha. Tate; 1764.

74. The Corporation of Trinity House, Hull; Vote Book 1826-1830. Public Record Office (Kew) RAIL 800/94

f9; this is dated as c 1800 but is in fact January 1828 as indicated by the former. These records were

previously lodged at York and had ACN call numbers.

75. York City Archives; Acc. 183 Plan 9 Sheets 1-4. Duckham, B. P.; The Yorkshire Ouse; 1967 p 142.

76. An Act for The Conservancy of the River Humber, 1851. Humber Conservancy Board, Minutes, January

1st 1908.

77. West Yorkshire Archives, Leeds, NH 2442.

78. Burwash. D English Merchant Shipping; 1947 p 82.

79. Duckham, B. L., The Yorkshire Ouse; 1967 p 33.
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Plate 1. Surbey’s survey of Ouse and Humber, 1699: York to Derwent mouth.
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Plate 5. Sunk Island to Clee Ness.
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Plate 6. The Humber mouth and Spurn Head.
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thus necessarily engendered at Hull80 were squeezing the ability to prosper of York’s

Merchant Adventurers. 81 Perhaps the City Officials who had met the London Trinity

House men the previous summer considered that this new science of surveying could in

some way extricate them from their relatively diminishing affluence. The survey seems

to have convinced the City into a course of action but little tangible was produced until

the lock of 1757.

What York Corporation chose to do with Surbey’s work is not germane to this paper
- what is is the level and quality of the survey and its place in British cartography. The
mapping of the Humber had begun with fourteenth-century portolan charts of

Mediterranean navigators. That tradition was taken up by the successful Dutch such as

Blaeu and Waggoneer. Whilst an early British chart of the Humber can be found as

early as 1540 perhaps English cartography begins with the first Navigation Act of 1651,

which required imports to be carried in English bottoms. 82

The point of surveying to produce a map is precision and this could only be achieved

by tools which would reproduce measurements consistently. The theodolite for angular

measure had been described by 157 1.
83 Chains were replacing rods by 1620 and the

spirit level was invented in 1666.
84 Of these the only ones that can be said with any

certainty to have been used by Thomas Surbey are chains. It would have been normal

to have a compass and they referred to taking soundings often. Local knowledge would

provide them with transit bearings. The English custom of measuring distance through

water by log-line was often referred to as being too exact. Whilst Surbey was hired to

make recommendations over locks and cuts what he has left us with is is a highly

revised chart.

As the chart is the product of many persons’ work then its accuracy lies in their

multiple contributions being cross critical. The chart has no graticule and the survey

was done without a datum. The chart bears three small north points useful merely for

crude orientation for a stranger, there are leading lines on the lower Humber. To take

a distance off the chart along its longest diagonal would be unfair as even the mid
nineteenth century ordnance survey got Lincolnshire and Yorkshire out of alignment.

The distance from York to Hull is about 30 nautical miles to which the chart agrees,

although the type of miles are not specified. The chart’s purpose was not to give that

sort of information but it was to say that in the vicinity of a recognisable landmark
existed so much water at low water.

As the chart covers an area less than 60 miles across then the type of projection

envisaged is inconsequential to distortion at this latitude - it can be considered to be a

plan. As there is no grid reference then an accurate comparison to land fixed upon
latitude and longitude cannot be made. But then that was never the intention for its

use. Its use was to say that between Hull and Blacktoft, Blacktoft and an intermediate

Ouse point, and finally that place and York ‘there was that day the stated amount of

water where shown’. Despite that, the soundings given, are within a spatial accuracy

acceptable by today’s navigators. However a comparison between the short time
distance of 1698 to 1698 affords little value because whilst both surveys reduce their

soundings to low water no datum for that low water had been then considered and was
not to be so for another two centuries.

A look at where data concurs in the two surveys could now be examined. In the

survey’s notes only one common place can be found but on the chart are at least seven.

80. Palliser, D. M., Tudor York
;
1979 p 187.

81. Sellers, M.; York Merchant Adventurers', 1917 p iii.

82. Woodward D. A., English Cartography, p 159 IN The Compleat Plattmaker Editor N. Thrower.

83. Woodward D. A., English Cartography, p 160 IN The Compleat Plattmaker Editor N. Thrower.

84. Woodward D. A., English Cartography, p 161 IN The Compleat Plattmaker Editor N. Thrower.
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15th June 1698 approximately: according to a survey made in 1616 the tide flows at

York 2 feet 6 inches on a Spring... at low water at Aire Mouth it is 2 feet deep (at low

water) and rises 12 feet at Springs... at Airmyn in the best of the channel is 5 foot.

6th May 1699: at York it does not rise above 2 1/2 feet & only at Springs... above Booth

Ferry is half a fathom at low water... at Airmyn is 5 foot (at low water).

BL LA 895 YGA Acc 65

8 Blacktoft 5/6

8 Whitgift 4 1/2

8 L. Saltmarsh 2 1/2

6 Swinefleet 2 1/4

1 1 Goole 2 3/4

9 Sandhall 1 1/8

4 Skelton 1 3/4

Taking the Admiralty tidal predictions back three centuries is not without its

trepidations but it would give a low water variation for those two dates of something in

the order of a foot. The two survey journals generally do specify that the soundings are

in feet but not consistently. On the two charts no units are given for the soundings and

an examination of the earlier, with Figures varying from four to eleven, precludes them
being fathoms. As Surbey uses bothTeet and fathoms in his journal it is not altogether

certain which unit he is using on his chart; his journal mostly uses feet but his chart

appears to be using fathoms.

Early maps of Great Britain usually show the Humber. They are small scale. The
earliest large scale depictions of the waterway under consideration are the Inclesmoor

map for Trent and Ouse and the Burghley map for the lower Humber. The latter has

soundings but as these are for military assessment rather than to aid navigation it does

not quite constitute the function of a chart. Clearly the first native chart for the area

is Collins’s. It is large scale and locally made but it is only of the lower estuary. The
Aire & Calder diagram has soundings given for discernible locations. It is of a much
larger scale and begins to complete the picture. The Surbey chart is drawn large scale

fully from end to end of the river. It has the Ouse in superior quality to the previous

year and shows the upper Humber for the first time. Surbey complements Collins by

drawing the Lincolnshire coast further eastwards. Because the Surbey chart has

survived it has a special place right in the very forefront of British cartography.
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APPENDIX 1

Table (i)

Sands & Shoalls & cos in & Adjacent to the River of

a Sandhaile flatts

b Dreadfull

c Bull

d Spurn, is a Stone bank
e Den
f Hawke Road

g Trinity Sand Dry
h Cly Ness & Bouy

1

m
n

o

HUMBER
P

q
r

s

t

u

w
X

Cherrycum Sand
Home
Whitebooth Road
Skitter Sand
Hebles

Hessle Sand
Shoulter Ness

N ferybye Sand
Rand Midle

S ferybye Sand

Long Midle y
Burcom & a bouy z

Sunk Island its Sands Dry & Winteringham Midle

Owsey & Dry ^ Oyster Ness

Staningburough flatts

foule Home O Whitton Ness

Q a Sunk Island
Table (ii)

Sands & Shoalls & cos in the folowing Rivers viz;

}
all

Dry

a Trent rail from the Raysed

Stream that Runs there

TRENT
b is a Midle by which it is Sume

times difficult passing

a Ouze Ness

b a Midle

c Blacktoft Sand

d Uslet Sand

e Yorkeflete Sand
:a Sand in Winter but Litle

f :in Sumer

OUZE
:Hoke Island which washes away

g :and aulters in Somer Comonly
h :a flat which gathers in winter

:but in a Dry Sumer washes away
{But betwen 39 & 40: 42 & 43

{are 4 greatest Shallows in

{the River as per the Soundings

Table (iii)

Towns Etc Situate in the following Countys Adjacent to the River of

1 East Saltflete

HUMBER
viz.

Lincolnshire

9 Humerstone
2 Saltflete 10 Clys

3 Sumercotes 11 Grimsbey
4 Musholm 12 Barton

5 Granethorp 13 South ferybye

6 Chapel Marsh 14 Winteringham
7 North Cotes 15 Whiton
8 Tetney 16 Aukborro

1 Spurn head

Yorkshire

11 Kiningam
2 Kelsey 12 Paul

3 Isington 13 Haydon
4 Isington Mill 14 KINGSTON upon HULL
5 Brufett 15 ditto Cittadell

6 Scafling 16 Hassle
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7 Patrington 17 North ferybye

8 Sisters 18 Brooke

9 Ottringam 19 Browneflete

10 Saltawood 20 faxflete

Table (iv)

The Names of Sum Rivers that Run into the River Ouze also Sum Towns Adjacent to them viz

No. Rivers to what places of Note Towns thereon

(1) GOLE or the River Cut by the Dutch at the

mouth of which formerly Stood gole Sluce

(2) AYRE & CAULDER which lead to

Leeds and wakefelde the town thereon is

(3) DARWENT which leads to the town

of Newmalton & passes by

(4) WHARF Leads to Tadcaster

a Newland
a Babthorp

b Bubwith

Table (v)

Towns & etc in

YORK SHIRE
Situate on & Adjacen to the River of

1 Blacktoft

OUZE

24 Honingburgh

2 Uslet 25 Betly

3 Yokeflete 26 Masandish house

4 Whitgift 27 Turman hall

5 Red Ness 28 Selbye

6 jSaltmarsh 29 Holio Nooke
7 Swinflete 30 Barleby

8 gole 31 Turnhead
9 Sandhall 32 Riccall

10 Hooke 33 Wystow
11 Skelton 34 Wheelhall

12 Holden Dyke 35 Kelflete

13 HoIdon Town 36 Cawood
14 Booth ferry 37 Stillingflete

15 Armin Mag 38 Acaster Selby

16 Armin par 39 Litle Moorby
17 Aslaby Hope 40 Acaster

18 Rusham 41 Naburn
19 Drax 42 Bishopsthorp

20 Camelforthe 43 Waterfulford

21 Burwell Ness 44 fulford Church

22

23

Earnby

Langrick 45 YORK

Title Cartouche

The Rivers of

HUMBER & OUZE,
from the Main or German Sea to

YORK
where they meet with the River Trent at A & their Names never Done at large before

Shewing,

Their Soundings & etc: & two Cuts proposed by the Citisens of York at AB & ab but they are

proved useless & a Lock Designed at a Cut to be Made at B upon Naburn Ings as per the

folowing report or Survey Draughts & Esteematy as they were Delivered to the Rt. Honble. the
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Ld. Mayor & Aldermen of the ancient

City of

YORK
May the 22nd 1699.

APPENDIX 2. TEXT OF THE MANUSCRIPT.

York City Archives Accession 65.

A transcription made by Paul Hughes in 1992 (Parts of Journal and notes not relating to the

survey of Ouse and Humber omitted). Where possible text lines match transcribed lines. Blank

folios are indicated by the word BLANK. The left hand margins of folios written on have been
transcribed, as these are mostly dates. The right hand margins have not been transcribed, as

these words are merely synoptic. The names of weekdays are never used, instead solar system

symbols are as indicated above.

fir

BLANK

flv

BLANK

f2r

A
Journall from London to York upon a

Survey

On the River of Ouze with a New Draught of it and
the Humber from York to ye Main Sea with ye Soundings as Never Done
before

Showing how far it is Navigable and where it wants to be

Improved
also

A
Report of the Survey with a Draught of

Naburn Ings

Showing a place for a Cut to the River with a lock thereon and a Dam
upon
The main River

also

A
Description of Severall Locks upon other Rivers which were viewed

about

the same time with an account of Sume artifices Maner and Rates of

working

and Materials &
T.S.

1699.

f2v

BLANK

f3r

1699

An account by way ofJournall from
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London to york on a Survey in order to

make the River of Ouze More Navigable

Monday May 1st

Took Coach at ye Black Swan in Holborne Dined at

welling Lodged at Bickleworth find nothing Remarkable

Tuesday 2d

Proceeded Dined at Huntingdon where I observed ye

Locks upon that River which are 17 in No begining at St. Ive 3

miles below and Continues to S. noad 7 Miles above they tow two

Lighters at a time with one Hors and a boy to Drive him and
one man on board to guide them they Comonly Carie from 14

to 16 tons and pay 3d:p ton passage at each Lock a farther

Explanation May apear by ye following Draught.

Proceeded to Stamford Lodged all night here they

Have locks also begining 5 miles below ye town and are 15 in

No and pay passage as at Huntingdon afarther account in ye

following Draught also an account how Sum artificiers work

Wednesday 3th

Proceeded to Carleton Dined here is ye first ordinary

upon ye Road it is 1 2d Each person nothing Remarkable we
proceeded to Barnby moore Lodged nothing of note her also

Thursday 4th

Proceeded to ferrybridge Dined here passes the

River of ayer and Calder which are two Separate River hoigher

up or worst in ye Country time permitted no farther observation here

Passed through Tadcaster where is a Stone Bridge Building

of 9 arches all turned & keyd and halfe ye Brest walling finished

this is upon ye River Cauld wharfe which has a Mill Dam Cross

it a little above ye forsaid Bridge but here is nothing of note

for my purpose Arrived at York about 7 a Clock Inn’d at the

Black Swan in Coney Street where ye Lord Mayor Sent Mr. John
Atty & Mr. Benedict Horsley with whome I whent to weight upon his

Lordship at his house found him gone out went to Severall houses

to Seek but found him not lodged at ye Black Swan this night

f3v

1699 Friday May 5th

The Key viewed and finding ye flods to Swell about

16feet perpindicular after great Rains But ye Influx from Sea

Rises not above 2 feet and 1/2 and that only upon Spring tyds for in

ye nep there is no tyde percieved; Attended My Ld Mayor at his

his house about 8 a clock in ye Morning they fixed

A levall made station Staves and Sights etc & ordered Beacons

to be made Dined with my Lord Mayor Recieved Instructions which

shall

be inserted here after at 2 a clock we parted at 3 whent with Mr.

John Atty and Mr. Benedict Horsley on board a boat By them
provided to Carrie us to view ye River of Ouze we had two

watermen to Row a Master of a ship to sound ye water and so informe

us of ye shoalls or shalow ground and a boy to atend and having

a Draught of ye River we proceeded to observe and note ye Depths
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of water & we arrived 1/2 an hour past 6 a Clock at Cawood & Lodged

Reflections upon the River

Imps

At water fulford is a shoal which in Summer which has not

above eight inches water and is above 80 yards Broad

At acaster Selby is another Shoall about 18 inches water

and 60 yards Broad and is near 14 of a mile Longe and here (Our

Master said) the tyde flows about 3 foot perpindicular But it must

be More if ye River bee Considered a little

Note the Banks are generally about 7 foot perpindicular

above high water marke which May admit a vessel Drawing 7 foot

water to Come up to yorke with our lock.

About 1/4 of a mile below acaster & is a place in the

River Cauld Stanton pit to which ye Larges vessells for ye york

trade

now come and by Information of our Ship master they pass Shoalls

before they Come here where there is not above 61/2 foot water att

full sea.

Saturday May 6th

We proceeded from Caward Sounded ye River &
Compared it with ye Draught and met ye tyde at Holio nooke Rowed
against it to Selby arrived 1/2 an hour past 9 Stayed and Dined

while it was flowing water

2ndly Reflections upon ye River

About 1/2 a mile below Caward is a shoall about 1/2 a fathom

under low water there to Selby is Deep water.

f4r

But against Selby ferry is a shoall about 5 foot

under Low water and here the tyde Rises about 9 foot according

to ye Best account of ye ablest Masters of Ships & others that

we Could talk with.

Saturday May 6th

High water at Selby about 1 1 a Clock then we
Proceeded towards Houlden Dyke to Sound there as aforesaid

3rdly Reflections upon ye River

In ye Bite below turnman hall is but 5 foot water and
the like a little below now-way and in ye Bite above Burwell Ness
and again a little turning ye point But Between this and Aslaby hope
are 2 Shoalls and another above Booth ferry of But one halfe

fathom Each of those is accounted at Low water

Note here about took ye Dimension of a proposed Cut from
Aslaby hope to Booth viz:

Wee pitched Beackons (as per ye Rivers plann annexed to ye

following Report or Survey) at a & b which we found to be proper for

the middle of ye Cut whose Dimensions are as Followeth
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Chayne Links
- Cut Length from Bank to bank is 35 : 58
- Breadth of y River as 1/2 on back Side 9 : 00

Length 44 : 58

Breadth 9 : 00
(the Length ashoar Round about, ye point from a tob is 87 : 48

(to which ad 1 1/a ye Breadth of ye River to alow for ye Length
of the Cirkle about mid Chanell 113 : 50

100 : 98

After this we Proceeded all to Holden Dyke and in our

way finde an Island not noted in our Draught of ye River wee
Corrected

it and just Below found but 2 foot at low-water about 1/2 an hour

past it we arrived which was just before flood and having Secured

our

Boat we went all to Lodge at Howdon town about a Mile Distant

f4v

Sunday May ye 7th

Wee Rested this Day at Houlden town wrote My Lord

Mayor and ye Said Surveyor of ye navy.

Monday 8th

wee left Houldon town about 4 a Clock in ye Morning
but when we Come to ye Dyke found our Boat so Brock from her

Anker and Drawd a Shoar a Little above ye ferry we Launched
her off and got our things on Board but ye watermen Searching

for ye ancor detayned us untill near 6 a clock Before we proceeded

to Sound ye River towards Skelton where we arrived in 34 of an

Hour and almost Low water here we Marked and Pitched a

beacon below Low-water marks so left Mr Horsley to observe the fall

& Rise of ye tyde and having Pitched another Beacon for the

prposed Cut we Proceeded to Sound to Saltmarsh and being intent

to Save our tyde thither we Passed by goule Slues but met ye tyde

a Little above Swynfleet but Sailed against it having ye wind at

South

and a fresh gail being arrived at Saltmarsh and ye time past for

Seting

a Beackon for ye Rise of ye tyde we proceeded to pitch our Beackons

for ye proposed Cut and Coming to Skelton over Land we Sent a

man to note hoigh water marke at Saltmarsh and ordered our Boat

to meet us against gould Sluice as we measured Round ye point we
went over and viewed ye Sluce and then Continued our measures about

to Saltmarsh where we Dined and then took ye Breadth of the River

and Length of ye Cut and awaiting untill Lowwater we Set ye

Levell and took ye fall and Rise of ye tyde and about 7 a Clock

Proceeded to Sound ye River to Blacktoft arrived there a little

before

9 a Clock and Lodged all night.

Reflections upon ye River
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Chayns Links

The Cuts Length from Bank to Bank 80 : 20

To which ad ye Breadth of y River that is 1/2 on each side 19 : 00

Length 99 : 20

Breadth 19 : 00

and ye Mean Depth of ye Cut 0 : 33

3/4

The Length Round about ye Shoar from A to B is

To this ad twice ye Breadth of the River from

360 : 10

the mean Length in ye Midle 38 : 00

398 : 10

The Breadth of the River at Saltmarsh is 19 Chaynes near

l4 of a mile which Continues allmost to Skelton Reach and thence to

Houldon
Dyke it Comes narrower to about Vs of a mile to which ad 2 Chayns

72 Links

the Breadth of gould Sluce inlet and then it will apear that gould

Sluce to owze River about Houldon Dyke added together are not so

Proud by about 6 Chaynes & 28 Links or 138 yards which are near

Equall

as ye River from gould Sluce Downwards and By Consequence gould

Sluce Does not hinder ye tyde flowing up ye River ouz But it ye

narrowness at Houldon Dyke which is preserved by their Staiths of

Bavong
wood to Secure ye Land and it is this Confinement that occaison ye

Eager

to Rise hoigher here than at any Shor place on ye River

note ye Breadth at Houldon Dyke has not yet Been
measured but shall be upon our Return

And as to ye Cut at Saltmarsh the tyds

Rise and fall by our observation was
Ditto at Skelton

The Difference is

To which Difference Divide into 2 parts alowing one

for ye fall or Curant of ye flowing water and the other

for ye Curant of ye fresh Running into ye Sea but its Certayn

that ye Loater has ye greatest fall by Reason it Comes from

a narrow River passing through an outlet from Duble to

winds and for on to More then traformes its Breadth and this

Reversal Must by Consequence Bring in ye flod with a much
Less fall

Now as to ye Depth of water to be gained by these

Cuts admit there be 2 inches fall in Each Mile flowing water

Deduct 1 Mile & 14 ye Cut from 5 Miles the Length of the River

about from Saltmarsh to Skelton and ye Difference is 3 Miles

and 3/4 at 2 inches p Mile is 7 inches 1/2 and ye Difference Between
ye Cut and ye Length of ye River from Booth to Aslaby hope

is not full 3/4 of a mile for which alow 1 inch and halfe which and
to ye

7 and 1/2 and it maks But 9 inches provide ye Same River Cintinuos

to york that will be gained at Each Cut that by river

Conceivd thos Cuts Impracticable

feet

11

9

1

ms
6

10

8
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f5v

Tuesday May 9th

Remained at Blacktoft & Considered ye Cause of the

Eager & ye Damage that May bee Recieved from gould Sluce

Indraught and finde that ye latter Does not hinder the tyds

influx up ye River Ouze but it is its own narrowness at Houldon
Dyke which Choqus up a flou and Rayses up a Eagor a further account

May bee seen in ye foregoing Reflections and to prove that the

Influx has ye Lost fall a Levall Shall be Raised tomorrow Dined
at Blacktoft between 11 & 12 a Clock we Proceeded to Survey ye River

towards Hull also took a Draught from ouze ness (the End of

York Draught) Down to Haisle which is ye Begining of ye Humber
Draught

we arrived in Kingston upon Hull about 3 a Clock Spent the

Rest of ye afternoon in viewing ye town & Cittadel Lodged in

former a place of good trade ye Cittadel is not finished

Wednesday 10th

The Remarques of the 8th instant (which were Considered

at Blacktoft) Conveyed & Delivered to Mr John Atty to bee

Considered by him and Mr Benedict Horsley about 7 a Clock &
near halfe flod we Left Hull came up with the tyde to

Saltmarsh where we arrived before eleven and also a little

before hoigh water here we went a Shoar but ordered our boat

to save ye tyde to Houldon Dyke and Mr Atty and Mr Horsley

being Desirous so for a Draught for ye Reflections of ye 8th instant

then we Pitched a Boackon to note High water-Marke at Salt =
=Marsh & left Mr. Horsley to observe it then went overland

to Skelton & Did ye Like Leaving Mr. John Lambert to Observe

it then went into ye Mid way to Pitch our Levall but the ground

being so Low we Raised it and having taken ye Levall (which was

Done with great Care and Exactness) we found ye fall of the

flowing water to be 4 inches or Little more that is to

Say at full Sea the water at Skelton was full four inches

Lower than at Salt Marsh and by an observation not 4 inches

and a halfe.

Reflections upon this Experiment

The tyde of flow having but 4 inches fall in five

miles makes good ye Assertion of ye 8th instant namely that the

flowing water has Less fall or Curant than ye Ebb

f6r

Wednesday May 10th

The Experiment was finished by Vi an Hour past

3 and it Rained which stopt us a Little at Saltmarsh about 5 faire

weather we walked to Houldon Dyke and from thence to ye

town where we arrived about 1/2 an hour past 7 and lodged there

Departed from Houldon about 8 a clock

after I had Brought forwards My Journall and wrote to

Edmund Dammer Esq. arrived at ye Dyke that is Houldon

ferry and we measured over from and of the stoath heads

to ye other shoar and Linde it to be 5 chaynes & 78 links at high

water to which ad 2 Chaynes 72 ye Breadth of gould Sluce which
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makes 8 Chaynes & 50 links Deduct this from 19 Chaynes the Breadth

of the River below gould Sluce and there Remaines 10 Chaynes
& 50 links (or 231 yards which are equall) greater space for

the tyde to flow Inn than Boath those Have Breadth to Recieve

and by consequence gould Sluce Can take of little or no tyde from

flowing up ye River of Owze as a foresaid

but ye stoathes Do very much obstruct it about !/2 an hour

past 9 we left Houldon Dyke Rowed whith ye tyde to Selby arrived

about one and being desirous to come to Caward and ashured

by the watermen that they could not Row ye loaded Boat

thither this tyde therefore we went a shoar and Dined here Resolving

to walk overland to Caward but sent ye boat away to

save tyde or Row against it about 7 a Clock we arrived and

Lodged there all night

Friday 12th

We Departed from Caward about Eight a Clock

and by ye way Set up two Beackons in ye River against a

Levell a Little above acaster Coleulg and ye Differnce of

Tydes Rise and fall not one inch in Halfe a mile and proved the

same by ye Levell about 3 a Clock we Departed and Comeing
to acaster Ings below Stanton pit took a Draught thereof much
to finde if it were Practicable to place a Lock thereon and we
Designed to Do ye Like upon ye point out against acaster

But night Comeing we Rowed for york and Lodged there

Saturday 13th

Departed from york about 7 a Clock Rowed to

acaster and took a Draught of Naburn Ings from Stanton

pit to naburn in order for a Lock Rowed to Bishopthorp

Dined there took a draught of ye ness against ye Palace

Rowed for York arrived there about 8 a Clock weighted upon the Ld
mayor & gave him a verball account of our proceedings Lodged at ye

Black Swan

f6v

Sunday May ye 14th

Dined with ye Ld Mayor and gave him a Brief observation

in wrighting ye Coppy May bee knowen thus from May the 5th to

the 13th observations upon ye River of Ouze & Lodged at

the Black Swan.

Monday 15th

Draw a Draught of Naburn Ings and a Lock to be

placed therein Brought forwards MyJournal Remained at

the Black Swan

Tuesday 16th

Finished ye Draught of ye Lock Coppeyed it and

Began a Draught of ye Dam.

Wednesday 17th

Finished ye Draught of ye Dam ad Coppied it and
Began to Consider of Dimensions and Scantlings for ye Lock
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Thursday 18th

To Dimensions & fixed and a Estimate made of ye

Lock and ye Measure of ye Land Stated

Lriday 19th

weighted upon My Ld Mayor of york to give his Ld.

an account of my proceedings Returned & fixed ye Dimensions

and Scantlings for ye Dam and Estimated ye Charge

Saturday 20th

All ye Dimensions and Scantlings Drawn out faire

and a Return or Report of ye Survey Considered

Sunday 2 1 st

Dined with Sir Wm Robinson Kt

Monday 22nd

A Report fixed and showed to ye Ld Mayor who
ordered a Court of ye Aldermen four & twenty Commercial!

to meet ye next morning about 10 a clock.

Tuesday 23rd

The Court met I attended & Delivered ye Report

Draught and an Estimate all were Read and ye objections

answered which were but few the Ld Mayor and greatest part

of the aldermen Expressed a sense of ye Services they considered

from this Survey and ordered me payment Dined at My
Lord Mayors with Sir William RobngSon & allderman shackleton

after Diner attended Sir William to weight upon Esq. Aslaby agreed

to attend him & his estate ye next morning then whent to

see Mr. Horsley and with him to weight upon alderman parot

in Micklegate and gave him reasons which satisfied his objections

being almost ye only objector against ye Report Draughts and

Estimate

f7r

Tuesday May 23rd

Returned & went to ye Red lyon near ye Minster where

the town Clarke Stayed to pay Me for ye forsaid Survey which

I Recieved thus a Bill of my Lord Mayor payable by Thos Stantor Esq

In Grayss Inn London and £13. 10s in cash with £5 Imprest Recieved of

Sir

William Robinson Kt and Tobias Jenkins Esq at Signing the agreement

all maks £28. 10s that is £24 Wages £4 Coach hire from London to York

and back again and 10s for Cairiage and Recovroage of Instructions

Lodged all this time at ye Black Swan

Wednesday 24th

went with Mr Aslaby to his Estate beyond Ripon vewed
the River ouze where it Eats upon his Land took a Draught of ye

River & designed Steaths or gotte heads to Defend ye Banks

from ye force of ye River

Thursday 25th

This morning Draw faire Designes & went to his

Seat west of Ripon took a Description of ye place Recieved a
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Draught of ye parke in order to Describe vewstons to a house

to Be Built thereon Dined at Ripon Between 4 and 5 a

Clock I Recieved 2 guineas for My 2 days Service and ye Esquire Sent

his

Servant to Show Mee ye Road to Burrow Bridge and to take a vew
of Sir Edward Blackets house in ye way arrived at york

a little past 9 a Clock Lodged at ye Black Swan.

Friday 26th

Stated all my accounts to yesterday noon and Brought forward

Myjournall Bought a horse of Mr Dibnar at ye Black Swan
in Coney Street took leave of friends in order to Depart ye next

morning.

Saturday 27th

Departed from ye Black Swan in York about 8 in the

Morning Dined at Ferry Bridge & wrote to ye Surveyor of ye navy

Lodged at Bauterie My hors

was hobled with ye gripps this town is Remarkable for Exporting

Lead Millstones and timber & etc the River is naturally navigable

to workshop within Six Miles by Land and nine By water where

Is fixed a lock and the have Barges which Carrie about 20 tons Each

and they Comonly have 2s per to. so Carrie any Sort of goods to

Ships which

Come almost to ye Lock.

Sunday 28th

Dined here but understanding ye Minister Does not teach in

ye afternoon about 2 a Clock I Departed for Mansfield a town in

Notinghamshire Situated in arable Depends much upon making of

Malt which is ye Chief Staple Comodity arrived about 7

flOr

Instructions-to Survey the River of Ouze: viz;

May ye 5th

1699

By the Rt. Hono.ble The Ld. Mayer of

The Ancient Citie of York;

Instructions to Tho. SurbeyJohn Atty &
Benedict Horsley, now Imployed to Survey ye River

of Ouze; from ye Citie of york to Saltmarsh, in

order to its Being made more navigable viz;

Initially: To take a vew of ye whole River & Consider ye

proper

place or places for making one or more Cutts with Respect to

the Situation & other Circumstances

2ndly: To Compute ye Length Depth & Breadth & also ye Charge
of Such Cut or Cuts.

3dly: what Increase of tyde may be expected at york

by such Cutt or cutts and how much longer ye tyde may be

Expected to flow here by Reason thereof

4thly: To Consider what shallows are in ye River and the

Best means to prevent the inconveniences arising there with

Respect to the Improvement of our navigation and trade by

Locks or otherwise and where ye most Convenient places for
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Such Locks and what ye Charge thereof may Amount too to

Bring upp a vessell Drawing Eight foot water

W Thompson
Major

flOv

BLANK

fllr

MAP

fllv

BLANK

f 1 2r

A
Survey

of the River of Ouz from

york to Saltmarsh

Humbley
Addressed to the Rt Honble the Lord Mayar of

The Ancient City of

york

1699.

fl2v

BLANK

f 1 3 r

Rt Honoble.

Having your Lord Mayors order of May ye 5th to take

a Suevey of ye River of Ouze and to Consider for ye Improvent

most of your trade how it may best be made navigable and ye

Charge thereof to Bring vessels Drawing 8 foot water to york

In persuance of your Lord Mayors Commands we proceeded ye

Same Day to vew and Sound ye River noeting the Depths of

water

in a Draught for that purpose and upon ye 8 instant we
arrived at Saltmarsh, & having in our way advised with

Severall Masters of Ships & others who have Long known ye

River, they generally Complain against ye Broach of gould

Sluce

as taking of the waters that would otherways flow up ye

River Ouze being also of opinion if that were stoped and a

Cut made over ye Isthmus from Saltmarsh to Skelton & from

Booth to Aslaby hope which would admit more Influx of

water in Less time so as to Raise ye tydes at York & to answer

your Navigation Sume Saying they Remember More Rise of

tyde before gould Sluce was Brocken Down all which

we have Considered and shall answer herefter but to

the end that we might not be Decieved by their Miss

= understanding we measured ye Breadth of ye River

and Suposed Cuts at Severall places from all which

places to Consider ye folowing observations which we
Concieve will Discover ye Cheife Improvements and best

way to avoid them and preserve trade in ye River
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to this Noble and ancient City viz;

fl3v

Initially

Having vewed ye whole River we finde ye proper most

places for cutting to be from Saltmarsh to Skelton and from

Booth to Aslaby hope boath which being measured we set up a

beacon in ye River at Saltmarsh and another at Skelton & found

the rise and fall of ye tyde 1 1 foot 6 inches at ye former and 9

foot 10 inches att ye latter ye Difference is 1 foot 8 inches

which we
Divide into 2 Equall parts allowing one for ye fall or Curant

of ye flowing water and ye other for ye Current of ye fresh

Running into ye Sea but its Certiane that ye Later has the

greatest fall by Reason its Reflux is from a Narrow River

passing through an Outlet from Double to triple and so

on to more than 10 times its Breadth and this Reversed

must by Consequence admit much less fall or Current to the Influx

2dly

Now as to ye Depth of water to be gained by these

Cuts admit there be 2 inches fall in Each mile flowing

water Deduct one mile & Quarter ye Cutt from five miles

the length of the River about from Saltmarsh to Skelton

and the Difference is three miles and three quarters at 2

inches

p mile is 7 1/2 Inches and ye Difference between ye Cutt and the

Length of ye River from Booth to Aslaby hope is not full

5 Quarters of a mile for which alow one inch and halfe then ad

them togetrher and they make but 9 inches provide the Same rise

Continues to york that will be gained att boath cutts

3rdly

But to prove that there Cannot be 9 inches water

gained we raised a Levall Midway between Saltmarsh and
Skelton & after great care and Exactness finde the flowing

water to have little or nothing more than 4 inches fall or

Current in five miles run of ye flood hereby we shall

not game halfe 9 Inches because by ye 2 proposed Cutts we
Cannot shorten ye River above 5 miles which to performe

will Exceed 4000011 to purchase ye Land and Labour therefore

we Conceive these Cutts Impracticable

fl4r

4thly

And here we humbly Crave Leave to answer

the masters of Ships & others Objecting against gould Sluce

viz: we finde ye Breadth of the River Ouze att

Saltmarsh 76 Rods which Continues almost to Skelton Reach &
thence to Holdondyke it Comes narrower to about 25 Rods & 2

foot which is ye Breadth at hoigh water from ye Steaths upon
Holdon Side to ye top of ye Bank towards Hooke to which

add 10 Rods 14 foot & 1/2 the Breadth of gould Sluce which

makes 34 Rods and then it will appear that gould Sluce

and ouze River added togoather are not so broad by

42 Rods (or 231 yards which are equall) as the River from
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gould Since Downwards and by Consequence gould Sluce maks
no Sensable hindrance to ye Influx in ouze but its the

narrowness at Holdondyke occainoned by the Stiathe of Baving

wood which we observed to be an Incroachment upon the

River at Severall places but in particular those are ye

Largest which cause ye Eageor to Rise higher here than at any
other place on ye River and wod Consider they ought to

be Removed which would add more Influx of tyde than any

of the proposed Cuts for ye aforesaid Masters of vessells

asshued us that ye top of high water falls here 3 foot

perpendicular before ye Stream or tyde Runs out whereby
it appears that ye Reflux abates the water below. Holdondyk
before ye Broad and large part of the River aloft can

be filled through this narrow passage of not halfe its

Breadth which Considered with ye vast floods that Bring matter

out of the Country and Doubtless Leaves Some in ye Levell

part of ye River as above Acaster and wallrig etc which

Increaseth ye Declivity and boath these may make good the

Masters assertion of higher tydes at york in former years but

to return to your Lord Mayors 4th Instruction

fl4v

5thly

We observe Ships Drawing 7 foot water

Can Come Safe to Stanton pit but none of 8 foot can approach

by Severall miles Except upon ye Rage of a Spring tyde and

to Deepen ye River or make a Lock Extra for one foot water

we conceive a greater Charge than ye service will require

6thly

To make ye River Navigable from Stanton pit

to York about 5 miles for vessells 7 foot draught we
Coinsidered to deepen it by taking up ye shallows or shoall

ground but knowing that by taking away that at acaster we
shall find ye next Increass or at ye least more appear and

so on Successively to York which to perform will exceed

3000011

besides ye annuall Charge and great dificulty to keep it Clear

7 thly

Observing ye Charge and Dificulty we Considered

The last part of your Eord Mayors Instructions namely Locks and

having used ye Banks and adjacent Land we Conceive one

Lock may be made in Baburne Ings with a cut cross into

Stanton pit to Recieve Ships of 7 foot Draught and float

them to york and in order unto we have taken a Draught of

ye Said Ings and River and Designed a Cut thereon with ye

place for a lock and Dam as No. 1 also we have made a large

Draught for each of them as No. 2 ye lock and 3 ye Dam
without wash or coulvering being best to consider the

usefullness thereof also we have noted Dimensions and

Scantlings and made an Estimate of ye Charge all which are

herewith delivered amounting to ye Sume of 54661 1:0s: 3 Ltd

f 1 5r

Thes Short notes upon ye whole River of Ouze
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we humbly conceive may be taken for its just character and
improvements at least it seems soo to us and craving leave to

add a short revew of ye whole shall submit to better judgement

As to cuts ye 3 first paragraphs show agrsat Charge

for Little advantage which we conceive Impracticable and is the

answer we can give to your Lord Mayors 3 first Instructions

In ye 4 paragraph we have answered the masters of

Ships Complaint against gould Sluce proving to be of little

note tho there might be more water in former years when there

was less Declivity and ye River Broader at Holdondyke

5 thly we conceive 7 foot water may be gained

for halfe ye Charge of eight either by deepening ye River or Locks

And in ye 6th is Considered ye great Charge
and Dificulty of Clearing ye Shoalls

Lastly we Conceive a Lock to be ye best and

Cheapest way for improvement of your Navigation and trade and

having delineated it and Estimated ye Charge Remain My Lord

York May 22nd 1699

Your Lords Most humble
Obedient Servants

Tho. Surbey

John Atty

Benedict Horsley

fl5v

BLANK

f 1 6r

BLANK

fl6v + f 1 7r

COLOURED MAP OF NABURN INGS
No 1 Naburn Ings

a Naburn
b Acaster

c Stanton pit

d ye Lock

Note ...ble ye Scales are feet

fl7v

BLANK

f 1 8r

BLANK

fl8v

No 2 Lock

a section of the upper gates & ditch

a section of the mud lock

a section of the lower gates

e ye Dam
f ye Ditch or Cut

g ye Walks
h Banked earth
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fl9r

a [Surface of the water in Stanton Pit

b [ye water raises ships in the Lock

c [Surface of the water pent up to York
d [Surface of the Ings

e [Surface of the banks.

fl9v

BLANK

f20r

BLANK

f20v + f2 1 r

No 3 ye Dam
a the plan

b thre proprshona Etc.

f2 1 r

a [8 flaps to let out the flods.

d [a Bridge of planks to gow heave the flaps.

f21v

BLANK

f22r

Dimensions Scantlings

&
an Estimate of a Lock & Dam & Designs

to be

Erected upon Naburn Ings in Order
to Make the River of Ouze More
Navigable

1699.

f22v

The Dimensions of a Cut through Naburn Ings to make the River of

Ouze Navigable for a Ship of Seaven foot Draught also of a Lock to

be placed thereon and a Dam Cross the River with Scantlize Etc to

bee according to ye Draughts herewith Delivered with an Estimate of

the Charge humbly Submitted to the Corection of the Rt. Honble ye Ld
Mayor and alldermen of the ancient Citie of york viz;

Dimensions foot foot foot

Length Breadth Depth
The northern part of ye Cut 2975 aloft60} 50 16

The place for ye Locks foundation 171

below40}

55 24

The South part of ye Cut 545 aloft60} 40 23

To Land that will bee wasted by this Cut at a
]

below20}

walk of 30 foot Broad on Each Side
]
3691 120

To Land that will bee wasted for Sum years

where the Earth Shall bee Land, all ye Length of the

}

} Ditto boath } 210 Suposed 5

Cut and 105 foot Broad beyond ye 30 foot walk on Each Side} sides }

The whole Length of ye apron work & Mean
]
foot in foot in foot in

of the Side wharfeing being Denoted with two Cross
]
157 : 6 { 20 Cleer in ]18 from He
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pricked Lines in ye Locks plan { ye gates above underside

{ ye water table of ye ways

mean is { to ye wharf top

To Raise ye Side wharfeing as p Do Sextion } 31 : 9 13 : 6 0 : 8

for ye hoigher opening of ye water above ye Lock } 8:8 14 : 6 }

The uper opeer heads to ye gates to ye Stop Down 13 : 6 13 : 6 } 18 : 8

The Side wharfeing to ye Lower gates 9:7 15:2}
The opening for ye Lower gates 85:9 14:6]
The Lower opeer heads 13 : 6 13 : 6] 18 : 0

To Raise a Brest wall under ye uper gates 26:6 14:9]
Note the faceing of all ye wharfs to bee of ashler

] 12 : 0 4:0 4 : 4

with block Stone for Binding to Contayn about, one foot
]
note these last Dimensions

thick in ye mean to bee Set in good Mortar well Cramped
]
are but one side of ye Lock

and Loaded and Ruble worke behinde for filling
]

to piles of Oak for ye foundation a Doble Row }

under all ye face wharfeing Returns and gates from } 8:0 0:8} Square in

6 to 10 foot Long and 7 to 10 inches Square } } ye mean
To Lay ye foundation for all ye Ston worke with

]
15:6 15:6 Each Side

Course 3 inch plank ]

The wayes or mudwalls to bee of Such a Length } about

as may Lay 2 foot into ea.ch wall and to Lay all ye aprons } 24 : 6 1:2 1 : 0

with good 3 inch plank to bee well troyled Spick & Caulked } mean

f23r

Estimate Quantity and 11 s d

Rate value

To Diging or Scabell worke in ye proposed Cut } Solid yards } 1917-08-00

} 115 & 44 }

} @ 4d p yard }

To Land that will bee wasted by ye Cut and a
]

10 ackres at } 200-00-00

walk of 30 foot Broad on Each Side
] 2011 p acker

]

To Land that will bee Covered with ye Banks as } 17 ackres 2 Roods } 52-03-00U2

aforesaid which I Conceive May bee good again in 3 years } @ 36 pearches at }

} 3 1
1 p ackre }

To ashler and Block Stone for Binding to be
]
Solid feet

Set with good Mortar and well Cramped in the
]
7564 feet 504-06-06/2

mean about one foot thick only ye uper Course to bee ] 8 inches at

att ye Least 2 foot & half over and Doble Cramped } ls4d p foot

which may Inable it to Serve for Capselling : Containing ]

To Ruble Stone worke for filling Behind } 706 Roods at 2 ft

the ashlar and Block Stone to be Set in good mortar } Each Rood to
]
706-00-04/2

Containing } Contain 105 foot
]

} Solid at 20s p Rood
To a Doble Row of piles for ye foundation

]
1044 at 4s6d

of ye face wharfeing to timber and Drivins &
]
Each one with 234-18-00

in nomber
] another

To Course 3 inch plank and workmanship } 5015 foot

to Edge and Lay it over Do. piles and under all ye } at 5d p foot 104-09-07

Stonewarke to prevent Cracks in Setling Contar } Superficall

To Wayes or Mudwalls for ye Botom Hee
]
53 at £2-2s-10/>d

Lock according to ye foresaid Dimensions for timber
]
Each 128-12-06

and workmanship to fix in No
]

To Lay all ye aprons with good 3 inch oak } 3 156 foot

plank to bee well fixed with tronayls and Spicks } at 7d p foot 92-02-10

and ye Joynts to bee Caulked Contan } Superficoal

Carrie Over £3940-01-04
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f23v

Dimensions Length Breadth Depth
To Brest piles for ye apron to be ground } ft in ft in ft in

into Each other with a Dove tayle of 1 inches 1/2 to be well } to Drive { Each apron is

fixed to ye outside mud wall all ye Length of ye Cross } 6 : 0 } 0 : 6 { 34 : 6

Pricked Line to Keep ye aprons from Blowing up } into ye ground { wide

The gate harrs & heads asto bee of good oak
]

16 : 0 }

]
14 : 0 } 0 : 10 0 : 9

Ditto uper and Lower timbers Dito 13 : 0 }

Ditto Midle timbers 13 : 0 0 : 9 0 : 7

Planks to bee of good Oak fixed angleways

to keep ye gates from Saging

0 : 2

Each gate to bee Bound or Cramped with Colors of good Iron bolted

through ye top and botom timbers to keep ye head and harr from

Starting off and to bee hanged with Brasses below and a Brass Socket

aloft to work in an Iron Color to bee well fixed with Load into

Severall Large Block Stons and to have a Stay Chayn aloft to Keep ye

water from Brocking that which May hapen to Shut first also to open
them by ye Same and to Make 2 hatches to Each gate to bee Drawn with

a Chayn and Rowle aloft as p Draught

Dimensions Scantlings and [this sentence runs across into f24r] Length Breadth Depth
Dimensions ft inch ft in ft in

As to Dimensions of ye Dam if ye height at 12 }

foot bee not 4 inches below ye Levell of ye uper } 229.0 30.0 12.0

gates it must bee aultered to that and no more }

To make flaps in Do Dam for ye Deliverie of
]

5.0 8.0

the flods in No 8 to in ye Cleer Each

To Cleer away all ye Sauft Mud in the foundacon
]

To Drive a. Doble Row of piles at ye Lower }

Side of ye foundacon viz one for ye Mudwalls }

foundacon and ye other to keep it and ye Earth from } 8.0 0.8 square &
Sliping after ye falling water also all ye taying piles } in ye Mean

for ye Land tyds and Sum for ye uper foundacon of ye }

flap frames in No 1282 from 5 to 1 1 foot Long and }

from 6 to 10 inches Square }

To Lay 3 inch Course plank 12 foot Long ye whole
]
229.0 12.0 0.2

Breadth of the River to keep ye foundacon from Setleing ]

f24r

Estimates Quantity and value

11 s d

Brought over 3940-01-04

To pilling without Each apron according to } 69 foot att

the foresaid Dimensions to timber groveing driveing & } 6s 6d p foot 22-08-06

trenayles to Boath Conta. } Running upon

the heads

To Make ye gates findeing timber planks and ] 4 gates

Labour and grips of Iron at ye Corners with Brasses and
]
at 1911 12s 6d 98-12-00

Iron for hanging Stay Chayns hatches and their Chayns
]
Each

& to fix Each gate as a foresaid

The Lockls full Charge is £4061-01-10
]

[continuation] an Esteemat for a Dam to Do Lock viz; Quantity and value

Esteemate Rate 11 s d
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To Cleer ye Sauft Mud from ye foundacon

p Judgement 5-00-00

To Piles of ye foresaid Scantlings timber 1282 at 228-09-00

and Driveing of 4s 6d Each

To Course Oak plank to hee Layed in ye } 2748 foot at

principall part of ye foundacon to prevent Cracks in } 5d p foot 57-05-00

the Stoneworks Setleing } Superficall

Carie over 290-14-00

f24v

Dimensions Length Breadth Depth
ft inch ft inch ft inch

To two Mudwalls & a Cap wall to each 4 flaps 26.6 1.0 0.10

To Cross plates to ye foundacon of Do flaps 30.0 1.0 0.10

To top plates or Bound timbers & 13.0 0.7 0.9

To postes for ye flaps front 13.0 1.1 1.0

To Back post and Bearing timbers for ye }

flaps to Shut upon to bee Bolted with three Iron } 13.0 0.10 0.9

Bolts Each Bearing timber }

Braces heading against ye Back post 18.0 0.11 0.9

Apron timbers or Bridgeings bearing only 5.0 0.7 0.6

Aprons and flaps to bee Made of good 3 inch oak plank }

well Spicked & tronayled & ye latter to be hanged with good Iron } plank } 3

Hinges and to have one Iron hook below to heave it open with, by an } thick }

Rowle & Rope to be fixed aloft }

Mudwalls & Capwalls for all ye Solid part of ye Dam 176.0 0.11 0.10

Post to Do whargeing to bee framed into the } 12.0 0.9 0.9

Mud & Capwalls at 1ft 9in Cleer betwen }

Whole peices or Bound timbers a Doble Row 176.0 0.8 0.6

in ye Dams height

Land tyes to be fixed to Each whole at Each other
]

15.0 to} (8 to } Square

post with a good Iron Bolt
] 30.0 }&{ 7 }

Cross timbers to tayle ye Land tys 4 postes for } 3.0 to } 0.7 0.6

the Returne wharfes by ye flap frames } 6.0 }

to 2 inch plank for all ye wharfeing 2 thick

To fill all ye Solid part of ye Dam with
]

176.0 { 30 below to a level

Ruble Stone Set in good mortar
] { 4 aloft with ye Copwall

To fix a Slight Bridge upon Bearings placed

Edge wayes to ye Stream on ye top of ye Dam for a w.y to } 156.0 1.0 2.0

goo and heare ye flaps }

To a Dam Cross ye River with piles boards and ] 150.0 12.0 14.0

Clay to bee a litle below ye uper End of ye Cut to force ]

ye water through there when thee Dam is Makeing
]

To a Counter Dam a little above Stanton pit } 200.0 7.0 8.0

to Keep back ye flood }

Pumping or Ladoing the water out from ye

Dam and Lock as May Gome by Springs or other wayes
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f25i

Esteemate Quantity &
Rate

value

11 s d

Brought over

To Make frames of oak timber according } in No8 }

to ye forsaid Scantlings & Draughts herewith Delivered } at 2211 13s lid

and to Make Each flap of 3 inch plank and hang it with good} p frame & at

290-14-00

} 181-11-04

hinges of proper Size & 3 Iron Bolts to fix Each Side

timber that ye flap falls upon

To Brest or Solid wharfeing as p foresaid

Scantlings with two whale peices and a Doble height

of Land tyes at 5 foot Distant Each to bee Let into the

whale and post and Spicked to an Iron Bolt Drawed
through them Boath

To Ruble Stone Set in good Mortar to fill ye

Solid part of ye Dam Contayning about

To Make ye foresaid Bridge of 2 inch oak plank

}

} 222-04-04

}

}

}

]
176 foot

]
Running upon

]
ye Capwall at

]
1 11 5s 3d p foot

]

} 256 : Roods & 48 foot

} Each Rood Contayning 256-09-0014

105 Solid foot at 7ft p Rood
3-19-08

The Dams full Charge

To ye great Dam to bee made with piles Boards

and Clay according to ye forsaid Dimensions

To a counter Dam

£ 954 - 18 -051/4

} 150 foot Running

} at £1 p foot

200 foot Running
at 10s p foot Run

worke of this nature Canot bee Estimated for they May
bee very great by ye flods or but little in Dry weather therefore 200-00-00

this and ye Clay Dams Canot Well bee Done other ways than by ye Day
for which Supose

Incedents totall Supossed £ 450-00-00

An Abstract of the Totalis

The Lock and Land £ 4061-01-10

The Dam £ 954-18-0514

Incedents Suposed £ 450-00-00

The Totall Charge is £ 5466-00-03 !4

It may be objected that ye 63 ackeres 2 Rods & 3 perches

of Land Cut of as angslaids will bee of a Loss value and ought to

be alowed for

To which I answer mills may be Built thereon to bee wrought

by the water in ye Dam which will make it of a much greater value

there now it

is and ye Like may bee gained upon acaster Side

f25v

BLANK

150-00-00}

}

100 -00-00

f26r

Memoirs
upon Removing ye shoalls in ye River

Tha.mes
also

upon Severall Locks and Buildings

&
1699
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f26v

lstly

A Description of ye Instruments and how they

are used to take up ye Shoalls in ye River of Thames
1. A Lighter with two men a loading it

a {are 4 Sofing Staves thrust into the ground at the last

b {third ebb (at which time the men Begin to warke) and being

c {tyed fasst they keep ye Lighter untill about l4 flood and

d {then ye tyde Lifts them and ye men Leave warke

e The balist Dreadge in forme as ye two men worke it

f The plan of ye Dredge in a Larger forme being 16 inches Diameter

g The side vew of it and ye net Bage which is 20 inches Deep
h The Staff or handle ahout 12 foot Long and ye Rope proporshonable

The takeing up of ye Shoalls or Balist is Done
By ye order and up [on ye account of ye Trinity Masters who pay

6d p ton that is 2d for ye Lighter and 2d a peice to Each man for

his Labour
(And then this Balist is Sold again to Ships that

want at ye folowing Rates viz

To Coliers at 9d p ton & all other Englis Merchants at 1 2d & to

faronars at 16d

Plate 7. Sketch of a dredger on the Thames from f.27r.

f32r

Memoirs of Materialls at York.

Good Black Stone may be Delivered at york or

Selby for 10s 8d p ton at 16 feet Solid Each ton or 8d p foot which

is Equall to it and they will warke it finde mortar and Cramp &
Set it for 8d p foot more her by ye whole Charge is Is 4d p foot

There is another Sort of Black Stone which is most

Cureos Cleer and prove white and gentle to be wrought

yet in fine worke it Indures ye weather very well and is proper

for good mouldings this sort may be Delvered at ye forsaid
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place for 1 2d p foot and if to Export it Ships of 100 tons may
come to Selby and take it inn.

The best Chinery Plaster Layes in ye Earth almost

Like a Trod near a Place Cauled Buttercram about 8 miles

from yorke and may b Delivered at ye forsaid places

for 15s p tonn and as to burning of it if ye Occation

bee for a Considerable quantity they burne it with wood
not in a kiln but on a heaps Either within or without

Doorls but as ancient and able artificier ashured moe the

Best way is to Bun it in a kiln But for a Small Quantity

they first brat it Small and then Sift it through a fine Sive

and then Bun or Boile it in an Iron pot or Laddie - if it bee

for Shooting or making of floors for Corne or Malt it is

gennerally or alwayes Mixt wityh old when Burnt again but

for fine worke first. Sift ye old wet it and beat it well &
then mix it with ye new and use it forthwith but if it be

ast Expeditiously Done it will bee Lost or Spoilt because

it Sets So fast when they make it from new plaster for

ouse & great worke they mix it with old tyle Shreds

beat to very fine powder and tamper them togeather as

Lyme and Sand which Brings it to a very hard and Durable

Consistance

They Set Ruble Stone in good mortar for 20s

p Rood finding all materialls viz the account 15s for materialle

and 5s for Labour and Each Rood Contains 105 Solid foot

Note the Plaster for their Comon use is a Coarse

sort of alibaster which they Burn as aforsaid and is Something

Cheaper than ye best Sort.

f32v

They have very good bricks for 12s a thousand. But they are all

hard clinkered Lik and will not rub but for their finest work they

have

bricks from Hull at 13s or 14s a thousand which will rub

Lyme is at 2s & 2s 2d a quarter Delivered at ye place

of Building

Lirr timber and Boards are to be had from Kingston upon Hull

Something
Cheaper than ye London markets

The best of oak timber from 20 to 60 or 70 foot in a pound may be

had for

16d p foot and ordinary at 1 2d p foot delivered

workmens wages p Diem as follows

Carpenters masons & Bricklayers have in Sumer from 2s to 20d p. day

and

in winter from 20d to 16d p. Dim
Labourers Demand 18d p Day in Somer & take 1 2d in winter

they Comonly Dig Cellars by measurement 8d p yard & Carie away ye

Rubish
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THE ACCOUNT BOOK OF

THE YORK COMPANY OF SILKWEAVERS, 1611-1700

by Sylvia D. Hogarth and Christopher C. Webb

The York Company of Silkweavers was established in 1611 and functioned until

about 1735 when the last record of their officers (searchers) was entered in the York

City Chamberlain’s Account Book (York City Archives (YCA), C35, fob 39). The
silkweavers were a:

...trade of weavinge of golde or golde plate silver or silver plate silk crules or threde or

anie other thinge ther unto belonginge... (YCA, E22, fob 1 18r).

The trade manufactured gold, silver and silk lace, ribbons, braids, including French

galloon, and fringes. All these trimmings were for use on costume; other trades

produced similar goods for upholstery and saddlery. The craft has a long tradition with

much of the work in London being produced by silkwomen in the mediaeval period and

into the 17th century (Clark, 1919; Dale, 1933; Lacey, 1987; Earle, 1989). There are

also a few records of silkwomen trading in York in the 15th and 16th centuries

(Richardson, 1961). The trade was carried on in York until about 1860-70 even though

the Company ceased to function much earlier (Hogarth, in prep.).

Male silkweavers in York first petitioned the Mayor and councillors on 28th January
1602/3 to be allowed to form a company:
And wheras diverse silkeweavers of this Cittie have maide humble suite to this Court that they

might be maide a company and have serchers and an ordenarie for ther better gouvernement It

is therefore agreed that they shall drawe an ordenarie of suche orders as they wold have in the

same, and preferr the same to this court and therupon this court to take further Consideracon

for the perusinge of the same. (YCA, B32, fob 236v).

However there was some delay in this being pursued, possibly caused by the plague of

1604 when 30% of the population of York died (Palliser, 1973). It was not until 20th

November 1610 that the permission was granted:

It is agreed and ordred by the same Court that from hensforth they shalbe A Companie and have

the saide ordenances and orders nowe redd in open Court as aforesaide enacted and established

for ther better governement which saide ordenances are entred in the booke called the black

register booke used for suche purposes. (YCA, B33, fob 225r).

This ‘black register booke’ is the ‘Register of Deeds Guilds and Ordinances, etc’ and
‘The ordenarie of the companie or fellowshipp of Silkweavers within the cittye of York’

includes ‘certeine Articles and orders for the good of the same companie and for the

common profitt of the said cittye. .
.’ (YCA, E22, ff. 1 1 7r to 11 8v).

There is no explicit information to indicate why this company should be formed at

this particular time in York. Certainly luxury, decorative trimmings were very

fashionable in the early Stuart period and York had long been an ecclesiatical,

commercial, legal, governmental and social centre. James I was also promoting the

culture and use of silk in England and in Virginia from early in his reign (Feltwell,

1990). Interestingly in York the ‘silkweavers’ did not operate from within the Weavers
Company as was the practice in London where most of the broad loom weaving was silk
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(Plummer, 1972). Despite its earlier fame as a centre of the wool trade York at this

time had few woollen weavers and the Weavers’ Company members worked with linen

(YCA, E56; YCA, C14, fob 70).

Function and Organisation

The function and organisation of the Company of Silkweavers was similar to that of

the many trade guilds and companies that existed in York and in other towns. These
guilds operated largely to protect trade interests of their members and to provide a

supportive community. The guilds were supervised by the city or town government in

order to ensure the quality of the trade goods and operations, to protect the sources of

work for local citizens, to control the behaviour of the citizens and as a source of

income.

The organisation of the Company of Silkweavers followed the pattern of many other

guilds and companies. There were searchers to be elected annually, a clerk was
employed to keep a record of their activities, agreements, disputes and finances, and a

beadle was employed to assist the searchers in their responsibilities. The accounts were
checked by auditors and two feofees stood as guarantors for the searchers who held the

‘stock’ money.

The guilds protected the trade by ensuring that good quality goods were produced,

that nonqualified individuals did not trade, that prices were standardised and in some
cases that there were not too many individuals attempting to trade in a limited

market. The quality of goods was maintained by the universal requirement that

apprenticeship took at least 7 years. Additionally, in those trades that manufactured

goods, an individual was required to provide a sample piece for scrutiny before

admittance to the company and a quarterly inspection was carried out by the Searchers

of the guild. Vigilance on the part of the Searchers was also required to ensure that

other individuals were not selling the same goods. These unofficial traders might be

locals who were not members of any trade, or members of an allied trade, or

‘foreigners’ (also known as ‘strangers’) from outside the locality. Unofficial trading was

a persistent problem especially in some spheres. Many people could bake bread and

brew ale and sell it and this unofficial trade was very prevalent, as can be seen by the

many fines imposed via the Session Courts and collected by York City Council which

are recorded in the City Chamberlains Accounts (for example in YCA, C21 and C22).

For more specialised trades, such as silkweaving, ' this problem was less severe and the

threat to the trade came from the occasional trader coming from outside York or from

demarcation disputes with other local trades such as the buttonmakers and the

milliners.

The community support provided by the guild or company was both financial and

social. The Company of Silkweavers gave annual donations to the parish poor, loaned

money to members, gave donations to their own members in hardship and provided a

pension for one of its members. Hardship payments were made for sickness and burial,

to widows and for unspecified ‘relief. Occasionally payments were made to distressed

individuals who were in the same trade but not members of the local guild. Social

cohesion was enhanced by the requirement that members attend each others’

marriages and funerals and by the annual dinners, or feasts, which were organised by

the Searchers. However, these requirements did not force a sense of community on an

unwilling trade - intermarriage between families of silkweavers was common, and

possibly facilitated by the practice of taking each others’ children as apprentices.
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The Account Book

It is possible to understand much of the internal organisation and function of the

Company, its relations with the York City Council and with other guilds and
companies from the Company’s extant account book which covers the first 88 years of

its 125 years of existence. This book contains the twelve articles or ordinances of the

Company, several lists of members of the Company (sometimes together with the

amount that they paid for admission, their brotherhood money), details of a variety of

agreements, loans and disputes, and a full set of annual accounts for the period

1611-1701. 1

The Articles ofthe Company

The twelve articles which are set out, between 5th November 161 1 and 1 1th August

1612, in the Account Book, for the administration of the Company do not repeat the

twelve articles previously detailed on 20th November 1610 in the City Register

although three do cover the same issues (the election of searchers, charges for

brotherhood money and the enrolment of apprentices). (The full text of the articles in

the Account Book is set out in Appendix I of this paper).

In both sets of articles there was a concern to establish the administration of the

Company, to determine how infringements of its rules were to be disciplined and to

ensure that the standard of the craft was maintained. The emphasis of the articles in

the Account Book was obviously largely on internal matters while those of the city are

concerned with public behaviour and with protectionism.

Compared with some other companies the Silkweavers’ articles appear modest. The
Glovers’ Company articles, which were revised in 1599, numbered 40 (YCA, E22,

ff241r-244v). The Weavers’ Company had registered 28)articles in 1578, and additional

ones in 1593,1594,1605 and 1606 by which time they has accumulated 38 articles

(Borthwick Institute for Historical Research (BIHR), MTA 12/2); their Book of

Ordinances (YCA, E57) lists an astonishing 83 articles in 1629 and 41 in 1667. But

these were exceptional and most companies had between 12 and 24 articles. Amongst
the lowest was the Company of Stationers, Booksellers and Binders which was formed

as late as 1675 and had only ten articles (YCA, E22, pp340-3). A comparison of

numbers does not necessarily indicate a linear relationship between many articles and
a more restrictive or bureaucratic regime. The articles were not set out to a formula

but were written afresh by each company. While the issues were the same
(apprenticeship, enrollment, fair trading, duties of the officers, etc.) the organisation

of the articles could vary a lot and sometimes single articles could cover a number of

issues. The complexity and number of articles could also be determined by the

susceptibilty to encroachment on the trade of the particular company by others; the

control of the Bakers Company involved many such additional articles and meetings of

the City Council as recorded in the Register of Deeds Guilds and Ordinances, etc’

(E22, ff221r-232v). In part this was because many York individuals traded in bread as

an unofficial side line.

The Silkweavers were not alone in having two sets of ordinances which did not over

lap greatly. The Company of ‘Imbrodderers, Vestmentmakers, Cutters and Drawers’

had their ordinances ‘perused, corrected, sett downe and established’ in 1589 when 21

articles were recorded (YCA, E22, ffl05r-106v). Comparison of these with the 13

recorded in their account book in 1591 (BIHR, MTA 12/3) shows that only two articles

E The Account Book is held in the British Library collection, MS ADD 10407.
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are the same in both collections.

In both sets of Silkweavers’ ordinances a system of fines was set up and this provided

an income for both the Company and the City Council. Article twelve of the City

ordinances described how these fines were to be distributed:

Item that the Searchers of the said companie for the time beinge shall have and receive thone

halfe or moyetie of all and singular somes or some of money fynes or forfartures by reason of the

breakinge of anie of the Articles or orders mencioned in this ordenarie... (YCA, E22, fol. 1 18v).

This was a practice adopted in other companies including the Weavers’ Company
(BIHR, MTA12/2, 1606, Article 4). No doubt this acted as an incentive for the

searchers of the Company to be vigilant in pursuing defaulters of the City ordinances.

It also had the advantage for the City Council that they did not have to do the policing.

Membership of the Company

Membership of the Company was open to those men who were able to demonstrate

that they had the required skills. The craft competence of the individuals was initially

overseen by the officers and then by the whole Company:
... everye brother that is to come into our companie shall make his ablinge worke att the head

Searchers house and there to make suche woorke as he hath brought upp withall, and when he

hath made it, The Searchers shall call a Hall and there the Whole Companie to vewe the woorke

soe made and if it be good and lawfull to admytt him a brother... (SWAB, Article 7, fol. =

19=/16v).

While the official membership was, as usual, open only to men there were some
women who were, on occasion, unofficial members: that is they had not been registered

as apprentices, had not obtained their freedom nor had they paid a brotherhood fee

but they operated as silkweavers. These women were the widows, and in one case the

daughter, of members. This practice was precluded in the Weavers’ Company by their

tenth article in 1578 which prohibited the teaching of the trade to wives, daughters or

any woman (BIHR, MTA12/2; Articles ten and eleven in YCA, E22, fol. 128v). The two

widows who appear in the Silkweavers’ Account Book are Isabel Aldcorne (Ouldcorne)

and Mistris Foster. Elizabeth, the daughter of the silkweaver John Chater was
journeywoman tojoel Green (see below).

Isabel was the widow of the silkweaver Robert who had been a founder member of

the Company but who had died in December 1617 (York Parish Register Society

(YPRS), vol. 1). Their two sons Richard and Herbert were apprenticed to their mother

in 1620 and 1629 respectively (YCA, D12, ff47r & 63r). Implicit in this is that Isabel

kept her business going from her husband’s death until Richard became free and

joined the Company in 1628 (D1 fol./265r; SWAB, fol. =63 :=/60r). Isabel did not have

any other apprentices but she did have an unnamed journeyman in 1620-22 w hen she

paid 4d for his quarterly fee (SWAB, f'f=4:8=//CDr-= 5 1 =/48r it is possible she had a

journeyman for a longer time as the accounts for this period do not always give detail

of who was making the payments for journeymen). Taking her son apprentice appears

to have been problematic as an entry for the Company’s expenses for 1621-22 include:

Item laide downe that day we weare before my Lord Maior concering Issabell Aldcorne taiking of

hir sonn apprentice xvj
d

.
(SWAB, fol. =50=/47r).

In 1639 Isabel was still in business ‘Received of uxor Oldcorne for her son Herbert

for
j
yeare quarteridge viij

d
.’ (SWAB, fol. = 124 =/108v). The following year Herbert’s

quarter wage was paid by his brother Richard and Simon Pockley, and soon after that

Herbert became a full member (SWAB, fol. = 126 =/\ lOr).

Mistris Foster was probably the wife of Marke Foster who died in 1680 and was

buried in Saint Michael le Belfrey on 4th December, (YPRS, vol. 11). Earlier in that

year he had paid the quarterly fees for two journeymen (SWAB, fol. /2 1 3 r) . In the Saint
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James quarter 1680 (SWAB, fol. /213v) and Candlemas quarter 1681-82 (SWAB, fol.

/215r) ‘Mistris Foster’ had paid ‘for her Journeman’ In the Candlemas quarter the

Company had spent 2d ‘for sendin for mistris Foster’ (SWAB, fol. /216r) perhaps to

extract the journeyman’s fee from her. No more is written of Mistris Foster.

In order to join the Company each new member was required to:

... pay to the Company for his brotherhood money iii
s

iiij
d and more towardes the charges which

the brethern haith bene before vj
s
viij

d
... (SWAB, Article 1 ,

fol. = 17 =/14r).

It is not clear what the former charge of 6s 8d refers to. The 3s 4d was the amount

paid by 13 of the 14 founder members of the Company in 1611 . However the earliest

membership list (SWAB, fol. =6 =/8r & v) shows that this fee rose to 13s 6d for

George Blanchard in 1612 despite the fact that a fee greater than 3s 4d was expressly

forbidden in the City ordinances (E22, Article 8, fol. 1 18r).

There is an interesting discrepancy in the information in the Account Book as the

annual financial accounts record 10s as the standard payment for brotherhood money
from 1612 until 1668 but the lists of members at the front and back of the book give

13s 6d as the usual payment for admission. It would appear that the 3s 6d excess paid

after 1612 was diverted into an unrecorded account. Part of this 3s 6d may have been

the 2s 6d which was required to be paid by an aspiring Brother when a meeting was

called to view his ablinge work, as laid down in Article seven (SWAB, fol. =19 =/ 1 6v)

.

This 2s 6d is never recorded in the Annual Accounts and may have been spent

immediately on refreshments despite the City’s ordinance which forbade companies
‘... to bestowe anie further chardges either in makeinge an hablinge dynner or anye

other chardge or consideracion for the same,...’ (E22, fol. 1 1 8 r ) . In the London
Weavers’ Company it was the practice for a new member to pay 3s 4d to the company,

2s to the clerk and donate a silver spoon weighing at least H/2 oz the value of which

varied from 8s to 21s (Plummer, 1972).

Some individuals in York did pay more or less than the standard amount for

membership. One of the founder members William Robinson paid 10s (rather than

3s 4d) and this is explained in the receipts section of the 1611-12 annual accounts
‘... of his goodwill and for his brotherhode monye x s

’. (SWAB, fol. =28 =/25r) . A
number of others paid more than the standard brotherhood money because they were

not entering the company by the orthodox route of apprenticeship to a silkweaver.

Thomas Richardson paid 20s in 1615-16. He was not entered in the city Register of

Apprentice Indentures (D12) and also paid £6 13s 8d (which was pledged by William

Robinson) to become a freeman of York in 1616, when most freemen, who were not

freemen’s sons, paid 20s. This would indicate that he was not the son of a York
freeman nor had he served an apprenticeship in York.

Elias Johns paid 20s to join in 1650 (in part payment of £5) although he did not

register with the city as a freeman and there is no record of his having been
apprenticed locally. Exceptionally Thomas Pockley paid only 3s 4d in 1632. Thomas
Stele paid 30s in Simon and Jude quarter in 1677 ‘... for beinge made a fre brother

9 months before his Indenture was expired...’ (SWAB, fol. /204v). The granting of

brotherhood to Isack Steavenson in 1678-79 seems to have been contentious:

Memorandum
Maid Izack Steavenson Free off ouer Componey per the Consent off Master Francis Hall and the

tow seasors and other three Against the Consent off the whole Componey For three and twenty

shillings and fower pence and A T[re]at of Five shillings l
1

' 03 s 4d
. (SWAB, fol./210v).

Robert English appears to have been made a quasi member of the company in 1686.

Rather than pay brotherhood money, he paid a quarterly fee as a silkweaver but could

not take apprentices in the ordinary way:

Januarie the 31
th 86

Memorandum that Robert English haith desired of the Company of Silkeweavers that he may
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worke as A Contribetter payeing them one shillings eight pence A quarter and he is to inploye

none but his owne Childer and he doth faithfully promise to performe the same
Wittnes his hand

Robart English.

[test] John Chaytor (SWAB, fol. /266r).

Previously he had been pursued by the company who had paid 6d ‘...for sechein to

put Robart Inglish and James Marshell forth of the towne’. (1681, SWAB, fol. /216r).

Presumably this was because he had been trading against the interests of the

Company. Following his partial entrance into the Company he paid his quarterly fee

for a year and in 1687 the payment was reduced to Is a quarter. His final payment was
2s, paid late in Saint Markes quarter 1688. (SWAB, ff. /232r-/236v) but he was in

trouble again in 1691 when the Company paid 2d ‘to a offesar for going for English’

(SWAB, fol. /245r).

From February 1668/9 the brotherhood money went back down to 3s 4d; no reason

was given for this in the Account Book except that the person concerned, John Chater,

was refered to as a ‘Statute brother’ (SWAB, fol. /178r). York City Council minutes for

the period October 1668 (on 23rd October James Hebburne was the last to pay the old

rate of 10s) until February 1669 do not record any order about brotherhood money
charges (YCA, B38). Nor do the Statutes of the Realm for the period contain any order

to this effect.

Payment for brotherhood could be made in instalments:

It is allso agreed by the serchers and the whole company that if any Brother be admytted a free

Brother into our company and desire tyme for his Brotherhead mony he shall passe a bill with a

suretie for performance of the same, and allso he shall pay to the Clarke for Regestringe his

name in to the booke vj
cl And allso he shall pay to the Bedell vj

d
for doinge the younger Brothers

office. (SWAB, fol. = 23=/20r, undated).

A number of members took up this option, including Henry Nevill:

Received of Henry Nevill for the first part of his brother head money iij
s

iiij
d

. (1623-24, SWAB,
fol. =53 =/50r).

Received of Henry Nevill for part of his brotherheade money att Symonon [sic] and Judes
quarter iij

s
iiij

ci

Received of Henry Nevill the last part of his brotherheade money iij
s

iiij
d
(1624-25, SWAB, fol.

= 56=/53r).

Over the period covered by the account book 139 men became full brothers of the

Company. Figure 1 shows the fluctuation in numbers paying their brotherhood money
over the 90 year period covered by the Account Book.

It can be seen that, apart from the large entry in 1611, when the company was set up
and thus included silkweavers who had been established for some years, there was an

intake that fluctuated between 5 and 1 1 members (averaging 7.75 per 5 year period) in

the years 1615-75. The intake for the 1675-80 period was very nearly twice this average

and then from 1685 the numbers fell dramatically to 5 new members in a 15 year

period. It is difficult to be certain about the reasons for the fluctations but fashion

must pay some part in the equation. There were two periods when highly decorated

costume was fashionable, the late Elizabethan and early Stuart (cl560 to cl625) period

and again from the restoration of Charles II in 1660 (Ashelford, 1983; Ashelford, 1988;

Cumming, 1984). What is perhaps more remarkable is that the Silkweavers were able

to maintain their trade in the leaner intervening years of the Commonwealth. The
trade did continue in York at a very low level for another 70 years (even although the

Company ceased to function by 1735) and experienced another revival, but in a rather

modified form, in the late 18th century (Hogarth, in prep.)

There are several lists of names which are helpful in determining the membership at

different times. Some of these are explicit lists of members, giving details of amount of
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Fig. 1. Numbers of York silkweavers paying brotherhood money 161 1-1700.

brotherhood money paid and when (SWAB, ff. =5=/7r- = 7=/9v, /263r- /264v and /275r

& v) and lists apparently made for checking attendance (SWAB, ff. /262r & v, /267r &
v, /269r, /279v, /271v, /272r, /274v and /2 75 r & v). Other lists are names appended to

agreements made over the years such as the agreement on prices made in 161 1 or 1612

(SWAB, fob =25=/22, quoted in full below). However the lists are not all complete and

some overlap. By combining information from these lists and from the annual accounts

it is possible to determine total membership. This information is summarized in

Appendix II.
2 Numbers of Company members at any one time are more difficult to

estimate. Certain entries are agreements made by the whole company and so include a

list of names of all present at the meeting. It is not possible to know for certain that

these represent the full membership. Table 1 shows the totals of names at particular

times.

Membership at other times is more difficult to determine because death dates and

emigration are not known for many members.

Meeting Days

The Company had quarterly meetings and at some periods there were feasts which

followed one or two of the meetings. The quarterly meetings were initially held on

Mondays preceding Simon and Jude Day (28th October), Candlemas (2nd February),

2. not all who became freemen silkweavers joined the Company and it is presumed that they emigrated

from York.
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Table 1. Numbers of members signing agreements at given dates.

Date Number Folio

24th October 1611 11 /275r

5th November 1611 14 = 18 = / 15r

1st February 161 [2] 14 = 24 = / 2 lr

undated, circa 1612 13 = 25 = / 22v

20th July 1625 6 = 55 = / 52r

28thjuly 1629 14 = 27 =/ 24r

5th November 1629 18 = 27 = / 24v

24th August 1644 22 - 139 - / 1 23r

28th July 1646 2! = 143 = / 1 2 7r

6th August 1646 23 = 142 = / 1 26r

23rd October 1665 18 - 12=/ 1 Or

2 [6 or 9] t h July 1671 19 /265r

Saint Mark’s Day (25th April) and Mary Magdalen Day (22nd July). On 22ndjuly 1629

this was amended as is recorded in the City Flouse Book (B35, fob 72v):

... and whereas now all the sayd Company made humble suite to this Court that forasmuch as

many of the sayd Company had as that day urgent necessitye and occasion to travell out of towne

to divers faires and marketts that therefore some other day might be appointed them for

eleccion of their sayd Searchers. It is therefore ordeyned and enacted that from hencefourth

yearly and every yeare at their quarterly meeting next before Saint James day the two serchers

then being shall appoynt and sett downe any one day within six daies after Saint James day...

This entry provides interesting insights into how the silkweavers sold their wares.

The meetings were held in Saint Anthony’s Hall, Peasholme Green, which was built

c.1450 and provided a meeting place for those minor guilds which could not afford to

build their own hall. Each guild or company which used the hall paid an annual rent

towards the upkeep and also contributed to the repairs on occasion (Purvis & Gee,

1953). The Company of Silkweavers paid 20s 5d for repairs in 1618 and for furniture

and labour worth £3 Is 7d in 1630-31:

Item spent with the workmen with Consent upon vewe of the work att Sainct Anttones xvj
d

Item upon the nexte mettinge about the same with the workmen spent vj
d

for the table the fastinge of the forms and stopinge of the [caenesses] in the flowre xxx s
iiij

d

Item with the painteres when we agred for the worke spent viij
d

Item paide the painter for the Armes the formes paintinge the m[ ]mes and drinke when we paid

him xx s
iiij

d

Item to the joynner for the two frames the crestes of the topes and fower crestes at the endes

vij
s

x
<:l

Item paid for the Carage of the plankes vij
d

.

(SWAB, fob =69=/66r).

The building was extensively altered and repaired in 1655 but the Silkweavers’

Company was not involved in any expenditure for this except possibly for moving out

their furniture ‘Item for table shifteing 0-1-4
1 (SWAB, fob =164=/147r). Further

expense was incurred in 1656 when the furniture and arms were set up again (see

Appendix IV).

The Account Book does not provide a systematic record of what occurred at the

meetings. There are individual entries for agreements reached and some of the more

important are signed by the whole Company. Some of these are fully dated and

coincide with the appropriate Monday before a Saint’s day (see the 1665 agreement on

feasts quoted below). Other agreements are not dated but it is assumed that they were

made at full meetings if the whole membership signed. Additionally full meetings
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could be called to view ‘ableing work’.

It is likely that some business was carried out by the officers between the quarter day

meetings. Certainly masters were required to acquaint the searchers within fourteen

days of taking an apprentice and this would preclude waiting for the next quarter day

meeting. The formal enrolment of the apprentice did occur in the presence of the

Company at the next quarter meeting when the Master was obliged to pay 6d

enrolment fee (SWAB, Article 11, fol. =21=/18v).

Some of the entries in the annual accounts make it clear that additional meetings

were held in members’ houses:

Item spent at Lawrance Richardson house by the hole compaynye iij
s

. (1621-22, SWAB, fol.

= 50=/47r).

Item att Anthony Wreakes house and the officeres fee aboutte Richard Pinkney xvj . (1624-25,

SWAB, fol. = 57=/54r).

Other entries refer to loans and debts of individual members which might be made
at a full meeting or at an informal meeting between an individual and a searcher. A
number of these records of minor agreements are placed idiosyncratically in the book

and dates do not always coincide with quarter days; the memorandum concerning the

agreement between Robert Aldcorne and Brian Dent (see below) was made on the

25th of March 1617/8 between the quarterly meeting days of Candlemas and St Mark’s

Day (SWAB, fol. [=l=]/3r).

Feast Days

Two of the longer internal articles of the Company describe the two feasts that were

to be held each year. One of them, ‘upon Saint Simone and Jude Daye if it be not the

Sabothe Daye or Fasting day’ was to be provided by the Head Searcher. He was
required to:

...provide att his feast suche... meate as here followeth that is to everye messe their shalbe a

good pece of pouder beefe, a Fatt gouse and gibblett pies and a rabbatt excepte the head meass
and that shall have a copell of good rabbettes. Also the head Searcher shalbestowe of the

company as custome thre pottels of good wyne of his owne cost,... (SWAB, Article 8, fol.

= 20=/17r). 3

Those permitted to attend were ‘... everye Brother and Sister of the Traide and they

shall paye as custome, eight pence a peece bothe men and wives...’ (SWAB, Article 8,

fol. =20=/17r). Exceptionally a visitor joined the Company at the feast ‘Item paid for

a London Jurnaman that was inveted to the breickfast by the Consent of the Compenj
7
d

’ (SWAB, fol. =160 =/143r).

If a Searcher did not organise this feast he was fined:

July the xxv 1625

It is agreed by the whole Company of silkweaveres that Richard Richardson being searcher and
neithere perfominge his office nor maikinge a feast accordinge to Custome that he shall forfeite

and pay unto the saide Company for that defaultt xxs
.
(SWAB, fol. = 55=: /52r).

There seems to have been a problem in extracting that and other money from
Richard Richardson as recorded in the annual accounts for 1624 - 25:

Paide for Charges aboute searcher Richardson the xxij
,h ofjulye xvj

d
.

Paide spent for the getting of iij
1

' of Richard Richardson iiij
d (SWAB, fol. = 57=/54r).

The other feast was provided by the under searcher as set out in Article nine (SWAB,
fol. =20 =/17v). While the food was similar fewer individuals were eligible to attend:
...And att this feast ther shalbe all the Bretherin of the Traide, and the ould and newe Searchers
wives and no moe except the Searcher or his wife bid one or twoe of ther sisters of the Traide...

(SWAB, fol. =20=/17v).

3. ‘Pouder’ beefe’ - to powder was ‘To sprinkle the flesh of animals with salt or powdered spice, esp. for

preserving’ OED.
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A terse entry in the Account Book for July 1635 records that:

It is agreed by the whole Company or the moste parte of them that wheareas theire hath bene

two feastes called breakefastes that from henceforth the two breakfasts shall never he maide
heareafter upon paine of xx s

.

John Vause Mathias Chapman Searchers. (SWAB, fol. =16=/13r).

There is no indication in the Account Book why this agreement was made. A further

mystery is that injuly 1635 John Vause and Mathew Chapman were not the searchers;

they had been in the previous year but injuly 1635 the searchers were William
Robinson and John Pape. Possibly John Vause, silkweaver, was related to and
influenced by the prominent local Puritan Alderman John Vaux, attorney (VCH). In

practise the agreement to give up the feasts was not kept; a variety of entries for the

following years show that they continued. In autumn 1637 the head searcher for that

year gave a feast 'Item given untoe the Waites at Richarde Cooper feast 2
s

1
(1, (SWAB,

fol. = 1 22 =/ 1 06v). The Waites were the City band (Merryweather, 1988) and they

played at the silkweavers’ feasts on a number of occasions. In 1638 a payment was
made for an unspecified service ‘Item to John Pickering at the feaste vj

cl

\ (SWAB, fol.

= 125=/109r). In 1639 in the Simon and Jude’s quarter 2s was again paid to the

‘Musicians at the feast’. (SWAB, fol. = 127 =/l 1 1 r) . In 1644 a payment was made ‘laid

out at Francis Moores on the breakfat day xij
d

’ (SWAB, fol. — 138=/122r). These and
other entries make it very clear that the 1635 prohibition against the feasts was not

implemented.

In 1665 however feasts were limited to one per year:

Memorandum that it is Agred upon by the Searchers and the whole Companye of Silkeweavers

that From tyme to tyme hearafter that the Searchers of the said Companye shall make one Feast

in the yeare both for men and wives of their owne proper cost and charges and that upon Symon
and Jude Day or the 5th of November if it on the Saboth day or Fasting and then on the next day

which the Companie shall thinke Convenent and the said Searchers shall provide at their Feast

suche meate as heare Followeth that is to say For every mease their shall have a good pece of

pouder beffe a Fat gouse and a giblett pie and a Couple of rabbits and the head searcher shall

bestow a gallon of Glared wine and the under Searcher a pottell of their owne cost and to have

Twenties shillings allowed out of the stock and For every Searcheres that shall reffuse to doe

according to this artickle shall Forfit to the Companie of Silke weavers one pece of silver plate to

the value of thirtie shilling at the least and that every Free Brother that shall come in heareafter

shall subcrib to thes artickle In wittnes heare of the whole Companie hath sett too our hands the

23
th

of October in the yeare of oure Lord 1665.

John Fox Richard Darcy Robert Wright Thomas Naylor John Loft George Cooper Chrestopher

Smales George Stockton Francis Hall Mathew Chapman Thomas Smith Roger Frear Henry
Hurd Thomas Chapman his mark John Gray his marke Henery Cooper his marke Edward
Preston Christpher Pood his mark. (SWAB, fol. = 1 2 =/l Or)

.

The Role of the Searchers

The Company, was regulated by two officers, ‘searchers’, who were elected annually

as set out in the sixth Article in the Account book (SWAB, fol. = 1 9 = /\ 6, see

Appendix I) and in the first of the City ordinances:

Inprimis it is ordeined, that all the same compaine shall on Sainte James daie nexte assemble

togethers in peaceable and quiett manner at Sainte Anthonie hall, and ther by ther most wyces

shall electe and chose two of the said companie to be searchers to continewe for A yeare then

nexte followinge, and so from yeare to yeare shall yearelye upon the said Sainte James daie (if it

be not the Sabaothe daie) and if it be, then the nexte daie after, make the Like chose to

continewe for A yeare,... (YCA. E22, fol. 1 17v).

Searchers were the most senior officers of most companies although larger

companies might also have a Master and more than two searchers, for example the
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Weavers’ Company had one Master and lour searchers. Following the election

searchers were presented to the Lord Mayor, swore an oath and had their names
entered in the lists at the end of the City Chamberlains’ Account Books. Once elected

the searchers were responsible for the orderly running of the Company, for the good

behaviour of the members and also for the Company finances including the stock

money which was handed on from year to year from searcher to searcher.

The Silkweavers’ searchers were paid Is between them to carry out the quarterly

search which involved inspecting the work of the members. They were also required to

ensure that apprentices were registered, that masters had only two apprentices at a

time and that one of these was a freeman’s son, that no foreigners or strangers were

making or selling craft goods in the city, and that other York craft guild or companies

were not encroaching on the work prescribed for the silkweavers.

Many entries in the Account Book demonstrate that the searchers found defaulters

who were Fined by the Company or the City:

Received For a fyne of Lawrence Richardson being presented before my Lord Maior for

hindering the search iij
d

.
(SWAB, fol. =44=/41r).

Received of Robert Williamson for
j
fyne for <takinge> settinge a Journeyman woorke without

his last Master Lycence vj
d

.
(SWAB, fol. = 1 28 =/ 1 12v).

Item Recived of William Johnson for a fine for taken apprentice before his tyme of Me Lord

Maior 0-15-0. (SWAB, fol. /1 72r).

received then of my lord maior for a fine of Marke Foster for setting straingers on worke without

leave and hindering the scherchers in their scherch 0-5-0. (SWAB, fol. / 1 82r)

.

On occasion it was necessary to employ an ‘officer’ to ensure that a defaulter

appeared before the Lord Mayor:
Item paid to my lord maiaor officer for going for Marke Foster twise 0-0-4

Item paid to my Lord maire officer for goinge with us 0-2

and 3d which we spent on the officer 0-0-3

Item paid to Master Blackbeard for A warant 0-0-4

Item paid to an officer for going for Francis Croft and Mark Foster 0-0-4. (SWAB, fol. / 1 83 r)

.

Nicholas Blackbeard was the City Clerk from 1671-99. (VCH, p 1 8
1
)

.

Even Searchers were Fined on occasion:

first September 68 received of William Johnson Searcher for coming behind his hower 0-0-6

(SWAB, fol./176v).

Additional support for the two elected Searchers was provided by an agreement in

1629:

...that from hencsforth beinge the twentie eight day ofJuly 1629 that all that have bene head

sceachers or shalbe headseachers they shalbe alwayes assistantes to the seachers for the time

beinge in all thinges or occationes that may Conserne the said Company whatsoever and that

two of these assistantes shalbe alwaies Chozen for the auditores for there accomptes (SWAB, fol.

= 27 =/24r).

A list of the Searchers for the years 161 1-1739 is given in Appendix III.

The Role ofthe Beadle

While the responsibility for the bulk of the organisation and policing of the Company
lay with the two Searchers they were assisted by a Beadle who was a member of the

Company. His duties are set out in Article ten of the internal ordinances; he was
required to warn Company members about the times and places of meetings and to see

that everything was ready for these meetings. For this service he was initially to:

...have of eve rye Brother of the companie a penye a quarter and to be payed quarterlye and he

and his wife to goe free at everye feaste and meetinge... (SWAB, Article 10, fol. =21=/18r).

However the method of payment was altered in 1634:

It is agrede by the consent of the searchers and the whole company that from this present day
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beinge the 25th ofjuly 1634 that the bedall from henceforth shall have vj
s
viij

11 everye yeare and
he and his wife toe goe free at all feastes and toe attende upon the Searchers at all times

convenyante when they have neede concerninge the company, 1634 toe be paid quarterly

JohnVause Matthias Chapman Searchers. (SWAB, fol.= 15=/12v).

Additionally the beadle notified members of the weddings and funerals of their

‘Brothers’ because it was a requirement that all of the Company should attend on

these occasions as was set out in the final Article:

...and the searchers shall give warninge by the Bedell to the whole company when any of those

occacions shalbe and if any Brother beinge warned refuse to come shall forfett and paye to the

companie thre shillings fower pence. (SWAB, Article 12, fol. =22 =/ 1 9r)

.

The position of Beadle was held by the youngest member of the Company:
Item it is agreed by the seachers and Whole Company of silkweavers that from hensforth the

youngest brother shall serve for the bidd e [ 1 J
to the Whole Company and at noe time shall

neck[let] nor absent himself from his said office he beinge lawfully Commanded by the

seacheres or any brother with their Consent or any from them with theire Consent upon such

penaltie as the searchers will Inflict for which service he shall receave such feese as belong to the

biddle <haith had> and goe fre at all feastes or mettinges and his wyfe if he have one July the

28th 1629. (SWAB, fol. =26=/23v).

It is not clear whether ‘youngest’ meant youngest in age or by date of election. The
annual accounts do not always specify who the beadle was; quarterly payments of Is 8d

were often made ‘to the bedell’ rather than to a named individual. At other times the

quarterly payment of Is 8d was made to an specified individual who can thus be

identified as the beadle.

The provision that the beadle be the ‘youngest’ member cannot have been
maintained throughout the period 1629-1700 as in the financial years from 1664-65 to

1678-79 the beadle was named as Herbert Aldcorne. He had become a Brother on 20th

July 1640 (SWAB, fol. = 1 26=/l lOv), when he was 29 years old), and so must have

started as Beadle at the age of 53, and there were 36 other members who had joined in

the years 1640-1664. (In the 1665 hearth tax assessment for Saint Andrew’s parish

Herbert Aldcorne, with one hearth, was in the list of those too poor to pay the tax,

YCA, M30:22). The last payment to Herbert was made in 1679 ‘Saint Marke quarter

pade Harebartt Ouldcorne wife 0-1-8’ (SWAB, fol. /210v) and the following quarter

the beadle was John Loft who had been a member since 1644. (SWAB, fol. /212r).

The Role of the Clerk

The earliest mention of a clerk is in a short agreement of 1 1th October 1613:

Memorandun it is agred by the Seascheres and the whole company that the dark of the said

company shall hav hencforth alowed him 4d quarterly to be Retained in the Searcheres handes

and more to goe free att both feastes. (SWAB, fol.= 16=/13r).

In the earlier annual accounts (1612 to 1624-25) there is however no explicit record

of payments to a clerk though some irregular payments were made for secretarial

work. During much of the 90 years of accounts the Clerk was frequently not identified

by name, only by office. The Clerk was not necessarily a member of the Company.
In the earlier period occasional payments were made, usually to identified persons,

for specific clerical work, for example in the 1611-2 accounts a payment was made
‘...for drawinge over our artickels j

s
vj

c1
’ and ‘William Sckot’ was paid ‘for makinge and

ingrosinge up our boocke xiij
s

iiij
(!

’ (SWAB, fol. = 28=/25r & v). Scott was employed

again in 1619-20 ‘Paide to Master Scott for in grosing fvye articles in our booke of

orders xij
s
vj

(!
’ (SWAB, fol. =44=/41v). As these payments are rather substantial it is

assumed that William Scott was a skilled clerk probably carrying out work on

parchment, rather than paper, and for special occasions. An entry for 1662-63 confirms
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that the writing of articles was more specialist work as aJohn Hardweke was paid 2s 6d

‘...for new aretickell’ at a time when the unnamed regular clerk was receiving 2s a

quarter. (SWAB, fol. / 1 66r)

.

It is only in 1632 that the duties of the Clerk were formally set out in the Account

Book:
It is agreed by the Searchers and the whole companie of Sylkweavers that the Clarke beinge

chosen with a full consente of the same shall have for ever heareafter <have> vj
s out of the

companies stocke everye yeare and all other benifits that hath belonged unto the Clarke

hearetoefore as makeinge of indentuers bondes bills inrowelments and all other benifits

theireuntoe belonginge Agreed upon this presente day beinge the xxiij
th of Aprill 1632

Roberte Davy George Foster Searchers. (SWAB, fol.= 15=/12r).

The annual accounts for 1632-33 confirm that this system was adopted:
Item toe the Clarke for two bonds O-viif

1

Item paide untoe the Clarke for his yeare wages vj
s
-0’. (SWAB, fol. =1 1 2 =/96r)

.

On occasion there is an entry to note that a new clerk has been chosen:

26 [9] th July 1671

It is agred by the Companey of Sealk weavers and the Seartchers of the same that George
Leckenbey they have Chosen to be the clarke of there Compane and to have 2 shillings quarterly

And as for the indentures he is to have of every one 2
s
for the Indentures in parchment and 6

d
fo

the bond And if aney make them elce he is but have
[ ]s Is and sixpence. (SWAB, fol. /265r).

George Leckenbey was not a silkweaver whereas the clerk in the period from Saint

James quarter 1683 (SWAB, /218v) to Candlemas 1694 (SWAB, fol. /249r) was named
as John Chayter who was a member of the Company.
The standard of the writing was very variable over the years with some very good

scripts and well laid out entries but also some very poor hands, exceptionally erratic

spellings and mistaken entries such as receipts under expenses. From the poor quality

of the writing it would appear that the Company made do with its own members as

scribes or were employing less skilled clerks.

Role ofAuditors and Feoffees

Each year the accounts were audited by two members of the Company. Their names
were recorded at the end of the accounts and they were paid 6d for this service. The
following is a typical early entry:

Audetted the Acounts of Robartt Davie and Georg <Blanche> Foster the 28
lh

of August 1632 by

Thomas Nayllor and Georg Blanchard and all found well Thomas Nayllor George Blanchard.

(SWAB, fol. = 1 10=/94v).

Additionally other members of the Company stood as ‘suerties’ (trustees) for the

new searchers when they received their stock money at the annual change over of

officers:

Receaved by us Master Edward Pinder and James Croswhaite beinge Searchers <of> the some
of iii

1
' xvij

s x
d which some of monie is to be paid uppon Saint James day next unto the Searchers

which shalbe the nexte yeare followinge 1616 for the payment of which mony we have setto our

hands with two suerties whose names is underwritted Edward PinderJames Crostwhait seuerties

John Pinder Robert Aldcorne paid and quite. (SWAB, fol. =33=/30r).

The above statement probably represents an example of the bond(s) which are

regularly listed in the annual expenses for which the clerk received 6d.

From the year ending 18th August 1640 the two members of the Company who were
acting as surety were designated as feoffees ‘feffers for the Bond 1640 George
Blanshard and Richard Cowper’ (SWAB, fol. =127=/1 1 Iv).

Only in one year do a searcher and his feoffee default on the bond:

January the 29th 1699

Memorandum that the Compeny of Silkweavers at this tyme assembled together hath agreed
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that Master William Barnard and John Baldwin one a boath shall be seued for the non payment
of a bond that should have been satisfid in August last 99 and what charges the searchers is at

shall be allowed and paid out of the Compeny stock. (SWAB, fob /254r; John Baldwin was one of

the Searchers for the years 1697-99 and William Barnard was an auditor and a feoffe for the year

ending 1699).

This was followed by another memorandum:
Master Barnard bound for John Baldwin

May the 7
th

1 700

Memorandum that Master William Barnard doth promis to pay to the Compeny of Silkweavers

the som of two pounds sixteen shiling and five pence rest in John Baldwin hand eighteen

shillings and five pence dew uppon a bond. (SWAB, fob /257r).

Journeymen

Many members of the Company employed journeymen workers who had completed

their apprenticeship but who did not immediately (or in some cases ever) set up in

business themselves. They were required to make a quarterly payment of 2d or 4d,

depending on whether they had served their apprenticeship with a member of the

Company or not as specified in Article four of the internal ordinances of the company
quoted above. These payments were underwritten by the master ‘...and the Master
with whome he shall serve shall pass his woord to pay the same and to be payed
quarterlie to the Searchers...’ (1612, SWAB, fob =18=/15r). In practice it was the

masters who usually made the payment. These regular payments made a small but

steady income for the Company over many years.

In many cases the journeymen were not identified as individuals but as a certain

master’s journeyman. This makes it difficult to track the careers of indivduals to see

how long they spent between their apprenticeship and becoming independent
craftsmen and traders. Exceptionally a journeyman was a woman:
received ofjoell Grene for hisjorneman and for John Chaytor daughter 00-00-6. (1689, SWAB,
fob /236v).

Received ofjoell Greene for his Jornaman and Elizabeth Chayter 0-0-4. (1700-1, SWAB, fob

/259r).

As Elizabeth was the daughter of the silkweaver John Chaytor she would have

learned her trade from her father although she was not formally registered as an

apprentice.

At an earlier period having a journeywoman was a fineable offence ‘Item Reseived

for a fine for Francis Hall for kepirig a Tourniwoman 0-2-6’.
( 1653, SWAB,

fob=159=/142r).

Apprentices

Apprentices were required, by the sixth of the ‘City’ ordinances, to serve the

standard seven years training:

Item that no manner of person or persons whatsoever within this cittye or Libertyes of the same

shall use or occupie the trade and occupacion of silkweavinge excepte suche as accordinge to the

statute and Lawes of this Realme have served seaven yeares apprentice unto the aforesaid

trade... (E22, fob 1 18r).

Exceptionally an apprentice could be made a free brother before he had completed

his seven years:

Receaved of Thomas Stele for beinge made a fre brother 9 months before his Indenture was

expired the sume of 1-10-0. (Simon and Jude quarter, 1677, SWAB, fob /204v).

Both sets of ordinances stipulated that the master should enrol his new apprentice

within 14 days of being bound (SWAB, Article 11, fob = 21=/18v; E22, fob 118v). An
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enrolment fee of 4d was payable to the City when the details of apprenticeship were

entered in the Apprentices’ Register (D12). The master was also required to pay 1 2d

for enrolling his apprentice with the Company, of which 6d went into the stock funds,

4d to the clerk and 2d to the beadle. Failure to enrol the apprentice with the Company
could result in a fine:

Received For a fyne of Symon Pockley being presented to my Lord Maior for not maiking the

Searchers acquainted within the tyme of the article of taiking his apprentice iiij
d

. (1619-20,

SWAB, fol. =44=/41r).

It was also a City requirement that only two apprentices could serve with a master at

once and that one of these should be a freeman’s son (see above). In 1619-20 Simon
Pockley was Fined 20s when he was presented ‘...before my Lord Maior for keeping

three apprentices...’. (SWAB, fol. =44=/41v).
Receaved of Richard Darcey for his takeing tow apprentes Contrare to the 10

th
artickell and

neither A freman son 0-6-8.

Receaved of Heniry Hurd for taking 3 Apprentisses Contrare to the 10
lh

Artickell 1-0-0. (1673-

74, SWAB, fob / 1

9

1 v)

.

Usually there was a gap of two or three years between engaging apprentices. The
annual accounts show that this restriction was adhered to in part but that the rules

were bent occasionally. At certain times, presumably when the trade was prospering,

masters were prepared to pay fines in order to be able to employ more than two

apprentices at once, employ apprentices who were not freemen’s sons or take on

apprentices sooner than normal:
Be yt knowne /that 1/ Thomas Nailer is content to pay to the said Searchers and silkweavers

company for taikinge of an un free mans sonn which he was presented fo[r] before Sir Robert

Aswith knight in his Mairaltye the some of xx s
to be paied in one hole yeare that is to say vs

to be

paid quartily till the xx s be paid written the xxvth Day of July in Anno Domini 1618 Thomas
Naylor. (SWAB, fob = 2=/4r).

Item Received of Francis Hall for taking a prantice before his tyme twenties shillings xxs
-0.

Item Received of [him] for Inroyling his indenters 0:0:vj
s

. (1655, SWAB, fob /148r).

Another way around the restriction was the practice of ‘turnover’ which permitted an

apprentice to be passed on to another master. This allowed apprentices to continue

their training if, for instance, their First master died. It was necessary to register the

turnover arrangement and pay a new enrolment fee. ‘Item Received of Thomas Naylor

for Inrowlment ofA turneover from Christopher Loft 0-0-6.’ (1656, SWAB, fob /150v).

The system did give the opportunity for some masters to acquire extra apprentices

but the cynical use of a turnover was explicitly prohibited in 1613/4 when a heavy fine

was laid down:
It is allso agreed by the Searchers and the whole company that after this day beinge the first

daye of February Anno Domini 1613 That noe Brother of the company shall take an Apprentis

uppon sett purpose to turne him over to another or by any means to defraud the Trade <of> or

the well meanyge of this artikle, And whoe soever offend in this shall forfett and paye to the

Company the some of thre pounds six shillings eight pence

William Robinson Sampson Helles Searchers

Edward Pinder Lawrence Richardson Richard Wilson Symon Pocklay Thomas Naylor James
Crostwhaite Roberte Aldcorne Anthony Wreakes John Pinder Robert Newsame Thomas Potter

Robarte Willimsone. (SWAB, fob = 24 =/2 1 r)

.

No women were registered as apprentices to the trade of silkweaver (D12).

Internal Disputes

There appear to have been few internal disputes and only one is formally recorded in

the Account Book:
for assmuch as ther hath bene contreversy Betwixt Robert Aldcorne Searsere and Bryan Dent
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Brother of the said comp[any] of silkweaveres and hath bene befere Master Alderman Marshall

and after put to the Company to be ordered and Agreed < therefore > and we the said Company
doe finde them both in falte therfore we agre that hearafter they shalbe loveres and friendes and

if ether of them doe break forth into anger without just Cause the offender shall pay unto the

Company x
Qj

]

s
In Witnesse wher of we the said Robert and Brian doe binde our selfes to this

order and fine aforesaid and hereunto have set our handes the xxv of March 1617 Robert

Aldcorne Bryan Dente. (SWAB, fol. [= 1 = ]/3 r)

.

There is no mention of the subject of the dispute although in the accounts for the

financial year 1616-7 (when Robert Aldcorne was the under Searcher) Brian Dent was

fined 1 2d. This event is described in the City Chamberlain’s Accounts for 18th

February 1616/7:

Bryan Dent per silkeweaver presented for using the occupacon of silkeweaver not beinge free of

Citty xij
d

.
(29th January 16 16/7, C 16, fol. 39r).

Bt ian Dent did then register as a freeman of the city, paying the usual sum of 20s to

the City Council. (C16, fol. 12), and also paid his brotherhood money to join the

Silkweavers’ Company early in the financial year 1616-17 (SWAB, fol. =37=/34v).It is

possible that this incident is the basis of the dispute.

Defaulters and,fines

As indicated above fines, usually of a few pence, were charged to members for a

variety of offences or defaults. Large fines could be paid in instalments. Evidence of

these can be found in occasional memoranda and also in the annual accounts:

1626 May the 4th

Knowe all men by these presentes that I John Pinder doe acknowledge myselfe to be Indebted to

the Companye of silkweavers the whole and just some of xx s of good and Lawfull money of

Englande to be paide by me my executores or assignes Vs
att Saint James quarter next and soe

every queter till xx s be paide In witnes hearof I have set my hand the day and yeare above

wretten

Received the 25 ofJuly paid and quite witness Thomas Richardson

John Pinder Symone Pockley. (SWAB, fol. = 23=/20r).

The repayment of this fine is then recorded in the accounts for 1626-27 and 1627-28

(SWAB, ff= 59=/56r- = 61=/58r).

Comparison of the fines which were set out in the ordinances and those that were

actually charged for offences show a considerable discrepancy. The fine set down for

failing to enrol an apprentice within 14 days was 2s 6d (SWAB, Article 11, fol.

= 21 =/18v) but the fine which was actually charged Symon Pockley in 1619-20 for this

default was only 4d. Similarly the fine for failing to attend the funeral or marriage of a

brother was 3s 4d (SWAB, Article 12, fol. =22=/19r) but much less than this was

actually charged:

Receaved ofJohn Pape for not going to church with a brother iiij
ci

(1628, SWAB, fol. = 63=/60r)

Received of Mathew Bickerton and John Harland for not Cominge to goe to the Church with

Lancelot Foster to his buriall iiij
d

. (1639, SWAB, fol. =124=/108r).

No fine was specified for some defaults, such as absence from meetings, but in

practice a fine of between 2d and Is was payable:

Receaved of Symonde Pockle y for Cominge behinde the hower ij
d
(1633, SWAB, fol. =

111= /95v).

Receved off Francis Hall For his Absence 0-1-0. (1665, SWAB, fol. /I 70v).

Receaved of Francis Hall for not cuminge 2 times at the time appointed 0-0-4. (1673, SWAB, fol.

/192v).

Trade Goods

Details of the products of the trade of silkweaving were set out early in the Account

Book together with the prices agreed for the various laces, ribbons and braids:
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It is agreed by the Searchers and the Whole Company uppon good consideracion that no Brother

of the Company shall woorke any woorke <videliset> for less prices then he is here under sett

downe,

videlicet

Imprimis Bocx woorke under a dozen yeards in one oz att 6
d and all above a dozen yerds in an oz

att 6
d
a dozen of what lace soever

Item for french galound woorkinge an oz iiij
d

Item all other laces of silke for v
d <oz > an oz the woorkinge

Item all silke and gould and all silke and sillver and cleane gould and cleane silver laces att 4d

the oz Venice weight

Item for eight penie woork of Ribbyn xij
d

Item for 6
d Ribbin workinge x

d

Item for 4 C Ribbin woorkinge viij
d

these Ribbins by dozen

Item for 3
d and 2

d Ribbins woorkinge a dozen vj
d

And whosoever dothe ofend in this shall forfett and pay for every tyme offending V
s

William Robinson Sampson Helles Eduarde Pinder Symon Pocklay Lawrence Richardson [mark]

Thomas Naylar Richard Wilson James Crostwhaite Anthony Wreakes Robert Aldcorne John
Pinder Robert Willimsone Thomas Potter

Item It is agreed by the serchers and the whole companie concernynge woorke that one Brother

shall put to another in ther severall kynds

That is to say for Boxe lace an oz 4d ob

Item for dozen boxe woorke for a dozen <vj d >
and all other dozen woorke iiij

d

Item For poound gallound woorkinge an oz 3
d ob

Item For silke and goould silke and sillver cleane gould and silver lace the oz iij
d

Item for woorkinge eight peny Ribbin x
d

Item for 6
d Ribbin woorkinge 8

d

Item for 4d Ribbin woorking 6
d

Item for 3
d and 2

d Ribbin woorkinge 5
d

So much a dozen

(Undated circa 1612, SWAB, fob = 25=/22r to fob = 26=/23r).

Unfortunately there is little information here about how these items were produced.

Box work might refer to braids made on small box looms which were placed on tables.

This type of simple loom is still in use in Norway to produce braids (Geijer, 1982) and
the craft became popular in Britain in the 18th century as a hobby for fashionable

ladies (Groves, 1966). Circumstantial evidence to support this possibility is found in

Article 7 of the Company’s ordinances (see above) which required each new member to

prepare his test piece in the house of the searcher. This would be possible with a

portable loom but less likely with a large fixed loom as illustrated in Diderot (1771-72)

for 18th century French passementerie makers
Possibly some braids were produced by tablet weaving which had been used in the

medievel period for luxury braids (Walton, 1991). The word ‘laces’ at this period is

ambiguous as it might refer to plaited or braided ties which had a functional (and

decorative) use for fastening garments (in the same way as modern shoelaces) or it

might mean lace in the sense of decorative openwork which could be made with

bobbins or with needles. Bobbin lace was made with white linen or with gold and silver

threads. There is no evidence in the Account Book that the Silkweavers were producing

bobbin lace or embroidered needle lace although gold and silver bobbin lace was used

as a decorative trim for costume from about the 1580s. The most likely techniques in

use were narrow-loom weaving and plaiting.
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Trade Disputes

Disputes with other York companies and with individuals also give an insight into

what each trade was permitted to make and how. Over the years the Company of

Silkweavers had a number of these controversies which could involve the Mayor and

Council either to fine the craft or individual trespassing on the products of another, or

to arbitrate between them. The Silkweavers’ Account Book and the City House Books

and the Chamberlains’ Account Books give details of some disputes:

Item Spente in goeinge unto the lorde maior aboute George Waller for makeinge of bridle

reanies ij
s 4d (1632, SWAB, fol. = 1 12 =/96r).

Item Spente at Symond Pockleys when as the buttonmakers sente for us before the lorde maior

I
s
0. (1632-33, SWAB fol. =112 =/96v).

Item spent in goeinge aboute the sadlers and others 3-4. (1637, SWAB, fol. = 122=/106v).

Wheras the Searchers of the Companie hath taken in hand to bringe in question William
Lightskull for making of frindge to the wronginge of the trade of Silkwevers it is agreed by the

consent of the whole companie that they will assit them in this cause and whosoever denies the

same shall forfeitt ten shillinges to which agrement we have sett our handes the vj
lh daye of

August 1646

Christofer Smales Marmaduke Todd Searchers Christofer Loft Richard RC Cowper John IV
Vaux Mathew Chapman Francis Moor Thomas Hill Robert Wright William WJudgson William

W Smales Christopher Mitton Thomas Naylor George Stockton John Foxe John I Tuke
Vallantine H Hearison John Nelson John Loft Harbart A Aldcorne James Crosthaite Thomas
Ullathornes Robert Willimson. (SWAB, fol.= 142=/126r).

The City House Book records:

2 1 Octobris 1 646

And now upon hearing of the differences between the Companyes of silkweavers and milloners

touching the weaveing of Fringe. It is conceaved proper for the Milloners to work and make
Fringe in a Lussett, but not in a loom. (B36, fol. 196v).

[Footnote: A lucet is a small flat, U-shaped tool with which one can produce braid by

means of looping threads around each horn of the U in turn.]

As well as disputes with other York crafts and individuals the Company of

Silkweavers pursued the trespass of their trading rights by ‘straingers’ and ‘foreigners’

who were trading in York:

The xvi
th day of Julie in looking for a straineger that was in the citty to sell waires xviii

d
.
(1619-

20, SWAB, fol. =43 =/40r).

Item Spente aboute bringeing of the stranger and the Constable from Dringehouses I
s 4d (1632,

SWAB fol. = 1 1 2 =/96r, Dringehouses was a village, now a suburb, one mile from the centre of

York).

On occasion members of the Company were fined for taking on apprentices or

journeymen who were not York residents. Once the Fine had been paid the apprentice

or journeyman could continue to work but the higher rate quarterly payment was due:

Received For a fyne ofJohn Vause for setting a ferryner of worke without leave iiij
d
(1619-20,

SWAB, fol. = 44 =/4 1 r)

.

Receved off Francis Hall For setting A souldier A stranger att work without leave off lord maior

and searchers 0: 1 =0. (1664-65, SWAB, fol. /1 70v).

Recieved of Joell Greene for setting a strainger on worke and his quarteridge 4
d
0:1:4 (1678,

SWAB, fol. /2 Hr).

The Annual Acounts

The greater part (ff. =28=/25r- /260r) of the Account Book consists of the annual

accounts which run from the Financial years 1611-12 to 1700-01. Appendix IV gives

sample annual accounts which show a range of receipts and disbursements of the

Company.
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The income of the Company came from a number of regular and occasional

payments by the members for brotherhood money, apprenticeship enrolment,

journeymen’s quarterly wages, and fines as decribed above. Thomas Naylor donated

two houses to the Company in his will dated 23rd December 1654 and proved 10th

September 1655:

Item I give to the Company of Silkeweavers of the Cittie of York Twoe little houses or

Tenementes with their appurtenances scituate on Peaseholme Greene in the said Cittie

adiojinge upon or neere unto an house called The Holy Preist house nowe in the occupacion of

Anthony Wiley and a widowe woman And my will is That the Searchers of the said Company for

the time beinge together with Thomas Nayler and Robert Bright twoe of the said Company
during their lives shall receive the Rentes and profitts of those twoe houses And shall out of the

same paie to Mathewe Chapman dureinge his naturall life Twentie shillinges yearlie (that is to

saie) every quarter five shillinges And therest of the Rentes and profittes thereof my will is

shalbe disposed of at the discrecion of the said Searchers and their Assistantes for the tearme of

their lives, and after by other twoe brethern of the said Company... to the use of the said

Company for ever. (PRO, Aylett Register, 202, ff. 338r-340r).

The Company appears to have had a small celebration when they took over the

houses:

Item att the taking possission of the howses given by Master Thomas Naylor the 7
th day of

August 55 for bread and Ale to the tennance 0-1-4. (SWAB, fol. /149r).

The Company obtained a regular income of between 5s and 6s 8d per quarter on

each of these properties over the next 45 years at least and this represented a

substantial proportion of their total receipts.

The expenditure of the Company was much more diverse than the income. There
were regular annual payments for rent for the shared use of Saint Anthony’s Hall for

the quarterly meetings, to the poor of Saint Anthony ‘given to the poore of Saint

Anthonyes 00:00:06.’ (1667, SWAB, fol. / 1 7 7 r) ,
to the City Chamberlain when the new

searchers were sworn, for the two bonds which were made out by the Company’s Clerk

(to secure the stock money held by the searchers and their feoffees) and to the auditors

for making up the accounts. Regular quarterly expenses included the Clerk’s and the

Beadle’s wages and the search. Examples of most of these payments can be seen in

Appendix IV which shows the accounts for the financial year 1656-57. The hall rent

does not appear to have been paid in period 1645 to 1656 inclusive, although a few

payments were made in 1648 to Ellen Apedell at the hall (SWAB, fol = 1 48 =/ 1 3 1 v and
= 150=/133r). This may have been due to some disruption in local government during

the Civil War and Commonwealth or the fact that the Hall was in a very poor state of

repair until it was extensively repaired and altered in 1656 (see above).

Irregular expenses included litigation, repairs to Saint Anthony’s Hall, repairs and
hearth tax for the two houses owned by the Company, music at the feasts, loans and
compassionate payments to members and non-members who had fallen on hard times.

While there were minor fluctuations in some of these payments it is very evident

that over the 80 year period there was very little variation in the fees and fines

charged, except for the brotherhood money changes discussed above. Apprentice
enrolment remained at 6d from 1611 to 1659 when the last apprentice was formally

enrolled (SWAB, fol. /159v) 4
. The quarterly fee for journeymen remained at 2d or 4d,

according to status, for the whole period of the Account Book. The fee for the search

was always Is per quarter and the auditors fee 6d. The Clerk was paid Is 6d rising to 2s

and the Beadle Is 8d quarterly, the poor of Saint Anthony’s received between 4d and

4. After this date masters continued to take apprentices and occasionally were fined for having too many

or their not being freemen’s sons (SWAB, ff. /1 6 1 r, /178v, /1 9 1 r & v, etc.) but were not fined for not

enrolling them.
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6d and hall rent fell from an original 16d to Is in 1657 (SWAB, fol. /154r). The one

shilling rent was paid up until 1682; from 1683 this payment was subsumed into a

composite fee paid to the Lord Mayors office when the searchers were sworn in:

paid to Master Breare Lord maire offeser when sworne for all fees 00-03-08. (1683, SWAB, fol.

/222r).

Item for swearinge and hall rent 0-3-8. (1685, SWAB, fol. /227v).

From 1686 tax payments, including the hearth tax, were made on the houses owned
by the Company. Earlier in Saint Mark’s quarter 1675 the Company had paid 6d Tor a

certiefacate to Chomaly man’ (SWAB, fol. /197v) and in Simon and Jude quarter 1680

Is was paid Tor the sessment of the houses’ (SWAB, fol. /214r). It was not until Symon
and Jude quarter 1686 that 16s was paid Tor harth money’ and 4s again in Saint Mark’s

quarter 1687 Tor Chemleys money’ (SWAB, fol. /231v). In the financial year 1687-88

there were explicit payments (in three instalments of 4s) Tor Chimney money’ (SWAB,
fol. /234r & v). If the rate of 2s a year per fireplace is assumed then the houses owned
by the Company must have had 6 hearths between them. Other tax payments are

indicated in 1690 when Is 6d was paid ‘A sesment for the King 1/2 a yeare for the

houses September the 9 1690’ (SWAB, fol. /243r). Other tax payments included four

instalments of Is Id ‘paid for 3 months ses for silke weavers houses’ (1691, SWAB, fol.

/245r) and in 1699 ‘paid for the constable Assesment 99 0-0-4’ (SWAB, fol. /256v).

Welfare Payments

As well as the regular annual payment to the poor the Company also made many
payments to assist its members, and others, in a number of ways including for sickness,

burial expenses and loans.

Item given to wydow Johnson for the buriall of hir husband v s
ij

d
(1628, SWAB, fol. =

104=/188r).

Item given to an old workman silkweaver being above threscore yeare old Vs
vj

d
(

1 630-3 1
,
SWAB,

fol. =69=/66r).

Item paide to the lame souldiers at Saint Anthonyes Hall ij
s
(1643, SWAB, fol. = 136=/120r).

Consented to give Roger Freear bein sick 0-2-0. (1680, SWAB, fol. /214r).

Item given to two poore destresed weavears 0-3-0. (1684, SWAB, /225r).

In 1682-83 financial year payments were made to five ‘poore weavers’ John Norman,
Robert Gatley, William Esa[rd] John Nevill and Peter Johnson who were not members
of the Company. Peter Johnson was described as ‘a weveor goeing For Newcastill’

(SWAB, ff /217v-218v). Other beneficiaries were also not local:

Item Given to a poore Irish weaver 00-02-00. (1690, SWAB, fol. /243r).

Item paid to a power scoch [wjheaver 0-1-0. (SWAB, fol. /227v).

In the period 1655 to Candlemas quarter 1683-84 (SWAB, fol. /222r) Mathew
Chapman was paid a quarterly pension of 5s as specified in the will of Thomas Naylor.

Mathew Chapman was approximately 48 years old when he first received the pension

and the £1 a year he received from the Company until 1683-84 (when he presumably

died, aged 75) must have been a severe drain on resources after 1669 when the stock

money fell to between £1 and £3 per annum.

Stock Money

Entries at the end of the earlier annual accounts give explicit evidence that the stock

money was held by the Searchers:

Audited the 18
th <6 h

vs
9
d > day of August 1635 By George Blanshard and Henry Nevell and all

found well and thear remaines in stokes and plate to be delivered unto the next searsars 7
1

' 7
s
5
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whear of thear is in plate 6
h

5
s
9
d
soe thear restes in money l

1

'

I
s
8
d George Blanshard and

Henry Nevill. (SWAB, fol.= 1 16=/100v).

Over the years the amount of the stock money varied greatly even if the unit costs of

the income and expenditure did not. The income in the first 30 years was considerable

because of the large brotherhood sum paid by new members. Despite the relatively

large outlay of 20s 7d in 1617-18 (SWAB, fob =40= /37r) for building repairs,

presumably to Saint Anthony’s Hall, and 61s 7d for furniture, made and painted, in

1630-1 (SWAB, fob =69=/66r & v) the income resulted in an increase in the stock

money to £15 16s by 1633. (SWAB, fob =113=/97r) .

In the period 1633-4 to 1644 the Company invested its surplus money in the purchase

of some plate ‘Item in goeinge toe buy the playte and some other ockations spent ij ij
d ’

(SWAB, fob =114= /98r). Details of the plate are given in the accounts for 1635-36

‘Receaved in plaite two silver bowles one weighinge 12 ounces and a halfe one other

weiginge 10 oz thre quarters and both a mountinge toe the vallew of vj
h vs

9’ (SWAB,
fol.= 1 1 7 =/l 0 1 r). A further investment was made in Saint Mark’s quarter 1637 ‘laide

out when we boughte iiij sylver bowles I
s 4 cl

’ (SWAB, fob = 120=/104v). This brought

the value of the plate stock to £1 1 17s ‘Receaved in plaite six silver boules amountinge

toe the vallew of xj
h
xvij

s
’ (15th August 1637, SWAB, fol.= 121 =/105v). In the accounts

for 1640-41 the bowls are described as ‘ij Beare Boules and 4 wyne Bowles’. (SWAB, fob

= 128 =/ 1 12r).

This plate was sold off in 1644 and the money raised was distributed to the members:
Item spent at the sellinge of the plaite xj

d
.
(SWAB, fob = 136 =/120v).

It is ordered by us this 24 of August 1644 that viij 1 ' to be disstrebeted to 24 of our Company of

Silkeweavers whose names are underwreten the which monie was the plate monie Audited by us

Marmaduke Todd Christofer Smalle Richard Aldcorne William Robinson RC Richard Cowper
his Marke A Harbarte Aldcorne his Marke Thomas Nayllor Christofer Toft John Nelson
Christopher Mitton Frances Moor RobartWillimsone William Robinson Mathew Chapman IA

Stephen Atkinson Edmund Dove James Crostwhait Robert Wright Henrie Nevell IV John Voxe
his marke George Foster Thomas Hill John Foxjohn IT Tuecke. (SWAB, fol.= 139= /123r).

The stock money following the sale of the plate was £4 19s and slowly rose to a

maximum of £14 7s 7d in 1658 (SWAB, fob / 1 55v) . In the next 10 years it fluctuated

around the £6 - £11 mark but dropped dramatically from £11 10s 8d (the entry for

money received in stock is blank for 1st September 1668 but it can be worked out from

the expenditure and receipts entries in ff /1 78r- 1 79v) to £1 00 8 in 1669. (SWAB, fob

/180r). It is most probable that this sharp reduction in funds was a consequence of the

reduction in the membership fee from 10s to 3s 4d which was introduced in 1668-69;

certainly there was no decline in membership in this period (see Figure 1).

The latest dated entry in the Account Book is for 1702/3:

February the frerst received of George Pealle the some of thirteene shillings in part of nineteen

shillings and six pence which was dew at Saint James day 1702 and at the day above Mentioned
is ten shillings more dew for another half year rent George Peale promises to the six shillings

and six pence at Easter next in 1703. (SWAB, fob /259v).

This note follows two earlier entries, dated 1701 and 1702, on the same page,

concerning the debt so it was presumably long-running. By the financial year 1702-03

the Company must have been using a new account book but the above last entry was
included in the old book to be consistent with the pattern already established of noting

debts and any repayments on the same page. As the Company of Silkweavers continued

to function until about 1735 there was presumably a second book of accounts. Its fate

is unknown.

Summary

The Account Book of the Silkweavers of York contains much detail about the
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administration of a small trade company for the greater part of the 17th century. The
information illuminates the internal functioning of the Company as well as its

relations with the City Council and with some of the other local trades. Preliminary

comparisons of the various entries also indicates that the rhetoric of the ordinances

and agreements was not always implemented and that practices anyway evolved over

the 80 year period. The study of the extensive information in the Account Book has

been enriched by the additional, complementary information obtained from other

sources such as the Freemen’s Register, the Apprentices’ Register and the

administrative records of the York City council as well as parish records and wills. This

has provide further details of the individuals involved and will also allow a further

longitudinal analysis of the trade from the 15th to the 19th century to be made
(Hogarth, in prep.).

A full transcription of the Account Book is being prepared (Hogarth and Webb) and
copies will be lodged at the The British Library, The Borthwick Institute for Historical

Research and the J. B. Morrell Library (both at the University of York), the York City

Archives and the York City Reference Library.
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THE CORPORATION OF DONCASTER - A SELF-ELECTED BODY?

by George Owen

In his ''Historical Notices of Doncaster ’, C. W. Hatfield described the election of a

member of the Corporation in February 1803. ‘An immense crowd gathered before the

Town Hall... votes were worth a golden guinea in addition to free access to open

[public] houses.’
1

Hatfield claimed that at this and at other municipal elections, ‘he

was considered the best [candidate] who spent most money. Bribery and corruption

reigned paramount.’ Hatfield also claimed that in keenly-contested elections

candidates bid against each other for votes and that ‘older hands hung back from the

poll for better terms.’ 2

Hatfield described how the candidates at this 1803 election provided drink for the

voters at various inns, and put hogsheads of ale in front of the theatre in the market
place for general consumption. ‘Wine was supplied without limit and scenes of

drunkenness that almost baffle description ensued.’ Hatfield condemned the

candidates in this closely contested election for offering bribes and the voters for

accepting them.

Although Hatfield alleged that the candidate who offered the biggest bribes was
likely to gain most votes, another, quite different criticism of these municipal elections

was made in the 1830s. This was that members of the Corporation so manipulated the

elections that as a rule their own preferred candidates were elected; in other words,

that there were no genuine contests. These critics did not deny that candidates spent

freely, but they maintained that the results of elections were determined by the

Corporation and not by bribery.

Though the corporations of English boroughs varied enormously at this time, S. and
B. Webb found that in a majority of boroughs the governing body comprised a mayor,

a body of aldermen and a larger body still of common councilmen (under a variety of

names). 3 Aldermen usually filled vacancies arising among themselves by co-option

from the common councilmen, and in more than three-quarters of the country’s

boroughs vacancies arising among common councilmen were also filled by co-option

and not by any form of popular election. ‘The great majority of Corporations were
governed each by a Close Body which... filled vacancies in its own ranks by simple

co-option.’

4

When new common councilmen were appointed in this way the practice

was known as ‘self-election’.

In some boroughs freemen took some part in the election of councilmen. 3 Doncaster
was such a borough, yet critics of the Corporation nevertheless described its members
as ‘self-elected’. This essay examines a number of municipal elections in Doncaster
between 1804 and 1833, and assesses the evidence for the allegation that bribery

1. C. W. Hatfield, Historical Notices ofDoncaster (Doncaster 1870), II, p. 77.

2. Hatfield, op. cit., p. 68.

3. S. and B. Webb, The Manor and the Borough, (2nd. edition 1963), pp. 363-367.

4. Webb, op. cit., p. 382; also see pp. 368-369.

5. Webb, op. cit., p. 383.
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determined the outcome of these elections. It then turns to the counter-charges that in

reality a system of ‘self-election’ by the Corporation was in operation, and that its

members practised a policy, common to many close boroughs, of ‘exclusion’: that is, of

excluding townsmen on political or religious grounds from membership.

/ ‘ The Best Corporation in England

Until December 1835 the governing body of Doncaster’s Corporation consisted of a

mayor, 12 aldermen and 24 common councilmen, supposedly drawn from ‘the better,

more respectable and discrete inhabitants.’
7 They met formally in the borough’s Court

of Common Council, and, once elected, held office for life. When an alderman died, the

remaining aldermen usually chose the longest-serving common councilman to fill the

vacant place. Municipal elections were held, therefore, at irregular intervals whenever
the death (or rarely, the resignation) of an alderman or a councilman created a

vacancy. 8

The borough’s freemen played an important part in these elections. They, and they

alone were entitled to vote at election time. Moreover, only freemen were eligible as

candidates for election as councilmen. Apart from one or two public figures who had

been granted the honorary freedom of the borough, freemen were admitted in one of

three ways: by serving an apprenticeship to a freeman (‘by servitude’), as the first-born

son of a freemen (‘by birthright’), and ‘by purchase’. 9

Those who bought their freedoms did so chiefly to qualify for election as councilmen.

The town clerk admitted this at a public enquiry into the Corporation’s affairs held in

December 1833.
10 At the end of the eighteenth century the fee demanded by the

Corporation from those wishing to purchase the freedom of the borough was 5 guineas.

This was increased to 20, then 30 guineas and by the 1820s had been raised to

60 guineas. Of the 64 freemen admitted ‘by purchase’ between 1800 and the time of

the enquiry, 39 were later successful in being elected members of the Corporation. In

1835, when the old Corporation was abolished, 26 of its 37 members were freemen who
had been admitted ‘by purchase’.

In 1833, when the town’s population was approaching 11,000, it was estimated that

there were 165 resident freemen. These included the mayor and the other 36 members
of the Corporation, who were entitled to vote but rarely did so. At the 1833 enquiry the

town clerk, Frederick Fisher, himself a freeman and former common councilman, put

the usual number voting at elections at 120.
1

1

Fisher went on to describe how common councilmen were elected. Within fifteen

days of a vacancy arising, members of the Corporation would meet. Each would name
four candidates. The two candidates with the highest number of nominations were

known as ‘lights’ and were ‘brought out’. (The term ‘light’ is probably a corruption of

6. Gazette ,
7 Aug. 1835; Town Clerk’s reply when questioned by Sir Charles Wetherell about the

Corporation before the House of Lords.

7. Gazette
,
30 May 1862, final instalment of article by W. Sheardown, [The Corporation of Doncaster].

The Webbs considered Doncaster’s Corporation to be an ‘example of intricacy’. (Webb, op. cit., p. 367

note).

8. [The] Municipal] C [orporations] C[ommission (1835) Appendix to Lirst Report, Part III], pp. 1494-7.

9. Elections of aldermen and common councilmen and the admission ot freemen are recorded in the

Courtiers of the Corporation of Doncaster IV 1755-1814, AB 2// 1/4; Minutes of the Court of Common

Council 1814-24, AB 2/2/1; Minutes 1824-35, AB 2/2/2 ;
there is additional information in the Register

of Lreemen, AB 3/1/1

.

10. Gazette
,
20 Dec. 1833, report of Commissioner’s enquiry.

1 1. Gazette
,
20 Dec. 1833, report of Commissioner’s enquiry.
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‘leet’, a list of candidates for office.) Hatfield provided more details.
12 On the day fixed

for the election the sergeant-at-mace would announce the names of the two ‘lights’

from an upper window of the Town Hall and then call on the freemen with the

traditional cry: ‘Oyez! Oyez! Gentlemen freemen, the books are open! Step forward

and give your votes!’ The town clerk would record the freemen’s votes as they were cast

and the successful candidate would be congratulated by the Mayor.

After the 1832 Parliamentary Reform Act a Royal Commission was appointed to

gather information about the country’s municipal corporations. The public enquiry in

Doncaster in December 1833 was held as part of the Commission’s survey. The
Commission issued its Report in 1835, condemning the practice whereby many
corporations filled vacancies among their common councilmen by co-option, the

so-called system of self-election. Attempts were made then and later to justify

self-election as a way of ensuring that town affairs and corporation property remained

in the hands of men of proven ability and known integrity.
13 The essential qualification

for a member of the Corporation of Hull, for example, was continued success in

business, and the Corporation there ‘maintained an environment in which trade and

industry could flourish.’
14 But self-election did not always guarantee honest or capable

management. Some corporations practising self-election were corrupt and others

disregarded the interests of fellow townsmen. Reputable citizens might be excluded as

unacceptable members of corporations on account of their political views or religious

beliefs.

Thus the Corporation of Bristol has been criticised as unresponsive to public opinion,

indolent, ‘enamoured... with ceremony and display’, and unwilling to deal with the

city’s needs.
13

Leicester Corporation, described as ‘a closed, irresponsible and self-

elected body’, was a tory and anglican stronghold. 16 Dissenters were also excluded from

the Corporation of Leeds where ‘absolute and uncontrolled self-election’ was
practised. The way in which new councilmen were selected in such boroughs varied;

in Bristol, nominations were made by the Mayor himself.
111

In a minority of boroughs freemen took some part in choosing men to serve on the

corporation. Historians have often ignored these municipal elections or referred to

them only briefly, usually assuming that the corporations concerned were still, in

effect, self-elected bodies. At Nottingham the Corporation was described in 1835 as ‘a

close and self-constituted body’ yet the freemen there elected both junior and senior

councilmen. 19 Any freeman could be a candidate if a vacancy for a junior councilman
arose, but only men who had already served as sheriffs or chamberlains — the so-called

‘Livery’ - were eligible as candidates for the office of senior councilman. The town’s

historian makes the dismissive comment: ‘Only the small and imperfect body [ofjunior

councilmen] was freely elected. Hence the Corporation virtually elected itself.
0 The

aldermen at Hull, (where there were no common councilmen), were elected by the

freemen, but it was said in 1835 that ‘The manner of choosing [aldermen] has

something of popular election in show but little in reality’.
21 A modern writer makes

12. Hatfield, op. cit., p. 68.

13. c.f. G. Bush, Bristol and its Municipal Government 1820-51

.

(Bristol Record Society 1976), Chapter V.

14. G .Jackson, Hull in the Eighteenth Century (Oxford 1972), pp. 308-309.

15. Bush, op. cit., pp. 34, 45, 84-86.

1 6. A. Temple Patterson, Radical Leicester 1780-1850, (Leicester, 1954), p. 21.; R. W. Greaves, The Corporation

ofLeicester 1689-1836 (Leicester 1970), p. 141.

17. R. G. Wilson, Georgian Leeds, in D. Fraser (ed.), A History ofModern Leeds (Manchester 1950), pp. 36-37.

18. Bush, op. cit., note p. 86.

19. MCC op. cit., pp. 2005, 1991.

20. R. A. Church, Economic and Social Change in a Midland Town: Victorian Nottingham 1815-1900 (1966), p. 167.

21. MCC o/). a/, p. 1551.
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only a brief comment: ‘The aldermen more or less nominated their successors’.
22

Doncaster was among these boroughs where elections were held and where it

appeared that a candidate for appointment as a councilman depended upon his

obtaining a majority of the freemen’s votes. In such circumstances, obtaining the

support of the freemen by bribery and treating might have a decisive effect on the

outcome of an election.

II Bribery: buying thefreemen’s votes.

It seems to have been accepted practice in Doncaster to offer payment for the

freemen’s votes at election time. At the 1833 enquiry the town clerk admitted that the

traditional bribe offered to a freeman had once been a shilling and a supper but that

this had risen to a guinea and that on some occasions 26^. had been given.
3

Scribbled entries in a memoranda book belonging to a sergeant-at-mace also refer to

payments for votes. The first is dated 5 March 1805: ‘Dr Chorley’s expenses coming
into the Corporation for Freemen, Waits [the town band] and Ringers, £75 18w 6d:

.

On the same page another entry refers to an election in 1816: ‘Wm. Fenton Esq... Gave
a fine steer amongst the Freemen that chose to accept a piece and 10s. 6d. each’. A
third, dated 4 August 1818, is quite explicit: ‘Mr Thos Rickard currier was chosen a

common councilman... Mr Rickard sent one of the Sergeants-at-Mace to the freemen
in the morning to say he would give a guinea a man to all that voted for him and they

received the same.’ 2

When the town clerk mentioned the current bribe of a guinea or 26s. at the enquiry

he was interrupted by Joseph Birley. Birley, a grocer who had tried, unsuccessfully, to

become a councilman, claimed that 3Ch. had been given and two guineas offered.

Another witness said that he had been told that one election had cost the successful

candidate £500.

Other evidence of payments by candidates comes directly from two common
councilmen. William Sheardown, a printer and bookseller, was the successful candidate

in an election in 1821, held because his father had become an alderman. Some years

later he described his election in an article in
‘

The Doncaster, Nottingham and Lincoln

Gazette’?
3 He confirmed that on election, councilmen paid the freemen for their votes:

‘The sum varied from ICR. to 3CR. according to the severity of the contest.’ At his own
election, he paid 87 freemen 26j. apiece for their votes.

Five years later, Isaac Morley, a partner in a family firm of timber merchants and

barge-owners, was brought out as a ‘light’ and elected on 8 February 1826. Under the

heading ‘Account of money paid 9 February 1826 to the Freemen of Doncaster’ he

entered the names of 1 18 freemen in alphabetical order in a notebook with the amount
paid to each. This notebook with an accompanying memoranda book are now in the

Borough Archives.
26 A few freemen apparently refused the payment offered by Morley;

the rest each received 26v., except for four who were paid a little more and one who was

only paid 13i. In all he handed out £135 13j. Od.

Both Hatfield and Sheardown asserted that candidates bargained with voters and

bid up the price of votes in doing so, but there is no evidence that either Sheardown or

Morley did so. Neither refers to any offers of money by rival candidates. Both

Sheardown and Morley paid the same amount, 26s., for each vote. That this was still

22. Jackson, op. cit., p. 308.

23. Gazette, 20 Dec. 1833, Report of Commissioner’s enquiry.

24. Constable’s ledger, AB 8/2/4, p. 248.

25. Gazette, 30 May 1862, Sheardown, op. cit.

26. Morley’s Memoranda, DZ Sykes 63.
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the price quoted by the town clerk in 1833 suggests that the price of votes did not vary

greatly over a period of twelve years or more: 26s. could have been the customary

payment for a vote. The town clerk also claimed that the successful candidate often

paid freemen even though they had voted against him.

There is evidence of other expenditure by candidates. The sergeant-at-mace’s book

gives details of expenses incurred by Dr Chorley when elected common councilman in

March 1805. Besides the £75 paid for the freemen’s votes, he spent more than £66 at

five inns, partly on 69 suppers at 5w apiece, but chiefly on drink.

~

7 Sheardown’s account

shows that he spent more than £120 on drink. Of this, about three-quarters went on

wine, spirits and ale at public houses for the freemen. When the result was announced

he was ‘chaired’ round the town and brought to the Old Angel in Frenchgate where

members of the Corporation and friends were waiting ‘to take wine with him.’ The
cost of this entertainment was a further £38. Sheardown provided a dinner for

members of the Corporation and his friends, gave suppers to the freemen who had

voted for him, and tipped those who had carried him round the town on their

shoulders. He calculated that the election had cost him in total £339 1 Is. 4dr^

Morley received a bill from John Nicholson of the Woolpack setting out his expenses

there. These included £3 14w 6d. for cake and wine before the election and £18 \ls. 6<7.

for 54 bottles of wine and other items afterwards. With wine and food for Corporation

servants, and more wine for his clerks and friends the total bill from the inn-keeper

was £28 \ls. 0d. Nicholson seems to have acted as an agent, since he also included

payments to the constables on Morley’s behalf and paid £1 6r. 0d. for ‘chairing’. There
is no mention of beer or ale, but it is possible that Morley provided this at other inns.

29

The evidence suggests that successful candidates at these municipal elections

regularly gave the freemen both money and drink. Hatfield maintained that this

bribery and treating determined the outcome, not only of the 1803 election, but of

other early nineteenth-century elections as well. Rather, it appears that a customary

payment was made to freemen by the successful candidate after his election, and that

this, the drinks and the suppers were simply part of a tradition which successful

candidates were expected to observe. There were similar customs elsewhere: it was
said that a newly-elected mayor of Pontefract was not regarded as properly appointed

until he had provided the freemen there with a substantial breakfast the morning after

taking office.
30

The 1803 election which Hatfield described was probably exceptional; in any case, his

account must be treated with caution, since he was not an eye-witness. The election

took place several years before he was born, and he had barely entered his ’teens when
the last election to the old Corporation was held in 1833.

Ill ‘ The Corporation both nominate and elect \

Hatfield wrote in terms of contests in which the freemen were left to decide between
two ‘lights’ chosen by the Corporation. Others, however, denied that genuine contests

took place. After challenging the town clerk over the size of bribes offered at elections

at the 1833 enquiry, Joseph Birley went on to claim that ‘the Corporation both
nominate and elect’; that is, that the outcome of each election was determined by the

Q i
t #

'

Corporation. He was supported by a retired East India Company official,John White.

27. Constable’s ledger, AB 8/2/4, p. 243.

28. Gazette
,
30 May 1862, Sheardown, op. cit.

29. Election expenses, DZ ML 3 1 10.

30. Gazette
,
7 Apr 1826, witness at York Assizes.

31. Gazette, 20 Dec 1833, report of Commissioner’s enquiry.
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White described how, when he had come to the town thirty years earlier, he and three

others had been approached as possible candidates for election. The others were John
Branson, a surgeon, and two physicians, Doctors Chorley and Cayley. The plan, he said,

was to bring more gentlemen on to the Corporation to check malpractices. White and
the others were told that if they bought their freedoms they would be brought on to the

Corporation as vacancies arose.

White and the others each paid thirty guineas to become freemen in May 1804,

refusing to commit themselves to paying for votes. But when the first vacancy occurred

the following August, Branson offered the freemen money for their votes. Branson had
done this unwillingly, White continued, because ‘he was apprehensive that the object

would be lost without that’. Cayley was elected ten days later and Chorley in March
1805. All three paid the freemen for their votes, but it seems unlikely that they were
elected on that acount. It is more probable that their election was already assured and
that in promising to pay the freemen and to provide them with food and drink, they

were simply conforming to tradition.

White’s evidence suggests that the Corporation’s support for a candidate was more
important in determining the outcome of an election than the size of the bribes he

offered. The Corporation allowed only two candidates to stand and nominated them
both. This practice provided an opportunity for the Corporation to manipulate an
election so that its own preferred candidate was likely to be successful. At least on

some occasions when the sergeant-at-mace invited the freemen to vote, the result was
already virtually certain. To this extent, a system of self-election was in operation.

First-hand information about the conduct of elections comes largely from the

evidence given by White and others at the 1833 enquiry and from personal
memoranda. Apart from Hatfield’s description of the 1803 election and Sheardown’s

account of his own in 1821 no details of other early nineteenth century elections have

been published. Both the minutes of the Court of Common Council and the town’s

weekly newspaper, ‘The Doncaster, Nottingham and Lincoln Gazette ’, briefly recorded the

election of new councilmen without commenting on the circumstances of particular

elections. Even the names of unsuccessful ‘lights’ were not mentioned.

In addition to recording his payments to freemen Isaac Morley made some valuable

notes about his and later elections.
32 Morley had been admitted as a freeman ‘by

purchase’ in October 1825 and on 8 February the following year was brought out as a

candidate for a vacant seat with another ‘light’. This was J. H. Maw, who had bought

his freedom in 1804 at the same time as White, Branson and the two doctors. Morley
defeated him ‘by a large majority’. Morley kept a record of the next ten elections, and

in eight of them he named both of the ‘lights’ brought out by the Corporation. At the

first of these elections - in May 1826 J. H. Maw was brought out again, this time with

Robert Torr. Torr, a druggist and a freeman ‘by servitude’, was a radical and a critic of

the Corporation, though not specifically of the way its members were elected. This

time, Maw was elected, in spite of being so ill he could not leave his room.

Two elections were held in July 1826, separated by only a few days. Morley provided

more detailed information about both of them. The first, on 5 July, followed Maw’s
death on 23 June. Morley listed the four candidates proposed by each of the twenty

members of the Corporation present at an informal meeting. The mayor’s nominations

were for John Drabwell, Robert Torr, William Morley and John Torr, in that order.

Fifteen of those present, including Morley, chose the same candidates as the mayor in

the same order. Altogether there were nineteen nominations for Drabwell as the first

‘light’. Drabwell, a grocer, had purchased his freedom as late as 9 May, only six weeks

32. Morley’s memoranda, DZ Sykes 63.
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before Maw’s death. Robert Torr was the second choice of eighteen members. Drabwell

and Torr were brought out as ‘lights’, and Drabwell was elected with a big majority.

A curious feature of this election was the nomination of John Torr and William

Morley as third and fourth choices. John Torr was the father of Robert, the

unsuccessful "light’. Both Isaac Morley’s father and his brother were named William.

The William Morley named here seems to have been Isaac’s father, since William

Morley the younger was ineligible for election; he did not become a freeman until the

following 3 October. 33 Morley made this William Morley his third choice only, as did

the mayor.

Members of the Corporation were much divided before the next election a few days

later on 1
1 July. The Mayor nominated James Alexander, Richard Earnshaw, Charles

Haigh and Francis Wragg, in that order. Only three other members made exactly the

same nominations. Earnshaw was the first choice of eleven members, Alexander of

seven, Wragg of five and Haigh of three. Earnshaw was also the second choice of eleven

members and Alexander of eight, but neither Wragg nor Haigh were named as second

choices. Torr received only one nomination as first choice and seven as second.

Earnshaw, the first choice of a majority of members, was a sacking manufacturer. As

the son of a former councilman he had recently been admitted freeman ‘by birthright’.

Alexander, a surveyor, had bought his freedom three years earlier and was clearly the

second most favoured candidate, but Wragg, a butcher, was selected as the other

‘light
1

. Earnshaw was elected. A fortnight later Morley noted in his memoranda book
that he and others had met the Mayor at the Mansion House ‘to settle the difference

that had arisen at Earnshaw[’s] election when it was all righted and shook [sic] hands.’

The disagreement seems to have been over the choice of Wragg as second ‘light’. Most
of those present had nominated Earnshaw as their first choice and so would be satisfied

with his election.

It is clear from Morley’s memoranda that in these two elections, the successful

candidates, Drabwell and Earnshaw, were those preferred by a majority of members of

the Corporation. Moreover, the short interval between their becoming freemen and
joining the Corporation suggests that they may have been invited to be ready for

election when vacancies arose in same way as Branson and the others had been in 1804.

There were further instances of success at elections for the preferred candidates of

the Corporation. Morley’s list of nominations for the next election, on 12 April 1827

shows that members of the Corporation were then unanimous in naming James
Falconar the younger as their first choice. Falconar, a solicitor, was the mayor’s son

and had recently purchased his freedom. William Askham, a waggoner and wharfinger,

was a much older man who had been a freeman since 1801. He was nominated as

second choice by seventeen of the twenty-three members present. Alexander and
Wragg, unsuccessful at both the previous elections, were also named. Falconar and
Askham were brought out as ‘lights’ and Falconar was elected.

Morley did not record members’ nominations at subsequent elections, but noted that

at the next election later in October 1827 Askham again appeared as a ‘light’, this

time with Francis Wragg. Wragg was elected. In June 1828 Askham was brought out a

third time with William Palmer, a solicitor, and again was unsuccessful. In February

1829 James Alexander was elected to the Corporation and in March 1831, Joseph
Lockwood the younger. Lockwood, who had become a freeman ‘by servitude’ many
years earlier, was the son of an alderman. Morley did not record the names of the

unsuccessful ‘lights’ at these two elections.

Askham’s triple rejection earlier might suggest that he was neither popular with the

freemen nor preferred by the Corporation, yet he was once more named as a ‘light’ in

33. Register of Freemen, AB 3/1/E
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January 1833. This time his rival was Charles Jackson, the son of a former mayor and
a partner in the town’s ‘New Bank’ of Leatham, Tew and Company. Though Jackson
seems more likely to have been the Corporation’s preferred candidate, Askham was
elected. In July 1833 the last election of a councilman to the old Corporation took

place. On this occasion both 'lights’ supported municipal reform. John Collinson was a

solicitor and his opponent, T. P. Cockin, a Quaker saddler. Collinson had bought his

freedom the previous February. Cockin had been admitted freeman ‘by servitude’

many years earlier, had refused payment by Morley in 1826 and had been nominated as

a possible ‘light’ in at least two elections previously. Collinson was successful.

Morley’s memoranda shows that Drabwell, Earnshaw, Falconar, Collinson, and of

course Morley himself, were all elected at their first attempt very soon after becoming
freemen. The first three at least were the preferred candidates of a majority of the

Corporation. 'It seems that although elections were held, some vacancies on the

Corporation - possibly most of them - were Fdled in practice by a form of co-option or

self-election.

IV ‘Tools'
1

and ‘Tooling’.

Birley and other critics of the Corporation, as well as those, like the town clerk, who
spoke in its defence, took the existence of a system of self-election for granted.

Witnesses at the 1833 enquiry offered to explain how the Corporation managed
elections. The Corporation’s power of nominating candidates and limiting their

numbers was all important. Birley claimed that when members selected the ‘lights’,

they would put forward the candidate whom they wished to be elected with another

whom they knew to be unpopular with the freemen and who would stand no chance.

This second candidate was referred to as a ‘tool’, ‘Nine times out of ten,’ Birley said, ‘a

“tool” is brought out.’ He defined a ‘tool’ as a candidate who had not canvassed the

freemen beforehand and promised to pay for their votes.
34

More was heard at the enquiry about ‘tools’ and ‘tooling’. White too accused the

Corporation of deliberately selecting one ‘light’ whom they wished to see elected, and
pairing him with a ‘tool’ who would be unpopular with the freemen. ‘The manner of

“tooling” is, they always bring out one “light” whom they wish to see elected, and one

they know will be rejected.’

After describing how Branson and others had paid for votes and had been elected,

White went on to say that he and J. H. Maw had refused to offer bribes and as a result

had repeatedly been made ‘tools’ at elections. He was asked how many times this had

happened but could not say. He had often been told that if he came forward with a

little money he would be elected. In spite of his refusal to bribe, he was at last elected

in September 1825; the freemen, he said, had ‘eventually brought him in against their

will, and here I am, an unworthy member’.

White, a conservative in politics, was an eccentric. After being elected he did not

attend the formal meetings of the Corporation, nor did he accept appointment as a

member of any of its committees. The commissioner who conducted the enquiry

included White’s evidence in his report: ‘It was stated,’ he wrote, ‘that members of the

Common Council, in order to limit the freemen’s choice, put out as lights one person

they wish to be elected, in conjunction with another person who is supposed to be

unpopular with the freemen.’35 He made no comment, though he had been sharply

critical of a similar practice at Hull. 36

34. Gazette
,
20 Dec 1833, report of Commissioner’s enquiry.

35. MCC op. cit. p. 1497.

36. MCC op. cit. p. 1551.
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White’s evidence - given on oath - suggests that Maw may have been brought out as

a ‘tool’ in February 1826 to give Morley a clear run. Yet the following May Maw too was

elected. Morley gave no clue in his memoranda to this change of fortune. Had Maw,
who was seriously ill, now agreed at last to bribe the freemen?

While Birley and White’s allegations were accepted by the commissioner, some doubt

about ‘tooling’ as a systematic practice must remain. It is unlikely that members of the

Corporation would bring out any candidate as a ‘light’ whom they did not wish to see

elected, simply to secure the election of another. Nor could they be sure of a supply of

suitably unpopular candidates for each election. Moreover, though Morley named
Maw, Wragg, Alexander and Askham as ‘lights’ defeated at one or more elections, they

cannot all have been ‘tools’, chosen because of their unpopularity, since all were
successful later. Though defeated in July 1827 Wragg had then been the first choice of

five members of the Corporation, making it unlikely that he was a ‘tool’ on that

occasion. Nevertheless, it is possible that some form of ‘tooling
1

did occur from time to

time. Maw, Torr, Askham and Cockin, like White himself, seem possible victims of the

practice. ‘Tooling’ may simply have been one of several devices used to secure the

election of the Corporation’s preferred candidates. White’s reference to the freemen

eventually electing him ‘against their will’ suggests that the Corporation could

influence elections in some other way.

At the end of the third day of the enquiry, immediately after White’s allegations of

‘tooling’, the commissioner asked the mayor if he considered the practice of selecting

two candidates at election time satisfactory. The mayor, who was sympathetic to

reform, replied that the Corporation would welcome a wider franchise. This evasive

answer provoked more questions about the choice of candidates. The town clerk moved
quickly from defending the system of elections to attacking its critics. Was it not the

case, he asked, that many who had canvassed for votes would have been very improper

persons to serve on the Corporation? And had not some who had canvassed become
bankrupt soon afterwards?37

V Self-election and ‘exclusion \

Self-elected corporations often came to be controlled by men of the same political

outlook and religious beliefs. Such men might also follow a common occupation or be

members of a dominant group of families. Thus the members of Leeds Corporation

were tory and anglican, drawn for the most part from a dozen wealthy families of

woollen merchants. 33 Nonconformists and reformers were rigorously excluded. On the

other hand, members of Nottingham’s Corporation were whig and nonconformist, 39

and of tory and anglican Leicester it was said that ‘In no corporation has a more
complete system of political exclusiveness existed than has prevailed [here]’.

40

Accusations of exclusiveness were also levelled at Doncaster’s Corporation. At a

reform meeting in November 1835 a local landowner criticised what he called ‘a system

of exclusion, of self-election and of irresponsibility’.
41 Although an outspoken critic of

the Corporation, Sir William Bryan Cooke of Wheatley, one of the town’s bankers,

could not claim to be a victim of a policy of exclusion. He had never purchased his

freedom and so was not eligible for election as a common councilman.

37. Gazette, 20 Dec 1833, report of Commissioner’s enquiry.

38. Wilson, op. cit., pp. 35-7.

39. Church, op. cit., p. 167.

40. MCC op. cit., p. 1909.

41. Gazette, 20 Nov 1835, report of reform meeting.
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In spite of Cooke’s remarks, it does not appear that the members of Doncaster’s

Corporation followed a policy of recruiting new members exclusively from those who
held certain political opinions or religious beliefs. Nor were new members chiefly

drawn from those who followed particular occupations or were related to past and
present members of the Corporation. All, it seems, were well-to-do. Of those who were
excluded from membership, (apart from any who were unwilling to purchase their

freedoms), the majority must have been men unable to meet the cost of election, the

recurrent expense of entertaining fellow members, and the heavy outlay associated

with the office of mayor. There is insufficient evidence to suggest that men holding

particular views were excluded.

While a majority of members of the Corporation were both tory and anglican, there

was no sharp division between them and those with different political opinions or

religious beliefs. Two tories were prominent Wesleyans and several active reformers

were members of the Church of England. Personal antagonisms such as that arising

from a contest in 1824 for the post of town clerk may often have been more important

than differences of opinions or beliefs when members met to decide on the choice of

‘lights’.

A majority of the successful candidates in the eleven elections which began with

Morley’s victory were conservative or tory. Morley, Falconar and Drabwell, for

example, were declared conservatives. Torr’s election may have been blocked because

he was a radical and a critic of the Corporation, but Collinson’s shows that there was
not a consistent policy of political exclusiveness. He supported municipal reform and

later was a successful candidate in the election which followed the abolition of the old

Corporation. Nor is there much to suggest that some candidates were chosen because

they were members of the Church of England or that others were rejected as

nonconformists. Falconar, brother-in-law of the town’s vicar, was a staunch anglican,

but Morley came from a Wesleyan family; his father was one of the trustees of the

town’s Priory Place Chapel. Several nonconformists, Wesleyans and Quakers, appear in

Morley’s memoranda as nominees. Most of them favoured municipal reform. Although

they were not selected as ‘lights’, it is hardly likely that they were nominated with the

intention of preventing them from becoming members of the Corporation.

Nine of the eleven successful candidates had been wealthy enough to purchase their

freedoms. There was a wide age-range: Morley and Earnshaw, for example, were both

twenty-two years of age when elected, while Maw was sixty-eight and Askham at least

fifty-five. Though three were the sons of past or present members of the Corporation,

and three of them solicitors, this does not suggest that the Corporation habitually

nominated candidates on family or occupational grounds. It seems more likely that

members of the Corporation tended to choose men who were personally and socially

acceptable and that other considerations were of secondary importance.

VI ‘Sweeping away all ‘self-election’.

The Royal Commission’s country-wide investigation into the affairs of municipal

horoughs was followed by the Municipal Corporations Act of 1835. The Act abolished

most existing corporations and replaced them by elected borough councils. Doncaster’s

freemen lost the exclusive right to vote at elections since the municipal franchise was

now extended to all rate-payers. The practice whereby all candidates at municipal

elections had to be freemen, nominated by the Corporation, came to an end. In

Doncaster and other small boroughs, any householder occupying premises with a

rateable value of £15 a year was now eligible for election as councillor. When elected,

councillors would hold office for three years only and then have to submit to
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re-election. Councillors could elect aldermen from among themselves or from
non-councillors and these aldermen would sit for six years and then have to be re-

elected. The purchase of freedoms was abolished.42

This legislation was welcomed by ‘The Doncaster, Nottingham and Lincoln Gazette ’, which

was now strongly in favour of municipal reform. ‘It is the foundation of a great

improvement
1

wrote the editor, ‘sweeping away all self-election to offices of public trust

by placing them under popular control’.
43 The first election for the new Council

followed a lively campaign which began with the reform meeting in mid-November. It

was followed by the publication of election addresses and the circulation of pamphlets

and broadsheets, one of which claimed that ‘privacy [i.e. secrecy] and self-election have

hitherto been the corroding vices of our constitution.’
44 There was now a much bigger

municipal electorate and some 569 voted at the first election on 26 December 1835.

Morley and some other members of the old Corporation declined to offer themselves

as candidates. Those who did, generally attracted very few votes. Drabwell was an
exception, but he too was defeated. The reformers, among them Birley and Cooke,

enjoyed a landslide victory, winning 15 of the 18 seats; of these, 11 went to non-

freemen. 45 This election appeared to be a triumph for those who accused the old

Corporation of practising a system of self-election. Former aldermen and common
councilmen who may have owed their places to such a system, had either withdrawn
from the contest or had been defeated. Nevertheless several of them, including Morley,

were later able to win the support of the town’s rate-payers, and after election to the

new Council were able to take part again in municipal affairs.
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A MESOLITHIC TRANCHET AXE
FROM THE YORKSHIRE WOLDS

by M. J. Boyd

In the course of field-work related to an ongoing study of Mesolithic exploitation of

the Yorkshire Wolds, the writer was, in March 1992, fortunate enough to recover a

tranchet axe of Mesolithic aspect from the surface of the north-eastern corner of Sands

Wood Field, on Carnaby Top about 4 kilometres west of Bridlington (NGR: TA 1273

6695). Mesolithic tranchet axes - the term is here used without prejudice to the

possible function of many of these artefacts as adzes - have only infrequently been

reported from the chalkland of the Yorkshire Wolds (fewer than twenty are listed by

Wymer and Bonsall 1977, 349-355) and the present specimen is of particular interest

in that the findspot is situated less than 500 metres due south of, and directly upslope

from, the ancient carr of Willow Garth in the Great Wold Valley. On the basis of the

pollen record from Willow Garth, which shows a sudden and dramatic decline in Pinus

pollen at about 8800 BP with regeneration of the local woodland not occurring until

c.8000 BP, Bush and Ellis (1987) have suggested that there may have been an Earlier

Mesolithic encampment in the vicinity, probably on the sand deposits of the valley side

footslope. Convincing artefactual evidence for Mesolithic settlement in the immediate

vicinity of Willow Garth has, however, hitherto been lacking.

With the notable exceptions of the assemblages of, apparently Later Mesolithic,

flintwork excavated from the old soils beneath later barrow mounds at Octon and

Kilham (Manby 1976, 133-7), and from beneath the mound of a medieval post mill at

Bessingby (Earnshaw 1973, 32-8), almost all reported examples of presumed
Mesolithic artefacts from the Yorkshire Wolds have been surface finds. The only

accurately provenanced artefacts of an indisputably Mesolithic character which have

previously been recorded from the area around Willow Garth are a small number of

isolated microliths, listed by Wymer and Bonsall (1977, 349), which were collected by

Messrs C. & E. Grantham and which are now housed in the Grantham Collection at

Driffield. Seven of these were collected from the surface of the field immediately west

of Sands Wood Field and a further five came from an area approximately one

kilometre to the south-east. Small numbers of microliths have also been retrieved from

field surfaces elsewhere on the Yorkshire Wolds (Wymer and Bonsall 1977), but

neither they nor the twelve examples cited from Carnaby Top can, in isolation, be

regarded as necessarily indicative of the close proximity of regularly-occupied

Mesolithic encampments. It is generally agreed that most, if not all, microliths

represent the armatures of hunting projectiles, and the few, widely scattered,

specimens so far recorded as surface finds on the Yorkshire Wolds may thus represent

no more than chance losses by a small number of individuals on hunting expeditions.

As Mellars and Reinhardt (1978) have suggested in their study of Mesolithic land-use

in southern England, the distributions of pebble maceheads and tranchet axes - tools

which were probably employed in a wide range of ‘maintenance’ activities — are much
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more likely to provide an accurate indication of the true distribution of Mesolithic

activity within a region than is the distribution of such economically specialised

artefacts as microliths. Unfortunately, almost all of the putatively Mesolithic pebble

maceheads recorded from the Yorkshire Wolds represent surface finds, and none has

been recovered from a Mesolithic context (Wymer and Bonsall 1977; Roe and Radley

1968). In view of the conclusion reached by Roe and Radley (1968), that such artefacts

- in the north of England at least - appear to have a chronological range extending

from the Mesolithic to the Bronze Age, it would thus be most unwise to use the

distribution of pebble maceheads as an indicator of the possible distribution of

Mesolithic occupation sites on the Yorkshire Wolds. The present writer would suggest

that, so far as surface finds are concerned, the distribution of tranchet axes should be

regarded as considerably more reliable in this respect, and that the Yorkshire Wolds
localities from which these implements have been recovered are those which might

most profitably be searched for further artefactual evidence of Mesolithic occupation.

DESCRIPTION

The tranchet axe (Figure 1) which forms the subject of the present paper is a

relatively small example, measuring 80 mm in overall length and having a maximum
width of 46 mm. It appears to have been manufactured from either a very large

primary flake or, more likely, a ‘chunk’ from a flint nodule. A large area of, heavily

weathered, cortex remains upon the surface of the axe which is opposed to that from
which the tranchet-flake has been removed. The latter surface (hereafter referred to

as ‘ventral’) has, like those areas of the ‘dorsal’ surface which are free of cortex,

Figure 1. Tranchet axe from Sands Wood Field, Carnaby Top.

a, dorsal view; b, ventral view; c, transverse section at level indicated.

Stippled areas represent cortex.

Approximately natural size (actual length of axe is 80 mm).
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developed a dense creamy-white patination, tending in parts towards a yellowish ‘old

ivory’ colour, which feels distinctly silky to the touch. This patination is very different

in character to that observed upon the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age flint artefacts

(including leaf-shaped, chisel, oblique and barbed-and-tanged arrowheads) found in

Sands Wood Field. Even the most heavily-patinated elements of this post-Mesolithic

flintwork bear only a relatively thin, bluish-white, patina and their surfaces lack the

silky feel of those of the tranchet axe. The recent detachment of a small flake from the

ventral surface of the axe - presumably as a result of modern agricultural operations -

allows identification of the raw material as a light brown flint of glacial erratic origin.

The butt of the axe has been brought to its present form by the detachment of a

series of flakes struck from its ‘lateral’ margins. The dorsal surface of the butt has

been shaped by the removal of a single large flake (extending inwards to the

longitudinal mid-line of the specimen) from one margin and the removal of a series of

much smaller, and less invasive, flakes from the other. Ventrally, the butt displays

much neater workmanship, with shallow invasive flaking extending from the periphery

to the mid-line of the specimen. The lateral margins of the butt have a distinctly

battered appearance. This battering does not appear to be the result of recent damage
and it may, therefore, represent a deliberate blunting of the edges in order to minimise

damage to any antler or wooden sleeve in which the axe may originally have been
hafted. The cutting edge of the axe is formed by the intersection of its dorsal surface

(from whose ‘anterior’ margin a series of seven, mostly small, flakes has been
detached) with the scar formed by the removal of a single, very large, tranchet-flake

from its ventral surface. The large size of the tranchet-flake scar, relative to the butt of

the axe, suggests the possibility that the specimen was once somewhat larger, but has

been re-sharpened more than once.

DISCUSSION

Since it represents a surface find, the tranchet axe from Sands Wood Field cannot,

strictly speaking, be dated any more precisely than as Mesolithic. There is, however,

nothing in the morphology of the specimen which is incompatible with attribution to

the Earlier Mesolithic (and thus, perhaps, to the episode of woodland clearance around

Willow Garth postulated by Bush and Ellis), and it certainly bears a remarkable

resemblance to such Earlier Mesolithic tranchet axes as that from Middlezoy in

Somerset, described by Wainwright (1960, 195). Whatever the precise age of the

specimen, it is of importance as representing the first convincing artefactual evidence

of Mesolithic settlement close to Willow Garth and, indeed, as one of the few

accurately provenanced Mesolithic tranchet axes so far recorded from the Yorkshire

Wolds.

With respect to the use of tranchet axes as indicators of possible Mesolithic

occupation sites on the chalkland of the Yorkshire Wolds, one note of caution must be

sounded. The writer can confirm from his own experience the accuracy of Moore’s

(1964) observation that unpolished flint axes, sharpened by the removal of a tranchet-

flake from the cutting edge, are of fairly frequent occurrence amongst the great

quantities of Neolithic and Early Bronze Age flintwork and associated debitage which

occur upon certain parts of Flamborough Elead. It would seem advisable, therefore, to

heed the suggestion made by Gardiner (1987) that tranchet axes should be considered

in Neolithic, as well as Mesolithic, contexts, and to view with due suspicion any surface-

found tranchet axe from the Yorkshire Wolds which does not display a significantly

greater degree of patination than the most heavily-patinated post-Mesolithic flintwork

occurring at the same locality.
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RECENT DISCOVERIES IN SOME YORKSHIRE HOUSES

byjohn Sinclair Miller

In the course of the process of renovation which most historic buildings require from
time to time it is often possible to discover a good deal more about the evolution of the

structure than is possible during any normal investigation. Certainly this has proved to

be the case in a number of important houses with which the author has been involved.

The Manor House, Allerston, near Pickering.

This house, which stands within the enceinte of the medieval castle at Allerston,

changed hands early in 1987 and, as well as the necessary repairs and some
improvements that were desirable, it was decided to remove certain nineteenth-

century partition walls to restore the proportions of the two principal rooms and to

open up what was clearly a large ingle-nook fireplace.

At first sight, the Manor House has the aspect of a large, rather plain, Georgian
farmhouse of about 1800, five bays wide and two storeys high, with a spacious loft, lit

from the gables, in its steeply pitched pantiled roof. Closer examination reveals many
details of earlier date: the large, chamfered, oak cross beams which support the first

floor, a three-light mullioned and transomed window in the north wall (now an inside

wall because of a mainly nineteenth-century two-storey outshot on the north side),

offsets in the masonry of both gables, and blocked openings in the west gable,

indicating that the house had formerly had wings. The conclusions reached by the

Scarborough and District Archaeological Society, following an investigation at the

same time as their excavations of the castle in the early 1960s, was that the Manor
House is Elizabethan, erected shortly after Allerston had been sold by the Earl of

Huntingdon in 1575.
1

A plan of the house, prepared in connection with the proposed improvements,
showed one feature which did not seem to be consistent with a sixteenth-century

origin, namely the thickness of the walls. Both gable walls are almost 4 feet thick, the

north wall is 3 feet 4 inches thick for most of its length, and there was also a cross wall

of that thickness in the outshot.

Confirmation of the house’s medieval origin came early in the restoration. The oak

bressumer and the masonry jambs of the ingle-nook were found intact, but it also

became clear that the fireplace and its tapering chimney stack were not part of the

original structure, but had been built against the west gable wall and only roughly

bonded into it. Behind the fireplace were the ashlar jambs of a blocked door opening

which corresponded with a blocked archway visible externally. A search was then made,

by removing plaster and taking out a cupboard, for the side doorways, and these were

found with the arches and mouldings intact. We were at the lower end of a large

1. L. G. Rimington, ‘The Allerston Story’, Transactions of the Scarborough and District Archaeological Society 2,

No. 9 (1986), pp. 1-28.
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medieval hall.

2

It remains to describe this building. The hall had a length of 45 feet. Its span was
about 23 feet (assuming the doorways to be central), but the front wall had been
rebuilt when the beams supporting the first floor were inserted and was again partially

rebuilt in the 1800s. Its floor was about 1 foot 4 inches below the level of the present

dining room floor - the threshold of the north door and a small piece of the flagged

surface were found by excavation - but at the dais end the floor level was much the

same as at present. A doorway, blocked at the time work started but opened up to give

direct access from the drawing room to the study, probably led to a staircase which

communicated to the solar. As most of the spars and two pairs of principals have been

re-used, the original roof appears to have been similar to the present roof, open, with

the principals collared and braced. The north wall stood some 18 feet high to the eaves.

It was raised about 6 feet when the first floor was inserted and the roof reconstructed

at a higher level.

Although their length and width is uncertain, the scars on the gables indicate that

both wings were two storeys high, and a blocked opening at first-floor level in the west

gable suggests that the chamber over the service rooms communicated with a gallery

over the screens passage. The lower storey of the east wing was a barrel-vaulted

undercroft entered by a doorway from the staircase in the angle between the hall and
the solar, one jamb of which survives. The barrel vault was segmental. The chase for its

abutment can be seen on the eastern face of the gable, roughly filled with re-used

masonry, and the skewback for the vault was seen on both sides of the opening cut

through the gable for an additional window in the drawing room.

It is difficult to date medieval masonry of a simple character, but nothing has been
found that would be inconsistent with the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century,

a period when Allerston was the principal seat of the Hastings family and before they

acquired Roxby and then Slingsby. The plan bears a close resemblance to that of the
o

Manor House at Northborough, Northamptonshire, which is of the same period.

The Old Hall, East Ardsley, near Wakefield.

Compared with the discoveries at Allerston, the restoration of the Old Hall at East

Ardsley offered no surprises, but it did give an opportunity to view the evolution of the

house over a period of much more than a century in some detail and to learn

something of the timber-framed predecessor of the present stone building.
4 This

earlier building had a hall with a span of about 20 feet, that of the present hall, for the

cambered tie beam of its central truss had been re-used as the tie beam for the main
truss of the seventeenth-century roof of the chamber over the hall. This beam has

mortices for jowled posts at both ends and long shallow mortices for arched braces

(with four pegholes to each) towards its centre. The north wall of the hall is also

timber-framed and this has been raised (in timber) to carry the present roof.

There is also evidence that the present first floors in the east wing (the beams and
joists, not the boarding) were part of a timber-framed structure and that there was a

stair in the angle between the hall and the east wing. The picture seems to be that of

a T-shaped house, with two chambers on the first floor of the east wing and a kitchen,

or possibly a parlour, below with a passage and service rooms behind.

2. This investigation was suggested by the late David Black of the Royal Commission on the Historical

Monuments of England.

3. Eric Mercer, English Vernacular Houses, R.C.H.M.E. (1973), p. 191.

4. R.C.H.M.E, Rural Houses of West Yorkshire 1400-1830 (1986), Fig. 26, p. 58; Fig. 36, p. 80.
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In the seventeenth century there were two main builds, both with their dates (1622

and 1652) recorded on the building, and a number of later additions and important

internal alterations, which will be discussed in order of date.

The west wing of 1622 comprised a parlour measuring 23 feet by 17 feet 6 inches and
a kitchen 17 feet 6 inches square. The parlour had a wide, low stone fireplace with a

four-centred arch and carved enrichments in the spandrels; the kitchen had a deep
ingle-nook with a segmental arched head, both fireplaces being in large chimney
breasts which project externally. On the first floor there were two chambers, of which
the south one still retains its fireplace. The parlour and both chambers have seven-

light mullioned and transomed windows. The wing is a complete structure with

external walls 18 inches thick of carefully coursed rubble sandstone and an 18-inch

thick stone wall separating it from the older part, with separate doorways to each

room. The original partitions appear to have been simply panelling. Over the parlour

and kitchen the beams and joists are wrought and chamfered; the chambers had
ceilings. This wing probably replaced the east wing as the main family accommodation.

The 1652 build, on the contrary, was a refacing and reconstruction of the older house

to correspond with the west wing, although it was entirely re-roofed at a higher level. A
great chamber was formed over the hall, the highly ornamented two-storey porch was
added, and an earlier arrangement for the fire was replaced by the present massive

chimney breast with its four stone fireplaces. It is interesting to note the ingenious

way that an almost symmetrical appearance has been given to the south facade, in

spite of considerable difference in the floor levels and between the spans of the west

and east wings, and it is only in the hall itself that a different scale is introduced in its

much larger windows.

This symmetry was not to last long, for towards the end of the seventeenth century a

two-storey outshot was added along the east side to provide closets for the chambers
and for the south-east parlour, and at the same time the south-east chamber was
panelled in the Queen Anne style with a new surround and overmantel for the older

fireplace, the interior of which was faced with fashionable Dutch tiles; a new high

cored ceiling was formed extending up into the loft.

Other improvements were made at the same period. The fireplace in the great

chamber over the hall was tiled with similar Dutch tiles, still visible. A new main stair

with heavy turned oak balusters and a massive handrail was inserted. The
improvements were continued with an additional north wing fitted in between the two

earlier gables to contain a cellar, a panelled parlour at mezzanine level, and a spacious

gallery off the main landing. A little later the south-east parlour was enlarged by

taking in the corridor to the north of it and panelled in the early Georgian style with a

new and larger wooden cornice to cover the original one.

More recent history has been one of decline. In the early nineteenth century the east

wing and main staircases were divided off to become a separate house, and a very tiny

cottage was formed in the eastern outshot. In about 1950 the main part ceased to be

used as a farmhouse and was divided into two dwellings. By the time that the Yorkshire

Buildings Preservation Trust took over in 1987, all were empty and derelict. In the

restoration, although the building has been kept as three houses, it is now in sound

repair, with many of its internal features again visible and its main rooms restored to

their original size and shape.

Birthwaite Hall, Darton, near Barnsley.

During 1986 and 1987 renovations were carried out at Birthwaite Hall, including the

re-slating of the whole of the main roofs, repairs to masonry, renewal of floor beams,
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etc., etc., which provided an opportunity to study the evolution of this important house.

Although the site is medieval and the house has a history going back to the Norman
Conquest, a history studied in considerable detail by Mr John Goodchild, the present

building was erected by Sir Francis Burdettt, who was created a baronet in 1665, but

who had inherited the estate as an infant in 1642. He lost his new and still incomplete

house, however, in 1700 when a mortgagee, one John Silvester, foreclosed. Silvester

occupied the house for some years and was succeeded by a nephew. During this period

much of the interior was completed, but in 1727 the house passed to the Dodsworths of

Thornton Watlass and from then until 1821 was occupied by tenants, some of them
being wealthy and well connected. In 1821 it was sold to a Wakefield banker, Thomas
Rish, who completed Burdett’s design by building the present east wing, matching
Burdett’s elevations carefully on the north and south fronts but treating the east side

as a grand ‘gothick’ frontispiece ‘with towers and turrets’ and a battlemented gable.

Later single-storey additions were made on the north and south sides filling the

shallow courtyards.

Despite this rather chequered history, the house is remarkable for the way that most

of its rooms have remained largely unaltered and for the richness of their furnishing.

The house, which is three storeys high, plus a basement which was originally half above

ground and received natural light, is built on an ‘H’ plan, with a long cross-bar and

deeply protecting wings. The main entrance was on the north side and the grand

doorway with its richly carved brackets and segmental hood is placed symmetrically,

leading directly into the very large hall. The window arrangements on the south side

are less regular and suggest that there was originally a screens passage. The present

stair, which is of mid-Georgian date and rises directly out of the hall at the lower end,

blocks a south doorway shown on Buck’s drawing of c. 1 720.
5

The west wing, clearly the upper wing of the seventeenth-century house, comprises

two splendid suites embellished with bolection-moulded oak panelling on a very large

scale, with heavy moulded cornices and plastered ceilings on the second floor,

connected by a good dog-legged stair (definitely not a back stair). There was access

from the staircase to the large first-floor room over the hall and to a corresponding

room on the second floor. The planning of the two suites is different, but each includes

a parlour, a bedchamber, a dressing room, and a stool closet.

The east wing of the 1820s originally comprised a large and a smaller drawing room
on the ground floor, both with fine cornices and plasterwork, doorcases and doors in

the Regency manner, and large, tall sash windows facing east. A rather curious feature

is that the smaller sash windows on the south gable were designed to match externally

the windous in the earlier part of the house but hidden internally behind shutters

designed to match the room and to look like cupboard doors.

This wing was considerably altered in Edwardian times, when a new entrance hall

and a cloakroom were formed between the two rooms and the decorations were
enriched for the then owner, Sir William Sutherland, parliamentary secretary to Lloyd

George, a lord of the Treasury, and finally Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (May-
October 1922), who died in 1949. Both fireplaces date from this period.

In the older part of the house the walls, which are about 2 feet thick, are of coursed

rubble in the local ironstone, with window surrounds, rusticated quoins, cornices and
Gopings in a fine hard gritstone. The mouldings are correct and classical. The present

window sashes and frames are not original, but are mid-Georgian in style and can be

dated by a reference in a lease of 1747 which mentions ‘windows newly glazed’ and by
a glazier’s name and date recorded on a square of glass which is still extant.

5. I. Hall (ed.), Samuel Buck’s Yorkshire Sketchbook (Wakefield 1979), p.
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There was also a ‘new building’, which can be identified as a long, single-storey wing
running westward from the west wing, for which payments were made to Robert Carr
of Horbury and which, judging by the quality of the detail, could well be an early work
of his more famous son, John.

In the remodelling of the 1820s, when the kitchen quarters, which had survived from
a much earlier house and which are clearly seen in Buck’s drawing, were demolished to

make way for the new east wing, this ‘new building’ became the kitchens and the

alterations made for this purpose can be easily followed. At the same time the south

parlour in the original east wing became the dining room and the ground-floor

chamber was adapted as a servery.

Two later additions should be mentioned: a new entrance hall or north porch on the

north side, which enveloped the original doorway probably dating from the 1830s, and
a long drawing room of about the same date which fdls the courtyard on the east side.

These additions deprive the hall of all direct natural light except that from down the

stairs. The large cellar or basement room with its stone pillars, which occupies the

whole of the space below the hall, is clearly a lower or servants’ hall. When lit it must
have been a handsome room.

In the 1980s the house was in two ownerships and accommodated four separate

households, all still interconnected, while a separate house has been formed in the

‘new building’ and a second one in the summer house at the nest end of the upper
terrace, which also appears in the Buck drawing. Birthwaite Hall is a fascinating

example of continuous alteration and development over three centuries, still a striking

object in the landscape and providing useful, attractive and spacious accommodation.

Markenfield Hall, near Ripon.

Renovations have been continuing and in 1987 it was decided to strip the nineteenth-

century plaster from the walls of the second-floor chamber at the south end of the west

wing, a room measuring approximately 26 feet by 18 feet and 11 feet high, to reveal

the medieval ashlar. This chamber is not part of the original house of 1310 but was
formed c. 1500 by inserting a floor across the original first-floor chamber, by

‘beheading’ the original tall, pointed, two-light windows and inserting new ‘cross’

windows above them, and by re-roofing at a higher level, just below the wall walks of

the battlement. At the same time a new fireplace was inserted and an additional

chimney built.

Removal of the plaster has shown very clearly how the original windows were altered;

in each case the springs of the arched heads have survived and the inserted masonry of

the new window can be distinguished. It has also provided some evidence about the

form of the earlier roof, for in the south-west corner an opening through the external

wall was discovered, about 5 feet 6 inches above the second-floor level, which appears

to be a rainwater outlet. It is carefully formed in the stonework, roofed with flat slabs,

and has a mortar floor which slopes to the outside. A little below this there are two

sockets, which probably represent corbels to support the wall plate, and there are

indications on the west wall of the abutment of roof slopes.

The original roof here was therefore in a well in the battlements, as was often found

in buildings of a military character. Two corbels connected with the roof of c. 1300

survive. The tie beams of the present king-post trusses are at a higher level still and

rest on the pavements of the battlements. This roof was probably the work of Sir

Fletcher Norton in the late eighteenth century.
6

6. J. S. Miller, ‘Restoration Work at Markenfield Hall, 1981-4’, Y.A.J. 57 (1985), pp. 101-1 10.
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THE FOUNTAINS ABBEY HOARD OF CIVIL WAR SILVER

by Craig Barclay

The discovery of a coin-hoard of the period of the English Civil War at Fountains

Abbey, near Ripon in North Yorkshire, was recently brought to the attention of the

numismatic community by Edward Besly. 1 Further research and the fortuitous

discovery of some of the coins comprising the find have since thrown further light on

the hoard, the circumstances of its discovery, and its subsequent fate.

Edward Besly’s partial reconstruction of the find was based upon a series of excellent

line drawings contained in a volume entitled ‘Coins of England Drawn in Pen and Ink

by H. S. B.’, being the work of Harriet Sophia Bockett. 2

The date of the discovery of the hoard has been established with the aid of two

obscure published documents. The more complete account, published to coincide with

Ripon’s millenary celebrations in 1886, states that the coins were discovered on

13 November 1850:

“When the excavations were going on at Fountains Abbey, by order of Earl de

Grey, one of the workmen, putting his pick behind a stone, brought down what
he thought to be a quantity of ancient glass. To the surprise and astonishment

of all present, it turned out to be a number of silver coins, in a most excellent

state of preservation.There were in all 354 - three of Philip and Mary, 165 of

Elizabeth, 50 James I., 129 Charles I., and 7 Spanish pieces (date about A.D.

1640).

”

3

The second source, J. R. Walbran’s report on the excavations, adds the information

that the hoard was discovered during the excavation of the monks’ dormitory, adjacent

to a medieval watercourse and at a depth of about one foot.
4 No trace of any container

was discovered and it is stated in passing that “a few of the earlier and well clipped

pieces” were Spanish coin, although in this case the reference may mean no more than

that some of them were struck on irregular flans.

Sadly, neither source was forthcoming about the subsequent disposition of the hoard,

1. E. Besly, English Civil War Coin Hoards
,
British Museum Occasional Papers 51 (London, 1987), p. 51.

2. Two manuscript books on coins by this illustrator are known. The other, on Celtic and Saxon coins, was

discussed in the British NumismaticJournal 28 (1955-7), pp. 394-9. Miss Bockett is thought to have lived

in or near Reading, but her records also include stycas found at Ripon and confirm that she also had

close Yorkshire links.

3. Ripon Millenary, a Record ofthe Festival: Also a History ofthe City Arranged under its Wakeman and Mayorsfrom the

Year 1400 (Ripon, 1892), p. 1 69.

4. J. R. Walbran, On the Excavation now in Progress at Fountains Abbey, with some Remarks on the Early History ofthe

Monastery
,
(n.d.), p. 29. The pamphlet reproduces the text of a paper delivered by the Ripon wine-

merchant and antiquary, John Richard Walbran, to a joint meeting of the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire

Architectural Societies at Ripon, 17 June 1851. The account was subsequently re-published in

J. R. Walbran, Memorials of the Abbey of St. Mary at Fountains
,
Vol. II, Surtees Society LXVII (1876),

pp. 141-2.
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and it was not until 1992 that it proved possible positively to identify any survivors. The
author’s attention was first drawn to these coins by Mary Kershaw, Keeper of

Archaeology with the Harrogate Museums and Art Gallery Service, who questioned

whether a parcel of thirty pieces, previously housed in Ripon’s historic Wakeman’s
blouse might be associated with the find identified by Besly. An old label accompanying
the coins stated that they had been found at Fountains Abbey, but the date given on it

was 1886, and not as one might expect, 1850.

Comparison of the coins with Bockett’s drawings allowed them to be securely

identified as survivors of the 1850 find, three of them having been accurately

reproduced by her. The reason for the appearance of the incorrect date on the old label

remains obscure, but it may perhaps represent an oblique reference to the millenary

celebrations of the same year, many of which were centred upon the Abbey.

By combining the information provided by the surviving coins with that which can be

obtained from Bockett’s illustrations, it is possible to describe fifty-four of the coins

with a high degree of accuracy:

ENGLAND (50)

Elizabeth I shilling (4) Cross-crosslet; A; Tun(2)

sixpence (4) Pheon 1564; Coronet 1568;

Eglantine 1575; Key 1595

James I shilling (4) 2/4 Scallop

3/6 Thistle; Lys; Trefoil

sixpence (5) 2/3 Lys 1605; Rose 1605

2/4 Scallop 1606; Tun 1615;

uncertain initial mark/date

Charles I, Tower halfcrown (4) N2205 Feathers; N2212 Triangle;

N2214 Triangle-in-circle(2)

shilling( 19) N2221 Feathers(2); Rose

N2223 Harp; Portcullis

N2224 Harp, plumes on reverse

N2225 Bell (2) ;
Crown(2); Tun

N2229 Anchor(2)

N2231 Triangle(3); Star; Triangle in circle; (P)

sixpence (8) N2235 Lys 1625; N2240 Harp(2);

N2241 Tun; N2244 Anchor;

N2246 Triangle(2); N2306 Briot’s issue, Anchor

Charles I, York halfcrown (1) H2 (IB)

shilling (1) H2 (1A)

SCOTLAND (4)

James Yd (post-Union) 30 shillings (1) English arms, i.m.: Thistle

Charles I 30 shillings (2) Falconer, issue 2 with F

12 shillings (1) Falconer, issue 2b with F

The claim that the coins were in a “most excellent state of preservation” is superficially

supported by the heavy weights of the surviving pieces:

sixpence shilling halfcrown

Elizabeth 1 2.70(4) 5.90(4) —

James 1

Charles I

2.56(2) 5.88(2) —

Lys - Tun — 5.99(6) —

Anchor - Star 3.44(2) 5.73(5) 14.94(1)

Triangle-in-circle — 6.14(1) 14.34(1)

(P) — 5.91(1) —
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Fig. 1. James 1, sixpence, tun (1615).

Fig. 2. Charles 1, shilling, harp (1632-3).

Fig. 3. Charles 1, shilling, portcullis (1633-4).

This support may however be more apparent than real, well struck and unclipped

pieces perhaps having been selected for preservation by the finder rather than the

depositor. Certainly, the presence of a well clipped Tower shilling with initial-mark

triangle (4.87g) hints strongly at the presence of clipped coin of late date in the hoard

and it would be rash to assume, solely on the basis of the surviving coins and drawings,

that the Fountains Abbey hoard originally contained a lower proportion of clipped

pieces than the Breckenbrough J
or Grewelthorpe finds.

5

With the exception of the Spanish pieces mentioned above, the composition of the

Fountains Abbey find does not differ dramatically from that recently recovered at

nearby Grewelthorpe, although Elizabethan pieces are somewhat better represented in

the former. The presence of a Tower mint shilling with initial-mark (P) does nothing

to alter the date of deposition previously proposed by Besly and it remains probable

that the hoard was concealed in 1643 or 1644. It is not possible at this remove to

establish with any degree of certainty the circumstances in which the Fountains Abbey
coins were deposited. The presence of a cluster of hoards of similar date within a

limited geographical area does however raise the possibility that the general
phenomenon may reflect the intense military activity in the area which culminated in

the siege of York and the Battle of Marston Moor.

The author would like to express his gratitude to Edward Besly for his valued help and encouragement.

5. E. Besly, English Civil War Hoards, pp. 6-16.

6. C. P. Barclay, “A Civil War Hoard from Grewelthorpe, North Yorkshire” British Numismatic Journal 61

(1991), pp. 76-81.
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WAS AMYJOHNSON A FEMINIST?

by A.D. George

‘A Woman is as able to understand machinery as to comprehend the comparatively

simple mechanism of the masculine mind’. Sylvia Thompson, Dea Ex Machina ( 1 93 0 )

.

1

In the course of a review ofAmyJohnson’s biography, A.J. Robertson claims that her

fame rested on her feminism (or femininity ?) rather than in the intrinsic interest of

what she did." ‘Only the fact that she was a woman made her newsworthy’, he claims.

On the other hand, it would be wrong to regard her as a ‘flying feminist’. The book

illuminates her character and motivation but there is some doubt as to whether it

supports all the above assertions.

Amy Johnson was born in July 1903, the eldest of the four daughters of Hull fish

merchant, Will Johnson, whose father, Anders Jorgensen, had been a sea captain and

had settled in East Yorkshire to start the family business. Amy’s father was an

adventurous type, a great traveller who had once searched for gold in the Klondyke.

Her mother was Amy (or Ciss) Hodge, of local middle-class origins. Amy’s birthplace at

154, St. George’s Road, is a modest two-storey terrace house with small bay windows. It

stands in one of a number of parallel streets off Anlaby Road running down to the

Leeds and Selby railway line. Little, if any, alteration has been made to the house. Its

exterior is painted in a plain green and in 1988 the Corporation affixed a plaque to it

which reads: PIONEER AVIATOR / AMYJOHNSON / BORN HERE 1st JULY, 1903 /

(HULL G.C.).

The young Amy was a bit of a rebel at school, but very good at games: tennis, hockey

and swimming, although the latter was not officially encouraged and so she and her

friends organised their own gala to provide competition. She was a good enough
scholar to matriculate in her School Certificate, specialising in languages at Boulevard

High School. The Boulevard was a new road giving access to the dock estate. The
school is a two-storey building in red brick with two wings and a central entrance. Amy
and her friends would have walked there from home over the railway footbridge. It

was closed by the Education Committee about four years ago and has been partly

redeveloped as apartments (Rosedale Mansions).

Although she never had any intention to teach, Amy entered Sheffield University in

1922 with a teaching grant, was demoted from the honours school for failing French,

switched to Economics and obtained a good ordinary degree (B.A.) in 1925. Whilst at

university she became friendly with the feminist and social activist, Winifred Irving,

and they later shared lodgings in London. Winifred was a National Union of Students

delegate who later did welfare work with miners’ families in South Yorkshire and

1. Quoted in the Souvenir Brochure of the dinner given in honour of Amy Johnson by the Daily Mail on

6 August 1930.

2. Journal of Transport History, Vol. 10, No. 2 (September 1989), review of C. Babington-Smith, AmyJohnson

(Wellingborough 1988). Amy’s own writings include My Life When Young
(
c . 1936) and Skyways ofthe World

(London 1939).
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elsewhere. She introduced Amy to the idea of female emancipation in the shape of

walking and camping holidays in Derbyshire and Cornwall.

Already, however, Amy had embarked on what was to be a seven-year relationship

with a young Swiss businessman working in Hull. They became lovers and, because he

travelled a good deal and frequently returned to visit his family in Switzerland, (to

whom he introduced her in 1926), they engaged in a lengthy and regular
correspondence - her 300 surviving letters to him are said to contain 200,000 words.

Her biographer, Constance Babington-Smith, a cousin of Rose Macaulay, was given

access to these and tends to let Amy speak for herself without passing judgements.

However, Amy stated afterwards that she probably sacrificed any possibility of

becoming this man’s wife by becoming his lover.
3 They never actually lived together

except for brief stays. There was also a religious barrier, since he came from a Roman
Catholic canton, whereas she had had a Methodist upbringing. Amy seems to have

briefly embraced Catholicism, or at least the Mass as a shared experience, but this

was probably from emotional motives rather than by conviction. The letters, however,

were very much her mode of self-expression during her late teens and early twenties.

They show that she read Shaw’s plays and prefaces, and also Ibsen, and became
disillusioned about male-female relationships for a key time in her life. (Irene, one of

her younger married sisters, committed suicide at about this time in July 1929.) Take
this passage, for example, from one of her last letters to ‘Franz’: ‘That’s all men want
with girls... you can see it all around you... in the painted faces of nearly all the girls

you meet and in the staring, desiring eyes of the men who pass you in the street. How
I loathe them all and how I despise myself for being the same as they are’.

4

After leaving university, Amy worked for a time as a copywriter in a Hull advertising

agency, went to London in 1927 in the hope of a similar appointment, but had to settle

for a job as a secretary to a solicitor. As a girl, she used to cycle out to the Blackburn

Aeroplane Company’s airfield at Brough-on-IIumber in the hope of watching some
flying, and she now conceived the idea of taking flying lessons at the London Aeroplane

Club at Stag Lane Aerodrome, Hendon, where fees were subsidised under a

government scheme in aid of flying clubs. At first she met the cost from her own salary,

then appealed to her father for assistance to qualify as a pilot. She took about the

average number of hours to get her licence, but then discovered that no woman had
ever qualified in Britain as a ground engineer and this she determined to do.

Against the wishes of the club authorities, she persuaded chief mechanic Jack
Humphreys, who was a few years older than herself, to take her on as an apprentice.

And so Amy entered the hitherto male preserve of the maintenance hangars, where
she was known as ‘Johnnie’, and learned to strip down and repair aero engines and to

maintain other parts of a plane. Her hands became so damaged by this work that she

was compelled to give up her secretarial job. Her employer, Vernon Wood, issued an

ultimatum, ‘stay in law or take up flying’, which forced her hand, but she passed the

written and oral aeronautical examinations and obtained her engineer’s ticket on

10 December 1929. Some years later she was elected president of the Society of

Women Engineers and held this position for three years in the 1930s, which launched

her on the lecture circuit.5Amy was also taken up by the Soviet Air Ministry and
received the endorsement of Lenin’s widow as the best possible example to women of

the USSR.

3. Comment by her younger sister, Molly, in letter of 18 September 1990.

4. Letter of 25 March 1928 quoted in Babington-Smith, p. 108.

5. After her death the Society proposed an Amyjohnson memorial Aviation Scholarship to be sponsored by

the SBAC (19 February 1941). The Society also commissioned a bust of Amy, which used to be kept at

her old school.
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’What more does a woman have to do to prove herself in aviation ?’, was her question

to Humphreys. ‘Fly to Australia, possibly’, said Jack! The story of her incredible journey
is told elsewhere. 6

It was accomplished in an open cockpit second-hand DH 60G Gypsy
Moth, which had only four instruments and no radio, via countries and airfields, few of

which had any maintenance facilities.

7

Amy set out from Croydon on 5 April 1930 and
arrived at Darwin on 24 April, having covered 1 1,000 miles in 450-850 mile stages via

Vienna, Istanbul, Aleppo, Baghdad, Bandur Abbas, Karachi, Jhansi, Calcutta,

Rangoon, Bangkok, Singara, Singapore, Tjomal and Surabaja in Java, and Alamboea in

Timor. The plane, namedJason from her father’s trademark, was later presented to the

Science Museum in London by the Daily Mail
,
which sponsored the flight. There were

other record-breaking flights later, some of them in partnership with Jimmy Mollison,

whom she married at St. George’s, Hanover Square, injuly 1932 but divorced six years

later. Her attempt to fly from England to the Gape of Good Hope in 1936 had to be

abandoned when the plane was damaged on the edge of the Sahara Desert.

A meeting with the American ace, Amelia Earhart, prompted a desire in Amy for a

career in aviation (Amelia was president of the newly formed Trans-World Airlines).

Her intention was to become an airline executive or to work for the Air Ministry. She

had to settle for working as a pilot for Hillman Airways and as a demonstrator for

Beechcraft Aviation. She was briefly a partner in a French company called Air Cruises,

which owned one De Havilland Dragon and was a sideline of the investor, Francois

Dupre. He was in love with Amy and probably would have set her up, but she could not

stand him. In the late 1930s Amy earned her living mainly as a writer and journalist,

and it was only with the formation of the female wing of the Air Transport Auxiliary in

1940 that she returned to the air as a first officer, ferrying aircraft from factories to

wartime RAF bases. She was lost in the Thames estuary in January 1941, flying an

Oxford from Prestwick via Blackpool to Kidlington. 6 This event was, by coincidence,

briefly recalled in an ITV programme screened on the evening that I wrote this piece.

In this two women ALA pilots discussed Amy’s stubborn or reckless character which

made her try to fly above thick cloud - an action she had got away with frequently in

the past - but this time her ‘providence’ had deserted her.

Amy’s star sign was Cancer. Cancer subjects are said to be sensitive and emotional

people, which she certainly was - occasionally breaking down in tears in public. Other
qualities, however, are tenacity and bravery, as exhibited by her long-distance solo

flights, often made through appalling weather conditions. There is no doubt that she

was persistent, for she wrote countless letters to oil magnates, ministers and officials to

secure backing for her flights or to offer her services in the cause of aviation. A good

memory is said to be another gift of those born under this sign, and she certainly was

able to master difficult subjects like navigation and mechanics. Cancer people are also

said to be devoted to family, and her close, life-long relationship with her father, always

her chief counsellor, guide and support, and the friendship with her sisters,

demonstrate this. Finally, persons born at this time of the year are supposed to excel in

6. Babington-Smith, pp. 187-225. See also Silvered Wings, City of Kingston-upon-Hull ( 1980), Daily Mail

Souvenir Supplement (1930) and Humberside and LincolnshireJournal Vol. 1, No. 1 (January 1988), pp. 19-25.

There is a striking picture of her arrival at Sydney in 1930 which shows her plane Hying over the

uncompleted Sydney Harbour Bridge.

7. Thompson claims that it was a feat in defiance of the stereotyped materialism of the period.

8. Amy’s log book (1926-36) is preserved at Sewerby Hall near Bridlington, together with her collection of

trophies. Amongst these is the mahogany casket with hand-painted plaques presented by the City of

Hull
(
Souvenir Catalogue ofthe AmyJohnson Collection

,
Bridlington Art Gallery, n.d.). There is an account of

her record-breaking Bights in partnership with her husband Jimmy in D. Masters, On the Wing (London

1934), pp. 276-300.
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business, but here Amy was never really given the chance. She might have gone in for

law, as encouraged by her London employer, but in aviation she found that her fame as

a flyer opened very few doors. Amy was an idol, a star, but the public never wanted her

to come down to earth.

Today she is commemorated in her native city by a statue which stands in Prospect

Street opposite the Central Library. The sculpture is by Harry Ibbetson and depicts

Amy in full flying suit. On the plinth is a biplane in bronze and also the ATA badge. A
plaque above reads: AMYJOHNSON C.B.E. 1903-1941 PIONEER AIRWOMAN Born
1st July, 1903 at 154, St. Georges Road, Hull (Here follows a list of her record flights

from 1930 to 1936) Killed on active service 5th January, 1941. ‘MAY HER FAME LIVE
ON’. This memorial was unveiled by Miss Sheila Scott O.B.E. 18th July, 1974.

Councillor Lawrence Johnson, Mayor (The money was raised by a citizens’ memorial
committee).

The dictionary definition of a feminist is ‘one who supports or campaigns for

women’s rights or one who wishes to assert the achievements of women’. In the former

sense there is no doubt that Amy waged a one-woman campaign for women to have

equality of opportunity in aviation, although she was only partly successful. She was not

however interested much in the achievements of women outside aviation but
participated in a sisterhood within that field and within engineering generally. In

support of her feminism, there is also her education, her friendship with Winifred

Irving, her acquisition of pilot’s and mechanic’s licences. Against is the reliance on her

father’s income (although she repaid him in full for his financial assistance after her

return from Australia) and possibly her love affair. In my view, the whole flying

adventure was a reaction against the break up of this relationship, so that by her

subsequent actions and by conviction she adopted a feminist stance, but found that

the barriers to her ambitions, beyond that of flyer, remained impregnable.

Acknowledgement. The interest and comments of Gill Prest, of the Manchester Polytechnic, have

been most appreciated by the writer.
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AERIAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN YORKSHIRE:
RECENT WORK BY RCHME

by Peter I). Horne

In 1989 the York office of the Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of

England (RCIIME) was enlarged by the addition of an Air Photography Unit (APU)
team to facilitate increased local contact in connection with air photographic survey

projects, and to provide a northern base for aerial reconnaissance.

During the succeeding four and a half years between June 1989 and December 1993,

192 sorties over Northern England were flown by RCHME, the majority of these were

undertaken with the valuable assistance of Anthony Crawshaw as pilot and observer.

This amounted to 512 hours in the air during which 3388 sites were recorded. These
sites varied from archaeological crop marks and soil marks, to earthworks and standing

buildings. Aerial reconnaissance, particularly of cropmarks, is always dependent on the

weather. Although every year has seen the recording of many new sites visible as crop

marks, 1989, 1990 and 1991 were above average years, whilst 1992 and 1993 were poor

in comparison. One of the new sites discovered, the Roman fort at Roall, has been

published elsewhere (Bewley and MacLeod 1993).

Aerial reconnaissance is only one element of the APU’s archaeological survey work.

From 1989 to 1992 the main work of the APU team in York was the Yorkshire Dales

Project. This involved using air photographs to map, at a scale of 1:10560, all

archaeological remains within the western half of the county of North Yorkshire. The
mapping phase of the project was completed in April 1992 and copies of the maps as

well as of a database of all the information, along with a much enhanced record from

the National Archaeological Record (NAR), have been loaned to the Yorkshire Dales

National Park for a three-year period. The project produced a wealth of new
information, including, for example, the doubling of the recorded number of possible

prehistoric sites.

One of the major new discoveries of the Yorkshire Dales Project was the well-

preserved deserted medieval village at Walburn, North Yorkshire. A number ol

medieval documentary sources, including Kirkby’s Inquest, refer to Walburn. This

inquest reveals that in 1286-7 the Leyburn family held one of its five carucates ol land

(VCII, 230). Although the site is exactly where the village might be expected to lie,

alongside the famous Walburn Hall fortified farmhouse, the remains have not

previously been recorded in national or local records. The site was first identified on

vertical photography. Subsequently the accompanying photograph (Plate 1) was taken

on a specifically targeted reconnaissance trip when conditions were suitable. This

photograph clearly shows the main area of the village on either side of the small

stream of Crowhill Gill, and other photographs show that there are some further

remains near Walburn Hall (off the bottom right of the photograph). The whole site

lies within an extensive ridge-and-furrow field system. The remains of the individual

crofts and tofts show clearly the original plan of the village. Less clearly visible on the

photograph are a substantial building, perhaps a mill, hall eroded by the stream and a

corn-drying kiln near the stream towards the bottom of the picture. The site may well

have been occupied, and developed, over several centuries, but since abandonment it
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The deserted village of Walburn, North Yorkshire under light snow, 25/1/93. (NMR SE 1296/9, RCHME
Crown Copyright)
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appears to have remained largely untouched.

Since 1992 the major project for the team in York has been the mapping of
Lincolnshire from aerial photographs, according to the standards of the APU’s
National Mapping Programme. Other current projects include similar mapping of the

area of the proposed new National Forest in the Midlands and of the Howardian Hills

in North Yorkshire.

Further information about the work of the APU and the NAR can be obtained from
the York Office (address below) or the Royal Commission’s new national headquarters
in Swindon, the National Monuments Record Centre (NMRC). Information about the

large collection of photographs held by the National Library of Air Photographs can
also be obtained from the NMRC.

Air Photography Unit, RCHME
Shelley House
Acornb Road
YORK Y02 4HB
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THE HUMBER WETLANDS SURVEY

Archaeological research in the Somerset Levels, the East-Anglian Fens and the lowland
wetlands of the north-west of England, has resulted in some of the most spectacular discoveries

in the last two decades in England, including the Sweet Track and Flag Fen. The large scale

survey projects of these areas have also greatly enhanced our understanding of the material
culture, palaeoenvironment and landscape changes in prehistory in general.

The archaeological potential of the wetlands of the Humber basin has long since been
recognised, and is highlighted by discoveries including the prehistoric boats from North Ferribv

and Hasholme, the crannogs in Holderness and the Roos Carr model of boat and figurines.

However, this potential is under severe threat of destruction and deterioration, principally by the

effects of ongoing drainage, while coastal erosion and peat extraction are recognised as

important local treats. Following an initial desk-based assessment, English Heritage has now
commissioned the full-scale survey and assessment of the wetlands of the Humber basin under
the title: Humber Wetlands Survey. The project will be undertaken by the Humber Wetlands
Project, which is based at the School of Geography and Earth Resources of the University of

Hull.

The Humber Wetland Survey will commence work in 1994 in Holderness, followed by the

survey of the Humberhead Levels, the lower Trent valley, the Ancholme valley, the southern
Vale of York, the Hull valley and, finally in 1999, the Lincolnshire Marsh. The methodology
consists primarily of three parts: an archaeological survey of sites and landscapes, which
combines fieldwalking with analysis of soil and crop marks, dyke surveying and transect coring,

the assessment of a selection of already known sites which are considered to be under imminent
threat; and a palaeoenvironmental programme, aimed at identifying buried landscapes and
geomorphological features. The results of the fieldwork will be published in regional
monographs and summarised in an academic synthesis.

The project will create a basis for the future management and conservation of the most
important archaeological sites and landscapes, and it is expected that it will create a setting for

research befitting the potential of the Humber wetlands.

Robert Van de Noort and Jon Ette
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THE SOCIETY’S SIEVER MEDAL

In 1988, during the commemoration of its 125th anniversary, the Yorkshire

Archaeological Society instituted the award of a silver medal, to be presented from

time to time to persons deemed to have made distinguished contributions to the study

of Yorkshire’s past. The medal, produced by the Royal Mint, bears on the obverse the

Yorkshire rose device from the Society’s seal, on the reverse the purpose of the award,

and round the edge the name of the recipient and the year. The first such medal was

awarded in July 1988 to Dr Arthur Raistrick in recognition of his research on the

prehistoric settlement and later lead mining industry in the Dales. In April 1989

Professor Maurice Beresford, best known for his work on deserted medieval villages

and landscape history, was similarly honoured. The third medal was presented in

September 1990 during the Prehistoric Society’s conference at Scarborough. The
recipient was Mr Raymond Hayes and the award recognised his many years of

archaeological fieldwork on the North York Moors.

On 1 December 1993 the medal was presented to Miss Marie Hartley and Miss Joan
Ingilby at Claremont, where some 60 people attended a buffet luncheon. Patrons and

guests included Sir Marcus and Lady Worsley, Lady Diana Ingilby and Mr Hugh
Fattorini; officers and members of Council were also present. Before the presentation

by the president, Mr Gordon Forster made a speech surveying the collaborative work
on local history for which the recipients will be best remembered. Both replied briefly,

expressing their appreciation of the award and their debt to the Society’s library and
archives. The occasion, which owed much of its success to enthusiastic organisation by

Mrs Dorothy Payne and work by many devoted helpers, was considered by those

attending to have been a great success. Mr Forster’s address and the replies by Misses

Hartley and Ingilby are printed below.

Mr President, Miss Hartley and Miss Ingilby, Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is a great pleasure and honour to be allowed to speak on this happy, this truly

festive, occasion, when the Yorkshire Archaeological Society’s Silver Medal is to be

presented to Miss Hartley and Miss Ingilby. My task is both very easy and very difficult.

It is easy because the books on Yorkshire written by Marie Hartley and Joan Ingilby -

I refer to them now in the way by which they are best known - are familiar to, and
warmly admired by, countless people in Yorkshire itself, in places beyond the confines

of the historic county and overseas as well. It is, however, also a very difficult task, in a

short address, to do any justice to their work, such is its impressive variety and range.

As everyone here knows, the work of Marie Hartley and Joan Ingilby continues the

series of line books which were the fruits of Miss Hartley’s earlier collaboration with

the late Ella Pontefract. At the core is the topography of the Yorkshire Dales, which is

carefully described, sensitively discussed, charmingly — and evocatively — illustrated. If

the books are about the landscape, however, they are more than that: landscapes filled

with people, as in a painting by Breughel. Besides farmers and farm servants they

include handknitters and cheese factors, hedgers and ditchers, leadminers and millers,

wheelwrights and gamekeepers, shopkeepers, stone masons, and a host of other
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The President with the medal,

Miss Marie Hartley and Miss Joan Ingilby

at Claremont, 1st. Dec. 1993.

craftsmen and tradesmen to be found in market towns and rural villages until very

recent times. They also describe domestic life, sports and pastimes as well as the

thoughts, feelings and attitudes of ordinary people. In short, these authors present

historical case-studies of the everyday, suffused with real knowledge and empathy.

Moreover, Marie Hartley and Joan Ingilby portray their landscapes with buildings

and artefacts, from barns to besoms and from chapels to milk churns. They have

fruitfully investigated the history and use of an astonishing variety of farm machinery,

carts, tools, and domestic utensils, and those who are familiar with the splendid

collection of bygones now housed in the Dales Countryside Museum will recognise the

valiant and important work of Miss Hartley and Miss Ingilby in rescuing and
preserving the tools and equipment once essential to a way of life now vanished. The
fruits of their researches are faithfully recorded in their more recent books on life and

tradition in the Dales, the Moorlands, and the textile districts of the West Riding.

Th ese notable works are complemented by their splendid collections of historical

vignettes of people and places, Dales Memories and Dales Heritage
;
they are illustrated in

their properly
,
fully annotated albums of historical photographs, and in Marie Hartley’s

own delightful, precise engravings and drawings.

The achievements of these authors are too well known to need advertisement here

today. They have produced authoritative, readable and enjoyable books for general

readers and specialists alike. Their books are works of permanent value, adding

profoundly to our knowledge and understanding of Yorkshire’s past; books based on
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careful, patient scholarship and fieldwork, presented in modest and refined writing.

Their geographical scope is as impressive as their content, ranging from The Yorkshire

Dales - a compendious work between two covers, with a clear appeal to bargain-loving

Yorkshire people - to their very own Yorkshire Village
,
a local history of Askrigg, securely

based on a multitude of primary sources and on perceptive observation of the

topography of the neighbourhood.

We are, therefore, met to honour in Marie Hartley and Joan Ingilby a partnership of

exploration, research, reflection, illustration and composition. In so doing we celebrate

their essential achievement a body of work - at once serious and enjoyable - suffused

with a sense of time and place, rooted in humanity and in a grasp of what some French

historians have called
(

mentalites\ the aims, hopes, fears, outlook and local pride of men
and women in times past.

Mr President, one can confidently say that in seeking to honour Marie Hartley and

Joan Ingilby by presenting them with the Society’s Silver Medal we honour our Society

as well as the two eminent, indeed pre-eminent, ‘literary ambassadors’ for the

Yorkshire countryside.

Miss Hartley replied:

Mr President, members and friends, we wish to thank the Yorkshire Archaeological

Society for awarding us its Silver Medal. I cannot emphasise too strongly how much we
appreciate this. Together with many other people, we hold the society and its

publications in very high regard. It has been in part a background to our work.

I am fairly sure that I have been a member for 60 years. In those far-off days

Mr Grossley was the secretary, a member I think of the Grossley family of Dean
Clough Mills, Halifax. (Alas for the demise of Yorkshire’s great textile industry!)

Rather later I remember the Hebditches as librarians, and the great loss to Yorkshire

history when Billy Hebditch joined the Royal Air Force and was lost during the Second

World War. At that time we lived at Wetherby, they at Boston Spa, and we were
friends. I had hoped to see Margot here today but hear that she is ill.

I remember too going to the dinner in 1938 to commemorate the 75th anniversary of

the founding of the society. Mr J. W. Walker was then the president and Sir Frederick

Kenyon the principal guest. Other speakers were Sir Charles Peers and Professor

Plamilton-Thompson. It is a gallery of famous names. I have to say that I wrote in my
diary that the speeches were rather dull, but the food was excellent.

I also remember Joan and I going to tea with a well-known member of the society,

B. W. J. Kent, at his home, Tatefield Hall, Beckwithshaw, which was like a museum
and had, if I remember rightly, a mummy in a sarcophagus in a corner of the room.

Rather earlier than that, when I was working with Ella Pontefract, we had got to know
Mr Kent and a Mr Stickland, who were excavating Green Howe, the huge tumulus at

North Deighton, near Wetherby. They organised a trip to Wensleydale for us to show
them some of our finds. As we came up the dale we stopped and stood looking at the

wonderful medieval landscape west of Bolton Castle, and wondered what it was all

about, for very little was known about it then. Sixty years later it is being explored

with fascinating results by Stephen Moorhouse. Another recollection is of Professor

Beresford visiting us in the 1950s after the publication of Yorkshire Village. We climbed

a small hill at Askrigg called Seata (a pure Norse name) and looked at what were once

the open fields of the village cultivated in strips. 1 should also just like to mention
Raymond Hayes, to whom you have awarded this medal, a great friend of ours and a

dedicated archaeologist. Such a dear, he is now, alas, in a nursing home at Thornton-le-

Dale.
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Over the years we have borrowed books, consulted the archives and read the

journals, and although we have worked in many other offices and cannot come here

now as we used to do, the Yorkshire Archaeological Society has a special place in our

hearts. Thank you again for the honour you have done us.

Miss Ingilby added:

I should just like to add my thanks for and appreciation of the honour you have done

us today. Marie says that she has been a member of the society for 60 years. I can’t

beat that, but I have been a member for about 40 years, which is not too bad.

I well remember in the late 1940s, or it might have been the early 50s, when we were

researching for our book, Yorkshire Village
,
going to Park Place. It was so different

working there from what it is here today. You won’t believe it, but sometimes there

was only one other person there beside ourselves, and at most three or four. Amy
Foster was in charge as librarian. She took great interest in our work. Amongst the

books we studied were the volumes o{Early Yorkshire Charters
,
published by the society

and edited by Mr Clay. Miss Foster (note the ‘Miss’ — it wasn’t done to use Christian

names in those days) made many suggestions as to where we should look and what we
might find.

Some of you may remember that when our book was published in 1953 we gave a

lecture entitled ‘Writing a village history’ to a crowded meeting of the society.

Dr Purvis was then the president. We knew him well and also his sister. 4"hey visited us

at our house at Askrigg.

I am just so sad to think that so many of our old friends of those years cannot be with

us today to hear us tell you what a help it has been, and indeed what pleasure it has

given us, to be members of the Yorkshire Archaeological Society.
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GERALD HINCHLIFFE, MA, MBE (1900-1993).

Gerald Hinchliffe was born in Leeds and lived here all his long life, living mainly in

the Harehills and Gledhow areas. His father was a carpenter and in the 1850’s a

grandfather had been one of the last handloom weavers. He attended Leeds Central

High School with the intention of becoming a primary school teacher. Towards the end

of the First War he joined the Navy and was in minesweepers for a year. In 1 9 19 he was

one of the vast number of ex-servicemen to go to college, in his case to Leeds
University, getting his BA in 1921. Whilst history had not been a strong subject at

school he was inspired to take Medieval History by Prof. Hamilton-Thompson and,

already a working schoolmaster, gained his MA in 1925 on the creation of the woollen

industry of the West Riding by the Cistercian monks. On Prof. Hamilton-Thompson’s
advice he joined the YAS in 1926, being told “the members are a mixed lot but you will

find the library very useful”.

He was one of the founder members of the staff of Roundhay School; there were

6 masters and some 60 boys and he taught History, English and Latin. He remained at

Roundhay for 42 years, becoming Senior History Master and retiring as Deputy Head.

He was involved in all aspects of school life and thoroughly enjoyed it. He made many
contributions apart from his excellent teaching. He was the driving force behind school

camping in the 30s and camps during the Second War where boys helped bring in the

vital wartime harvests. After the war he became, as Major Hinchliffe, G.O. of the

school GCF, a post he held till 1957 and for which he was awarded the MBE for

“devoted leadership unflagging in its enthusiasm”. He then transferred to his first

love, the Royal Naval Section and was responsible for sailing instruction. He also

organised school excursions, taking parties to many Yorkshire abbeys, castles and
battlefields from his experience of which the YAS’s Local History Studies Section was

to be the gainer in later years. The provision of the beautiful School War Memorial and

the Book of Remembrance was largely due to him. And it is remembered that he set

himself and others the lunchtime chore of building a 12ft. dinghy for the sea cadets, to

be used on Roundhay Park lake. After retirement he wrote a history of the school, ‘The

First Half Century’ in which characteristically he greatly understated his own part.

His retirement itself was recorded in the school magazine with warmth and affection,

paying respect to his dedicated teaching and his contributions to school life.

In his private life he took part in the popular movement to get away from smoky
towns to the country as a hiker and camper, and he was a keen photographer. He
married Winnie in 1933 — the start of a mutually supportive and enduring partnership.

Retirement allowed him to follow his interest in history and to take part in the work
of the YAS. His fondness for local history brought him into the Local History Study
Section. He was its chairman in 1964 and then secretary until 1979. Attendances at the

lectures he arranged improved, and the outings he and Mrs Hinchliffe organised gave

pleasure and profit to many for many years. He inaugurated the LH Bulletin and
edited 25 issues, until in 1985 Barbara Nuttall took over. When he retired as LH
secretary the YAS Council, mindful of his already long service both to the Section and
the Society, proposed that he became a Vice President of the Society and this was
approved at the 1979 AGM. He continued to be a regular and helpful attender at

meetings of the Council until very recently.
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His own studies continued till the end. For many years he researched the Newby Flail

Manuscripts held by Leeds District Archives at Sheepscar, and in particular the

Robinson family records. The Robinsons of Newby Hall, merchants of York in the 16th

century, included FrederickJohn Robinson, Viscount Goderich, prime minister for five

months in 1627-8. and his son, George Frederick Samuel, who became Marquess of

Ripon in 1871. Mr Ilinchliffe’s naval interest led to his study of Admiral Tancred

Robinson and life in the 18th-century navy. His articles from these studies were
published in The Mariner's Mirror, the journal of the Society for Nautical Research. More
recently he transcribed the London Port Book for 1719, also in the Newby Hall MSS,
the only surviving record from the 18th century of ships and cargoes entering the Port

of London. Volumes of the Yorkshire Archaeological Journal for 1991-3 have contained

articles from this research.

Gerald Hinchliffe was very much a family man, enjoying a long, happily married life.

In the impressive eulogy at his father’s funeral Richard Hinchliffe said ‘My father

served his community in abundance, and his rewards and pleasures came from the

service he gave’. Those of us fortunate to have enjoyed his company, his ever willing

consideration for others, and his wealth of common sense will remember him with

gratitude and affection.

R. S. Howard
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DERRICK RILEY (1915 - 1993)

Derrick Newton Riley was born at Matlock, Derbyshire, on 15 August 1915. He was

educated at King’s School, Ely, and Haileybury College. From 1939 to 1945 he was a

pilot with the Royal Air Force Bomber Command and from 1947 to 1977 was
production manager for the British Steel Corporation. From 1979 to 1993 he was

lecturer in aerial archaeology at Sheffield University, by which he was awarded an

honorary doctorate. He was an F.S.A. from 1959 and recently a member of that

society’s Council. He was also a leading member of the Hunter Archaeological Society.

From 1976 he was secretary of the aerial archaeology committee of the Yorkshire

Archaeological Society. He married Marjorie Beckett in 1943 and they had a son and a

daughter. He died on 22 August 1993.

It has often been said that if most archaeologists produced in their working lives as

much as Derrick did in his retirement their careers would have been fulfilled. Although

Derrick took a few decades out from archaeology, having been a pioneer of aerial

photography in the early 1940s, his energy and commitment helped turn a fledgling

technique into the sub-discipline of ‘aerial archaeology’. Apart from his books (notably

the Shire publication Aerial Archaeology in Britain and the Duckworth Air Photography and

Archaeology) and numerous articles, one of his major achievements was the creation of

an M.A. in aerial archaeology at Sheffield University; the only course which assisted

students in learning to fly. Although the M.A. did not last many years it has produced

a number of career aerial archaeologists and an option course in aerial archaeology

within Sheffield University’s archaeological curriculum.

His devotion to the archaeology of Yorkshire, Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire

would have taken up most people’s interests but Derrick’s broad approach took him
into all parts of England and more recently to France, Germany, Italy Jordan and
Israel. He submitted his last article to Current Archaeology only weeks before he died

and the photographs and text are a tribute to his pursuit of excellence, tenacity and

perseverance; flying in Israel would tax any younger person but Derrick undertook

three reconnaissance and study tours there from 1990 to 1992.

Derrick was always eager to communicate his discoveries and the results of work
done on crop-mark sites. Through membership of the CBA Aerial Archaeology
Committee and as Secretary of the YAS Aerial Archaeology Committee he proposed a

project to publish all the excavations of crop-mark sites in Yorkshire, initially, which

have not yet been reported on; it is hoped that this will be taken up by those who agree

with so much of what he did and said, flis work on the crop-mark plan for Mucking is

an example of the work which he proposed for other sites.

As a colleague and a friend Derrick will be missed by all who knew him or his

writings. He had terrier-like qualities in seeing any project or scheme through to

completion and even in his last few weeks was on the telephone dismissing his illness

as a minor blip. He will be remembered as someone who cared for people as well as

understanding archaeological processes and protecting sites.

Recently he talked about his wartime experiences (for which he awarded the DFC)
and although he did not enjoy the tasks set (he was glad not to have been chosen for

the raid on Cologne) his professional approach helped him survive more than double

the average number of missions. This professional approach to all his work, lecturing,

flying or writing will help keep his name alive for many years to come.

Robert Bewley
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PAULINE ELIZABETH SHEPPARD ROUTH. (1925 - 1993)

It is with sadness and a sense of loss that I record the death on the 26th September
1993 of Pauline Routh, a long standing member of the Yorkshire Archaeological

Society who over the past decade has published regularly in the Journal. Pauline’s

articles within its pages include ‘A Eifteenth Century Alabaster Panel at Burnsall’,

1981: ‘Henry Johnstone and the Missing Lady of Gawthorpe Hall’, 1982: ‘Full of

Images; The Ripon Alabasters’, 1985: ‘Lionel, Lord Welles and his Methley
Monument’, 1991. These few, selected at random, reflect Pauline’s interest in

Medieval monuments and alabaster reredoses. Pauline was one of those members of

the Church Monuments Society (then The International Society for the Study of

Church Monuments) present in 1978 at the inaugural Symposium held in the Tower of

London. However prior to this the publication of her book ‘

Medieval Effigial Alabaster

Tombs in Yorkshire ’ in 1976 was one of the stimuli which helped foster the idea which

brought about the foundation of the Society. Her attendance at that Symposium was,

in itself, an indication of her enthusiasm for church monuments as her poor health,

even in 1978, made attendance a tremendous effort.

Initially training as a librarian and working at Aireborough Library, Pauline left the

profession to bring up a family and assist in the running of the family business. It was

at this time that she developed a deep interest in medieval history, particularly

heraldry, glass and genealogy. Richard III and the 15th century also featured in her

studies, and for many years in the 1 9 7
0

’ s she edited the Yorkshire journal of the

Richard III Society. These interests all came together in the abiding passion that she

had for medieval church monuments, particularly those made from alabaster. It was in

1973 that she wrote and published a booklet 'The Harewood Alabasters' and in 1976

appeared her major work on alabaster tombs in Yorkshire referred to above. She also

co-authored other works,
‘

The Sheriff Hutton Alabasters: a Reassessment ’, 1981, A Ryther

Legacy, the Monuments assessed ’, 1981, and two further works on Harewood ‘

The Harewood

Alabasters'
,
1983 and ‘

The Medieval Monuments of Harewood', 1983. Many articles flowed

from her pen on monuments, alabaster reredoses and medieval glass, and these can be

found in the pages of ‘Church Monuments’, ‘Dalesman’, Monumental Brass Society

Transactions, ‘The Ricardian’ and, as referred to above, the Yorkshire Archaeological

Society Journal. Pauline remained working up to the last few weeks of her life, and at

least two further articles should appear in print. The hallmark of Pauline’s work was

meticulous research and a desire never to take a statement at its face value, but

instead to insist on researching it back to its earliest sources. If other future students

research and amend any of Pauline’s conclusions this is just as she would have wished.

Her interest was not just in the academic, but she pursued a concern for the

conservation of her beloved alabasters, the fruits of this pursuit can be most
particularly viewed at Harewood and Ryther.

Yet another early interest of Pauline’s was in photography, and a further legacy

which she leaves is an archive of photographs of church monuments, primarily

alabaster, which she compiled over the last thirty or so years. Writing to me in the

early 1970’s she stated ‘To cover all England is somewhat ambitious - a life’s work in

fact’, and so it was.

All of the above is the formal side of Pauline Routh, for me however it will be her

humour and boundless encouragement both to myself and others that I will long recall

and be grateful for. Our condolences go to her husband, John, and children

Christopher and Clare.

Richard Knowles
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Marie Hartley and Joan Ingilby, A Farm Account Book from Wensleydale
,
offprint from North

Yorkshire County Record Office Miscellany 1992 (Publication No. 52), Northallerton, pp 28,

2 maps and 17 illustrations. No price stated.

The account book described in this publication was kept by members of the King family, who
were tenant farmers in Wensleydale at the time. Between 1846 and c 1855, and again in 1878,

Henryjames King recorded his transactions at West Bolton, a farm on the Bolton estate in the

parishes of Carperby and Castle Bolton. Many were concerned with livestock, although grain

crops were cultivated also for use at home and for sale. William Henry King followed his father’s

example when tenant of Dod and Duerley, two hill sheep farms near Hawes, between 1889 and

1900. The accounts are not reproduced in full (a microfilm copy of the original is available in

Northallerton), but their contents are summarized and are used with other documentary sources

and evidence drawn from field work to reconstruct something of the history and character of the

farms to which they refer. The authors’ findings, which embrace farm buildings and the use of

water power, are likely to be of interest to both landscape historians and students of agricultural

history.

Of the two sets of accounts (Dod and Duerley were treated for accounting purposes as a single

farm), William’s appear to be the more comprehensive. From the evidence provided, Henry’s

would seem to have little to say about either rents or wages. William King’s carefully prepared

balance sheet, compiled on leaving, serves to reinforce the authors’ suggestion, made on other

grounds, that he was no ordinary dales farmer. The same may have been true of his father,

whose farm extended in 1846 to 1,200 acres. That these men kept accounts at all must have

distinguished them from most of their neighbours. Only one in a hundred farmers in the county

visited by the agricultural correspondent of the Yorkshire Post in the early 1900s kept even a

rudimentary financial record. In these circumstances it is particularly gratifying that this

informative Wensleydale document has come to light.

Beverley A. Harris.

The Fiery Blades ofHallamshire by David Hey, Leicester University Press 1992.

Those who know David Hey, either as a writer or a historian, will not be surprised at the

quality and quantity of information contained within this book. Anyone who has carried out any

form of historical research will appreciate that, generally, the further back one delves, the more
difficult does it become to find reliable information. How much more difficult, then, to present

that information in a well-knit and eminently readable form without undue extrapolation or

unreasonable assumption. And where such devices are used, it is refreshing to see them honestly

admitted to so that the reader is left in no doubt as to what is historical fact and what is the

author’s interpretation.

Here, then, is a book which plants one well and truly in the Sheffield egion, or Hallamshire as

we should properly call it, of the late 17th and early 18th centuries after taking one briefly

through its earlier history in which the roots of future growth - the industries - are explored.

The very location of Sheffield is given its due importance in this process. A region well removed
from all the important trade routes of the period must have some very profound advantages to

enable such industrial development to take place and these - the natural resources of minerals,

whether they be metal ores or the sandstones from which the edge tool and cutlery grinders

‘stones’ were made; rivers for driving the water wheel; woodland to provide the charcoal for

smelting iron and, later, making steel; and, indeed, the skills arising from a long tradition of

metalworking — are all given their dues.

Of course by this time, Sheffield had reasonably well established itself as a centre for the

manufacture of edge tools and cutlery. It had not achieved the world wide reputation, or the

scale, which was to follow in the 19th century, but David Hey sets the scene for that almost

explosive expansion in industry. It is not surprising, therefore, to find trade and industry and
everything which revolved around them being the underlying theme. He gives a valuable insight
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into how those industries functioned and interacted, not as a dissertation upon manufacturing
technology or abstract economics but in the terms of how that interaction affected the
community at large.

I hus one is led into the growth of Sheffield and the society which it engendered. Again, it is a

history of people whether they be individuals or the community. Individuals are not selected

because of their wealth or their importance as manufacturers or as landlords and landowners.
They are balanced by insights into the lives of everyday people - the common man. Their
religions, their morals, their misdemeanours, their way of life - all find a proper place in this

account. And therein lies, probably, the greatest difficulty in writing a book of this nature and
quality. It is the common man who is often neglected in the records of history and it is the

finding of him which places this book in a class of its own.

All too often one finds historians writing of events in abstract terms, almost as if their

occurrence was due to Divine Intervention and were without human effect. Not so here. This is

the history of a community and, throughout this book, it is the human being which takes pride of

place. It is this, perhaps more than anything else, which enables the reader to identify with the

times of which the author writes. It truly lives up to its theme of Communities, Contexts and
Cultures.

City of Sheffield Museums. Peter Smithurst.

Patrick Ottaway, Roman York
,
Batsford 1993; pp. 125, colour pis 13, ills 73. £14.99

Phis attractively produced book is one of the Batsford/English Heritage series designed to

bring ‘the past to life by interpreting the great historic monuments of Britain’ for the general

reader. There are five chapters: an introduction, two devoted to the fortress, one to the civilian

settlements and the last to late Roman York; then there is a list of sites to visit and three pages

of further reading. The book gives a digest of important finds of Roman York, both structural

and artefactual, many taken from the RCHM Inventory (Eburacum Roman York (1962)) - still a

storehouse of information for the specialist and amateur alike - but others from subsequent

excavations by the York Archaeological Trust, of which some are as yet unpublished.

One disaster must be mentioned - a writer’s or editor’s nightmare - Fig. 22, the major fortress

plan. This is printed as a mirror image of that intended and with the recorded and conjectured

structures confused. An erratum slip is meant to be available at bookshops but none was offered to

the reviewer. This corrected version is helpful, though the distinctions in line strength and

hatching are difficult to make out. The other line-drawings are clear and well produced, if

occasionally rather tiny, and sometimes irritating in showing in close proximity the same
excavation area on different alignments. The colour plates are an excellent selection, the

conjectural restorations of Interval Tower SW5 (echoed on the front cover) and of Roman York

being imaginative and eye catching. The black and white plates are varied, sometimes
remarkable, and provide a balance between old and new finds, both military and civilian.

It is chiefly in the chapters on the fortress that the author presents new ideas. Interestingly a

new location is proposed for the amphitheatre. The metrology of the fortress is dealt with in

detail, with interesting coincidences, although some measurements are pure guesswork. As far

as the fortress defences are concerned, a ‘radical review’ may be needed, but this reviewer would

argue against the suggested interpretation of the structural phases. Was there only a single

construction phase in the late first century? And only ‘one phase of wall-building on any part of

the circuit’? Those of us who excavated with Peter Wenham in the eastern corner have seen

with our own eyes two turf/timber phases and two superimposed stone construction phases! There

is no good reason why the Miller, Wenham and Ramm excavations on the defences should be

disbelieved.

On civilian aspects the author is on more certain ground, not least because of his own
excavations at Rougier Street and particularly at Wellington Row, and other YAT excavations at

Bishophill Senior and Skeldergate, Clementhorpe, General Accident and at the Queen’s Hotel,

all of which have added significantly to the scene portrayed in 1962. Here the author has woven

new material with old skilfully and thoroughly. The origins in the 2nd century, expansion in the
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late 2nd century, commerce, diet, trade, environment, public buildings, homes, personalities,

cemeteries, and in the final chapter 4th-century and late to post-Roman developments - all are

treated in turn and give a picture of life before and after the establishment of the colonia. But

dating is left vague and the reviewer has difficulty in accepting that all the buildings depicted in

colour plate 2 had already been constructed by the time of Severus’ stay in York (usually 208-1 1)

and before the elevation of the settlement to a. colonia and provincial capital.

There are a number of errors: the double 1st cohort would have had 800 men (not 960);

Cerialis was the governor, not the commander of Legio IX, in 7 1 A.D.; Geta became Augustus in

210 A.D.; Severus died on the 4th February; there was a minimum of seven rear offices in a

legionary principia, but five in an auxiliary fort. Figure 9 shows barracks enough for only nine

cohorts - six postulated barracks are missing from the sinistral side of the principia
;
Fig. 22

portrays a headquarters building different from that found by excavation and already published

(other corrections concerning the York Minster Excavations must await the forthcoming

publication); in the key to Fig. 33, no. 10 is not Barker Lane. Finally, the texts of selected

inscriptions, clearly taken from RCHME 1962, show disregard for later readings in The Roman
Inscriptions ofBritain (viz. Figs 3 and 21).

Nevertheless, this publication is an important addition to both the Batsford English Heritage

series and to the bibliography of Roman York. By providing a colourful and attractive synthesis

of old and new information, with emphasis on recent excavation, it fulfils a need for the

specialist as well as the intelligent general reader.

Brenda Heywood.

Peter Ryder, Medieval Churches of West Yorkshire
,
West Yorkshire Archaeology Service, Wakefield,

1993; ISBN 1 870453 17 4; pp. 200, 38 figs, 220 plates, pbk £9.00.

Peter Ryder’s survey provides the basis for this analysis of West Yorkshire’s medieval
churches, although the volume also includes other contributions. ‘Medieval’ is taken in a rather

broad sense, but in a manner which presents an opportunity to chase the development of

churches through to the 19th century and to view them as buildings evolving in wider
architectural contexts rather than as simple sets of unconnected historical snapshots. The
method will no doubt still run the risk of criticism for treating churches as monuments rather

than as integral elements of landscape and social change, but the book provides a clear platform

on which the wider picture can be achieved. The aims are both laudable and realistic - to

establish fabric histories, to enable more informed decisions to be made when development is

mooted, and to encourage recording and preservation.

Churches are included in the volume on the basis that they either contain medieval fabric or

that they stand on a former medieval site. This produces a range of church sizes and pedigrees

which is illustrated in a chapter dedicated to ground plans. In recording individual churches a

‘level 2’ approach was taken, namely an approach ‘intermediate between a superficial

assessment based on architectural style [level 1] and a full archaeological examination [level 3]’.

The investigation of one church is covered in detail to illustrate the methodology (Featherstone)

while the data from other churches is summarised in a gazetteer at the end of the volume.

Ryder’s excellent synthesis, which occupies the main body of the text, is based on the full data

which is held in archive. The volume also provides the opportunity to include a long-awaited

report on the excavations at St James’, Tong, as an example of a level 3’ report. For funding and

administrative reasons the study area is necessarily restricted to West Yorkshire. This is an area

which bears little relation to any ecclesiastical organisation (ancient or modern) and although

external parallels and examples are cited in the discussion, one is left with little doubt that the

presence of the county boundary, although inevitable, is artificial.

After an introductory chapter on medieval parishes, the volume carries the reader from the

Roman through to the Victorian period in chronological units (defined architecturally), but not

in an entirely orthodox sense. It comes into its own in being able to identify local themes, for

example in the chapter on Pennine Perpendicular, and in an interesting chapter on features of

the ‘missing centuries’ which preceded the medieval revival. Traditionalists will be equally

satisfied with the period coverage afforded to Roman, Saxon and Norman times as well as to the

13th and 14th centuries. It would be invidious to single out individual churches from the 69
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listed, but all the old chestnuts are rightly given pride of place (eg Ledsham, Bardsey, Adel,

Kirkburton etc), while others receive the benefit of new information or theory (eg Sandal Magna
and Otley). A splendid body of earlier engravings or drawings is reproduced to illustrate

buildings or features no longer extant (eg St Peter’s, Bradford and St Peter’s, Huddersfield) and
fabric analysis has been usefully extended to include timber roofing.

As important as the text itself are Paul Gwilliam’s photographs without which much of the

discussion would be wasted, and indeed the clear elevations and line drawings. Text and
illustrations are well cross-referenced and this is essential in making the discussion both
readable and informative. Although softback, it has a lavish feel to it and is of high quality. It

will certainly stimulate interest and no doubt encourage access to the more detailed reports on
individual churches on which the gazetteer is based. This is a volume which has done church
archaeology in West Yorkshire a great service, and would be well emulated elsewhere.

John Hunter

J. A. Sharpe, Witchcraft in Seventeenth-Century Yorkshire: Accusations and Counter Measures
,
York:

University of York, Borthwick Paper no. 81, 1992. 21 x 14.5 cm. 28 pp. Price £2. (Available from
the Borthwick Institute, St. Anthony’s Hall, York, YOl 2PW.)

This short study of Yorkshire witchcraft has an evocative cover depicting the hanging of four

witches in 1655, but the text provides a far less dramatic account. The author modifies the

accepted historians’ view of witchcraft as an indicator of stresses in interpersonal relationships

among English villagers. He also questions the current view of the witch as non-diabolical,

almost rational, less threatening and less hunted than her continental counterparts.

Dr. Sharpe seeks to show through a careful examination of the various accusations recorded in

the depositions at assizes and the presentments at consistory courts that there was a strong

undercurrent of belief in malefic witchcraft. A wide range of human illnesses, fits and mental

torments is described, together with sickness in cattle and pecuniary loss. The witch could

cripple with a touch or kill with a curse; she could unhinge the adolescent and the child with the

gift of an apple or a crust. The unpredictability of this power was terrifying and might even be

diabolical, sometimes involving a pact with ‘a black man on a horse upon the moor’.

The rational and the godly could confound this evil by sustained prayer while the gullible

resorted to counter-charms, confrontations and attempts to scratch the witch’s skin to draw
blood. Only when such measures had failed was recourse made to civil or ecclesiastical law,

usually by the gentry and the middle classes accusing a social inferior.

The author discerns in Yorkshire a constant, if low-key, belief in sorcery and occult powers,

even to the extent of consulting with ‘cunning men and women’ in order to find lost purses and

stolen goods. Seventeenth-century society was fully aware of the existence and power of witches,

and it is far more difficult to assess the extent of popular scepticism. Throughout this study

witchcraft is envisaged as an ever-present if largely undeclared insecurity of spirit, only surfacing

when the village tensions became unbearable. There was no mass hysteria, no Salem witch-hunt,

no sabbat meetings on a Yorkshire equivalent of Pendle Hill, few devil’s familiars and no satanic

rites or abuses. Indeed hardly any fuss at all except for the few tormented families. The cases

cited make it difficult to perceive any geographical pattern: were there introverted Dales and a

sceptical Vale of York; were there superstitious Papist hamlets and rational Quaker
communities?

However, witches were being burnt or hung in early Stuart Yorkshire, with examples

mentioned in Pocklington. The author might have examined further the depth of fear which

made this penalty necessary. How often was capital punishment used? How thorough were the

trials? Was it only the marginalised who suffered, while the prosperous villagers were found not

guilty? This aspect is not as fully explored in an otherwise well-researched and well-referenced

study where qualitative evidence is quite understandably preferred to quantitative statistics.

Lawrence Butler.
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